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PREFACE

This Seminar is held as a medium by which theie may be a iree

exchange of information regarding explosives safety. With this idea

in mind, these minutes are being provided for your information. The

presentations made at this Seminar do not imply indorsement of the

ideas, accuracy of facts presented, or any product, by either the

Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board or the Department of Pefense.

ALTON W. P
Colonel, USAF
Chairman
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These proceedings are published for information as an

accommodation to the participants at the Seminar.

The Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board cannot

accept responsibility for the correctness of those papers

which have been directly reproduced from copy furnished

by the authors.
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WELCOME

Colonel Alton W. Powell, USAF
Chairman

Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to the Nineteenth Department of
Defense Explosives Safety Seminar.

It is my pleasure and privilege to welcome you to the Board's sponsorship and
continuation of this highly respected traditional event. The Board members
and the Secretariat want the next three days to be personally stimulating and
professionally rewarding for you. As noted in your seminar program, we have
scheduled a large number of what i believe to be interesting presentations by
leading professionals from the United States and other nations. Your active
participation in the scheduled events is absolutely necessary if we are to
achieve the success experienced in the 18 preceding symposia. I encourage
you to share my personal enthusiasm by exercising your personal initiative
and ingenuity in the various sessions of this seminar.

Before proceeding with our program, let me introduce to you the current
members of the Explosives Safety Board. From the Department of the Army,
Colonel Bobby Robinson, represented by Mr. Larry Crawford, the Army Alternate,
who is the Director of Safety for the Army Materiel Development and Readiness
Command. From the Department of the Navy, Captain Dwight Agnew. Dwight is
head of the Ordnance Materiel Management Branch in the Office of Chief of
Naval Operations at the Pentagon; and from the Department of the Air Force,
Colonel Jim McQueen. Jim is the Chief of Weapons Safety, Deputy Inspector
General, Headquarters Air Force, at Norton Ai.r Force Base, California.

Our impressive list of distinguished foreign participants includes:

-From the United Kingdom - Major General John Hamilton-Jones, President
of the UK Ordnance Board.

-From the Republic of Korea - Major General Doo Jung Jin, Chief of Ordnance,
Republic of Korea Army, and

-From France - Engineer General Jean Roure, Technical Inspector of Arma-
ment, Ministry of Defense, and

-From Australia - Commodore John N. Crosthwaite, President of the Austral-
ian Ordnance Council.

At this time, it is my pleasure to introduce our keynote speaker, Major

General Len C. Russell, the Air Force Deputy Inspector General for Inspection
and Safety and Commander, Air Force Inspection and Safety Center, Norton Air
Force Base, California.
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Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.

I am very pleased and honored to be able to address such a distinguished
group of explosives safety experts. Collectively, you represent much of
the free world's knowledge and expertise in the field, and I am not going
to attempt to give you new insight into the technical aspects of your pro-
fession. What I will share with you is my view of explosives safety in
today's Air Force; not only how we arrived at where we are today, but the
direction we should go in the future. In explosives safety, as in all
other areas of the profession of arms, we must understand the past to keep
from repeating the mistakes of the previous generations, and we must care-
fully chart our path to ensure we can achieve operational goals with the
limited resources available to us.

When I look at the professional explosives safety program that we have
today, it is hard to believe that 15 years ago, on May 16, 1965, we had a
disaster at Bien Hoa Air Base, Vietnam, that cost the lives of 26 men,
destroyed 15 aircraft, and put a combat base out of operation for three
days. Although we do not know exactly what initiated the disaster, we do
know the cause. Commanders sanctioned serious violations of operational
and storage procedures even after the potential for a serious mishap was
identified. Our sister services can cite similar examples such as the loss
of the Marine storage area at Da Nang and the explosives disaster aboard
the USS Enterprise.

Why did this happen?

In the 1950s, our defense emphasis was based on nuclear superiority, and our
conventional ammunition capability was seldom exercised. Most stockpiles
were safely nestled in earth-covered, concrete bunkers at remote storage
areas which posed little or no threat to lives and operational resources.

In 1961, President Kennedy established a national policy to develop a con-
ventional war capability to counter aggression anywhere in the world. Our
conventional munitions buy program soared. At most bases, war reserve
munitions levels far exceeded their storage capability. Most of our muni-
tions in the overseas theaters, such as USAFE and PACAF, were stored outside
in open revetments. Although we have constructed many new storage facilities,
limited real estate is still a major operatioral concern. But, during the
1960s, we paved the way for disaster.

By 1965, commanders in Vietnam were forced to accept greater risks due to
the pressure of operational requirements. In February of that year, Air
Force safety personnel conducted an explosives safety survey of air bases

Sin Southeast Asia. They found serious safety deficiencies:

-Aircraft armed with forward firing ordnance had to be p;-ked
without concern for targets located in front of the airG:aft.

Aircraft were not sheltered or revetted.
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-Large quantities of vombs were stored on the flightline,
both between and behind the aircraft without adequate
quantity-distance.

-Earthen revetments used for explosives storage were improperly
constructed.

AJthough the team briefed commanders on the potential results of a mishap
and the actions necessary to minimize the risks, commanders did not have
dollar or physical resources with which to eliminate the hazards. Just
three months later, Bien Hoa became a casualty of our own operational pro-
cedures. The conditions at the start of the mishap were virtually the
same as the safety staff found in February. Cardinal principles of explo-
sives safety were violated, and explosions propagated down a line of loaded
aircraft like dominoes.

We re-learned our lessons the hard way at Bien Hoa. We had more to learn
at the Marine storage area at Da Nang. The disaster started as a fire in
an off-base trash dump. The fire spread to the Marine Corps storage area
and then by way of flying fragments to the Air Force storage modules. The
Air Force modules were designed for high-density storage of hard-cased high
explosives; however, they were being used for cluster bombs packed in wooden
crates. As the wooden crates burned, the CBUs detonated, throwing bomblets
te other storage modules, causing other fires. The domino effect again.

Circumstances that can put a ground base out of commission for a few days
wreak havoc on a Navy carrier. The hot exhaust from a starter unit on the
deck of the Enterprise was only a few inches from a loaded rocket pod. The
heat set off the rockets, and when the smoke finally settled, the Enterprise
was out of action for months.

As a result of our experiences in Southeast Asia, we started to take a
harder look at ways we eould meet operational requirements yet maintain an
acceptable degree of safety for our people and our operational assets. For
example-, we conducted a full-scale test. called "Big YMcria," to determine
the effect of steel bin revetments on preventing simultaneous or propagating
explosions on explosives-loaded aircraft. "Concrete Sky" tested concrete-
covered, steel-arch aircraft shelters which were designed to replace the
steel bin revetments. On the storage side of the house, "Big Papa" tested
the module concept for high-density storage of HE bombs. These tests showed
that, under specific conditions, wp could increase our storage capacity and
aircraft parking capability without increasing the requirement for land, a
vital concern then, as it is today. These tests were the start of a revolu-
tion in the application of explosives safety to operational requirements.
This r-volution is still inderway, and it will affect the way you will be
doing business in the years to come. The goal of the Air Force, the goal
of the Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board, and your own personal
goal must be to continue to provide the maximum degree of safety consistent
with operational requirements.

1-5



How are we achieving this goal? The adoption of the UIN classification system
by the United States and other NATO nations in 1977 has done much to improve
our cooperative efforts and mutual understanding of explosives safety require-
ments. Our current effort to standardize weapons design and test requirements
is an encouraging step in the direction of improved operational capability and
safety. Further, it should eliminate the needless expenditure of funds for
additional weapons testing to meet the criteria of the different member
nations. I look forward to General Hamilton-Jones' remarks on the NATO AC/
310 Group's approach to this subject. A common ground of definitions, termi-
nology, and requirements will enhance our capability to make valid decisions
on programs like NATO cross-servicing.

I would like to pass on a few thoughts on that subject. NATO cross-servicing
is an important concept because it increases the effectiveness of all our
forces. Other NATC aircraft can land at a US operated base and be refueled
and rearmed with US ordnance, and our aircraft can land at other NATO bases
for similar servicing. We currently have certified the British BL755 and
the French MATRA 250 bombs for use on our aircraft. We have a program,
being coordinated by the weapons people at the Armament Division, Eglin AFB,
to expand this capability to other NATO munitions, and w- are planning to
purchase some of these munitions for our own stockpile. We're not doing this
to share the wealth of the munitions development contracts. We're doing it
because it's good cnrjziaclve defense. It's going to save us a lot of money
iný improve our capabilities through greater interoperability.

The decisions which we make and the design and operational use of weapons,
whether they are procured from US or allied sources, are based on a hazard
classification system which, in the Air Force, uses a systems safety approach.
The Nonnuclear Munitions Safety Board is the key organization in this sytem.
!he Board consists of voting members of each major command and has a responsi-
bility for munitions in the design-to-target sequence. The Air Force Inspec-
tion and Safety Center representative acts as Safety Advisor to the Board.
The primary function of the Board is to review and establish Air Force design
safety criteria, standards, and requirements for nonnuclear munitions being
developed by the Air Force, or being procured from other sources. The Board
also evaluates, through analyses of engineering, development, and operational
tests, how well new or modified munitions meet these criteria. Through this
system we ensure that safety is designed into a weapon, not added on after
it is operational.

An outgrowth of these munitions analyses was an identified need to evaluate
t the operational environment in which they are used. We had the challenge of

producing a higher sortie rate, yet traditional safety philosophy dictated
that refueling, maintenance- and ordnance loading be conducted separately.
Our analysis of mishap data showed thkt the probability of mishap during any

_ one of these activities was very low -- almost zero. What we weren't sure
V of was what would happen if we conducted the operations simultaneously. Would

it create additional or more severe hazards or increase mishap probability?
Could we load and refuel with engines running?
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To answer these questions, the Air Force Logistics Command initiated a series
of systems safety engineering analyses to study combat turnaround procedures
for specific aircraft systems. They found that in some systems, specific
safeguards were required for peacetime practice of the combat turnarounds,
such as shutting down one engine or simulating fuel flow; and in some systems,
simultaneous operations were prohibited. However, the majority of our combat
turn procedures could be conducted simultaneously and in a safe manner -- a
good initiative, both operational- and safety-oriented for increased combat
capability.

These system safety concepts are applicable to other phases of the weapons
business as well. Only when we combine mishap potential with mishap severity
can we provide a meaningful risk assessment and logically determine how we
can best allocate our limited resources.

We have also made progress in refining quantity-distance requirements for
munitions storage locations. For example, we were able to reduce the dis-
tance required from igloos to military runways and taxiways by 40 percent.
Once again, the key to this reduction is the probability of an aircraft actu-
ally being in the hazard zone when a mishap occurs. Through hazard analysis
testing, we determined that most of our cluster munitions would not mass
detonate. This enabled a classification change that significantly increased
the quantity of these munitions .4e can safely store at our overseas bases
and provides a greater combat capability where it is urgently needed.
Similar tests of our air-launched missiles have shown that they too can be
safely sto-ed without the risk of mass detonation simply by maintaining a
minimum separation between warheads. As an example, let's take a look at
the AIM-7 Sparrow missile. Tf we maintain a warhead-to-warhead separation
of only five inches, we can store an unlimited supply in a rocket storage,
checkout, and assembly building or similar strudture. They will not mass
detonate, and the hazard distance for inhabited buildings is only 300 feet.
That's an impressive reduction from the 1,200 feet required under our pre-
vious criteria -- and the key point is that safety is enhanced by meeting
the new storage configuration requirements while at the same time we are
increasing our combat capability. A similar test on the Maverick missile
is in progress.

Actually, we have three tests underway which may further revolutionize our
thinking. Distant Runner will be a test of hardened aircraft shelters to

E6 determine the attenuation of overpressure these hardened shelters offer - -

against external explosions, as well as to the blast and fragment suppression
capabilities of the shelter from internal detoifations.- As an added benefit,
we will see what the ground' shock effects are on nearby runways and taxiways.
Our goal is to allow closer siting of facilities while still maintaining full
protection of those facilities and our personnel. Construction of test

f facilities will begin shortly and the $3 million test will be complete by
December 1981. Distant Runner plans will be discussed in one of the
specialist sessions at this seminare

Secondly, a related test of hardened support structures, such as squadron
operations anid maintenance facilities-, is being conducted by the Army to
determine the overpressufe attenuation these facilities.provide. The test
results should be finalized in the next three months.

77
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And thirdly, the Air Force has requested and the DDESB has funded scale
model tests relative to the close-in suppressive effects afforded by standard
igloos storing 100,000 poinds of explosives or less. These data should allow
us to increase the storage capacity of igloos presently sited for less tha;
100,000 pounds. Some of the initial tests have been completed, and we are
looking Forward to preliminary reports on the results.

What does all of this mean in terms of our national priorities? First and
foremost, explosives safety should support the mission, not impede it.

We believe that in a conventional war, air bases will be high priority
targets of enemy forces since our aircraft represent an immediate and flex-
ible threat to the enemy operation.

One way of protecting our fighter force is hardening of our facilities.
This minimizes damage from enemy attacks and preserves our ability to launch
airstrikes against his forces. Hardened facilities will also provide pro-
tection from the effects of an explosives mishap in peacetime and allow safe
storage of larger quantities of munitions near their point of use. This
will also enable us to readily support increased sortie rates required under
combat conditions. While our storage and loading areas must not pose a
greater threat to our survival than the enemy does, neither can we afford to
wrap ourselves in an impregnable safety blanket by storing all munitions
miles from the flightline, thereby reducing our sortie rates. I can't think
of a more unsafe condition on an airfield than having enemy tanks drive
through the front gate.

With the advent of insensitive high explosives, we are afforded the possi-
bility of assuring safety without the need for vast quantity-distances
because the probability of inadvertent initiation is low -- zero for all
practical purposes. Using probability of inadvertent initiation as a cri-
teria for explosives, hazard classification is a ne: concept. However, we
have used probability in the past for some other phases of the stockpile to
target sequence for explosives that are far more sensitive than IHE. For
example, vehicles transporting explosives by road, rail, sea or air are
not required to observe quantity-distance criteria, and this may well be
the most hazardous and the most probable environment for an explosives
accident. We accept the risks because we are confident that the safety
features for these munitions ensure that the probability of initiation in
this environment is very low. Without accepting these risks, shipping
munitions by any means would be virtually impossible.

When you consider all of the safety features and characteristics which make
detonation of class 1.1 explosives-filled weapons acceptably remote for every-
day use, the characteristics of insensitive high explosives make acceptance

"- I of lesser distances a quite logical and prudent extension.

Our effort to establish a new classification for nuclear and conventional
weapons using insensitive high explosives i7 a common sense step to rational

S I ý 2144hazard classification and risk assessment.
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In the future, it will be vital that we have sufficient information cor.:ern-
ing the nature and effects of specific weapons and the various suppressi.)n
techniques used to protect adjacent operations. This information will allow
us to make rational risk assessments, operational decisions, and choices
between competing objectives. When our knowledge is shared, we can use our
limited resources of time, people, and money effectively. That is your task
this week.

This seminar can be a source of progress in our search for new knowledge and
new applications. The extent to which you open your minds and share your
thoughts with each other -- whether in formal or informal sessions -- will
determine to a large extent our success in crossfeeding knowledge and
developing the information necessary to make those hard decisions we wiil
be forced to make and still ensure adequate safety is programmed into our
plans and projects. Accidents like Bien Hoa, Da Nang, and the Enterprise
must never happen again. We owe it to ourselves. We owe it to the people
of the free world. I wish you luck and success in your conference.

Thank you.

gw
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PRESENTATION

Introduction.

My thanks to the Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board and Colonel
Alton Powell for inviting me to speak here today. In selecting standard-
isa-ion as a continuing theme, DDESB are right to recognise that only by
continuous reminder and pressure can standardisation of defence hardware
be improved in the western world. NATO as the single largest grouping of
nations dedicated to peace and freedom have been responsible for deterring
aggression by their combined military strength. Never has their position
been more precarious and more under challenge than it is today. It is
therefore appropriate to look at progress towards staadardisation in the
munitiois and explosives field, the common currency of war. It is effort
placed in this area that can make for the best use of our slender resources.

Defence within the NATO framework demands an equipment rationale of which
standardisation forms an important part. Ideally, such a policy would imply
acceptance by all NATO partners of a rationalised development and procure-
ment plan, designed to provide a common range of defence equipment against
agreed military requirements and product specifications. Production
arrangements, quality assurance and testing would also be agreed and
rationalised within a coordinated NATO industrial base, thereby ensuring
the standardisation and mutual acceptability of all defence equipment and
stores anywhere within the alliance.

As you may know, the Warsaw Pact has already met these requirements to a
significant extent. Much of their battlefield equipment is already pro-
duced to common specifications, while standardised methods cf testing,
production and operation are widely accepted under Soviet direction.
Although the Soviet system is far from perfect, it is evident that the
substantial battlefield awareness enjoyed by the Pact conventional forces,
which stem to a large extent from adoption of a strict standardisation
policy, must not be under-estimated. The fact that within NATO, we are
still unable to re-fuel each other's aircraft, indicates that NATO has
failed where the Pact has succeeded.

We can also expect the West's ability to meet the Soviet bloc threat to
become increasingly impaired if we cannot achieve a greater degree of equip-
ment standardisatior within a mutually acceptable range of weapon systems.
Some of the reasons .'or our present inability to respond effectively may,
I believe, be illustrated by reference to the difficulties which we still
face within NATO, concerning the acceptance of a basic philosophy for
rationalisation:

a. To meew operational performance requirements.

b. To production and other specifications.

c. To trial/test procedures and engineering practices.

12 
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Results So Far (Operational Requirements).

There is a mixed bag of results. On the bad side we see the tanks of the
Alliance )MI/LEO 2/Chieftain/AMX 30 with no munitions interoperability. On
the good side we see FH70/SP70/M198/GCTl55 with good munitions interopera-
bility. Yet, in both cases, the military reiquirement was boardly agreed.
So, whilst there is a reasonably good record of agreeing operational require-
ments, we need to look more deeply into the problem for the answers to our
failure to standardise.

Specifications.

In general, specifications continue to be written in accordance with national
doctrine and practice. Here the slow process of coming together is being
pursued through the concept of collaborative projects (e.g. MRCA, SP70/FH70),
by which means it is hoped to encourage the adoption of more common codes of
practice particularly within Europe and on both sides of the Atlantic. In this
context, the collaborative concept is proving to be the most successful to date,
probably because of the financial savings offered and the improved sales pros-
pects which can follow from such arrangements.

Trials, Test, Engineering Practice/Quality.

Over the years, individual NATO partners have devised their own procurement
systems and procedures, together with their associated (often single service)
trials and testing arrangements. It is, therefore, inevitable in such circum-
stances that:

a. Weapon procurement programmes develop on the basis of national
engineering practice.

b. Weapon systems and equipments develop in style and quality to a
pattern which is based upon fundamental national experience, codes of practice,
regulations, test and other procedures.

It is unfortunately still rare to find a genuine willingness by individual NATO
partners to enbrace another country's practices at the expense of their own.

To illustrate this point,- the UK has found that foreign equipment purchased by
UK sometimes fails to meet a number of our own UK test requirements. Conse-
quently equipment obtained in this way may have to be modified or is alterna-
tively subject to the application of special to UK handling and storage
restrictions. Foreign purchases of UK equipment have run into similar problems
over here and in the FRG.

. !

NATO Standardisatioi.

Within NATO we, therefore, have'a situation where all countries agree that they
require similar equipment, but we have yet to find an acceptable way of getting
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Within NATO there are two organisations concerned primarily with standardisa-
tion. These are:

a. The Conference of National Armaments Directors (CNAD) -- which deals
essentially with standardisation matters during the design, development and
nroduction phases of the procurement cycle.

b. The Military Agency for Standardisation - which is responsible for
the tactical and operational aspects of standardisation, as these relate to
equipment which is entering or already in service and which ratifies Stand-
ardisation Agreements (STANAGS).

US and European R&D and production programmes are largely uncoordinated,
except in a relatively small number of cases where some form of bi- or multi-
lateral cooperative agreement may exist. In an endeavour to improve the situ-
ation, the NATO Executive Working Group set up Task Force 8 in 1977. This
body was charged to make proposals for establishing closer links between the
American and European Defence Procurement Systems and also between those
operated by the European members of NATO - thereby creating a meaningful "two-
way" flow of information across the Atlantic. Here I must stress that although
NATO is endeavouring to move in this direction, we are still a long way from
achieving a close degree of rationalisation. A number of common NATO weapon
system requirements are, however, beginning to emerge.

AC/310.

To resolve the fundamental problems of common testing of munitions and explo-
sives and to provide a rationale for a standard approach to design criteria
and safety principles for munitions, Group AC/310 was formed in NATO in Decem-
ber 1979. Its TOR are shown and closely relate to those of my own organization,
the UK Ordnance Board, since we in the UK have felt the need for a common tri-
service independent assessment of weapons and explosives for many years. The
tasks that AC/310 are expected to carry out for NATO are to develop from the
existing national sources a common doctrine, tri-service where appropriate,
for testing and test procedures, safety principles and associated design
criteria.

The organisation to achieve the requirement is functional and is shown. The
main committee has a chairman (currently from UK) who rotates among the nations
and has representation from the chairmen of all the sub-groups. The sub-groups
work to provide guidance to NATO on the lines I have described for their topics.
The fundamental sub-group is that on the environment which staffs the NATO
environmental STANAGs which, if adhered to, will promote many basic aspects of
standardisation. The weapon system sub-groups are now forming and their TOR
are in development.

As you will appreciate, it is to this group that those working within CNAD and
MAS will be able to refer and for whose guidance AC/310 will be generating
STANAGs concerning the philosophy and principles of design, safety and testing
for explosive stores and the explosive elements of weapon systems. I must
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also stress here that AC/310 is the first attempt by NATO to establish a
genuinely tri-service forum for the consideration of such matters. The
importance of this group's function in relation to procurement standardisa-
tion within the alliance as a whole will, therefore, be eviden..
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DISTANT RUNNER

A 5 Event High Explosive Test Series
involving U. S. Air Force 3rd Genera-
tion Aircraft Shelters

by

ROBERT A. FLORY
Defense Nuclear Agency
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DISTANT RUTNER is the nickname for a 5 event High Explosive Test
series involving United States Air Force 3rd generation hardened aircraft
shelters and taxiways/runways. This test series is an inLegral part of
t•}. overall Defense Nuclear Agency's Theater Nuclear Forces Survivability,
Security and Safety (TNFS3) program and is scheduled for Au•,-ust through
December 1981 at the White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico.

Stated objectives of the test are to:

1. Assess the capability of aircraft shelters to protect aircraft,
munitions and personnel from external explosive effects (airblast and
ground shock).

2. Assess the capability of aircraft shelters to contain or sup-
press internal detonation effects.

3. Assess collateral damage effects to and vulnerability of near-
by runways/taxiways.

4. Accommodate Weapons Storage Vault testing if required and schedules
permit.

Readiness of the United States Air Force Europe (USAFE) is being impeded
by property constraints. A major problem the Air Force Theater Nuclear
Forces are currently facing in Eurone is the lack of avai.able real estate
for both construction of new aircraP.. shelters and location of additional,
or increased capacity, explosive storage facilities. Operational needs
dictate an increased sortie rate which translates into faster turn around
time. This in turn, translates into storage of more munitions, both in
the aircraft shelters and in close by uncovered sites. Overly conserva- i
zive quantity distance (QD) factors are a major contributing cause to
this limiting real estate problem and reduction of these quantity distance
factors to the correct values will go a long way in alleviating the USAFE
probolem.

For aircraft shelters forty is the quantity distance criteria for
the separation of aircraft munitions from populated areas. This criteria
is currently applied whether or not the munitions are in hardened shelters.
No credit is currently given for containment or suppression of accidental
explosion effects by the shelter. Concrete Sky Phase IXB, a 1971 test, 2-
showed that a detonation in one shelter would not be likely to propagate
to neighboring ones, however, other data obtained was not adequate to quantify
the protection to populated areas provided by the shelter. Concrete Sky
Phase IXB was a test in which an armed and fueled aircraft, equating to
46,6-- lbs. Net Explosives Weight (MEW), was detonated in an open-ended,
unreinforced concrete shelter of the type used in Southeast Asia. The
aircraft shelters being tested in this program are 3rd generation shelters
constructed of reinforced concrete with rear bulkheads and moveable front
closure system. The new QD criteria derived from this test series should
show a significant reduction. In the area of explosive storage
facilities QJ) criteria, the current QD value from either an igloo or an

18



open explosive storage site to parked aircraft is thirty. Currentlythis value is not reduced vhen the parked aircraft in question islocated within an aircraft shelter even though all concede that its pro-tection factcr is greatly increased. This test should provide datathat ;611 allow a significant reduction of the current QD value. Thethird area of concern is the QD criteria for separation of explosivestorage igloos or open storage sites from taxiways and/or runways.The current value of thirty (waived to 18) is considered overly con-servat ',r- and should be greatly reduced by this test.
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The 1st event in this test series is a 100 lb NEW explo- •on inside
shelter A. This will simulate the accidental detonation of r one sortie
load of Air-to-Air missiles. In fact, 10 actual Air-to-Air A.M-9 war-
heads will be used. This event relates to the capability of the air-
craft shelter to contain internal detonation effects. The d tý½nation of
10 AIM-9 warheais will demonstrate the ability of the shelter •o contain
blast and fragments from this explosive quantity and weapon t, ,e. Events
2 and 3 are external detonations of 120 rons of high explosive., each.
These events will be used to assess the capability of the aircr-ift shel-
ters to protect aircraft, munitions and personnel from external :.plo-
sive events. Event 2 exposes Shelter A rear-on and Shelter B siie-on.
Event 3 exposes Shelter A front-on and Shelter B at an oblique angle.
The high explosive used during these events will be Ammonium Nit-ate
with Fuel Oil. The explosives are situated so as to provide 15 1: :i inci-
dent overpressure and 90 psi-millisec free-field impulse at the Fhelter.
Preliminary analysis indicated that this was the maximum loading allowable
while retaining high confidence of avoiding significant damage to the
shelters. It is anticipated that the average overpressure within the
shelters will not rise above 1 psi. Assuming, as expected, that there
will be no major structural damage and internal overpressures will be in
the 1 psi range these tests will justify a quantity-distance factor of
5 for up to 275,000 lbs. of explosives in a standard storage igloo or a
factor of 8 for up to 125,000 lbs of explosives in the open. By compari-
son, current QD values from either an igloo or en open storage site to
parked aircraft is 30. These same two external shots will also be
utilized in assessing the collateral damage effects to nearby runways.
The arrangement of runways on this test will allow for a range of damage.
Current QD values for distances between explosive storage igloos and open
explosive storage areas to runways are 18 and 30 respectively. This test
should allow these values to be reduced to 8 or less. Events 4 and 5 of
this test series involve examining the suppression capability of the air-
craft shelter to internal detonations. Event 4 will be the detonation
of 2200 lbs. NEW of Mark 82 bombs hung on an excess RFI01C aircraft.
This is representative of a one sortie load of air-to-ground munitions.
The aircraft i411 be In its normal position within Shelter B with the shel-
ter doors closed. Event 5, utilizing Shelter A, will be identical to
Event 4 except that there will be a total of 10,000 lbs. NEW of Mark 82
bombs, both hung on another excess aircraft and stored in the shelter.
This is roughly representative of 4 sortie loads of air-to-ground munitions.
in both events, catastrophic failure is expected. Debris patterns and
overpressure readings in the surrounding area will be measured. The
current QD from aircraft loaded with munitions to occupied areas is
h0 with no consideration for suppression by the aircraft shelter. It
is estimated that with shelter suppression the QD should be no higher
than 20.
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Post Test
Current Estimated Safety Distance (ft)

RELATIONSHIPS QD Values QD Values Current/Estimated

Igloo to A/C Shelters 30 5 1950/325

Open Storage to A/C Shelters 30 8 1500/371

A/C Shelters to Occupied Bldts 40 20 860/430

Igloo to Taxiway/Runway 18 8 or iess 1170/520

Open Storage to Taxiway/Runway 30 8 or less 1500/371

Igloo contains 275,000 lbs. of explosive
Open Storage contains 125,000 lbs. of explosive
A/C Shelter contains 10,000 lbs. of explosive

Figure 2. Current vs. Post Test estimated QD Values

The last objective of DISTANT RLMNER is to accommodate the Weapons
Storage Vault (WSV) testing if required and schedules permit. The WSV is
a below grade vault designed to store one or more nuclear weapons within
an aircraft shelter. The development of this vault is a separate effort
and if a final design is completed in time it will be incorporated in
Shelter B and appropriately instrumented.

isstrumentation for this test series consists of the following pressure
gages, 44 free field, 33 on/in Shelter A, and 27 on/in Shelter B. There will
be 79 accelerometers including 33 free field and pavement, 22 in each shel-
ter and 2 below grade in Shelter A. For debris collection there will be a
5 degree prepared ground fan on three sides of each shelter out to 50 (W)1/3.
Additionally there will be impregnated fiberboard sheet bundles to act as
targets for impacting debris. Debris energy and density will be measured
by analysis of these targets. As a matter of further interest the concrete
utilized in the two shelter archs will be color coded by location in the
arch. This will aid in determining point of origin for debris. Up to 17
high speed cameras will also be utilized both inside and outside the shelters.

The current status of DISTANT RUNNER is as follows. The test group
staff has been designated and is fctioning. The 6ontracts for instrumenta- r
tion have been awarded. The construction contract for the tw6 aircraft
shelters was awarded to the John R. Lavis General Contractors Inc. of El
Paso. Texas on 5 August 1980. Mobilization of construction equipment is
now taking place.
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Figure 3 is a view of Spangdabhlem Air Base shoving the currentrelationship between the amnn~ition storage area and the aircraft shelters.
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Figure 4 Portion of Spangdahlem Air Base showing A/C shelter current explosive
weight limits and new explosive weight limits based on estimated new
QD values.

'igure 4 is a blow up of & small portion of Spangdahlee t s aircraft shelters.
Aa an example of the direct benefits available from this test aeries the
Snumbers beside each shelter indicate the current explosive weight limit and
the new explosive weight limit ba•e• on the estimated new Q1 values.
Additionally, based on estimated new QD values, there is now room for
open munitions storage areas between the runway and the aircraft shelters.
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PREDICTION OF THE BLAST AND DEBRIS HAZARD FROM AN
ACCIDENTAL EXPLOSION IN A THIRD GENERATION

NORWEGIAN AIRCRAFT SHELTER

by

P. K. ýoseley
M. G. Whitney

ABSTRACT

The location of military aircraft shelters in Norway has created
concern in recent years due to the blast and debris hazards which could
result from an accidental internal explosion of ammunition stored in
cubicles located in the floors of the shelters. A study was conducted
to correlate an approximate engineering analysis with experimental re-
sults of model scale tests to determine a method to predict the blast
field characteristics outside a third generation Nerwagian aircraft
shelter and the maximum expected debris distances from fragmentation
of such a shelter following an explosion. Using shelter breakup pat-
terns observed in the model tests, fragment velocities and maximum
probable ranges are calculated based on internal loading of the shelter
walls and roof by the resultant shock waves from the explosion. These
fragment characteristics are compared to those which can be measured in
the model tests. Also, external blast is both analytically and experi-
mentally determined in several directions outward from the shelter.
Based on the information obtained from the model tests and the engineer-
ing analysis, existing quantity distances for ammunition stored in an
aircraft shelter may be more conservative than necessary. The prediction
methods having the best correlation with the experimental results pre-
sented in this paper will provide necessary computational estimates for
explosions in structures of analogous design for which model tests cannot
be conducted for financial or other overriding factors.
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I. iTRODICTION

The location of military aircraft shelters in Norway has created
some concern in recent years due to the blast and debris hazards which
could result from an accidental internal explosion of amwunicion stored
in chambers located in the floors of the shelters. This study involves
the correlation of an approximate engineering analysis with experimental
results of model scale tests conducted in Norway to determine a method
to prediat the blast field characteristics outside a third generation
Norwegian aircraft shelter and the maximum expected debris distance from
fragmentation of such a shelter following an explosion. Due to the lack
of information available regardiag, the blast and debris problem, a pre-
diction method is needed for the particular problem of an accidental ex-
plosion in an ammunition chamber in the floor of a shelter. When an
explosion occurs within such a structure, blast and fragments can cause
serious damage to neighboring structures and can also affect personnel in
the vicinity of the shelter. The walls of the shelter itself can fail
and become sources of fragments which can be projected some distance and
damage nearby structures or injure or kill base personnel. However, ex-
isting quantity distances for ammunition stored in the aircraft shelter
may be more conservative than necessary. Initial indications from the
analysis and the preliminary test results are that these quantity dis-
tances may be reduced. When the model tests are completed, the predic-
tion methods having the best correlation with the experimental results
will provide necessary computational estimates for explosions occurring
in structures of analogous design for which model tests cannot be run for
financial or other overriding factors. The preliminary results of the
approximate engineering analysis and a brief overview of the model scale
tests will be presented in this paper.

II. METHODS FOR PREDICTING EFFECTS OF INTERNAL BLAST LOADING

Internal blast loading was considered in order to determine velo-
cities and, evcntually, ranges of fragments from the shelter. Figure 1
shows a sketch of the typical Norwegian aircraft shelter studied in this
analysis. The charges are stored in the underground storage room which -

can be seen in the left side of the shelter. Although not indicated in
the figure, the shelter is covered by a layer of dirt.

The loading from an explosive charge detonated within a structure,
whether vented or unvented, consists of two almost distinct phases. Re-
flected blast loading defines the first phase. It consists of the ini-
tial high pressure, short duration reflected wave, and perhaps several
later reflected pulses arriving at times closely approximated by twice
the average time of arrival, at the chamber walls. The later pulses are
usually attenuated in amplitude because of irreversible thermodynamic
processes. These pulses can be very complex in waveform because of the
complexity of the reflection process within the structure. Maxima for
the initial internal blast loads on the aircraft shelter can be estimated
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from scaled blast data or theoretical analyses of normal blast wave
reflection from a rigid wall. The shock waves reflected inward from
the different surfaces of the shelter -will coa.esce and strengthen as
they implode toward the center of the structure, then re-reflect to
load the structure again. The second shocks will probably be somewhat
attenuated, and after seteral such reflections, the shock wave phase
of the loading will. be complete.

"The second distinct phase of the blast loading in an internal
detonation occurs as the pressure of re-reflected shocks decays, and
eventually settles to a slowly decaying level dependent upon chamber
volume, structure vent area, and energy release of the explosion. This
phase of the loading is known as the quasi-static pressure region. A
typical pressure-time history at the inner surface of a chamber experiJ-
encing an internal detonation is shown in Figure 2 [1]. The blast his-
tory is characterized by the initial shock loading phase (which includes
several reflected shocks) followed by the slowly decaying quasi-static
pressure phase.

o In order to characterize the blast loadin$ on the inner surface
of the shelter, two approaches were taken. One approach uses several
simplifying assumptions and is relatively easy to calculate, while the
second approach follows methods which more accurately define the real
situation and, therefore, is more difficult to consider. The methods
are as follows:

(1) The first method assumes that the charge is located at
ground level the same distance from the door as to the center of the
ammunition cubicle, but centered in the shelter (Figure 3). Also, the

TI

Figure 3. Identification of Surfaces (Cross-Sectional View)

2 charge is assumed to be spherical, i.e., it is treated as a point charge.
As mentioned earlier, the blast loading can be separated into two phases,
initial shocks and the quasi-static pressure realm. As suggested by
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reference 2, in a slowly responding structure, the initial reflected shocks
can be combined and treated as a single shock of amplitude equal to 1.75
times the peak pressure and with impulse considered as 1.75 times the im-
pulse at the position in question. Also, i'n order to simplify calculatons,
only reflected pressure and impulse from air blast curves are considered.
This assumption ignores oblique loading oz the surfaces. Because the charge
is located on the ground surface, the ground is treated as an ideal reflect-
ing surface and the charge weight considered in the analysis shall be twice
the quantity to be stored in the shelter. Using these assumptions, blast
pressure and impulse on a shelter surface can be characterized as a function
of distance from the charge location. Hence, one can determine the closest
and farthest distance from the charge to a shelter surface, choose several
standoff distances (R) between these boundaries, and calculate pressure (?)
and impulse (i) as discussed. The results can then be plotted as P or i
versus R and a smooth curve can be drawn through the plotted points. The
peak quasi-static pressure can be determined using Figure 4. As mentioned
earlier, the quasi-static pressure (as well as initial shocks) is a factor
in determining initial fragment velocity. Results of these calculations
shall be discussed at the end of this section.

(2) The second method of determining blast loading involves pro-
cedures which are expected to describe blast characteristics more olosely
than that suggested above. This method assumes a charge location within
the bounds of the ammunition storage area. It combines the use of a volume
ratio method and results of an Eulerian computer code to be described later
to determine the loading on the individual surfaces of the shelter.

Surfaces away from the charge encounter increased focusing due to
the shape of the roof. It was felt that a ratio of the volume enclosed
by a spherical shock front (of radius equal to slant range) to the volume
of the chamber inside the blast wave front could be used to determine an
equivalent charge weight for various distances from the charge center. In
order to accomplish this, integration of a section of a sphere contained
in the shelter shape was necessary. In order to simplify the integral,
almost the exact crcss-sectional shape of the chamber was used and assumed
constant from the door to the rear of the chamber; i.e., the complex rear
structure with the exhaust portal and sloping roof was ignored. Figure 5
depicts a floor and cross-sectional view of the regions in the shelter
which were used to obtain integration limits for volume and, thus, equiva-
lent charge weights. By selecting various slant ranges, R', which corre-
spond to points on the walls and roof of the shelter, Figure 6 was created
for obtaining charge weights for a wide range of values of R'.

If the surfaces in the simplified shelter shape are numbered as in
Figure 3, the volume ratio method can be utilized in obtaining blast para-
meters for surfaces 3, 4, and 5. Because the charge is located near one
side, the expected multiple reflections resulting from the geometry of the
wall, roof and storage chamber should coalesce as a single shock front at
some distance from the ammunition cubicle. Coalescence is assumed to occur
before the blast wave reaches those surfaces farther away from the charge
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location; thus, the shock front could resemble a blast wave from a spheri-
cal charge located at ground surface near the sidewall next to the ammuni-
tion cubicle.

Surfaces 1 and 2 located very near the a=unition cubicle, however,
should not be treated in this manner. These surfaces require a different
method of determining pressure and impulse along their respective lengths.
The location of the charge in the cubicle will be along the cubicle wall
opposite the lift platform. Because the ammuniC4on storage area runs al-
most the entire length of the shelter and ammunirion is stored ilong the
inside wall, this situation can be approximated by a line charg&. It is
believed that these two walls are loaded and reloaded several times and
that they break into extremely small fragments under this load. However,
there is an extreme lack of experimental data for close-in line charges.
In order to obtain an estimate of how these surfaces are loaded, the two
dimensional Eulerian computer code TUTTI was utilized.

The TJUTTr program is a two-dimensional, Eulerian hydrodynamic code
that is based on fluid-in-cell techniques. It has multiple material capa-
bility. In the present application, a LSZK detonation products equation
of state is used for the explosive. Being two-dimensional, either a
planar or axisymmetric analysis may be treated. The code is structured
to allow for fluid motion around or through an arbitrary number of sur-
faces, thus permitting flour over solid obstacles or through perforated
patterns of walls. The theory used to develop the code is presented by
Gentry, et al. [3]. However, significant modifications have been made vy
U. S. Naval Surface Weapons Laboratory and by SwRI.

The flow field is divided into an arbitrary number of cells of vari-
ous sizes. As used for the computational results presented herein, a planar
geometry of fairly coarse grid description representing the confines of the
shelter is provided in Figure 7. Explosive, located in the munition stor-
age bay, is detonated to release high energy detonation product gases into
the surrounding, confined air space. An ideal gas equation of state for air
and the LSZK equation of state for TNT are used in the solution procedure.
The solution procedure algorithms simultanecusly solve the equations of con-
servation of mass, momentum and energy for hydrodynamic flow. Artificial
viscosity terms are provided in the equations to assure that the numerical
procedure is both stable and accurate. An internally generated time step
similar to the current condition insures a time-stable solution.

Pressure gauges were placed at locations marked G in Figure 7. A
line charge is placed in a corner of the ammunition cubicle. The program
was allowed to run until the gauges along surfaces i and 2 had received
maximum pressure from the reverberating shock waves. A pressure-time trace
was output which was integrited to oita~in imipilcA at each gauge location.
The results indicate a much stronger loading on these two surfaces than on
the other walls. Because surface 1 receivds an, especially strong load arid
gauge locations were very. close together, an average impulse of 2.61 x 105
Pa. see will be used for all points along thaf surface.
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To obtain blast parameters along surfaces 3 through 5 and to account
for oblique re,lections, curves of Pressure and impulse versus a scaled dis-
tance down a surface plocted from accumulated experlmenta! data from. single
and multiple detonations for several 9 values ,.zc values of R/QI/3 ) in a -ýre-
vious SwRI project (Reference 4) were used. 1hese curves are depicted in
Figures 8 and 9. Lcading on surfaces at the rear o. the shaiter shall be
assumed to be reflected a-,d the charge weight that was determined from the
volume ratio at the distance to the respective surface will be used. As w.:h
the first procedure discussed earlier, peak quasi-statiz pressure can be de-
termined from Figure 4.

As discussed previously, an average i-pulse of 2.16 x 105 -a.sec is

used for fragments from surface 1. Pressures and impulses for surfaces 2
and 5 are presented in Figuces !0 and 11 as examples of blast parameters
calculated using both the computer code and the volume ratio method.

Iii. ESTLMATION OF FRAQT-NT BPEAKUP

The analytical determination of a breakup pattern from an explosion
inside an aircraft shelter presents a difficult problem. One possible
method of estimating fragmentation would be to examine the spall stress and
structural response of the shelter. Spall stresses were accumulated for
various regions of the shelter. It is felt that spall can influence the
structural integrity of the structure and its breakup pattern. Also, cal-
culations were made to compare applied loads with scructural response.
"Beam strip" theory was used, and several "beams," were chosen which repre-
sent the various areas of the shelter. In other cases where less explosive
is involved, one may be able to choose a fragmentation pattern by consider-
ing a combination of spall and bending results. However, from reviewing
films of the initial model tests of the aircraft shelter, spall does not
seem to be the determining factor in influencing the breakup of the shel-
ter. Thus, some other method must be considered to predict a fragmenta-
tion pattern.

Lue to the shape and structure of the shelter and the large amount
of explosive involved, estimates of a breakup pattern based on spall stress
and structural response is probably not valid. The results of the prelimi-
nary 1:20 scale tests were used to establish fragment sizes. Breakup is
actually dependent on strain rate, which is not scaled in these tests.
However, since the material properties in Zhe full and model scale are
identical, any dependence of these properties on strain rate would not be
great. Thus, the prototype breakup will probably closely resemble the
model breakup. This similarity of breakup, however, could most likely
only be proven by comparing breakup patterns from small and large scale
tests.

Of the preliminary tests, two involved the maximum scaled amount
of explosive. The debris in these two tests were characterized by several
large pieces of the shelter roof and walls and otherwise fairly small
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fragments. The actual debris density was very low. If the assumpotion is
made that the initial motion is independent of gravitty, a frar-ent from
the model will travel at the same initial speed and have the same crajec-
tory angle as its counterpart from the prototype. Thus, the use of a
breakup pattern similar to the breakup observed in the prelimina-ry model
tests should be a reasonable estimate of the actual breakup which will
occur in an explosion in the prototype.

The results of the scaled tests are that fra=ment sizes range fron
very small chunks, particularly near the charge, up to complete panels
such as from surface 5. Therefore, for surfaces 1 and 2 only small frag-
ments were considered, and for surfaces 3 through 5 several fragment sizes
were considered ranging from very small fragments up to the entire panel
size. Surfaces at the rear of the shelter were considered as the size of
the entire panel. Details on the assumed fragment sizes and locations
are listed in Table 1.

The internal loading and structural patterns such as spacing between
rebar in the concrete walls of the shelter can only suggest possible break-
up following an explosion. A study of fragmentation using all the model
test results will provide better insight to the actual breakup pattern which
can occur in the full scale shelter.

IV. PREDICTION OF FRAGMENT VELOCITIES

The techniques used to determine the initial velocity of fragments
from the shelter are described in this section. Basically, two different
methods to predict initial velocities were considered. The first method
consists of two phases. The first phase involves the initial impulsive

Y• loading from the blast wave. The second phase includes the expansion of
the gases produced by the explosion products and the venting of these gases
around the fragments as they leave the shelter. The second method is to
determine initial velocity due to the buildup of quasi-static pressure alone
in the shelter prior to fragmentation.

"Asstming the surfaces receive an initial load followed by a force
contribution of the expansion of the gaseous explosion products, the velo-
city of a particular fragment from a surface due to the shock load alone
can be determined from

v iA

__where i is reflected specific impulse,
- A is the area of the fragment, and
a M is the mass of the fragment.
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Table 1. Fragment Sizes and Locations

?.OC&207 0?FANo. 021M-• oe (-A) W Me

1 sudace 1: Size of -"bar 0.04 '2. 13 Z 102
spacing

2 Surface 2: SIZO of :%bar 0.04 7.87 x 101r4c1@g
3 $ta•f.a. 2: C~unk toward 42.21 6.75 z 104

Cho roof
4 Surface 3: Whole panel 108.0 1.86 z W3
5 Surfae 3:1/2 pan" .4.0 9.30 z 104

6 Sux.ece 3: 1/4 panel 27.0 4.63 z (04
7 Surface 3: 1/10 panex 2.0.8 1.86 z 104
8 Surace 3: 1 u2 cbmk 1.0 1.72 z 10 3

9 Surface 3: Size of rebar 0.04 6.89 z 101
spacing

10 Sumface•4: ••ole penal 253.3 4.98 x 105
11 Surface 4;. /2 panel 126.6 2.49 x 105

12 Sur3ace 4: 1/4 pael 63.32 1.25 z I05
13 Surfsae 4: 1/10 peal 2.333 4.98 104
14 Suace 4:1 u2 chun 1.0 1.97 x 103
15 Surface 4: Size of rebar 0.04 7.87 x 101

spact.g
16 Surface S: Whole panel 74.25 "2.19 z 105
17 Surface 5: 1/2 panel 37.12 *1.09 2 105
18 Suface 5: 1/4 paul 18.36 *5.4a 104
19 Slanted back panel 22.0 *(.o0 x 104
20 tfr•L beck roof 6.67 1.47 x 104

21 eCtmla. back cop 32.0 5.51 a
roof neocuftii ~ ~~~22 ••eMa •,

30.0 3.98 z lo.

U Me of dirt Is AeSleG.d so UASep obtained will be cossewrya,.
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The impulse is extracted from the curve corresponding to the surface from
which the fragment originated (see Figures 10 and 11). Slant -ange R' is
measured from the center of the assumed charge to the approximate geometric
center of the fragment. To expedite prediction of velocity for any size
fragment from a surface, figures, such as Figure 12, were created for sur-
faces 2 through 5 assuming an average thickness across each surface, i.e.,

iA A
pAt pt

where p is the density of concrete, and
t is the average surface thickness.

These velocities are conservative in that the mass of the dirt cover is
not included. The actual velocities of fragments originating from sur-

faces 1 and 5 will be reduced considerably because of the significant
amount of dirt packed against these walls.

To obtain the velocity contribution caused by expansion and venting
of the gaseous explosion products, the aircraft shelter was likened to a
rupturing pressure vessel. A half cylindrical shape was assumed to simpli-
fy the burst. Utilizing the computer code CYLIN developed in a previous
SwRI project (Reference 2), the assumed cylinder was allowed to fragment
into ten panels (corresponding to twice the actual surfaces in the half
cylindrical shelter), which already had obtained an initial velocity from
the blast loading. Fiure 13 shows the conceptualization of the cylinder
separating into n fragments. The fragments are strips or panels which move

/ " . - --

n-Fragmenting cylinder

Figure 13. Conceptual Model of Bursting
Confinement Vessel (Reference 2)
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radially from the ceater of the cylinder. M5tion of the door and heav7
rear end of the shelter is not considered. A cylinder of length L and
radius R is assued to burst into n strip fragments of width d and thick-
ness t. A cross section of each panel is a serment of the cross secti•
of the cylinder having a segment height h and segment dia.acter d. in the
analysis, the projected area of each strip i,3 obtained from the surface
area and the initial subtended angle of the strip at the center of the
cylinder, or

A 2LR [ - cos ji
The area of a crack about any fragment at a given time is obtained by
assuming the cracks only form lengthwise about the cylinder and by ob-
taining an equation for the crack width in terms of the initial radius
of the cylinder and the radial distance r which the fragment has trav-
eled at time t, or

W - 2-r [r(t) -- Rn

Thus, the crack area can be determined by

A =4-irLR (r(t) -'
c n R

If an average initial velocity from the blast loading is calcu-
lated for fragments across each surface, this velocity can be input to
the computer code as the initial velocity of equal strip fragments hav-
ing mass equal to the mass of a given surface. The code is run once
with a weighted average initial velocity to obtain the velocity contri-
bution to a fragment from a particular surface due to the pressure
buildup in the shelter. The result of this velocity contribution is
approximately 17 m/sec. The addition of this velocity contribution
to velocities from the initial blast loading provides initial veloci-
ties for input into the FRISB trajectory computer code for determining
range of fragments from an explosion.

S12Another possibility which has been considered is that fragments
from the walls and roof of the aircraft shelter receive an initial velo-
city solely from the buildup of quasi-static pressure following the explo-
sion. To determine this velocity for a certain fragment, the computer
code CYLIN is run, assuming no initial velocity before rupture of the
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cylindrical structure. If these assurmptions are indeed valid, the frag-
ments would start ouc at an initial velocity of approximately 35 r/sec.
The distance a fragment will travel can again be determined using FRISB
code results as described in the next section.

As a comparison to the velocities obtained using volume ratios
to calculate equivalent charge weights (the main method described in
this report), pressures, impulses and velocities were calculated for
the simplified case where a spherical charge is centered in the shelter
on floor level. Reflected pressures and impulses were assured co be
conservative. Velocities of fragments calculated in this manner com-
pare quite favorably with the average weighted velocity of approximately
40 m/sec across all surfaces using the volume ratio method.

V. PREDICTION OF FRAGýNT RANGE

The range of a flying fragment from the exploding aircraft shelte2r
is dependent on the lift and drag forces acting on the fragment. Two
types of fragments are possible: (1) fragments whose geometry is such
that both the lift and drag forces act on them during flight, i.e., long,
relatively thin fragments and disc-shaped fragments; and (2) fragments
whose geometry is such that only drag forces act with no contribution of
lift forces. A method of predicting the distance traversed by a fragment
was developed and computerized into a code entitled FRISB (Reference 2).
In later work, a set of generalized curves was developed to estimate
maximum fragment range by performing a model analysis to generate dimen-
sionless parameters to describe the general problem, running the compu-
ter code JPISB to determine ranges for selected cases, and plotting the
results as a series of curves (Reference 5).

Using the fragment sizes given in Table 1 at various locations on
the shelter and trajectory angles obtained from studying the preliminary
model test results, typical fragment ranges were calculated using the
FRISB code. The distances traveled by fragments of the sizes studied in
this analysis range from a few meters to a maximum of 140 meters.

These ranges are engineering estimates of probable maximum range
of possible fragments. The ranges were determined using debris trajec-
tories observed during the preliminary tests. If these same trajectory
patterns appear in subsequent tests, the calculated ranges should be good
predictors of distances traveled by full scale fragments from an actual
explosion since the velocities are fairly low. However, it is possible
for a fragment to "spin" and travel a much greater distance than reported
here. Thus, to be positively conservative in predicting fragment ranges
when quantity-distance standards are involved, one would have to use a
maximum range obtained from the previously mentioned generalized curves
for predicting maximum range (Reference 2). The probability that a frag-
ment will spin like a disc and reach the -maximum range obtained from
these curves is very low. The calculated distances should provide good
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estimates of the actual trajectories of fragment3 from the aircraft shel-
ter.

It should be stressed that the ranges reported here are based on
trajectories of fragments in the preliminary model tests and velocities
obtained using assumpticns described in this report. T.he actual velo-
cities should be lower mainly because (1) the mass of the dirt cover has
been ignored in this analysis; and (2) the pressures and impulses were
calculated assuming a charge location on floor level while the charge
is actually in the ammuznition cubicle beneath a concrete barrier, and
its effects -ill be attenuated somewhat before reaching che inner walls
of the shelter.

VI. EXTERNAL BLAST CHARACTERISTICS

Several methods of characterizing blast parameters as a function
of distance from the shelter were consider-ed for this study. Using the
results of the external blast-calculatioms, the effects of the blast wave
were considered for structures and humans using wechods discussed in Ref-
erence 2. Included are predicted distances at which minor structural
damage, major structural damage, threshold of eardrum rupture, and thres-
hold of lung damage occur for the various methods considered for deter-
mining the blast field.

The various methods of predicting the external blast are as !ollows:

(1) The simplest method for estima•ting external blast parameters
is to consider a spherical charge that is not enclosed by the shelter, i.e.,
an open charge located on the ground surface. Also, one can assume that
the &round surface acts as a perfect reflector; hence, twice the charge
should be considered. Using standard scaled air Llast curves for twice the
charge weight, unsealed values of reflected and side-on overpressure, speci-
fic impulse and blast duration can be calculated. Results shall be given at
the end of this section.

(2) Another method of estimating the blast field would be to subtract
the predicted kinetic energy of shelter fragments from the "available charge
energy" to solve for an effective charge weight. The "available charge ener-
gy" would be equal to twice the charge weight; once again, the ground is as-
sumed to be a perfect reflecting surface. One could also subtract the strain
energy imparted to the structure by the blast wave; however, review of pre-
liminary model tests and consideration of some simple bending calculations
reveal that the structure is grossly overloaded, and the strain energy should
be negligible compared to the total energy available. Again, using the ad-
justed charge energy, standard scaled air blast curves can be used to pre-
dict unsealed air blast parameters as a function of distance from the charge.
Results-are given at the end of this section.
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(3) The first two methods discussed consider a hemispherical
blast wave with magnitude which is independent of direction t4i.e., di-
rectionally from the front, back, or sides of the structure) -and inde-
pendent of whether the door is open or c-losed. '.ork done b'% Keenan
and Tancreto -Rfrneo•gives ma.thds for predlcting blast parameters
ii forward, back, and sideward dletn abou aetdcame:Hw

ever, differences exist between the dimensions of the aircraft shelter
and the chambers considered in Reference 6. If the open door area is
considered as a vent opening, the shelter resembles a rectangular box
with a charge weight to volume ratio (QOV) of 2.91 kg/m3 and the charge
located off center. Of the several types of chambers tested in Refer-
ence 6, che most similar to the aircrafz shelter is a cubicle with one
side open and the charge located in the geometric center. The charge
to mass ratio is in the range of that tested by Keenan and Tancreto
(1.01 - 4.01 kg/m3 ). Also, the chambers tested by Keenan and Tancreto
were designed to remain structurally intact which does not occur with
the aircraft shelter. Despite these differences, Reference 6 was used
to estimate blast parameters for comparison purposes.

Table 2 is a summary of damage predictions for the three exter-
nal blast methods. Plots of pressure, duration (except method 3), and
impulse versus distance awre included in the report (Reference 3), how-
ever, they are not included here.

Table 2. Damage Predictions Using Trifferent
Blast Estimation Methods

Criteria Distance (m)

Methods

1 and 2 Method 3

Front Side Back

Major Structural Damage 180 320 197 179

Minor Structural Damage 500 720 520 450

Threshold of Lung Damage 30 140 82 69

Thieshold of Eardrum Rupture 120 218 131 117

VII. BRIEF SLUW!ARY OF MODEL TESTS

Based on the preliminary results of the approximate engineering
analysis, recommendations were made for the remaining model tests
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currently being conducted in Norway. Tests are Derflormed using scale
1:100 and 1:20 so that results can be compared to add credibility to

tne model scaling. Tests have already been conducted wih the shel..
door open and with the Zoor closed. The blast and frag=nent character-
istics with the door otn-r or closed are not significantly different be-
cause the door is of re^latively light construc.ion compared to the rest
ol the str-cture, i.e., it will detach and vent n-ich more quickly than
the shelter roof and walls.

The different surfaces described in this paper are "color zoded"
on the models to enable a better determination of fragment origin when
a zest is completed. Also, numbers were placed at various distances
down each colored surface to indicate origin. if the surface origin of
the major fragments and fragment groups (areas where very small frag-
ments cluster) can be determined, this information together with the
terminal location of the fragments in relation to the shelter can be
used to match trajectory angles to fragments using the test films and.
thus, analytically develop plots of range 7arsus polar ground angle
which can be compared directly with similar plots of the experimental
results. An example analytical plot is shown in-Figure 14 using an
estimated breakup pattern chosen from the fragment descriptions and
trajectory angles assumed from the preliminary test films. (The door
of the shelter points toward 270%, and angles are measured counter
clockwise.)

Several 1:75 scale steel model tests were also conducted to try
to determine the internal blast loads on the walls of the shelter experi-
mentally. These results are being compared with the loads predicted
in the engineering analysis. When all the mouel tests have been comr-
pleted, all the experimental results will be compared to the analytical
predictions to determine the most accurate prediction method. This
analysis should give additional credibility to model tests conducted
for other structures and should provide an accurate estimation method
of blast and debris hazards in structures of analogous design in the
future.
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If there is a common denominator among the hundreds of thousands of

people (such as you and Ti) who are involved in the manufacture or use of
"explosives, it is safety.

Ex~losives are inherently dangerous and always have been recognized

as : iuch. in fact, when the italiar zcientist, Ascanio Sobrero, discovered

nitroglycerin in i846, he found its behavior so unpredictable and frightening

that he actually warned against its use. The history of the explosives

industry since then has been one of looking for ways to do our jobs more

safely.

Twenty years after Sobrero's warnings, Alfred Nobel discovered he

could temper nitroglycerin's unstable behavior by mixing it with Kieselguhr,

an absorbent diatomaceous earth. Nobel's discovery--dynamite--was the

explosive of choice for the next hundred years, despite its two major

shortcomings--it was relatively easy to detonate accidentally, and it could

lead to severe headaches in workers who handled it or who inhaled postdetonation

fumes.

Users of explosives lived with these shortcomings because there were no

practical alternatives. Clearly, there was no simple solution to the

perplexing problem of making safe a product that is useless if it is not

powerfully destructive.

In the' years following World War II, the massive growth in technology,

information, and innovation led to a series of breakthroughs in explosives,

coming at a rate of about one per decade.

In the 4O's noncap-sensitive canned blasting agents replaced dynamite

in large diameter blastholes, a significant breakthrough in safety in that it

changed the direction of the quest for safety. While Du Pont and others still

looked for ways to make dynamite safer, we also began to look for alternative

explosives which would be inherently safer. A
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In the 50's ammonium nitrate/fuel oil mixtures in packaged and bulk

form were developed and rapidly replaced the remaining uses of dyarmite in

large diameter holes. By the end of that decade, the major remaining large

diameter uses of dynamite -were in wet conditions, where ANFO formulations

could not be used because of their lack of water resistance, and in tough

shooting areas.

These last large diameter strongholds were eliminated in the 60's with

the next breakthrough, the development of water gels or slurried explosives

with solid sensitizers such as trinitrotoluene or TNIT.

A major challenge remained: To find a way to adapt the inherent safety

characteristics of water gels to small diameter applications. The solution

was to develop a sensitizer which would be effeitive and safe in applications

smaller than 100 mm. in diameter.

in the early 70's, Du Pont developed a iystem centered on monomethylamine

nitrate, or WWI, that has subsequently proven to be effective down to a

diametEr of 22 mm.

On January 24, 1974, a press conference was called to announce that Du Pont

(the United States' largest producer of dynamite) would be out of the dynamite (

business by the end of 1976. Tne reason-- a water gel explosive had been

developed that was as effective as dynamite but that was substantially, provably

safer.

To date, we have manufactured well over a billion pounds of these gels,

which we sell under the trade1mark Tovex®, without a single accidental

a detonation with the finished product.

ý:p The decision to drop a product line is not taken lightly, in any industry,

for it requires substantial. testing and proof that the replacement product is

more effective, more economical, and safe--in this case, orders of magnitude safer
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I would like to Thare "ith you th nfor.Ation that -ed to "e decisio-

to drop dynamite and also some recent data based on our experience ,ith, as T

mentioned, more than a billion pounds n.!" water _gel explosives over the past

12 years.

Before doing that, plea-- note that the data to be presented here are

based on our -xperience with our proprietary, NAN-sensitized Water gels. They

may not be precisely appli-able to all water gel explosives. However, with

respect to product safety, while the specific data points may vary from one

ma.ufacturer's product to another's, the concept that water gels and slurries

are orders of magnitude safer than dynamite is irref• able.

I would first like to review some typical compositions of water gels

and dynamites.

Tovex* v& Dynemmif.

WtEsr Get Dynamft.
Sensitiier Explosive - Explosive -

* Smokeless Powder & Nitroýilycerne
* TNT 0 Nitrosta.,h
Non-Explosive --

o Aluminum Pigment

* Am-ne Nitrates

Oxldkzers Ammonium, Calcium Ammonium and
and/or Sodium Nitrates Sodium Nitrates
PerchloratAS

FuLNS Coal. Aluminum. Oil. Carbonaceous
Sulfur. Sugar and/or Materials and Sulfur
Glycol

To effectively replace dynamite, it was necessary to assess the critical

properties which would be required. These next charts list those which we

found to be most important and compares Tovex2 Water Gel with dynamite.
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TOve*X vs. DynamO te
ProperU~s

TOVEP

Density G/CC 87-1 38 80-1.60
Energy CALiGM 750-1400 700-1100
Velocity M/S 3000-6000 1700-6000
Consistency Fluid to Firm Firm
Water Resistance Gooi Poor to Good

Tmx* vs. Dynomft

TOVEX' Dynamitl

I ml.itaon Se'su-tvt
- Air Gap 32 MM

Dameler) c m 'o
1
3 1.-102

- 21"C ( '- cartridge)
- Drop Test 5 KG

Weight 121 CM INo 25-76
Detonations) (50% Point'

- Underwater Shock Initiation
Pressure KGýCMI 1046 70-211

- 30-'06 Bullet Test Fail Detonation
- LOW Temp.erature ..

Iniltation *C -8 <-20

The development of Tovex required an extensive testing program

designed to assess the hazards of the proposed product. Since water gels

were extremely insensitive, would not burn without a sustaining source

of heat, andi showed little or no reaction when subjected to standard -

safety screening tests, a new and more comprehensive system for evaluation

of explosives hazards was required. Du Pont's initial program was intended to

determine the appropriate procedures to be followed to avoid accidental

4 detonation during the processing of water gels.
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"• Identify lnitia~ion Mechanisms of Water
Based Explosives and Develop Tests to
Determine Sensitivity to Each

"* Identify Potential Initiation Points in the
Process and Characterize and Quantify
the Input

"3 Determine Quantitative Process Safety
Margin

Although the objectives of these tests were evolved to measure

manufacturing hazards, they are equally valid in assessing hazards in other

situations in which the material could be subjected to unusual thermal or

mechanical shock or abuse. Such situations occur in handling, in use

and transportation, as well as in manufacturing. Of course, other

hazards may occur in blasting, but up until the point at which the

explosives are readied for blasting, the tests for manufacturing hazards

are generally applicable.

Initiation Mechanisms.

"* Impact
"* Minimum Energy

"* Burning

Situations which might lead to accidental explosions were defined as

impact, minimum energy input, and deflagration to detonation encouraged by

confinement at elevated pressures. Each of these phenomona was examined for

effect on various grades of Tovex® and a comparison was made with dynamite.
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Impact Tests

i Flat Head 12 Gage Projectile

M 5 KG Drop Tests

Two types of impact testing were carried out. A flathead 12-gauge

projectile weighing 35 g impacted water gels from a distance of 10 feet at

varying velocities and a 5 kg weight was dropped from varying heights onto

test samples.

TOVlX" II. DYNAMITE

200 400 O WO O00 1200 1400 IWO
HIDniv 131 , ,. i

Sp Gel40 157 -- 1.
800 119 0-4 •

210 107 - 6-
700 119 -

320 102 -

200 '09-

90 093 -

650 1.36 -

In projedtile tests, the most sensitive type of Tovex& is only half as

sensitive as dynamite with respect to projectile velocity.
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"TOVWvwLDYNAIU

*A 0*F 20 f0 - so 100

210 ~ '1
W0 20 TOVE" ro' a" _ we
w 20Di ~not d~tonhs.wOwn

200 SKg wowmopp,
100 1ioF- froon w~*flwnfihwig of
950 , &sL t.Etu~m .•

90 o0.4

320
300 0[3,0 ,7r

In drop tests, a 5 kg weight dropped 140 cm did not detonate the most

sensitive ToveA- formulation. Therefore, there was no data for Tovex&.

This compares -with the 50 percent point for dynamite which is shown to be less than

10 ca.

After determining the maximum energies that Tovex® would be exposed

to during the manufacturing process, we defined the minimum energies for

detonation of Tovex® and dynamite.

I

Minimum-Energy Studies

" Graded Cap Series
" Detonating Cord 4

The minimum energy required to detonate Tovex® and dynamite were determinEd

with blasting caps of various strengths and with detonating cord with varying core-

A loads.

6
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This chart compares the minimum energy required for initiation of

Tovex@ and dynamite. Even the most sensitive Tovex® required 30 time- more

energy than dynamite for detonation (6 cal. vs .2 cal).

Deflagration to Detonation

2 Closed Bomb Burning Tests

SAnother consideration in the program was the possibility of deflagration

to detonation. Tbsts were conducted in closed pipe bombs to examine this

phenomenon.
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In these tests of TovexP to encourage deflagration to detonaIon, con-duced

in closed containers, no detonations occurred even at elevated pressures. At

the nighest pressures, 30,000 to 40,000 psi, burn'.ng rates approached 20 ft.

per sec. whereas deflagration to detonation is approximatel" y 3,000 t. per. sec.

These data you have seen certainly support the claim that water gels or

slurries are many times safer than dyna.mfte. Now, what is the track record?

What has happened in the marketplace? It is quite dramatic.

Already water gel is used widely for mining, construction, and quarrying

in the U.S. and throughout the rcst of the world. In excess of 701 of the 650

million pounds of st.andard explosives (nonammonium nitrate types) consumed in

the U.S. afe water gels or slurries, with this figure growing rapidly at the

expense of dynamite.

Standard Explosives Market
1000

o-

1s"8 '62 "6 70 '74 "78 "82

SThis chart graphically illustrates the trend to water gels in the U.S.
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Du Pont-'s Tovexý Water -Tel is sold in )v-.r 50 couniuries, sorne of which are

shown here.

Wit-h this wide exposure, it is obvious that water gel has -Proven to be a

direct replacement for dynamite in virtually all uses and offers greater safety

in transportation, handling, and use than nitroglycerin explosives.

The safety performance speaks for itself. As I point-ed. out earlier. Du Pont

alone has manufactured their billionth pound of Tovex®R within the last year, and,

to date, no accidental detonations with the finished product have occurred. This

is a 12-year record, unequalled in the explosives' industry. Accident data

provided by the Institute of Makers of Explosives support this record and compare

recent Tovex® experience with othe2r explosives.

_ _____

Explosives
Safety in IHandllng

Water G.t All Others
Fatalities ........... 0 79

JQSerious Injuries .... 0 109

3N- 'Accidents~ reported to the IME (1973-1978)
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Grade, Tented 4 4

Number of Test, 10 1i
Average Carbon Monoxide
CC/200 GM 4351 , 1811
Average Oxides of Nitrogen
CC/200 GM 70% 2209

Not only are water gels safer to manufacture, transport, and store, but

when used, they generate less toxic gas.

The improved safety performance of water gels already is recognized by

groups outside our industry.

* A major insurance compar is offering liability

insurance to Du Pont explosives' distributors at

substantially reduced premiums. The premium for

Tovex® has been reduced to 40 percent of that for

dynamite.

* New York City Fire Department has reduced the

shielding requirements for trucks used to haul Tovex®

Water Gels within the City of New York.

0 The New York City water authority now uses specifica-

tions for explosives which preclude the use of dynamite

in favor of water gels for construction work.

Canada permits truckload quantities of 40 thousand

"pounds of water gels versus 10 thousand pounds of

dynamite.

It is important to note that at least eight major manufacturers of

explosives in the United States produce water gels or slurries.
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Sources
Apache ES&C

Atlas Gulf

Austin Powder Hercules

Du Pont I reco

Conclusions

It would be wrong for me to suggest that water gels and in particular,

Tovex® Water Gels, eliminate all the hazards associated with the transportation,

storage, and use of explosives. Nevertheless, extensive testing results, plus

the consumption of millions of pounds over a 12-year, accident-free period, do

suggest that Tovex® Water Gel is very unlikely to detonate in accidents in which

dynamite would detonate and that situations in which Tovex® would detonate will

be highly infrequent.

Finally, I would urge that we all recognize the fact that water gels or

slurries, are many times safer than dynamite, that they are readily available

today in the U.S. and world wide, and that we encourage water gel use by

implementation of regulations which will provide an incentive for the consumer

to use these safer explosives.
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PBX's IN LARGE NAVY MUNITIONS

Fred L. Menz
Erwin W. Anderson

Naval Surface Weapons Center
White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
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INTRODUCTION

Major problems with large U.S. Navy munitions containing conventional TNT-
based explosives, such as H-6, Tritonal, and Comp B, are violent fast ecok-off
reactions, sensitivity to fragment impact, explosive reaction during impact with
hard (concrete) targets, and relatively poor underwater performance. Testing
indicates that selected plastic-bonded explosives (PBX's) provide improvements
in all areas. High-velocity fragment impact studies show that PBX's are less
sensitive than Comp B, H-6, and HBX-1. Limited full-scale bomb and warhead fast
cook-off tests have shown that these explosives give mild reactions during cook-
off. A small number of full-scale bomb sled tests indicate that PBX's can
survive a bomb target impact that causes violent reaction with Tritonal and H-6
loaded bombs. Torpedo and underwater mine weapon developments show that PBX's,
appropriately formulated for underwater weapon application, have much greater
explosive output than Tritonal or H-6.

This report will discuss the work on the PBX's in Large Navy Munitions
Program, whose objective is to determine the feasibility of using plastic-bonded
explosives in large munitions. The Mk 80 series bombs have been selected as
convenient test warheads for containing the explosives. Initial evaluation of
all explosives was conducted on either 250 pound class Mk 81 or 500 pound class Mk
82 bombs, with selected explosive compositions being tested in the 2000 pound
class Mk 84 bomb. Seven Navy and Air Force candidate PBX's were being evaluated
in this program. Included among these seven PBX's were aluminized, unaluminized,
and underwater explosive formulations. The overall underwater and
fragmentation/airblast performance has been assessed and compared to the current
bomb fill, H-6. The response to cook-off, bullet impact, and sympathetic
detonation will also be characterized. This program is providing the first
large-scale, general assessment of the performance and safety characteristics of
PBX's in a systematic and comparative test program.

U.S. NAVY PLASTIC-BONDED EXPLOSIVES

Research in plastic-bonaed explosive technology has been proceeding during
the past 20 years in the Navy. PBX's are heterogeneous explosive mixtures bonded
together by a polymeric binder. PBX's can be loaded into weapons by one of four
procedures, depending on their formulation. These loading procedures are
pressing, casting, extruding, or injection molding. U.S. Navy nomenclature for
designating PBX compositions is given in Table 1. At present, the U.S. Navy has
five pressed, six cast, one extrudable, and one injection-loaded PBX compositions
approved for service use (Table 2). Additional PBX's are under development; a
list of currently interim qualified Navy main charge explosive PBX's is given in
Table 3, along with potential applications.

BACKGROUND

In July 1967, the carrier USS Forrestal, on station in the Gulf of Tonkin,
was conducting normal flight operations when a rocket inadvertently fired from an
aircraft on the flight deck. The resulting fire and explosions cost the lives of

1 134 seamen, 74 million dollars in material damage to the carrier alone, and the
I I operational loss of the carrier for an extended period.

i 6
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Ir January 1969, a similar incident occurred aboard the USS Enterprise;
numerous deaths and severe damage resulted. Both incidents were the result of
what is termed "cook-off." When a confined explosive, such as exists in a
weapon, is exposed to extreme heat such as a fuel fire, the violent reaction that
occurs is known as "cook-off." In the above-mentioned accidents, ordnance was
exposed to a fuel fire and as a result exploded violently, with considerable
blast and fragment destruction. These incidents emphasized the need for
explosives that react far less violently in fuel fires, thus eliminating such
tragic events.

Other incidents that have occurred as a result of violent reactions of the
explosives in munitions include the 5-inch and 8-inch gun irbore prematures
experienced during the Southeast Asian conflict and the railroad train explosions
caused by fires in railway boxcars at Tobar, Nevada; Roseville, California; and
Benson, Arizona in the late 1960's and early 1970's.

These, and other instances, emphasized the need to redirect some of the
research and development within the United States Navy's explosives development
program with specific goals to develrl insensitive explosives with
characteristics such as cook-off resistance and fragment impact insensitivity.

The utility of using insensitive explosives in Navy Munitions is addressed
in formal Navy operational requirements. The operational problems that require
insensitive explosives are:

(1) Unintentional initiations of munitions due to explosives'
sensitivity to fire, fragment impact, and mechanical shock

(2) Aerodynamic heating of ordnance on high-performance aircraft

(3) Problems with munitions in hot gun barrels

(4) Potential vulnerability of munitions to point defense systems

(5) Reliability of munitions under extreme environmental conditions.

Standard melt-cast TNT-based explosives possess a number of well-known
deficiencies (Table 4). Many PBX compositions have reduced or eliminated these
deficiencies (Table 5). As can be seen from the list in Table 2, the typical
application of PBX's in the past has been specialty, low production volume
weapons, such as missile and torpedo warheads. With the greater emphasis placed
on the use of insensitive explosives over the last ten years, more weapon systems
are considering PBX's for use because of safety enhancement offered by these
explosives at a given level of performance.

1 Fred L. Menz and David J. Edwards, New Navy Explosives Reduce Cook-Off Hazard, i' ___

NAVSEA Journal, Oct 1975, Pg 59, Naval Sea Systems Command, Washington, D.C.
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Very recently, this interest in insensitive explosive fills has been adopted
by the Army, Air Force, and the Department of Energy, culminating in an in-depth
study of insensitive high explosives and propellants (IHEP) and their effect on
overall systems safety including manufacture, shipment, storage, and use.

PREVIOUS LARGE-SCALE SAFETY/SENSITIVITY STUDIES OF PBX'S

Plastic-bonded explosives represent a significant breakthrough in explosive
composition development. In cook-off and bullet impact tests designed to
evaluate resistance to initiation by fuel fires and high-velocity projectiles,
respectively, PBX's have shown outstanding superiority over conventional
explosives (such as Comp B, Tritonal, and H-6). This superiority is achieved by
means of the elastomeric binder. In a cook-off situation, this binder decomposes
by either endothermic or exothermic pyrolysis. The gases produced during the
pyrolysis build up the internal pressure, which eventually ruptures the ordnance
case. This allows the unconfined explosive to burn mildly, without producing
destructive explosion and fragmentation. It has been conjectured that the
rubbery nature of the elastomeric binder is the reason for the superior
resistance to initiation by bullet impact. Such insensitivity greatly enhances
the safety of ordnance items exposed to machine-gun fire and other high-
temperature environments.

To determine the cook-off characteristics of these new explosives in actual
explosive ordnance, a namber of studies were performed by the U.S. Navy. Full-
scale tests were conducted utilizing Mk 81 and Mk 82 bombs, 5"/54 projectiles,
and b)th Mk 63 and Mk 24 Zuni warheads. As an example, a Mk 81 bomb loaded with a
PBX was subjected to a standard fast cook-off test. The bomb was unlined and
uncoated. This bomb, in normal use, is coated with a heat-resistance paint and
has an asphalt-based liner on the inside for thermal protection. The test setup
prior to ignition of the fuel is shown in Figure I (upper). After 2J minutes in
the fire, pressure buildup inside the bomb ruptured the i-inch thick steel case,
followed by non-violent burning of the explosive. There was not fragmentation of
the case or detonation of the explosive. Post-test view is shown in Figure I
(lower).

Under the same test conditions, bombs filled with Comp B, H-6, and Tritonal
exploded violently, producing significant damage from airblast and fragments.
For example, when an uninsulated and uncoated Mk 81 bomb loaded with Tritonal was
subjected to this test, the bomb detonated after 2& minutes. A Tritonal-loaded
Mk 81 with normal coating and insulation survived for 10 minutes under the same
test conditions, but then detonated.

In another experiment, four Mk 81 bombs loaded with the same type of PBX
were simultaneously subjected to a slow cook-off environment. This experiment
simulates the situation of a fire on the other side of a bulkhead from the bombs.
The test setup is shown in Figure 2 (upper). The top two rows of bombs were
filled with sand. No reaction occurred during the first 3 hours. Then, in the
space of 3 minutes, three bombs split open and the explosive burned with no
resultant fragmentation. The fourth bomb did not react. The test site after the
cook-off is shown in Figure 2 (lower).
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In a similar slow cook-off test, four Tritonal-loaded bombs survived for
about 2, hours. Then detonations and explosions occurred that completely cleared
the test site, including a 3-ton steel shield, throwing some inert bombs as far
as a quarter mile. A summary of these cook-off tests is shown in Table 6.

Limited bullet impact and qualitative fragment impact tests have been
conducted within the Navy, using insensitive plastic-bonded explosives. It has
been demonstrated that these materials are less sensitive to bullet/fragment
impacts than other compositions, such as Comp B and A-3. Sled tests using Mk 80
series bombs have demonstrated that insensitive plastic-bonded explosives
survive impacts into reinforced concrete targets.
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TABLE 1. U.S. NAVY PBX NOMENCLAThRE

P - Plastic
B - Bonded
X - Explosive
C - Experimental, China Lake
W - Experimental. White Oak

AF - Experimental, Air Force*
(I) - Interim Qualified

N - Final Qualified in Navy Weapon
1 through 99 - Pressable

100 through 199 - Castable
200 through 299 - Extrudable
300 through 399 - Injection Moldable

TABLE 2. U.S NAVY SERVICE-APPROVED PBX's

Explosive Application

PBXN-1 Missile Warheads
PBXN-3 Missile Warheads
PBXN-4 Missile Warheads
PBXN-5 Boosters

PBXN-101 Missile Warheads

PBXN-102 Missile Warheads
PBXN-103 Torpedo Warheads, Mines
PBXN-104 Missile Warheads
PBXN-105 Torpedo Warheads, Mines
PBXN-106 Missile Warheads and Projectiles
PBXN-201 Burster Charges
PBXN-301 Multipoint Initiators

TABLE 3. INTERIM QUALIFIED PBX'S

Explosive Potential Applications

PBXC-116(.1) Missile Warheads
PBXC-117(I) Bombs
PBXW-107(I) Bombs
PBXW-108(I) Projectiles
PBXW-109(1) Bombs
PBX(AF)-108(I) Missile Warhead'; Projectiles

* The Air Force use. a different nomenclature for their PBX's: AFX, followed by a
3-digit number. Examples are AFX-108,and AFX-70B. Upon interim qualification
by the U.S. Navy of an Air Force PBX, the nomenclature shown in Table 1 is used.
For example, upon interim qualification of Air Force plastic-bonded explosive
AFX-108, the Navy designation PBX(AF)-108 was given.
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TABLE 4. DEFICIENCIES OF STANDARD MELT-CAST TNT EXPLOSIVES

1. Susceptible to aympathetic detonation in magazine and storage areas
2. Premature initiation upon impact with hard targets
.Insufficient thermal stability

4. Increased performance results in increased sensitivity

5. Likely to produce violent explosive reactions in fuel fires
6. Subject to cracking and liquid exudation e' -"ng extended storage
7. High shrinkage after casting with resultin., -. rge internal voids

TABLE 5. SOME ADVANTAGES OF TYPICAL PBX EXPLOSIVES

1. Thermal stability up to 150 0 C, as opposed to 800C for TNT compositions
2. Elastomeric mechanical properties which decrease sensitivity to mechanical

impact
3. Minimal or negligible shrinkage after casting
4. Less sensitive to shock than standard explosives with the same performance
5. Navy PBX's tend to burn rather than detonate when subjected to a fuel fire
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TABLE 6. PBX COOK-OFF TEST RESULTS

Explosive Warhead Results

PBXW-107(I) Mk 82 Bomb Case ruptured. No frags.
Only part of explosive
bur ned.

PBXW-1O7(I) M¶k 82 Bomb Tail plug ejected.
Explosive burned. Case
intact.

PBXW-106(V) 5 "/i 5 4 Projectile Nose plug ejected.
Explosive burned. No
damage to shell.

PBXC-116(I) Mk 81 Bomb Case split. Explosive
burned. No frags.

PBXC-117(I) Mk 24 Zuni Mild rupture. No frags.
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EXPLOSIVE POWER OF PYROTECHNIC COMPOSITIONS

J M JENKINS, R F NICHOLLS and M PEER

Royal Armament Research and Development Establishment, UK

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the initial air-blast experiments being

performed at RARDE to assess the expiosive performance of pyrotechnic

compositions. These experiments form part of a large programme which

has two main objectives.

The first is to provide more accurate information on the hazard

classification of pyrotechnics with respect to the current UN regula-

tions for storage and transport.

The second, equally important, objective of the programme is to

provide information pertinent to the design of effective operator pro-

tection and safer operating procedures. In order to support this

latter objective a replica of one of our pyrotechnic manufacturing

facilities is being constructed so that structural features, pyro-

technic screens and hazards, such as flying fragments, which arise

outside the building can be assessed.

2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Various pyrotechnic compositions were assessed in three experi-

ments which were:

I - To measure and assess the explosive power from various

initiating stimuli.

2 - To measure the explosive power expressed in terms of theI .• fequivalent mass of TNT per unit mass.

3 - The likelihood and effects of sympathetic initiation in a

practical storage situation.4 The pyrotechnic compositions that were assessed are shown in Table 2.

Only three compositions were assessed in Experiment 3.
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2.1 Experiment 1

Three initiriting stimuli were used; a fuzehead (match head), and

electric detonator and a detonator boosted with a tetryl pellet (25 mm

x 25 mm diameter). The composition was placed in a papier mache pot

measuring 130 mm in diameter x 130 mm in height. The pot was placed

on a short wooden post. The initiator was located at the geometric

centre of the charge mass. As each charge was fired visual observa-

tion backed by foil gauge evidence was made to classify the response

into one of the classes shown in Table 1. Figure 1 illustrates the

experimental arrangement. The four foil gauges were installed at

various distances from the charge to assist with the differentiation

between a mild and severe explosion. An indication of the equivalent

mass of the composition which exploded violently was obtained by means

of an approximate calculation.

TABLE 1

Experiment 1: Explcsive Response Definitions

Burn The pyrotechnic ignites and burns. The container

lid opens but the container itself is not ruptured

by the internal pressures developed.

Mild Explosion The pyrotechnic ignites rapidly leading to rupture

of the container and ejection of burning pyro-

technic.

Severe Explosion The pyrotechnic ignites with considerable violence

giving rise to air blast pressure which ruptures

some of the installed foil gauges.

AA
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2.2 Experiment 2

Those compositions which displayed an approximate equivalent mass

of 0.1 kg TNT per unit mass or greater in Experiment I were selected

for a more rigorous assessment of the equivalent mass.

The equivalent mass of the selected pyrotechnic composition was

found using the standard experimental apparatus shown in Figure 2.

In this well established experiment the air blast parameters produced

by a severe explosion are recorded in free air conditions, that is

with freedom from interference to the primary shock wave by ground

reflected shock waves. Free-air conditions were obtained by placing

the explosive charge and twelve piezo-electric pressure transducers at

a height of 4.5 m above ground. The twelve pressure transducers were

connected to a multi-channel recording instrument.

The pyrotechnic composition was placed in a spherical container,

160 mm in diameter, giving a storage volume of 2.2 x 10 m . The

containers were fabricated from high impact polystyrene and consisted

of two hemispherical shells with an internal spider to retain a 25 mm

x 25 mm (diameter) perforated tetryl pellet at the geometric centre and

a filling cap (Figure 3). An L2A1 detonator was passed up a tube into

the pellet after the spherical container was filled.

The recorded data were used to obtain an equivalent mass for each

pyrotechnic composition. The results of Experiment 2 aie shown in

Table 3.

I14
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TABLE 3

Explosive Power Results

Composition No Explosive power/
(from Table 2) kg TNT per unit mass

6 0.12

4 0.13

5 0.25

7 0.19

8 0.19

9 0.32

10 0.23

11 0.50

It can be seen that the results generally follow the order found

using the foil gauges with the notable exception of Number 5, the

potassium benzoate/potassium perchlorate composition. Further experi-

ments along these lines are planned with larger masses of composition

to determine the effect of mass on TNT equivalence particularly with

those compositions with equivalence values of just under 0.1.

2.3 Experiment 3

While the results of Experiments I and 2 provide basic data on

the explosive performance of pyrotechnic compositions additional data

applicable to the storage situation was needed. Experiment 3 was

dea-sed to assess the explosive performance of pyrotechnics in a

practical storage situation and in particular to examine the possibility

of sympathetic initiation. Experiment 3 was divided into 3 parts.

"2.3.1 Experiment 3A

This experiment is similar to Experiment 1 except that 3 kg of

composition was placed in a storage cataister (Figure 4). An indica-

tion of explosive power was obtained by means of foil gauges as before.

A match head was used as the initiating stimuli. The fragmentation of
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the can was also studied. Three compositions were studied. They were

the slow flare composition (No 2), the tracer composition (No 3) and

the green signal composition (No 9). The explosive yield of the slow

flare composition (No 2) and the tracer composition (No 3) was less

than 0.01 kg of TNT, the cans remained substantially intact. The green

signal composition destroyed the can and gave an average explosive yield

of 0.23 kg of TNT for the can which contained approximately 3 kg of

composition. There were large fragments which travelled marny yards.

2.3.2 Experiment 38

The experimental layout was as shown in Figure 5. The contents of

the middle can being initiated by a match head. The same compositions

were used as in 3A. The experiments with the slow flare and tracer

compositions showed that flame propagation took place but the acceptor

cans were not shattered; their contents burned smoothly. The experi-

ment with the green signal composition resulted in a mild explosion

with the three acceptor cans being initiated and disintegrating into

large fragments.

2.3.3 Experiment 3C

In this experiment a stack of 12 cans was made, 3 layers, 4 cans

to a level, the whole being supported by a wooden frane (Figure 6).
One can in the centre layer being ignited by a match head. The stack

with the slow flare composition burned steadily with no explosive

events taking place, that for the tracer composition was similar but

the whole event was over in a few minutes. With the green signal

composition the stack exploded giving an average explosive yield of

0.6 kg of TNT which was quite z-mall when one considers that the stack

! contained a total 36 kg of composition in the cans. The green flare

composition caused many large fragments weighing ½ to I kg to be thrown

tens of yards.
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3 DISCUSSION

This work has shown that the explosive violence obtained from the

ignition of pyrotechnic compositions varies vith initiating stimulus

and that it is difficult to correlate, other than in very general terms,

the results of explosive power measurements on single charges with the

effects in a storage situation.

With nearly all the compositions tested the explosive output was

greater the more violent the initiating stimulus and compositions which

burned relatively quietly with match head ignition could Lt made to

produce a significant blast output with a detonator and tetryl pellet

initiation.

The results of the stack trials showed that the more violent the

response that was achieved in the explosive output tests then the more

likely that the collection of cans would initiate and that the event

would be more vigorous. However, they also showed that the events in

the collected cans were much less violent than would be expected from

the explosive output tests. With the tracer composition, the explosive

output tests gave a TNT equivalence of 0.13 kg of TNT per unit mass but

the trials with the storage cans gave rise to no observable blast

pressure. Similarly, with the green signal composition the explosive

output tests gave a TNT equivalence of .32 kg of TNT per unit mass

but the storage can trials gave an average explosive yield of only

0.6 kg TNT for the whole stack containing 36 kg of composition. This

does not mean that the explosive output result should be discarded as

they will be more relevant in the manufacturing situation where large

-passes of composition are handled and in the magazine situation in

which pyrotechnic compositions of varying explosive output are stored.

In the mixed magazine situation it will be very difficult to predict

the violence of the overall event as explosive output derived from any

particular composition can depend on the violence with which it is

initiated by its neighbouring composition.

÷f

Controller, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, London 1980
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FIGURE 2
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EXPERIMENT 3C LAYOUT

FIGURE .6
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*No-Roll Process for Manufacture

of Double-Base and Composite-Modified
Double-Base Extrusion Compositions

CRAIG S. JOHNSON
PAUL F. DENDOR

Naval Ordnance Station, Indian Head, Maryland

ABSTRACT

The No-Roll Process is a recently developed method of manufacturing
solventless double-base and composite-modified double-base propellants.
This new process offers considerable advantages over processes currently
in use; it is safer, more versatile and less costly.

Because it is a safer and more versatile process it is possible to
incorporate energetic solids into the formulation. This makes it pos-
sible to manufacture gun propellants with higher impetus levels and ex-
truded rocket propellants with higher specific impulse.

This per describes th.. Nloý,R^ Processing techniques and presents
formulating data and test results of these gun propellants and rocket
propellants.

BACKGROUND

Solventless double-base propellants are made in a lengthy series of
processing steps. The methods are well established and accepted as being
"the" way to make solventless double-base propellants. Some variations
have been attempted in the U.S. and in Germany, but the time honored hot
rolling techniques persists.

A water slurry of nitrocellulose (NC) is formed and the nitrate
esters and other plasticizers are added to the mix. The mix is then de-
watered using a Nutche filter or a centrifuge. The paste is aged to
allow the plasticizers to start to enter the NC fiber. The damp material
is then mixed with the water-affected ingredients in a horizontal mixer.
This blends the "paste" into a more homogeneous material. This paste is
first placed on hot differential rolls and then fed through hot, even-

speed rolls a number of times. A well colloided smooth sheet of propel-
lant is formed. The material is slit into strips, rolled up into "carpet
rolls" and extruded in a vacuum extrusion press. The extruded -rand is
cut to length to complete the process.

*The opinions or assertions made in this paper are those of the

author and are not to be construed as official or reflecting the views
"of the Department of the Navy or the naval service at large.
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This process has the disadvantages of:

a. High cost, because of the many facilities required and many
handling steps.

b. Being labor intensive because of the many hand operations neces-
sary.

c. Being equipment intensive with specialized equipment and many
facilities.

d. Being difficult to incorporate water-affected ingredients. For
safety reasons the paste cannot be completely dried, and small amounts
of water can hydrolyze or dissolve some ingredients.

e. Being impossible to add energetic solids to the mix because of
safety considerations.

f. Occasional fires on the rolls cause equipment damage and concern.

This hot rolling method is used to make solventless double-base pro-
pellants such as N-5, HEN-12, NOSOL-318 and NOSOL-363. The products have
the advantages of:

a. low volatile content of about 0.1%;

b. good dimensional stability with age; and,

c. reextrudable to other configurations after time.

A second way of manufacturing double-base propellants is the solvent
method. This method has been developed to high levels of automation and
instrumentation.

In the solvent method of manufacturing double-base propellants, a
heavy duty horizontal mixer is used to mix nitrocellulose, plasticizers
(energetic and/or inert), inert solids, energetic solids and volatile

NC solvents into a dough like consistency. The NC is plasticized and
partially disintegrated during this mixing to form a continuous binder
phase to hold the solids together. The dough is blocked in a press and
extruded through a screen into large diameter billets. These billets
are then reextruded into the final, small diameter configuration. After
cutting to length, the volatile solvents are removed by drying the pro-
pellant at elevated temperatures. )I

This solvent process, although widely used and less expensive than
the hot rolling solventless process, has several disadvantages:

a. as the volatile solvents are removed from the grain it shrinks
a and changes dimension, thus producing lot-to-lot variability;
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b. the web thickness is limited because of the time to remove the
volatile solvents; and,

c. the volatile solvents cause an environmental problem because
they are very difficult to remove from the hot drying air-stream in the
drying ovens.

Because of the inherent dangers of solventless processing, little
work has been done on increasing the energy of these propellants by the
use of energetic solids loading. The British have used some nitro-
guanidine in their solventless propellant. ARRADCOM1 has developed the
so called solvent-solventless process, but this combines the cost of the
two processes and is very labor intensive.

The inclusion of energetic solid3 in the double-base matrix can have
very desirable ballistic benefits. Typically the impetus values of gun
propellants can be raised from about 350,000 ft lb/lb to above 400,000
ft lb/lb. Rocket propellant specific impulse can be raised from about
200 lb-sec/lb to above 250 lb-sec/lb.

PROCESSING

2
The No-Roll Process was developed to avoid the problem of the cur-

rent art. The process is compleft" in fewer proceŽssing steps and with
less manual handling during critical steps. For normal double-base pro-
epellants the following process is used.

1. Aslurry ofwater-wet fibrous nitrocellulose and heptane is formed
and the liquid plasticizers are added to the slurry. The materials are
slurried together until the solids have dispersed and plasticizers have
coated all of the nitrocellulose. The heptane is decanted.

2. The propellant is dried to remove the remaining heptane and
complete the plasticization of the nitrocellulose.

3. The material is placed in a vacuum type solventless press and
extruded to its final size. The strands are then cut to length.

The material from this process is similar to the conventionally
manufactured propellant. We manufactured NOSOL gun propellants by the
No-Roll Process and the extrusion properties, physical properties and
ballistic properties were quite similar.

MR.:

IJ.S.Stack, Investigation of High Energy-High Density Smokeless
Nitramine Extruded Double-Base Propellaaits, Picatinny Arsenal Technicala
Memorandum No. 4047 (Dover, New Jersey: May 1970).

2 C.E.Johnson and P.F.Dendor, U.S. Patent 4,126,497, "Method of
Preparing Solventless Double-Base Formulations Suitable for Extrusion."



We felt that the inherent sarety of the process would allow us to
include energetic solids in the formulations With some processing modi-
fications we developed the following process which includes energeticsolids.

1. A slurry of water-wet fibrous nitrocellulose and heptane is formed;
the energetic solids are added to the slurry and the liquid plasticizers
are added to the slurry. The materials are slurried together until the
solids have dispersed and plasticizers have coated all of the solids. The
heptane is decanted.

2. The propellant is dried to remove the remaining heptane and com-
plete the plasticization of the nitrocellulose.

3. The material is placed in a vacuum type solventless press and
extruded to its final size. The strands are then cut to length.

This process has been used to mix formulations containing up to 60%
solid3. Formulations have used nitrocellulose plasticized with metriol
trinicrate, diethylene glycol dinitrate, nitroglycerine and various inert
plasticizers. The energetic solids have consisted of RDX, HMX, nitro-
guanidine (NQ) or ammonium perchlorate (AP).

The No-Roll Process has several economic and safety advantages over
the former methods:

a. it is a safe process that utilizes remote mixing in a dilute
slurry;

b. efficient use of resources are obtained by recycling the process
streams;

c. low labor costs are obtained because the process streams can be
handled using process equipment instead of manual transfer;

d. low facilities cost because the process is simpler and more
compact;

e. versatile formulations from conventional double-base tn highly
energetic HMX or RDX loaded formulations; and,

f. water soluble ingreaients such as ammonium perchlorate can be

added to the formulation.

EXPERIMENTAL

Our original intent was to find a method of manufacturing solvent-\ - less double-base gun propellant using a lower cost method than was

3 C.E.Johnson and P.F.Dendor, U.S. Patent 4,102,953, "Solids Loaded
Solventless Propellant and Method for Making Same."
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currently available. We started making NOSOL-318 and then began making
NOSOL-363. The physical property results are shown in Table I, which
compares two processing methods for NOSOL-318.

TABLE I
Tensile Properties NOSOL-318

Strain Rate 0.625 in/in/min

Temp Process Sm Em Sr Er Ym

-20 Conven. 5199 16.62 5199 16.62 58044
-20 No-Roll 5417 13.72 5417 13.72 64554

77 Conven. 699 38.95 688 40.0 2595
77 No-Roll 710 27.55 647 30.70 5885

120 Conven. 187 35.00 187 35.00 831
120 No-Roll 176 19.67 137 23.27 2164

Strain Rate 1.56 in/in/min

0
Temp F Process Sm Em Sr Er Ym

-20 Conven. 5293 14.42 5293 14,.42 68597
-20 No-Roll 5646 13.12 5646 13.12 68132

77 Conven. 918 38.66 918 38.66 4886
77 No-Roll 985 30.81 952 33.19 8007

120 Conven. 269 37.34 269 37.34 1086
120 No-Roll 244 20.19 214 24.69 2565

It is known that by adding energetic solids such as HMX or RDX or
nitroguanidine to a double-base formulation it is possible to achieve
greater impetus in gun propellants without increasing the flame temper-
ature. These solids are commonly added to solvent-type formulations,
but processing difficulties arise because of the shrinkage due to solvent
evaporation after extrusion. Some limited success was obtained by AJERADCOM
Dover,ý New Jersey with the solvent-solventless method, but this involved
a multiplicity of hardling. steps., Standard solventless rolling techni-
ques are unsuited for energetic solids loaded formulations because of
the potential safety -hazards involved&.

The-No-Roll Process can mix Solventless doubleebase formulations

containing large amounts of solids (upý to 60%)- in'a dilute slurry.

z The original formulation work-using a solids ioaded gun' propellAnt
composition was done using.RDX, nitrocellulose, m6triol trinitrate and
triethylened glycol zdinitrate., At this time- fhe intent was to duplicate
the-flame temperature ýof the usual gn .propeilts6 butv increasef the

-_ impetus. As shown iinTable ifI we achebved impetus of 396,000' ft-l4b/lb
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at a flame temperature of 3052 K, Later we changed the approach in this
program to decrease the flame temperature while keeping the impetus level
of the usual gun propellant.

TABLE II
Several Nitramine Loaded Formulations, Chemical Theoretical Data and
Extrusion Data

Formulation Number
Ingredient 74--43 76-20 77--23 78-10 78-11 78-19 78-22 78-29

Nitrocellulose 26.4 11.9 1.9.2 26.5 18.8 26.5 25.4 24.4
Plasticizers 33.5 33.0 33.0 33.4 26.1 33.4 34.5 35.5
Additives 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
RDX/HLX 40.0 55.0 47.7 40.0 55.0 40.0 40.0 40.0

Extrusion Results GS GS RS HPE HPE PS HPE GS
FS FS PS PS --- GS ---

Impetus, ft-lb/lb 406K 396K --------------- 356K ---
Flame Temperature, OK 3310 3052---- ---- --- --- 2652 ---

NC/Plasticizer .79 .36 .58 .79 .72 .79 .74 .69

GS = Good Strand: PS = Poor Strength: RS = Rough Strand: FS = Flexible
Strand: HPE = High.Pressure Extrusion

One of the more favorable aspects of the No-Roll Process is the 4
ability of the process to disperse the ingredients and deagglomerate any
particle clusters. We have always used the standard Class 5 (Class E)
RDX in our formulations. We do not feel it is necessary to grind the RDX
below this size of about 10 to 20 microns. As is shown in Figure 1 we
feel that we have achieved a reasonable burning rate/pressure slope. The
closed bomb data indicates a slope of 1.059 for a formulation using 40%

IT RDX and 1.123 for a formulation using 55% hMX.

In addition to the solids loaded formulations using RDX, we developed
some using nitroguanidine. We wanted to create a solventless variation
of M-30, which-has been used by the Army for many years. Its' coimposition NP

and ballistic properties are shown in Table III. As it is conventionally
manufactured, the M-30 must be processed with solvents, owing to its high
viscosity. As was mentioned briefly in the background this means that
solvents must be added to the formulation,so the material will be extrud-
able. However, after extrusion, the solvent avaporates, and the propel-
lant strands do not remain in thecdesired size or shape. An additional
drawback is that residual Solvents which remain in the pr6peflant strands
can- affect its ballistic ,properties- over a period of tifme-, or in various
physical surroundings. Hence, the desirability of a solventless formula-
tion -whic -could -i4cmetteepo~m~

- In our tests using -the NgoRoll Pr-cess', we found -that- -we could
achieve a--very •close apprOximatiOn of the, 4M--3. impetUs6 and- f1laem tempers-
ture. The compositions shoiw in Table -•TI represent- ~thee- nitroguanidine

loaded solventless f -einulatiOns. •-- -
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TABLE Iii
M-30 and Solventless Variations, Chemical and Theoretical Data

Formulation Type
Ingredient M-30 Variation Variation Variaon tion

1 2 3 %a Iio

Nitrocellulos~e 28.0 27.0 23.0 26.4 30.0
Plesticizerr 24.0 42.4 36.4 33.0 39.4
Additives 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
Nitroguanidine 47.7 30.0 40.0 40.0 30.0

Impetus, ft-lb/lb 364,000 363,826 368,195 365,672 368,480
Flame Temp, OK 3040 3028 3105 3087 3127
NC/Plasticizer 1.17 .64 .6z .80 .76

The compositions were processed normally and extruded through a
0.290 inch die with seven pins. Because of our die configuration, some
of the compositions did' not receive enough "tworking" in extrusion. These
compositions did not show good consolidation and exhibited marginal
strength. By re-extruding the grains, good strands were obtained.
Moisture data, extrusion data, safety data, ballistic data and heat of
explosion for the solventless variations are shown in Table IV and Figure2.

TABLE IV
Experimental Data on No-Roll Solventles!s M-30 Variations and NOSOL

Formulation Type
Variation Variation Variation Variation NOSOL

Analysid 1 2 3 4 363

Moisture, % 0.10 0.10 0.20 0.25

Extrusion 5400 to 9000 to 9000 to 9000 to 4500 to
Pressure, psi 9000 10,000 11,700 10,350 5400

Impact sensitivity, 200 225 225 75 175
W/5Kg wt., mm

Friction sensitivity >980 >980 >980 >980 >980
at 8 ft/sec, lb.

Electrostatic 0.625 >12.5 >12.5 >12.5 >12.5
sensitivity, joules

H.O.E., Cal/gm --- 972 949 1048 934

SDDT Test Negative ...
12"-x 2" dia. (pressure burst)-

Density --- 1.510 1.553 1.620 1.516

Closed. Bomb Burning
Rate, at 77- FjIczi8P-

SCefificient, 8 .... ...... 0,001097 0.000233

A Exponent, c --- -" --. 0.858 0a.987

X_ 4 -
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FIGURE 2
THEORETICAL BALLISTICS

PROPERTIES OF' SEVERAL SOLID LOADED FORMULATIONS
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A series of formulations was mixed using ammonium perchlorate (AP)
as the energetic solid. The purpose of this program was to develop a
low primary smoke rocket propellant. The use of AP in the formulation
enhanced the specific impulse and density. We discovered that the card
gap sensitivity put this material into a Class 1, Division 1 category.
We began work to desensitize the formulations without unduly affecting
the specific impulse or density.

A series of formulation variations was conducted to arrive at a com-
position that had a minimum card gap sensitivity. We found that by slight
changes in the binder composition we could vary the card gap from 1.20
inches to zero. These changes were conducted on a 40% AP, 26.4% nitro-
cellulose, 31.5% plasticizer and 2.1% additives composition. The changes
were primarily in the level and efficiency of the active plasticizers.
The active plasticizers controlled the degree of gelatinization of che
nitrocellulose and thus the solubility of the energetic plasticizer in the
bindrr. The material extruded well and good strands were obtained. We
extruded solid rods of 0.25 inch and 1.50 inch in diameter. Other sim-

ilar formulations were manufactured using 50% and 60% ammonium perchlorate.
Physical property data are shoin for these formulations in Table V. The
refractive index of ammonium perchlorate is close to that of the binder
so a transluent material is obtained. The nitramine loadej material is
opaque. Either the AP or the nitramine loaded formulatic ,s could be used
as smokeless rocket propellants.

TABLE V

Physical Property Data on Several AP Compositions

+77OF

Sm Em Sr Er Ym

40% AP 407 23.4 415 27'.4 5764
50% AF 393 9.0 334 14.8 10685
60% AP 300 9.0 246 13.9 6702 =

+165'F

50% AP 81 6-.96, 81 6.96 1786
60% AP 59 5.54 59' 5.54 1389

-65OF

50% AP 3315 5.92 3315 5.92 70619
60% AP 2595 5.19 2595 5.19 60961

The safety of this processing procedure is still being investigated,

but based on the safety analysis of' similar- processing we believe the
No-Roll Process is significantly better than conventional processing.

For some of the safety considerations we used data that had been
obtained on previous processes. Compositions consisting of 30% energetic
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material and 70% heptane were initiated with a C-4 booster material. 4

These mixtures did not propagate, indicating that the slurries are non-
detonable. This is not to say that the ingredients as they are added
could not be detonated, but the mixing slurry is only a deflagration
hazard.

After decanting and drying. che ",-Roll processed material looks
like a dried crumb. This material haL been subjected to a deflagration
to detonation transition (DDT) test. A heavy wall 2 inch pipe was loaded
with the dried crumb. Pipe caps were used to seal both ends and the
formulation was ignited using a hot nichrome wire at the base end of the
pipe. In all tests to date, the material n:i• ignited and burned causing
a simple pressure rupture of the pipe or A shearing of the pipe threads.
In no case was there a detonation. Thus if the material were initiated
in the extrusion press, a fire would be the only detrimental result.

SUbMhARY

The No-Roll Process is a new method of processing solventless double-
base and composite solids loaded double-base formulations. The product
can be directly extruded. The process offers significant safety and cost
benefits over conventional methods of manufacture. The results with RDX,
AP and NQ loaded formulations have been favorable.

a.-. Crtt~tr-_etl Dvelpmnt f t--Inet-Dlunt oncptfor the

Manufacture of- D-oubie-Base and"omposife-Idiid-Doub-le-Base Propellants,
UAo., NaVal-Propeilant Plant Teehitcal Mfemorandum Report210, (Indian, Head,

W-•I-a Maryland:t September- 1963).
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"ABSTRACT

A test program was conducted to determine the propagation
parameters of fire and explosions in airconveying systems of
-4 inch and 6 inch diameter up to 160 ft. long, airconveying
systems for transport of gun propellants. Pressue pulse and
flame propagation was monitored during testing. Low bulk density
gun propellants propagation properties were established.
Propagation rate tests were also conducted utilizing various
venting configurations and pulse feed propagation in up to 160 ft.
pipe. Very high propagations were found in some air'conveying
configurations.
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INTRODUCTION

Pneumatic conveying systems have veen utilized for transporting
of gun propellants f-:om one building or location to another since
the early 1950's. Radford Arsenal and N:aval Ordinance Station
both have utilized airconveying systems extensively for transporting
gun propellunts. Both continuous airconveying and pulse feed
airconveying systems have been utilized. Trationally, vacuum
conveying systems are utilized for airconveying of propellants.
A typical configuration is shown in Figure 1. Here, for the
continuous propellant flow, a pickup wand draws the powder from
a hopper under vacuum and transports it to a cyclone separator.
Here, the propei.ant drops out of the air stream into a drop leg.
From here, as the propellant builds up in the leg, a Dustex Boot
Valve permits the powder to drop out into a hopper. The air is
normally taken from the cyclone into a wet scrubber and from
there into an airconveying fan.

As a result of ,plant modernization efforts, Olin C rporati'n
h.; contracted Safety Consulting Engineers, Inc. to study the
ex.,10sion propagation characteristics of airconveying of lcw
density powders when changing from air piping of 4 inch to 6 inch
diameter. The pipe diameter increase was prompted by increasing
output of the airconveying transport systems between blending
and glazing operations and packout. The transport distance on
the plant improvement was extended up to 160 ft. As a result,
concern was expressed regarding the time a propagation could
transfer from one building to another. If this time interval
was shorter than the response time of a fire suppression system,
a serious hazard could exist in the receiving operation.

As a result of this concern, a series of airconveying
propagation tests were conducted to characterize this phenomenon.

SHORT RUN AIRCONVEYING PROPAGATION TESTS

A low density roiled ball propellant was selected for
evaluation of propagation tests. This propellant, WC 452, has'
characteristics as shown in. Table 1. Here, we see that the
propellant has a-very small web size and has a modest nitroglycerin

S• content.

Four inch' and Six inch diameter airconveying systems were
configured at the Safety Consulting Engineers-, Inc. test site as

° illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. Approximately 30 pounds of
Sptopellant was placed in a transfer bucket in which the air-

i conveying Wand was located. Propellant was then airconveyed
• under vacuum over to a cvc1liie which dropped the propellant out

into a receiving bucket. In the test setup, the piping went
directly from the- cyclone into the blower. The powder transfer
distances range from 35 to 58 ft. in this series of tests. In
all cases, the propellant was transferred with an air velocity
of., 5500 :ft. per minute'. A- bypass' valve on the blower was utilized
tO balance the air-'n the system. The blower utilized for this
te~t was a 7 1/2 Hp. New York type of blower which had approximately
£200 cfm Airflow ,capacity. -
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in this series of tests, the propellant powder-to-air ratio
was varied and methods to relieve the propagating reaction in
the pipes was tested. The propagation rates were monitored by
SCE design infrared sensors detecting flame front propagation.
These sensors were located in various positions in the piping.

A typical test setup for the 6 inch airconveying system is
illustrated in Figure 4. The ensuing explosion yielded pipe
fragmentation and destruction of the test setup and is illustrated
in Figure 5. A 5 inch diameter schedule 10 pipe was utilized in
this test.

The variation of powder-to-air ratio made a significant
difference in the propagation velocity and times. This effect is
shown in Figure 6. The 6 inch diameter airconveying system's
propagation for equal powder-to-air ratios are nearly double.

Propagation velocity measurements at various increments down
the pipe was conducted on the 4 inch airconveying system. The
same system was tested incorporating blowout flaps at stations
20 ft. apart from each other. The resultant times and velocities
versus distance from trigger are illustrated in Figure 7. Here,
we see that for the 4 inch airvey system, the propagation
velocities are still accelerating after a 40 ft. length oi pipe
travel.

PROPAGATION PRESSURE PULSE MEASUREMENTS

In this series of tests, two piezoelectric pressure gauges
were mounted in the airconveying piping at a distance of 21 f.
from each other. The infrared fire propagation sensors were
placed at a distance of 20 ft. apart. At each station, the
infrared sensor was approximately within 1 ft. of the pressure
transducer. The airconveying setup showing locations of the
infrared sensor and pressure transducer are illustrated in
Figures 8 and 9. The pressure transducer output cable was placed
in a plastic pipe to prevent fire damage during the tests. The
first test conducted employing the pressure transducers utilized
a 6 inch divmeter airveying system with a powder-to-air ratio
of 0.15. The propagations were initiated by a blasting cap within
6 ft. of the transfer Wand. The resultant explosion fragmented
the 6 inch pipe and totally destroyed the pressure transducers.

The next series of tests was conducted at 4 ihch diameter
airconveying piping. In this series of tests, 'pressure output
at var ious stAtions was gre-ter than 300 pi as illustrated in
Figure 10. The test was condhcted at th6e powder-to-air ratio of
0.18 pounds per ft.

A typicdl infrared propgat-ion! Sensor output for a 6 inch
Sairco Vdling systeim is shown in �igur& 11.
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INITIATOR EFFECT ON PROPAGATION

Airconveying propagation tests were conducted utilizing squibs
as initiators to determine if the blasting cap output could havecaused excessively high propagation rates. The results as shownin Table 2 reveal that the propagation rate does not changeappreciably due to initiator type.

160 FT. PROPAGATION TESTS
A new airconveying system was laid out so that a 160 ft. ofstraight pipe for 6 inch schedule size could be utilized.Continuous flow airconveying propagation tests were conducted inthis configuration as shown in Figure 12. In these tests, thepropagation rates were exceedingly high even with low powder-to-air ratios. The shortest time interval between trigger at station4 and fire in the hopper at the cyclone was 40 milliseconds. Thesetests were compared to tests conducted at shorter pipe lengths.A significant increase in final velocities were noted on the 6 inchairconveying system as the piping length increased up to 160 ft.as illustrated in Figure 13. In contrast, the 4 inch diameterairconveying pipe distance from 20 to 40 ft. in length yieldedvery little difference in propagation rates.

PULSE FEED PROPAGATION TESTS WITH 160 FT. LENGTH PIPE
The 160 ft., 6 inch diameter airconveying system wasmodified to permit pulse feeding into the system. This wag doneby placing the first pulse into a hopper and dumping the secondpulse by a swinging bucket as illustrated in Figures 14 and 15.The quantity of powder in each pulse was varied to determine thecharacteristics of the powder pulse as it transfe).s down theline and also at propagation rate in case of explosion. AremoVable plug was located at the bottom of the hopper to permitthe powder in the hopper to be drawn into the airconveying lineat the correct time. A time sequence was then initiated todron the second powder pulse.

In the first series of tests, the powder pulse length andvelocities- were monitored by using infrared sensors with lightbackgrounds'. Tfus, as the powder went by, the output of thesensor changed according t6 the concentration of the powder. Thefour stations used to monitor both the propagation and the pulseshaping is shoýn in Figure 16. Numerous tests were conducted tocharacterize the two powder- plses- ior- to propagation testing.
Pulse vdlocitt 

or _ i • • • • p . p o a a x n t s "g
us v -l Y and- pulse width for -powder iulses ranging from2to5 poueht yi ei e six•ts asillustated in Figure 17. Here,we see-that fo r a 5 'Pound pulIsfe, the puls with inh pipingwas 120 ft. for-the first pulse. The powdr-.-r pulse velocities"increased for small quantities of propeilant-but as. propellantquantities reached pound Sizesr the velocity id notchange appreciably in arconveyig line. In this serie otests, it was discovered that the twoc powder pulSes merged to

one~se 
merged inte' 

n 
tone prior to the end of the -110 ft. run as illustrated inFigure 1:8. In this figure:, we -see that the -pader concentrations Pfsmooth out and reduce as the powder goes down the piping.
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Pulse propagation tests were conducted by firing caps and
squibs at various timings of the second pulse in the airconveying
system. A typical example of the explosion propagation output
and the initial test setups are shown in Figures 19 and 20. The
damage shown in Figure 20 was typical of a mild explosion. Severe
explosions fragment the 6 inch diameter shedule 10 piping into
sizes ranging from 2 inch square to 1 ft. square. Typical 160 ft.
pulse feed airconveying propagation test results are shown in
Figure 21. Here, we see that a propagation did not ocrcur when
the second pulse was only 40 ft. down the line from the hopper.
The locations of the pulse were monitored by using backlighting
on the infrared sensors to determine the powder concentration.
The propagations were monitored when the light output from the
flame exceeded that of the light source. In all the pulse feed
testing, the powder-to-air ratio ranged from 0.25 to 0.28 pounds
per cubic foot. When the leading edge of the powder pulse was
located near the center point of the 160 ft. pipe, propagation
occurred. In one test on a squib ignition, propagation did not
occur into the drop leg, however, propagation did occur up to
the cyclone. In summary, the pulse feed propagation tests yielded
results varying in times from 40 milliseconds to 250 ft. milli-
seconds from initiator firing.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Eased on the testing program conducted, low density propellant
propagates at very high rates in the airconveying systems even at
low powder-to-air ratios (0.15 lb per cu. ft.). These propagations
are significantly faster in 6 inch airconveying lines as compared
to 4 inch. With a powder-to-air ratio of 0.15, the propagation
accelerates in a 6 inch airconveying system, whereas, in a 4 inch
system the rate approaches constant. The pressure of the
explosion propagation in a 4 inch pipe exceeds 300 psi. There
is a noticeable reduction in response time of the pressure
transducers as compared to infrared sensors (i.e. pressure wave
preceeds the flame in the piping).

Squibs, as compared to blasting caps as initiators, did not
alter the propagation rates in the airconveying system.

In the 160 ft.-6 inch diameter airconveying system, under
continued air flow, propagations between initiation at the transfer
station to receiver bin was less than 40 milliseconds in several
cases. This is faster than the high speed fire suppression
system's- capability. Utilization of vent flaps and weak elbows

-did not reduce the propagation rates in airconveying systems
__ appreciably.

'Pulse feed airconveying does not app- •ciably lower the
propagation times from receiver to transfec stations. Actually,
the damage to the piping is excessively greater by Using pulse

_feed as compared to continuous flow, because the powder-to-ait
X •ratio is- doubled.
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It is recommended that propagation characterization testsbe conducted on any low density gun propellant that hasmoderately high NG contents to Properly delineate its propagationcharacteristics. It is also recommended that further study beconducted in the area of explosion vent relief at the cyclone end.It was noted in the tests, that propagations would go right throughthe Dustex boot, with very little damage to the Dustex boot itself.When drop legs of significantly longer lengths than those testedare used, significant explosion output can occur. Criticalthickness of the powder can be exceeded quickly.
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TABLE 1 CHARACTERISTICS OF LOW DENSITY WC 452
PROPELLANT FOR AIRVEY PROPAGATION TESTS

1. Average Grain Diameter (Inches) 0.0145 (0.037 cm)
2. Web (Inches) 

0.0100 (0.025 cm)
3. Gravimetric Density 0.540 gr,,/cc
4. Nitrogen content of NC 13.15%

5. NG Content 
13.5%

6. Impetus (ft/lb/lb) 359,000
7. Relative Quickness23

8. Heat of Explosion (cal/gm) 102$
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TABLE 2 DIFFERENCE IN PROPAGATION RATES
DUE TO CAP VERSUS SQUIB INITIATION

IN 4 INCH AND 6 INCH AIRVEY SYSTEMS WITH
POWDER RATIO OF 0.13 AND V = 55 fpm

SIZE SQUIB AT BLASTING CAP
AIRVEY ITEM DISTANCE WAND AT WAND

6 Inch Propagation 20 ft. 18 ms (1200 fps) 12 ms (1700 fps)
Time (IR) 22 ms (910 fps) 20 ms (1000 fps)

160 ft. 40 ms (4000 Fps) -

80 ms (1928 Fps) -

4 Inch Propagation 20 ft. - 35 ms (571 fps)
Time (IR) 40 ms (500 fps)

Propagation
Time (IR)
(Pressure
Pulse) 21 ft. - 25 ms (840 fps)

(IR) 20 ft. - 30 ms (667 fps)

Peak 20'ft - 300 psi -powder
Pressure ratio = 0.180

50 psi with powder
ratio = 0.12

-ýT
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Figure 2. Air Conveying System Test Setup Vacuum Draw Fan System

Figure 3. View Showing Cyclone and Drop Leg with Dustex Valve at
M Powder Exit
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Figure 4. Setup of 6 Inch Airvey System

V

1=

-Figure 5. Setup After Major Explosion Propagation -

and Output of 6 Inch Airvey System F
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200
(10 mns)

(12 mns)
6"
Airvey Sy'stem

(16.-6 ms)

100 4" Airvey System

(22 mns)

Note jTime)

0.10 0'.20 0.30

Powder/Air Ratio(b/t)

SFigure 6., Propagotionr Velo city Variation vith Powd'er to Air Ratio
for 4- Inch and 5- Inch Airvey S Keasured in 2-0 Ft.

Length Starting 10 Ft. -..Frdm. Wand k -
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(F'PS)

80 t time (ms) 11

1500

60 time~ velocity

-. 1000

40 / /o

4500

0 10 20, 306 40~

d r- Dstance From Trigger (Ft.),

(Trigger to- Cap Distance 10 F't.4

S!tanidard Airve~y

-- M - - AirVey -Withf Two

pBlowou dow es:

Figure 7. 4 Inch Airvey Sýystem PrTaatbn -t R-su~t odi
II to Air Ratio =0'.16 at 5500 PPM Air Velocity
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Start50sim i
10 ms/cm

21 ft.
Later

Figure 10. Typical 4 Inch Airvey System Propagation Tes Pressure
Transducer Output Powder Ratio of 0.18 lb/ft 3

No. 3
Probe

10 ms/cm

Nc. 4
Probe
20, ft.Away

Figure 11. Typic.al Infrared Propagation- Sensor Output of 6 Inch

Airvey System
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901

4 Inch Airvay System
(Av - 500 FPS)

80VAvf. 1928 FPS

t

time 600
(MS)

6Inch Airvey Systemn

(4000 FPS)

0 40 -t01670

d -Distarice From t-tig~geT (Ft-,)

Figure 13. Propjagaition-Time in 4 Inch and 6 Inch.
Afry 6y-Sys tem~s at. Powrder Ratio6- of -0-1150
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Figure 14. Test Setup for 160 Ft. Long - 6 Inch
Diameter Airvey System Propagation
Te-sts - Drop Bucket in Armec' Position

I I

I,

I r

Figure 15. Same as Above, Except Drop Bucket Dumped
into Hopper
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v s 100

velocity
of Pulse 80
(FPS) 

6

40-

201

140 0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

3.20 v 5 lb Pulse

Pulse 130
Width Ia 4 lb Pulse
(Ft.) 803lb Pulse 2 1/2 lb

80 Pulse

60

40

20

0

040 80 120 160

d -Distance From Load Hopper -Ft.

Figure 17 Powder vistribution and Velodity fof Slug Feed
Flow in 6 Inch Airvey Powder Ratio =0.28 lb/ft.
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*Run 14 c
NWp - 2.5 lb W = 2.5 lbSSTAT ION P2

B

D q RE

A 160' Sch. 10 6" Pipe Airvey

. *Hopper Diam. 2.55 inch.

,-~ Figure 18. Powder Distribution & Pulse Velocity Measurements - Two
Pulses 1 Second Anart Hand Poured 2.5 lb. Pulses Into

-• AHopper
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SRUN W/2 60

Squib Trigger 3 0.28 No

F Squib Trigger 1 0.28 Yes

-10ins 0 S-i00 ms

Squib Trigger 1 0.25 No
Vi

0 0
250 ms

Cap Trigger 2 0.26 les4 0
4 -ms 60ms4

Cap Trigger 6 0.25 No

0 15 ms
030 ms •¢

Cap7 Trigger 9 0.25 Yes
40 ms

Powder Pulse

Propagation Path

F gure 21. Typical 160 Ft. Pulse Fed Airvey Propagation Test
Results
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INTERIM REPORT ON USE OF STEEL FIBERS IN CONCRETE SLAB CONSTRUCTION

TO RESIST SPALL CAUSED BY HIGH-EXPLOSIVE BLAST EFFECTS

ABSTRACT

In this report we discuss the use of steel libers in reinforced concrete

slab construction. These fibers help to reduce the spallation of concrete

from the reverse side of slabs subjected to close-in, high-explosive detona-

tions. The effects of detonations of 20- and 49-lb charges of Composition 4

on seven 5-ft x 5-ft x 18-in.-thick reinforced concrete slabs are presented.

Slabs were conventionally reinforced in both faces, with three slabs being ad-

ditionally fiber-reinforced. Distances from the charge center to face-of-slab

ranged from 10 in. to 36 in. Z factors ranged from 0.28 to 1.0. Concrete

fragment velocities ranged from 17 ft/s to 70 ft/s. The slabs constructed

with steel fibers showed significantly less damage and spall than similar

sla.s without fibers.

INTRODUCTION

A need existed for definitive information about concrete spall in blast-

resistant structures. We present the detonation effects of 20- and 49-lb

charges of Composition.4 on seven 5-ft x 5-ft x 18-in.-thick reinforced concrete

slabs on shielding blocks (Figs. I and 2). Work has ueen done by the U.S. Corps

of Engineers,1 the Amman,& Whitney Co.,' and others with scale model

structures. Testing at full scale conditions has been recommended as a result

of most of these previous studies.

SStructures that benefit from spall-resistant construction include safe

dividing walls: for high-explosive: processing, machining, or inspection bays and

bull-nosesý or protective walls for firtng bunkers.

The objectives ?or this- investigatfon- are presented-hereiný.-

# Establish: guidelines for eXist-lng- construction. This allows high-

1 ~explosive operations as close as possible to existing walls and
Smaximizes use of floor space.

* Determine spall fragment velocities and s-izes to be expected from

-accidental detonation.
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FIG. 1. Steel tunnel and slab support blocks.
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Shielded
high-speed camera

__80 ftHigh-explosive shot

ShiededCon~crete 
test slabhigh-speed camera

Pressure eauges

(tripod.-mounted)

FIG. 2. Testing schematiC...plan view.
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, Advance Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL) expertise in blast

design, blast effects knowledge, and testing.

* Gain experi'ence with design, cost, placement, and effectiveness of
fibercrete mixes.

CONSTRUCTION 
MATERIALS

Conventional Concrete Mix Design

* Type II Portland Cement, 7 sacks/yd3: 658 lb

* Concrete sand: 1240 lb

9 3/4-in. x No. 4 aggregate: 1860 lb

* Total water, 36 gal/yd3: 300 lb

Total 4058 Ib

(Designed for 4000 psi minimnum at 28 days.)

Fibercrete Mix Design

Gradation Letter--Primary Sizes

Sieve sizes: 100 50 30 16 8 4 3/8 in. 3/4 in. I in.

3/4 in. x No. 4: 2 21 93 100

Sand: 4 16 40 58 79 99 100 100 100

Combined

Sand (50%): 2 8' 20 29 40 r.9 50 50 50

3/4 in. x-

No. 4 (50%): 0 0 0 0 0 1 10 46 50

Combined %: 2 8 20 29 40 50 60 96 100

"Allow spec.

limits': 1-5 5-15 12-25 20-35 27-45 35-60 45-75 55-100 90-100

14k 129'
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% Absorptlion Seciftc gravity
3/4 in. x No. 4: 1.2 2.68
Sand: 1.5 2.68

Ilix Design Procedures
a. Steel fibers:

* Use 1.25% by volume of steel (assumed)
& Volume = (0.0125)(27) = 0.3375 ft 3/yd3
* 0.3375 ft 3 x 490 Ib/ft 3 a 165 lb/yd3 0.010 in. x 0.022 in. x 1.00 in,

long steel fibers
b. Air:

e Entrained air not used--no freeze thaw requirements
& Entrapped air = 1% = 0.27 ft 3 /yd (assumed)

c. Aggregates:
* Fine aggregate (sand)
* Density = (62.4)(2,68) = 167.2 lb/ft 3

* Coarse aggregate 3/4 in. x No. 4
* Density = 62.4(2.68) = 167.2 lb/ft 3

* Calculate k factor after volume of other ingredients are determined* Volume of aggregates = k 27 - vol. cement - vol. fly ash - vol. fibers
- vol. air - Vol. water - vol. admixtured. Cement volume and fly ash:

* Use 7.5 sacks of cement for 40%,tj psi concrete at 28 days.
* . acsx94 lb 705 lb 3 3sack sac.4)s .15) = 3.59 ft 3 cement/yd3 before fly ash

* Substitute 12% by wt fly ash for cement:
705 x (0.12) v 84.6 lb cement replaced

705 - 85 = 620 lb cement used 620/(94)(3.15) • 6.6 sacks/yd
84.6 x 1.? lb fly ash/lb cement removed = 101.52

705 -85 =35f 3  een/ 3* Say 3.15 ft Cement/yd with fly ash
100 lbFly ash 101.52, say 10024b 0.70 ft 3

I-4
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e. Water volume:

*Assume 0.40 rib water1
CLib cement]J

* Volume of (cement + fly ash) (3.15 + 0.70) 3.85 ft3

* Use original volume of cement for WIC ratio
wt water1-wta

l[wt cement yd] wtwtry
Cwt cementJ - try

(3.59)(62.4)(3.15)(0.40) 282 lb wt wateriyd3

282 lb 3
8.3 lbgal 33.85 gal water/yd

33.5 gl -4.53 ft3 water/yd3

7.48 gal/yd3

f. Admixtures:
*Daratard HC or Poz7olith 300R--water reducing agent with set retarder.

9 Use Daratard HC at the rate of 3 fluid oz/sack of cement.
* Daratard HC specific gravity =1.18 or 9.8" lb/gal.

*6.6 sacks/yd x 3 oz/sack 0.155 gal/yd3 (!;aIy 20 oz/yd
0.155 gal 0.02 ft3/lyd 3

7.48 gal/ft3

g . Aggregate weights:
*k r27 - 3.15 vol. cement -0.70 vol. fly ash -0.3375 vol. fibers

-0.27 vol. air - 4.53 vol. water -0.02 vol. admixture 17-.99 ft3

*Sand: 17.99 ft3 x 0.50 x 167.2 l~b/ft3 1504 lb/yd3

eV 3/4 in. x No. 4: 17.99 ft3 x 0.50 x 167.2 lb/ft3  1504 lb/yd3

9 Water adjustment: Assume 3% water in sand; 0% water in Z'/4 in. xNo. 4
material. A

* 1504 lb x 0.03 45 lb
*282 lb total water -45 lb sand = 237 lb batch water-

= 28.45 gal batch water

Fibercrete Mix Design Summary

4-IBatch, weights for the particu-lars included in the fibercrete mix design are
listed in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. Batch weight suimmary (1 yd3 ).

Item Volume, ft 3  Batch weight

Fiber (U.S. Steel)

(0.010 in. x 0.022 in. x 1.00 in.) 0.338 165 1b

Air entrapped 0.27 --

Aggregates (SSD): 17.99 3010 lb

* Sand--3% free moisture 9.72 1550 lb

* 3/4 in. x No. 4--0O free moisture 9.0 1500 lb

Cement (Type II) 3.15 620 lb (6.6 sacks)

Fly ash 0.70 100 lb

Water 3.80 2.85 gal

(+2 gal/yd3 added

at site)

Admixtures (Daratard HC) 0.02 20 fluid oz

Total: 27.0 ft 3  =4175 lb

Handling and Batching

We accomplished the 6-yd flbercrete batching with a 7-yd ready-mix truck

at a standard ready-mix concrete batching plant. The sequence and timing of

operations tollow:

* A total of 1800 lb of aggregate was added to 7-yd ready-mix truck

at 0940 hr.

# Thirteen, 40-lb boxes of fibers were manually added from a loading

platformi to the revolving drum (approximately one-half of the

fibers for this batch). (See Fig. 3.)

* Remainder of aggregate was added to revolving drum.

* Remainder of fibers was added to revolving drum (twelve, 40-lb

boxes).

* Water, cement, and admixtures were added to revolving drum.

Batching was complete at 1025 hr; 35 min batch time (complete

batching).
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# Arrived on job at 1045 hr.

o Started pouring at 1050 hr.

o Finished pouring at 1140 hr. Time from batch to pour: 1.25 hr

(acceptable with retardant).

Because of the fibermix consistency, we had to vibrate the concrete dowii

the concrete truck chute. The pour required a relatively flat angle chute.

The measured slump cone averaged 4 in. for three tests. The 5-ft x 5-ft x 18-

in.-high forms were placed on the grouid; although the concrete had a 4-in..

slump, thorough vibration was required to place and consolidate. We added

2 gal'/yd2 of additional water to the fibermix at the job site. (Refer to
Figs. 4-7.)

Costs

• Fiber reinforced concrete:
33$44,36/yd + 165 lb fibers at 0.21/lb = $79.01/yd3

# Nonfiber reinforced concrete = $44.20/yd3

Fibers

We used United States Steel Fibercon steel fibers in the testing (0.010-

in. x 0.022-in. x J.000-in. rectangular cross section steel fibers).

Reinforcing Steel,

We used ASTM A615 Grade 60 deformed bars-for reinforcing steel during*
testing. Bars were No. 8 reinforcing-steel on 6-in. centers each way in each

face. The steel was i-in. clear f-om the face of the concrete. We did not

use lacing steel for thesf tests;.

Sampling and Testing

We' cast seven concrete cylindersý for both normal, and Fiber reinforced

concrete. The results are tabulated in Table 2.
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TABLE 2. Compressive strength failure of reinforced concrete cylinders.

Concrete:

F : Fiber

N - Nonfiber N F N F N F

Age, days 10 10 14 14 28 28

Compressive 3620 3170 4020 37CO 4430 4060

Strength 3530 3260 3820 3900 4460 4410

Failure, psi 4650 4430

Average: 4513 4300

The 28-day compressive strength failure averages are close for both fiber

and nonfiber reinforced mixeF. The mixes are considered equivalent for com-

parison purposes.

TEST DESCRIPTIONS

Slab Construction

We constructed eight slabs (5-ft x 5-ft x 18-in.-thick); seven were

tested. We built four slabs with conventional reinforced concrete and four

-ith fiber reinforced concrete. We used No. 8 reinforcing steel on 6-in.

centers each way in each face. We also cast the slabs with lifting eyes.

Test Layout

We mounted the test slabs on shielding blocks, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2,

and used 12-ft-long steel tunnels to prevent smoke and 'dust from prematurely

obscuring the camera views. We also used a translucent lucite panel backed

with white tracing paper as a background for the high-speed camera view. One

high-speed camera viewed the test shot from a-skewed angle. We aligned one

camera's view with the longitudinal axis of the tunnel, Three "telltale"

poles, with ends positioned 1, 2, and 3 in. from the underside of the slab,

provided a reference for the camera. in addition, we drilled holbs in the
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"telitale" poles with I-in. centers. The spacing of the holes and the

cameri speed ('fames/sec) were used Z. determine spall tragment

velocities. We used two Piezoeientric pre;sure gauges, 15 ft from shot

center, to cGnfirm high-explosive yieid and repeatability of shots. The

test slabs were supported oi, two sides with 6-4in. bearing. ýSee

Figs. 8-12.)

Calculations

We performed calculations showing that the test slab provided a U

value (blast deflectlon/elastic deflection) of approximately 6 for 20 lb

of high explosive (Composition 4) at 3 ft. The Z value (distance/

weight*TNT 1/3) would be about 1 for this copndition. From previous

references and experience, moderate damagt to Ithe concrete and a

possibility of spall were to be expected.

Diagnostics

High-Speed Cameras

We used two Hycam Model No. 4000 cameras to determine fragment

velocity and fireball size. One camera viewed the slab surface in

shadowgraph and ran at 2000 frames per second, which gave an interframe

time of 0.5 ms. We measured slab surface and fragment velocities using

the holes in the "telltale" poles to lay out a grid. The second Hycam.

also running at 2000 frames per second, viewed the entire area in order to

monitor fireball size, smoke leakage paths, etc.

We used two pressure gauges to monitor overpressure, time of arrival,

and shock wave duration. These data were used for shot-to-shot comparison

only. and showed no significant differences or discrepancies. We used

Kistler Model No. 201 gauges for this purpose, connected as follows:

Kistler, f Kistler Tektronix
ltransducer, amplifier, - oscilloscope, -- Trigger

"Model No. 201 Model No. 504]E Model No. 647

z-~ r, .. .. .. .. . 140
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TEST RESULTS

The characteristics, leading particulars, and results for the numerous

test shots performed are contained in Table 3.

DISCUSSION

Test No. 400

This test at Z = 1.0 resulted in no spall. Hairline cracks were evident

at centerline of bending. Scaled positive reflected impulse (Ir) psi-ms/lb.1/3
was 340. According to Ref. 3, 270 psi-ms/lb.1/3 should have been sufficient

for spalling. (20 Ib, C4 at 3 ft.)

Test No. 401

This test at Z = 0.5 used the same slab as Test No. 400 since we noticed

so little damage. This test caused large cracks on unsupported edges. Some

surface pitting resulted under the shot. No spall. Ir = 1050 psi-ms/lb,1/3.
Reference 3 noted that 950 psi-ms/lb,1/3 would produce spall. (20 lb, C4,

plain concrete.)

Test Nos. 402 and 403

These tests at Z 0.28 resulted at 0.5 in. permanent deflection (bending

failure) at midspan. Some pattern Cracking and edge cracking. No spall. -

Ir = 2300 ps-ms/lb-1/3 vs 4000 psi-ms/Ib,1/3 required for spall. (20 lb, C4

at 10 in., plain concrete slab.)

Test No. 404

This test at Z = 0.28, using fiber reinforced concrete, resulted in no
damage. Ir = 6808. Ir ' scaled positite reflected impulse -300psi-ms/lb*1/3.

(20 lb, C4 at 10 in., center of shot to face of concrete.)
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Test Nos. 405 and 407

These tests at. Z = 0.28 on fiber reinforced corjcrete resulted in large

permanent bending deflection (2.25 in.). Sane minor spall. Ir = 9177

psi-mso1/3. (49 Ib, C4 at 13.6 in., center of shot to face of concrete.)

(Refer to Figs. 13-27 for reference to Test Nos. 405-407.)

Test No. 406

This test at Z = 0.28 plain concrete resulted in complete spali of con-

crete and loss of bottom face rebar. Ir = 9177 psi-ms.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

* The fiber reinforced concrete reduced impact spal, and prevented

bending spall in the range oa tests performed.

a Spall is impulse-related rather- than scaled distance-related. We

observed a wide variety of results for Z = 0.28 with varying

high-explosive amounts.

* Fiber reinforced concrete showed no spall for Z = 0.28 and Ir

4 9177 psi-ms.

# Plai.n concrete demonstrated impact ipall between Ir = 6808 psi-ms

(none) and ir = 9177 psi-ms (total face).

* Concrete spall does not appear to be nearly as great a problem as

predicted from earlier literature. The limiting josigr value

should be-Ir 6800 psi-ms, rather th•.n Z = 2.5 for plain concrete

slabs. Wall thickness will have to be factored into this judgment,

since this applies to 18-in. slabs.
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FIG. 16. Test shot No. 406, showing underside (spall side). Note three
*telltale* poles 1, 2, 3nd 3 in. clear of concrete. One-inch spacing of holes

in poles provided reference for fragment velocity measurements.
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4 FIG. 19. Test shot No. 406--after (from top).
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FIG. 21. Test shot No. 406--underside.
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FIG. 22. Test shot No. 407--underside (spall side). Only one "telltale" pole
with 1-in. hole spacing shown. Note grout at edges to minimize smoke and dust
intrusion, which would obscure photographs.
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FIG. 23. Test shot No. 407--after detonation. Note shear failure--large di-

agonal cracks on side. Bending failure has caused permanent slab deflection.
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FIG. 24. Test shot No. 407--underside. Some concrete chunks displaced. Note

bent *telltale* pole, which was originally 1-in. clear of bottom surface.
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FIG. 25. Test shot No. 407. Large concrete chunks on bottom did not spill

because of fiber reinforcing.
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FIG. 26. Test shot No. 407--detail.
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RESULTS AN) ANALYSIS

OF

STRENGTHENED STEEL BUILDING BLAST TESTS

By

Frederic E. Sock, Ammann & Whitney
Norval Dobbs, Animnann & Whitney

Paul Price, ARRADCOM
Joseph Caltagirone, ARRADCOM

ABSTRACT

This paper suninarizes recent ARRADCOM tests for the

development of design criteria and procedures for steel

structures located in pressure ranges of 7.0 psi or less. Test

procedures and results on a strengthened steel building are

presented in this paper. The data presented here, together with

those in PTA Report 4837 and ARRADCOM Report ARLCD-CR-77008,

should be implemented in the blast-resistant design of steel

structures within facilities for manufacture and storage of

explosive materials.
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INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Army, under the direction of the Project Manager
for Production Base Modernization and Expansion, is engaged in a
program to modernize and expand its ammunition production
capability. In support of this program, the Energetic Systems
Process Division of the Large Caliber Weapons Systems Laboratory,
ARRADCOM, with the assistance of Ammann & Whitney, Consulting
Engineers, has for the past several years, been engaged in a
broad-based program to improve explosive safety at these
facilities. One segment of this program deals with the
development of design criteria for explosion-resistant protective
structures.

Steel buildings used for protective structures range from
pre-engineered buildings for low overpressures (about I psi) to
strengthened steel buildings for high overpressures. In the
design of these strengthened steel buildings to withstand High
Explosive (HE) and other types of explosions, standard structural
members can be utilized. However, because of the transient
nature and the relatively high intensity of the blast loads,
certain procedures and criteria have to be met in designing these
structural members.

In order to furnish data for establishing reliable safety
design procedures for buildings exposed to blast overpressures, a
specially designed strengthened steel building was subjected to
challenges provided by detonation charges at various locations
around the building. This paper describes the series of tests
that were performed on the strengthened steel building at Dugway
Proving Ground (DPG), Utah, in June 1979. The recorded damage
levels are evaluated and compared with those predicted by methods
and criteria given in References 1 and 2. Recommendations
pertaining to the design of strengthened steel buildings for
resisting blast overpressures are provided.

Test Description

A specially designed strengthened steel building was
subjected to blast tests at the U.S. Army Dugway Proving Ground
during the month of June 1979. A total of seven tests were
conducted, subjecting the structure to the detonation of 2,000
pounds of high explosives at various distances from it (see
Figure 1) and recording the resultant dynamic pressure,
deflection and status deflection of the structure.
Instrumentation to record the structural response consisted of
electronic self-recording deflection and pressure gages. Figures
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2 and 3 show typical deflection and pressure gage set-up,
respectively.

The overall dimensions of the stengthened steel buildin.g
were 8U feet long by 20 feet wide by 12 feet high. The building
was divided into four bays in the longitudinal direction, each of
which was approximately 20 feet wide. The primary structural
framework in the transverse direction consisted of three interior
rigid frames and ina exterior rigid frame at both ends.

The columns, girts, beams, girders and purliris were
wide-flanged members with a minimum static yield stress of 36,000
psi. The walls and roof consisted of 18- and 20-gage cold-formed
steel panels having a minimum static yield stress of 33,000 psi.

The test structure was provided with 15 deflection gages
which were located as shown in Figure 1. These gages measured
the deflection time histories (vertical and horizontal) of one
end frame, the center frame, one longitudinal frame, two girts,
one purl in, and a roof and wall panel. Pressure gages were also
used to record the blast loads acting on the structure. A total
of 20 pressure gages were located around the structure such that
enough data was collected to quantitatively analyze the
structure's response.

Test Results

Table I summarizes the strengthened steel building test
results, including the free-field pressures; center, end,
longitudinal frames, girt and panel displacements; and a brief
descripvion of typical damage for each test.

Tests Nos. 1 and 2 were left out of Table 1 because of
failure of the measuring instruments during both tests. However,
the only damage observed during Test 2 was a crack that appeared
at the concrete base around Column A3.

A minimal amount of damage was incurred in Test 3 (3.2 psi).
The overlapping panel joints were opened approxi'nately 3/8 inch
half-way between Frames 2 and 3. In some places, the panel was
slightly disengaged where it was fastened to the foundation and
girts. Gage D13 recorded a displacement of 1.78 inches which
corresponded to a rotation of the supports of approximately 4
degrees. This value is greater than the reusable criteria of 0.9
degree for a cold-formed member. The damage is attributed to the
connection detail at the foundation and its effect is to relieve
the loading on the panel, thereby reducing its deflection.
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Slight web crippling was also observed at tr,e center girt near
the colufan.

More extensive damage was apparent in Test 4 (3.5 psi). The
blastward panels were torn loose from points where they were
supported at the foundation and girts (see fig. 4). The roof
panels buckled under the increased loading at points between
purlins near the blastward wall (Wall A). Most of the damage to
the panels occurred at those places damaged in a previous test.

The resulting damage in Test 5 (5.31 psi) was similar to
that in the previous test. However, damage was not incurred in
one of the sidewalls (Wall 5). The damage to Wall A was flight
and limited to reopening the panel seam and Column 3. Some wed
crippling was also apparent in the wall panels in Wall 5 near the
lower girt and the buckling in the roof panels between the first
two purlins (observed in Test 4) increased.

Repairs, as in other tests, were done to the structure
before Test 6 (6.79 psi). Damage to Wall 5 was more severe than
the previous test; this included web crippling at the foundation
joint, and the lower and middle girt for the full width. Some
web crippling was also observed in the upper girt in Wall A. The
panel seam between Frames 2 and 3 was reopened and several
foundation-connecting screws pulled out. In addition, buckling
was observed on some of the roof purlins and several roof panel
seams opened between Frames 3 and 7.

The major structural damage which occurred in Test 6
consisted of failure of some of the foundation bolts as shown in
Figure 5. Examination of the connections showed that two bolts
were properly installed, but two others on the easterly side were
improperly installed (cut-off was essentially at the floor wall)
and one of these failed.

The foundation bolts that failed during the previous test
were repaired before Test 7 (4.21 psi). Almost all the panels in
Wall B between Frames 2 and 5 were ripped loose from the lower
girt and foundation, and some of the panel seams opened (Wall B
was the blastward wall in this test). Web crippling was apparent
on all girts and some of the purlins buckled under the blast
load. Slight damage was observed in the wall and roof panels;
this included missing foundation screws at the panel joints in
Walls 1, 5 and A.
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Evaluation of Test Results

An attempt is made in this section to understand fully the
behavior of the structure as demonstrated by the test results.
Evaluation of the displacements of the center, end and
longitudinal frames, blastward wall girts and panels, and the
roof deck will also be presented in this section.

The behavior of the center frame did not vary significantly
from one test to another. It was observed that 3 significant
positive sidesway displacement occurred during the negative phase
of the loading on the blastward wall. This also corresponded to
the positive phase of the loading on the backwall. The positive
displacement was then followed by a significant (almost the same
value as the positive sidesway displacement) negative
displacement as the loading left the structure. However, the
peak sidesway displacement occurred after almost all of the
loading was off the structure.

The behavior of the structure can be explained by the
phasing of the blast loading as follows: the first positive peak
displacement is a result of the net positive loading on the
blastward walls and backwalls. During rebounding of the frame,
the negative pressure on the blastward wall and the positive
pressure on thc backwall are both acting in the same direction
and in phase with each other, thus producing another significant
negative sidesway displacement. Finally, as the structure
rebounds from the positive loading on the rear walls and negative
loading on the blastward wall, a peak positive displacement of
the structure is obtained. The sequence of events is best
illustrated by Fiyures 6 through 9.

The behavior of the rigid frame was somewhat similar to that
of the center frame. The displacement curves in Figures 10 and
11 show that the first peak positive sidesway displacement occurs
during the positive and negative phases of the blast loading on
the leeward and blastward walls, respectively. However, unlike
the center frame, the peak positive displacement is followed by a
significant negative displacement occurring while some loading is
still on the structure. Although the center and end frames both
have a period of vibration of approximately 200 milliseconds, the
faster response of the end frame (vibrations damp out faster) can
be attributed to the smaller mass (smaller tributary area)
carried by it.

The longitudinal frame, subdivided into four bays, had three
deflection gages (D8, D9 and D10) positioned to monitor its
behavior during the tests. Some of the gages were overwhelmed
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during most of the tests and, as a result, insufficient data was
collected to adequately eva~uate the frame's behavior. Figu res
12 and 13 show the sidesway displacement of the frame for Tests 5
and 6. It is interesting to note the high frequencies of
vibration exhibitEd by the frame (fundamental period of frame is
400 msecs).

Pressure gages were positioned in the interior of the
structure to record the pressure levels during the tests.
Previous tests done on a similar structure - a pre-engineered
building - indicated that the effects of the internal pressure
(which were approximately 40 percent of the incident pressures)
on the frame responses were significant. However, from
inspection of the test results on the strengthened steel
building, it was concluded that the buildup of internal pressure
would not affect the responses of the frame since it was
approximately l6 percent of the incident pressures for all tests.

The ductility ratios and rotations associated with the
displacements of the girts have been compared to the design
criteria presented in Reference I as follows: the 2.5-inch
displacement of the upper girt in Test 4 (3.5 psi) corresponds to
a rotation of 1.19 degrees, which is between the reusable
criteria of I degree and non-reusable criteria of 3 degrees. The
corresponding ductility ratio is 1.6 based on an elastic
deflection of 2 inches.

The panel displacements recorded by Gage D13 already account
for the displacements of the girts. Based upon past experience
with a pre-engineered building, the deflection gages were mounted
to frames which were attached to the members (purlins and girts)
supporting the panel. Thus, a direct measurement of panel
displacements were obtained. For Trial 6, the 4-foot long panel
(distance between girts) showed a 7.6-inch displacement during
rebound. This corresponds to a rotation of 18 degrees, which is
far greater than the reusable criteria of 0.9 degree. The
opening of the panel seams and the pull-out of several screws
connecting the panels to the foundation are consistent with the
criteria. The effect of this was to relieve the load of the
panels. Test results also showed the inadequacy of the roof
panels. Buckling of the panels was evident after all the tests.
A displacement of 1.87 inches during Test 7 (which corresponds to

= a rotation of 3.6 degrees) and the raising of the panels at their
seams are consistent with the reusai e criteria of 0.9-degree
rotation. 

-
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To further evaluate the test results, a series of dynamic
analyses were performed for several pressure levels using single-
and multi-degree-of-freedom models to represent the structural
systems. The multi-degree-of-freedom models were analyzed with
the DYNFA Computer Program (ref. 2), while numerical integration
techniques were used in analyzing the singie-degree-of-freedom
system. The models utilized in the program for the different
frames are shown in Figures .- nd 15. The results of these
analyses compared to the test data for the center, rigid and
longitudinal frames as shown in Figures 12 and 13, and 16 through
21. The actual blast pressures recorded during the tests were
used in the computer analyses. For the center frame, a very good
correlation of the first positive and negative peak displacements
were made for Tests 3 and 4. However, no correlation existed for
Tests 5 ands 6, as the first positive peak dsplacements were
almost 2.5 times greater than the corresponding DYNFA values.
Further analyses are underway to determine the reasons for the
differences.

An excellent correlation of the first cycle of the sidesway
displacement was made for Test 5 of the rigid end frame. Dynamic
analyses for Test 7 did not provide the same correlation obtained
in Test 5. Similarly, the analyses for the longitudinal frame
for Tests 5 and 6 yielded peak positive displacements that far
exceeded the test results. Again, further investigations are
underway to determine the causes.

To enhance the evaluation of the test structure, additional
analyses were performed to determine the behavior of the
secondary members (girts and purlin,, ). and their effect on the
responses of the frames. The peak girt displacements listed in
Table 2 are the absolute values as recorded by the gages (Dll and
D12). The true or relative displacements - the column
displacements accounted for - were obtained by subtracting the
gage (D1 or D2) readings from the corresponding displacements by
Dll or D12.

Figure 17 shows that the responses of the secondary menmers
did not significantly alter the first half cycle of the sidesway
displacement of the center frame. However, the rebound was
altered considerably because less energy was absorbed by the
girts and the remaining energy was transferred to the frame,
thereby creating a greater elastic response in the rebound phase.
The model used in the computer analysis is shown in Figure 22.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOmmENDATIONS

Conclusions

On the basis of the test results and atialytical evaluations,
it was seen that the strengthened steel building survived blast
overpressures as high as 7.0 psi. However, the wall and roof
panels failed at a pressure range of 3.2 psi to 4.21 psi.
Furthermore, it is concluded that the methods and procedures of
Refarences 2 and 3, when used in the design of a strengthened
steel building, yield fairly accurate estimates of the response
of the structure and the sizes of the members.

Recommendations

It is recommended that the methods and procedures of
References 2 and 3 be extended for the design of strengthened
steel buildings to include the following:

1. The negative phase of blast loading.

2. Increase in the yield strength of the cold-forned
panels due to the effects of cold-working.

3. The interaction between the secondary member (girts and
purlins) responses and the frame responses.

4. The interactions between the panel responses and the
secondary member responses.

It is also recommended that other revisions be made so as to
fully develop the full capacity of the structure. These include:

1. Providing bigger washers or other means to prevent the
heads of panel screws from pulling through the metal.

2. Strengthening the connection of wall panels at the
foundati on.

3. Using high-strength bolts and increasing the capacity
of anchor bolts to be consistent with the blast
capacities of the structure.
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Figure 6. Measured building pressures and side-sway
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DFRAG-TYPE FRAG1-ENT MOTION TN TWO-DIMENSIONS

by

John P. Riegel III

ABSTRACT

An important problem in the history of ballistics and explosives
is that of determining the motion of a projectile or fragment. Most
researchers currently utilize numerical approximations on digital com-
puters to estimate impact or transient trajectory conditions. This
procedure requires a relatively large number of calculations in "step-
ping" to the point of interest. In this paper, a solution describing
the two-dimensional motion of a drag--type fragment with velocity squared
dependence is presented. Approximate analytical solutions for the equa-
tions of motion are presented, as well as a simpler solution for the
special case where the striking elevation equals the initial elevation
and the initial vertical component of the velocity is positive. For
trajectory calculations which do not require accounting for the effect
of wind or decreasing air resistance as a function of altitude, these
solutions should provide a valuable tool to researchers.

I 2
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I. INTRODUCTION

-In general, the trajectory of a projectile can be determined by
balancing the forces and moments acting on the projectile. If the projec-
tile characteristics and the launch conditions are well defined, a solution
might include (Reference 1):

* Normal force,
* Drag,
* Lift,
* Magnus force,
* Static moment,
* Damping moment,
* Magnu6 moment,

R poll damping moment.

Unfortunately, when a scientist or engineer is required to estimate
transient or terminal flight characteristics for fragments, it is often
impractical or impossible to assess the distribution of forces over the
fragment adcurately. As an example, consider the detonation of a frag-
menting tubular bomb. In this case, it is highly probable that both the
projectile characteristics and the launch conditions will be assumed based
on an engineer's evaluation of the break-up pattern. As a result, very
few of the launch conditions can be accurately defined for a given fragment.

In this paperi it is assumed that the initial velocity components
of the fragment, the fragment mass, and the presented area can be determined.
It is further assumed that the fragment's trajectory will not be affected
by lift, magnus force, static moment, damping moment, magnets moment, or
roll damping moment. However, the solutions presented will account for

41 the effects of gravity and drag, the two most significant parameters
governing the motion of a "chunky" fragment.

"When a fragment is ejected vertically upward, its motion is opposed
Sby both gravity and air resistance as indicated in Equation 1.

.. AC p 2

S• = A ~= presented area •'

yD

h Cr e drag coefficient for vertical components

-• p= massý density of air

Y - fragment velocity

m = fragment mass.

& gravity
S_ However, when a fragment is travelling t oards earthf, the equation becomes:
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22 + 2m (2)

where Y acceleration downward
2 fragment velocity downward (negative)

"If the fragment has a horizontal velocity component, it is opposed only
by air resistance as in Equation 3.

.. -A xC DxP 2.
X X2 (3):• 2m

where X = horizontal acceleration

X = fragment velocity in horizontal direction

A = presented area

CIX = drag coefficient for horizontal component

p = mass density of air

* m = fragment mass

In this paper, the motion of a fragment possessing both vertical
and horizontal velocity components is described. Previously, researchers
have described this motion by considering the balanced forces over the

* projectile as it moves along its trajectory (References 1,2). This
procedure generally requires the simultaneous numerical approximation
of equations similar to Equations 4 and 5.

AC p (i 2 + i2
Y2m sin a (4)

.. AP ( + i2)
x2m cos a (5)

where Y = vertical acceleration

I Y = vertical velocity

X - horizontal acceleration

X = horizontal velocity

"" = gravity

A = area presented in: the direction of the resultant. motion

CD drag coefficient-

p =mass density of -air-

m fragment mass-

g gracvity a-

Zt 4 traj'ectory angle
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The numerical approximation is attained by solving the equations repeat-edly, incrementing by some tirme interval after each solution. In thismanner, one can "step" through the trajectory until the point of inter-est is reached. However, this type of solution is generally unnecessaryfor fragments because the initial conditions cannot be defined well enoughto warrant this degree of accuracy. By comparison, the solutions present-ed here can be used with most hand calculators to obtain a relativelyaccurate, slightly conservative answer.

The velocity and translation solucions are given in the followingtwo sections. The final two sections include procedures for utilizingthe solutions and conclusions.

II. VELOCITY SOLIMrIONS
In this section, the velocity solutions to Equations 1, 2, and 3will be developed. For convenience and clarity, these equations arerewritten as first-order equations. Equation 1 becomes:

dV K
dt- -g -M V- (6)

Equation 2 becomes:

dV2  K
-g V2  

(7)
-A and Equation 3 becomes:

dV K
dt m x (8)

where V1 = upward velocity

V2 downward velocity

2IV horizontal velocity V: I g '=gravity

m mass

Y Dy

A C p
K x Dx

x~ 2
A = area presented along-vertical axis

area presented along -horizontal axis
C-- drag coefficient for vertical component
"C- drag coefficient for hor#iontal component
P= mass density of air
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Equation 6 can then be rearranged and solved as follo~ws.

dV1
md ~V2-mg-k V (9)
1

.' ( m +t 1

V10  Ky10

where t 10 =initial time

V 10 =initial upward velocity

Equation 10 is in a standard form which yields (Reference 3):

- 1 t ~

10 10

From Equxation 11, the solution for V1 ise obtained:

7:9~ tan (-/ T 1 - 1 +a; /o1 (12)
1, t) 1

In addition, the rise time (tl) requited for the fragment to slow down
to a specified velocity (V <V i ie y

1

t I -, V -tan 1  + t (13

The time required fo fh ragment, to-attain Its maximum height occurs

wheni V1  0* Substituting..into EquAtioh 13 yields:`

1(max) v1 {4

9_- quatio 7-ssle sfollows:
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2 dV K 2

f :2=f t, (16)

V20 ( ~ 2 20 -

where t 0 time where fragment starts to fall, generally equal to t 1 (

V2 - initial downward velocity

Equation 16 is a standard form (Reference 3) which results 4n the folloviing
solution for the velocity of the falling fragment.

Vtanh F 1 V20) X/7 (t2  toj()

Equation 17 can be arranged to determine the fall time, t 2 1 required for
the fragment to attain a particular velocity.

= ~ tn -1 tn 2  (18)
-1 202

Finally, Equation &can be solved

ma- K V2 (19)

X_ dVx -Kf xj -f tx1  (20)

Vx m

Solving Equation 20 for V gives:

Q11
where-V-0  initial horizontal velocity,.

Alternatively, solving for- timeyields

wh~r ~ ~(22)

-O U k e - -- 9I~ ss ,th ft or -eq ual --to the -totatl -tfime ~f f I g t
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III. TRANSLATION SOLUTIONS

Integration of the velocity solutions presented in Equations 12,
3.7, and 21 with respect to time yields the displacement solutions.
Solving Equation 12 provides the solution to the vertical displacement
during the time the fragment is rising.

dy1  g

F 10

t, y~7 P f tan W (t - 1 0 +tan (23)1

~~ r0  1cs~r~ 10) ' t -t

j+y (25)

The souto ofEq ati n 26, hic was deveope fro Eqaio t7

dEscrtibe2 then lerialpsto oftefamn as ttrv stwrds the

F 1
mg ano Y~JlZ f (26)

1 y K + I

m t 2 0j
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Likewise, Equation 21 can be solved to obtain the horizontal
displacement, as shown in Equations 28 and 29.

dx - 1 (28)

+ tx -t )
x 0 0

xc 0

Equations 25, 27, and 29 can be rearranged to solve f or time fora fragment to reach a certain position. Equation 25 then becomes:

-j C'i7 (osl(Cos tan. JO Y1 ~ 0#

~tY9i 10 30

_,+ t2  (31)

Equation 29 becomes:

v (y2y2)+)o

t

20 20

Eqain29bcms



The equations presented in this paper yield three scaled velocities.
The scaled rise velocity VR 'is defined as:

R o [tan1

Fa = (33)

cos Ltan VI g

The scaled fall velocity V. is defined as:

cosh Vt;nh-l V V )

The scaled horizontal velocity VB is given by:
V

- 0
V (35)S Xx

The solutions presented also provide three scaled displacements. The
nondimensional upward displacement D is defined as:DR

D (36)
"DR= (Yl Ylo)

Downward displacement DF is given by:

DF = (Y -~K (37)

Finally, the horizontal displacement DR is given by:

DR (x x (38)
- m

A single plot can be used to describe the relationships between
the three scaled velocities and the corresponding displacements. All
three relationships are of the form:

4 V- e,(39)

Aýwhere V V',V- or V

a ~ D ~D$L,Dp orD1%

Thýse relationships are presented in Figure 1.
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By defining three scaled times, the motion of a fragment can be
determined. The scaled rise time tRis:

tR = (t~ - t1  V 1  (40)

where t <tan 1i 10O

R - t2 -t (41

KK

tH= (t - t ) 0 (42)
2 20 m

These scaled times can be determined by utilizing the informatioa in Figure
1 and the following relationships:

tan- (43)

tF tanh ( 20  ')-tanh -(-V2'' ) (44)

- - (45)

x.

Figure 2 is presented-as an example of the type of specializedI graphical solution which~ canf be obtained from the relationships presented.
Figure 2-is a plot of the scaled vertical component of the striking
velocity V versus the-ýsame component- of- the initial velocity V 0for

__ the' pecal caewere the -iauntch elevation e-quals theimpact eeain
-jThe. need for ths aticular solution_ developed from a requiremenit to

estimate ~the iimpat- kinetic -energy of fragments eaaigfo ob
UI this problm te- Vertical- component. of the striking-velocity was the
-only patmneie needed4 resulting in- tliý simple relationship:I_ 2  Sin tan'~o (461

SMI _ V _~
_ V 2 - = 2X

___ F
r __ V
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EXAMlPLE

GIVE~N: A spherical fragment with the following cnaracteristics

A = 2.182 x102 ft2

A -2.182 xl10 ft2

CDY = 0.47

in = 3.683 x 10 2 lb-s2 /ft

Pa = 2.378 x 10 lb-s 2/ft4

g = 32.174 ft/s
2

t =0
10

t =0

y10 =

X0

V0=600 ft/s

=200 ft/s
VX0

FIND: Maximum height, range, time of flight, impact velocities.

SOLUTION:

1. Define K, Kx y

AC

x 2

yta-5 2 2K - 2 1.219 x10 lb-s /ft
y 2

2.Determine the maximum height.

a. The maximum height for an object-initially moving upward
occurs whe the risje veilocity V equals zero. Equation
3i cant be used to determine V. at- the maximum height.

V_ 1 W[ 2.1769

d os' [ah7 v&v~)

2-13
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b. Use the value obtained in "a" and Figure 1 to determine
the scaled displacement DR.

D R 0.8

c. Solve for the height using Equation 36.

K
DR = (Yl - YlO) -mK

Yl = DR T--+ YI0 = 2.417 x 10 ft
y

d. Solve for the rise time using Equations 43 and 40.

CR t = 1.092

CR 0(t - l
}2

t 1 =t10+ t ;/m 10.58 secI;t I• 1t0 =K

3. Determine vertical impact velocity.

a. Solve Equation 37 to find DF"

K
DF (YKy 0.8

• • = (Y20 - 2 m - .

b. Use this value to determine V. from Figure 1.

VF =2.169

c. Use Equation 34 to find the vertical impact velocity V2.

"- cosh tanh V

!cosh h'1 (-K0  K 2_LanhC 2 m
V2 Co\/8h [t5ft 1  

. csh-111{.V2 16 2gm

I- Note that if V2 0 =- O0 this reduces to:

(0.8875) -2.17 x 10 ft/sec
V2

214 F



d. Determine fall time using Equations 44 and 41.

t~~h Yai~ (.2V) + tanh' (-vV2~ .1

F =(t 2  20

t2 = t +ti,-\/ 7M . 13.71 see
y

4. Determine total time t,.T of flight.

a. Sum rise and fall times.

tT= t I+ t 2-24.29 sec

b. Total time of flight equals t X at impact.

#X 24.29 sec

5. Determine horizontal impact velocity.

a. Determine scaled horizontal time.

V K

vxx

00
=~ 76.6 ft/s 60

a. Feerind th ematvlct usingg Equation, 35.

vx
0

tH
IX

H

a. Fid uigEqain15.
ýHI



c. Find the total horizontal displacement using Equation 38.

X = 5R-+ xO = 3.0 2 x 103 ft
HK 0

x
V. CONCLUSIONS

The solutions presented in this paper are suitable for solving
a special class of problems. The procedures can be used to estimate
the trajectory of ai.y projectile or fragment whose motion is dependent
solely on drag and gravity. In general, this means that the solutions
should provide accurAte results for "chunky" fragments. on the other
hand, the trajectories of fragments which are heavily influenced by lift
should not be estimated using the procedures presented here.

Further limitations exist due to some assumptions which were made
in order to simplify the equations. The presented areas, drag coefficients,
air density, and acceleration due to gravity are considered constant
throughout the trajectory of the fragment. As a result of these assump-
tions, certain limitations are implied. First, the fragment should
not be rotating about any axis which will cause fluctuations in the
presented areas or drag coefficients. Second, the fragment's velocity
should nct exceeA the ý,ped of sound or else the assumption of a constant
drag coefficient be'.rmes invalid. Finally, the vertical displacement
should not be so great as to cause major fluctuations in the eir density
nnd gravity terms.

It is important to recognize that the separate vertical and hori-
zontal si-.Iutions presented here provide approximate solutions for "chunky"
fragmenLs. Unfortunately, the author did not have time to fully evaluate
the accuracy of the solutions prior to this confercnce. However, an
assessment of the error for the range predicted by this method was made
by A. E. Sherwood (Reference 4). Sherwood concluded that the "uncoupled"
approximation resulted in a longer predicted range due to "understating
the correct total drag force at each point along the trajectory by the
factor (sin40 + cos 4q)½,' where 0 is the trajectory angle. He also com-
pared the results to Cranz' ballistic tables (Reference 5), varying the
ballistic coefficient* from 0.1 to 100 and the initial trajectory angle

I from 150 to 75*. He concluded that the estimated range is always high,
but is usually within 20% except for very high initial trajectory angles.

Although the limits of the error which occurs in the predicted velocity
and time-of-flight have not been investigated by the author, they should

also be conservative.

Currently, the solutions presented should provide a quick, simple
- method of predicting trajectory condit4 ors for drag-type fragments. In

future work, the author feels that it should be possible to develop a
correction factor as a function of initials conditions (i.e., trajectory
angle and ballistic coefficient) which would reduce the error associated

J with these solutions.

*Ballistic coefficient is the squared ratio of a fragment's initial
V velocity to its freefall'terminal velocity.
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DEBRIS HAZARDS FROM. EXPLOSIONS IN ABOVE-GROUND MAGAZINES

by

Hans A. Merz M.ASCE/SIA
Basler & Hofmann

Consulting Engineers
Zurich, Switzerland

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of research for a better understanding of
debris hazards from explosions in above-ground magazines and for the quanti-
tative prediction of debris hazards in risk analyses. Two kinds of debris
hazards are distinguished:

- Debris dispersal of the crater material

- Debris dispersal of the building material

In the case of debris dispersal of the crater material, the results of an
extensive review and evaluation of the existing literature ar.? presented. A
statistical analysis of the major properties such as crater dimensions, cra-
ter volume and mass, and debris density is shown.

In the case of debris from buildings, the results of model tests in the
scale of 1 :10 are presented, and a quantitative model for the prediction of
these hazards is outlined.

z

I. -

Paper presented to

Nineteenth Explosives Safety Seminar, 9-11 September 1980
The Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles, California, USA I
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INTRODUCTION

In order to predict and, if possib;e, mitigate the hazardous effects on per-
sons and goods in the case of accidental explosions in explosives magazines,

the method of risk analyses has been introduced in Switzerland (see the cor-
responding papers held at the 17th and 18th DDESB-Seminar). When evaluating

the risk or the expected damage to the environment of an explosives magazine,
the various types of explosion effects have 0e be taken ihto account, and
for each of them a quantitative model for describing their effects on persons
and goods is necessary. One of these effects is the debris dispersal which in
many cases is a predominant hazard and also the most spectacular part of

such destructive events.

This paper deals exclusively with the debris hazards from explosions in

above-ground magazines. It is the purpose to present some of the results of
research conducted within the last years in Switzerland and to promote fu-

ture research for a better understanding of these important effects of acci-
dental explosions.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF DEBRIS HAZARDS

When talking about debris hazards from explosions in above-ground magazines,

two effects have to be distinguished:

1. The debris hazards fron the crater material: In 'ntermcdiate and farther
distances of an explosion, these debris hve - "rain-type" character-

istic (see figure 1). Due to the relatively large initial flight angles,
persons are usually only endangered, %:';en the debris fall back to earth,
but not during their flight. How much a person is endangered, depends

4 .. primarily on the amount of material or the horizontal debris density L

(in kg/m2 ) and the debris characteristics such at debris size and velo-

city.

5 , 2. Phenomenologically quite different are the debris hazards associated

w_-ith the destutction of a buiding . Usual ly these hazards have to be
considered even in the case of small explosions not yet forming an ef-
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fective crater. These debris have a "lsZlet-tuve" characteristic (see

figure 1). Due to the mostlyflat trajectories, often more or less paral-

lel to the ground, these debris are capable of endangering persons along

their entire flight trajectory, and not only when they fall back to

earth.The horizontal debris density observed after the explosion is

therefore no longer the decisive factor to describe the dangerous effects

on persons. In this case, the vertical debris flow (in kg/m 2 ) or, in

connection with the velocity and size of the debris, the vertical energy

flow is the important parameter to describe the hwzard to persons.

SIn the following, each of these two debris effects will be shortly described

in more detail.

DEBRIS HAZARDS FROM THE CRATER MATERIAL

Quite a number or papers can be found in the literature which deal with the

crater formation and the debris dispersal from surface explosions. They range

from investigations of test or accidental explosions to theoretical models.

However, these papers often deal with rather specific questions and situa-

tions and cannot readily be used for the purpose of risk analyses. It there-

fore was necessary to combine this information in a single crater ejecta

model.

Based on the available literature, all elements of crater formation and de-

bris dispersal were investigated separately and then combined in a simple and

physically consistAnt model. In order to obtain a generally valid model,

which is simple to apply in reality, the explicit treatment of parameters I
such as the soil types, charge shapes and so on was omitted. The important |

factors of the model were only correlated with the charge size.oHowever, the P
corresponding uncertainty in the prediction which accounts for the influence

of all other factors, was statistically evaluated.

The approach of this crater ejecta model is outlined in figure 2i and con-

sists of four steps:
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1. Investigation of crater dinmension. from surface explosions:

Using data from test and accidental explosions, a regression analysis

was performed which led to the prediction of average crater dimensiens

and a statistically determined prcbability distribution around the mean

value owing to the uncertainty of all the parameters not accounted for

in the regression analysis (figures 3 and 4). The comparison with existing

crater formulae shows which formulae represent mean values and in

which "qafety factors" were included (figure 5).

2. Investigation of cerater vol•ne and ejecta mass:

Based on the previous invest qations of crater dimensions and additio-

nal data on volume and ejecta mass from test or accideata* explosions,

a similar regression analysis was performed. The corresponding mean

relationship between crater volume, ejecta mass and charge size are

shown in figures 6 and 7. Again, a statistically evaluated probability

distribution was defined, which accounts for the uncertainty in the pre-

diction due to the various parameters not explicitly treated in the re-

gression analysis.

3. The informationon crater volume and ejecta mass was the starting point

for the investigation of the debris dipereaZ=:

As mentioned earlier, the hazards of crater debris with "rainstype" cha-

racteristics can be described in a first step by the horizontal debris

density. Therefore, all relation;hips for the prediction of debris den-

sity found in the open literature were used as "data base" for the de-

termination of a "generally valid" formula. After extensive mathematical

treatment in ord;.., to make these relationships comparable as well as

possible, they were plotted in one diagram, As it can be seen from fi-

gure 8, the difference between the extreme relationships amounts to a

factorofmore than 1000. This would mean that the debris density can vary

in reality between 1 kg/m 2 or 1 t/m2 , for instance! Without trying to

find the reason for these almost unbelievable differences, a mean rela-

tionship and a corresponding probability destribution was computed (see

figure 8).

in order to check the consistancy of this relationship with previous investi-

gationc of.the crater formation, the debris density was integrated and com-
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pared with the crater mass relationship in figure 7. Without going into de-

tails of the assumptions concerning the validity o&' the debris density func-

tion in the near field of a crater, it was found that the mean debris density

relationship satisfies the condition of mas conservation, i.e. it corres-

ponds to the previously determined crater mass relationship (see figure 9).

However, the uncertainty in the crater mass prediction when using the inte-

grated debris density function is considerably larger than the one obtained

previously. The possible reasons for these descrepancies shall not be dis-

cussed here. For the moment, it can be stated that the mean debris density

function in figure 8 is physically consistant by satisfying the condition of

mass conservation. However, additional research is necessary tc improve the

prediction of hazards from crater debris dispersal.

DEBRIS DISPERSAL FROM THE BUILDING MATERIAL

The dispersal of building material in the case of accidental explosions is

so far not extensively treated in the literature. Therefore, model tests in

the scale of 1: 10 with concrete model magazines shown in figure 10 were per-

formed. The results of these tests are presented in the following. As it will

be shown later, they are but a first step on the right track to the under-

standing of this phenomenon, and further research will be necessary.

V •During these tests, two imporant things could be observed:

1. There are a few distinct directions in which moSt of the wall debris

are projected, corresponding to the four directions perpendicular to

the wall surface.

2. The trajectories of wall debris are fiat and often more or less parallel

to the ground. Together with the larger velocities of the debris as com-

pared with the ejected crater material, large debris ranges can, be ob-

served.

The observed directed projection of wail debris can be explained as follows:

Due to the-fact that the reinforced concretewmodel magazines represented a

ductile-construction of considerable strength, the actual- destruction of

the magazines was primarily produced by something like a chamber pressure

-A I
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acting peependicularly on the four walls and pushing them into the four pre-

determined directions. The initial peak blast waves did not contain enough

energy to completely desintegrate this ductile and rather strong construction.

However, had a brittle construction of our model magazines been used, the

directional effect would not be that pronounced.

It can therefore be concluded that the dispersal of wall debris is heavily

influenced by:

1. The type and strength of the construction of a magazine (ductile or

brittle): The more strength and ductility, the more has a directional

dispersal in specific directions to be expected (see figure 11).

2. The shape of the building itself more or less determines the direction

of the debris dispersal in the case of a ductile construction (see

figure 12).

After these more phenomenological observations, the problem of quantifying

these debris hazards will be addressed.

As mentioned earlier, the predominantly flat trajectories of wall debris led

to the conclusion that these hazards cannot be described by the horizontal

debris density after the explosion only. Structural debris can endanger per-

sons more or less along the entire trajectory. Therefore, the vertical de-

bris flow, indicated in figure 13which can be correlated with the energy

flow, is a more appropriate measure of the hazard.

Based on the model tests, in which data on the debris trajectories were re-

corded photographically and the location, size and density of the debris

after the explosion were measured, a theoretical model for the prediction

of this debris flow was set up. There is no need to go into the details of

this model here, because, given information on the distribution of debris

size, initial angles and velocities - it isa mathematically straight forward

problem as indicated in figure 13.

With the debris flow model it is easily possible to deduce information on

the debris density to be observed after the explosion. It therefore-was pos-

sible to compare the actual measurements of horizontal debris density with
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the prediction from the debris flow model as shown in figure 14. Though the

comparison is far from being perfect, it shows that the general characteristics

are reproduced by the debris flow model. The considerable scatter of the data

points around the predicted curve does certainly not surprise those who have

once made debris density measurements. On the other hand, it demonstrates that

the present model can be improved in the future. It is believed, however,

that an important first step in the right direction has been made.

As an example, the predicted debris flow in function of the distance in the

directions perpendicular to the walls of a rectangular concrete magazine with

a wall thickness of 50 cm and a charge size of 30 t of TNT is shown in figure 15.

Together with corresponding lethality criteria, this type of information will

be used in the future in risk analyses for above-ground magazines in Switzer-

land. That the special dispersal of building material in the case of accidental

exposions has to be taken into account with such a model, is demonstrated in

figure 16, where measured horizontal debris density contours from the model

tests are shown. The crosslike picture of debris density clearly shows that

building debris have a considerably larger range than those from the crater.

Together with the fact that building debris can have a velocity as much as ten

times larger than crater debris and fly almost parallel to the ground, the

importance of thi5 explosion effect is even larger than it appears in this

figure.

!I

The findings outlined in this paper can be summarized as follows:

1. It has to be distinguished between the debris dispersal of the crater I

materiaZ and the building.

2. The dispersal of the crater material has a "rain-type"characteristic. It

therefore can be measured in terms of horizontal debris density. I
3. The model for prediction of debris density from the ejected crater mate-

rial should be physic•lZy consistent and satisfy the condition of mass
bonservation. The observed discrepancies have to be investigated. j
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4. The dispersal of building material has a "bullet type" characteristic.

It therefore should be measured in terms of vertical debris flow.

5. The directions of the projected building debris is predeeterir.ed by

the type of the conatruction (ductile-brittle), the strerith and by the

for m of a bui Zding.

6. A first step for a model to predict debris flow has been presented. Im-

provements and additional tests are necessary to account for the ob-

served discrepancies.

7. Due to the flat trajectories of buildinq debris, the higher velocities

and the larger ranges, these explosion effects often represent the

predaninant hazard.

Aq
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PREDICTION OF DEBRIS WEIGHT AND RANGE DISTRIBUTIONS

FROM ACCIDENTAL EXPLOSIONS INSIDE BUILDINGS

by

James J. Kuiesz
Patricia K. Moseley

Van B. Parr

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a method for predicting fragment impact weight
and range distributions resulting from nccidental explosions inside build-
ings. A thorough fragment data bas: was created frcm a literature search
through the available files at the DDESB for accident reports containing
fragmentation data fror accidental explosions in buildings. Similitude
theory was used to group and plot ti.- data in a meaningful fashion and a
statistical analysis was performed on tragnient weight, range, nondiminsional
range (by area) and distributions. Based on this statistical measure, there

o - were adequate grounds for not reje .ting an- of the hypotheses that the data
sets belong to the appropriate chcsen dist-ibi tions. Once one knows the
energy of the explosive involved and calculat.-s the total weight of the
building destroyed, one can use the graphs to estimate a fragment missile
map in terms of fragment weight and range. This information can then be
used to estimpate fragment safety requirements without conducting expensiveexperiments.
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I. INTIRODUýTION

The analysis described in this paper was funded by the Department of
the Army on Contract No. DACA87-79-C-0091 entitled "Preparation of a Manual
for Predtction of Blast and Fragment Loadings on Structures."[1] This paper
describes a portion of this manual whieh contains a set of predictive curves
in which an architect-engineer can analytically generate a post-accidant
missilc map resultipg from an explosion inside a building. The sections
which follow contain a similitude analysis for developing a suitable means
of ordering the data, a description of the accident data used in the analy-
als, the fragment weight and range prediction model, and the conclusions.

II. SIMILITUDE ANALYSIS

When performing a model analysis, one generally lists all of the
parameters which In some way could affect the problen, and develops a cork-
plete set of nondimensional pi terms[2]. After a complete set of pi terms
is formed, one eliminates terms which are invariant or can be derived by
other pi terms through known physical interrelationships. In this study
described by this paper, data were acqnired from reports describing debris
which was accumulated after accidental explosions. Thus, the amount of
data gathered in the form of a detailed missile map is very limited. Be-
cause of this, we elected to make the model analysis as simple as possible
and confine it to parameters for which information from the accident re-
ports was available.

Table 1 contains a list of parameters which could be acquired from
some of the accident reports and which is germane to the problem. Notice
that the initial velocity and trajectory angle of the fragment have not
been included since these parameters could not be determined for individual
fragments from the accident data. The information which could be acquired
from the accident reports was the type of building; an estimate of the
energy E of the explosion; weight W of the fragments collected; in some
cases, an estimate of the average area A of the fragments; range R traveled
by the fragments; and, for nondimensionalizing the analysis, the gravity
constant g which is assumed to be invar.ant.

- Table 2 contains two nondimansional terms which were formned from the
parameters listed in Table 1. The first pi term states that, for two scaled4
explosions in buildings, the ratio of the range divided by the square root
of the area for fragments from the one explosion should be similar for the
other scaled explosion. The second pi term states that the product of the
range and weight of a fragment divided by the energy of the explosion shou ld
be similar for different scaled explosions.
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Table I. Parameters for Debris Mass and Range Analysis

SYmbol Parameter Dimension

E Energy of Explosion FL

M Mass of Fragment* F-I

A Average Presented Area of Fragment L2

R Range of Fragment L

g Gravity Constant LT- 2

*Note chat weight is the product of the mass and gravity constant. That is,

W =Mg

Table 2. Nondimensional Relationships for Debris
Mass and Range Analysis

I

R
i! = nondimensional range

12R nondimensional energy2 E i
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III. ACCIDENT DATA

A thorough fragment data base was created from a literature search
through rhe available files at the Department of Defense Explesive Safety
Board for accident reports containing fragmentation data from accidental
explosions in structures such as those at the Pantex Plant in Amarillo,
Teyas. Extracted data include characteristics of the explosion source,
building descriptions and characteristics of fragments, such as weight,
size and range. Those references which had the most useful information
were selected as a data base and were separated into three groups by esti-
mated energy of the explosion or explosive yield. fables 3, 4 and S sum-
marize the explosLon source and building characteristics for seven refer-
encej in the data base. These were the only references out of several
hundred references examined which contained all of the information which
we feel was absolutely necessary. The one reference in Table 3 consisted
of an explosion with an estimated energy of approximately 1.6 X 107 ft lb.
The explosions depicted in Table 4 had explosive energies on the order of
5 X l0B ft lb. Table 5 contains data from three sources with energies of
approximately 1 X 1010 ft lb. Fragment characteristics for each group
were extracted from associate missile maps or calculated from descriptions
given in the references. The reader should note that all buildings, ex-
cept one, were made primarily of concrete.

IV. PREDICTION MODEL

Statistical analyses were performed on fragment weight, range, non-

dimensionalized range (by area) and nondimensionalized energy. These use-
fal relationships allow one to predict fragment distributions in weight and
range following an accidental explosion of a given energy in a building
similar to those buildings described in this data base. A discussion of
the statistical analyses performed to determine impact weight, range, and
size distributions is given below. This is followed by a procedure for using
the graphs presented to estimate fragment mass and range for similar explo-
sions.

The fragment weight and range data for each of the energy levels were
sorted in ascending order. The total numbers of fragments for all of the
accidental explosions in each energy level were counted. The ordered data
(by weight and range) for explosions from each energy level were then divid-

- =ed into groups containing five percent of the total number of fragments.
Thus, the data were subdivided into groups fror, the 5th to the 95th percen-
tile by number of fragments as shown in Table 6. For example (see Table 6),
for those explosions having an energy of 1.6 X 107 ft-lb, five percent of
the fragments had a weight below 0.22 lb, 10 percent below 0.58 lb, 15 per-
cent below 0.87 lb, etc. Also,,five percent of the fragments were in the
0.22-0.58 lb range, five percent in the 0.58-0.87 lb range, etc.

d
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Table 6.

Cumulative Percentiles for Plotting Fragment Weights and Ranges

E - 1.6 x 107 ft-lb E - 5.0 x 108 ft-lb E - 1.0 x 1010 ft-lb
Percentile Weight (lb) Range (ft) Weight (ib) Range (ft) Weight (ib) Range U(fp

5 '0.22 6 0.20 44 0.054 218

10 0.58 7 0.40 58 0.082 270

15 0.87 9 0.65 70 0.120 325

20 1.02 11 0.88 89 0.160 375

25 2.18 11 1.20 103 0.220 410

30 2.61 11 1.68 113 0.300 460

35 3.92 11 2.26 118 0.410 496

40 4.35 11 2.72 125 0.490 532 -

45 5.22- 12 3.65 132 0.650 566

50 7.61 14 4.90 141 0.870 616

55 8.70 16 6.72 147 1.260 672

60 10.44 19 9.08 159 1.520 710

S65 11.55 24 10.50 170 2.000 780

70 15.37 28 13.08 180 2.670 832

75 24.36 32 21.90 193 4.200 920

80 31.32 46 29.58 207 5.440 1000

85 50.20 52 45.48 233 10.000 1080

90 104.40 77 84.00 266 16.320 1218

95 187.90 146 172.10 324 50.000 1485
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Figures 1 and 2 are plots of the percentile points along with an
"eyeball" line fit to the points. The mean was estimated as the logarithm
(to the base e) of the 50th percentile. The standard deviation was esti-
mated [3] as two-fifths of the difference between the logarithms of the
90th and 10th percentiles.

Table 7 is a listing of the estimated means and standard deviations
for the log normal (to the base e) distributions. A "W" statistic [3] for
goodness of fit was calculated for each of the distributions. The approxi-
mate probability of obtaining the calculated test statistic, given that the
chosen distribution is correct, was then determined. These results are also
shown in Table 7. Figure 3 is a graph of the probability percentage points
of the "W" statistic. As it is customary to consider values of probability
for the "W" statistic exceeding 2 to 10 percent as adequate grounds for not
rejecting the hypothesis that the data belong to the chosen distribution,
the fits for all data except the range data for an energy of 1.6 X 107 ft-
lb are much more than adequate. The V"' statistic for ranges in that energy
level is slightly less than 10 percent and thus, is still adequate.

Figure 1 can be used to estimate the percentage of fragments (for a
given energy level) which will have a weight Wi, equal to or less than a
particular Wi. For example, if we wished to estimate the percentage of
fragments which would have a weight equal to or less than 10 lb for an ener-
gy level of 1.0 X 1010 ft-lb, we would refer to Figure 1 and on the weight
axis (abcissa) at 10 lb go upward to the intersection of the line for 1.0 X
1010 ft-lb. Then, at the intersection point read the value from the ordi-
nate, which is,86 percent. Conversely, if we wanted to estimate what weight
90 percent of the fragments would not exceed, we would enter the chart on the
90 percent line, go over to the intersection with the curve and read down-
ward to the weight axis the value 16 lb. Estimates for percentage of frag-
ments between two weights can be made by determining the difference between
corresponding percentage points. Figure 2 can be used in the same manner
for the range.

Table 8 contains a listing for the percentiles for nondimensional
range (R) and nondimensional energy (f), respectively. Table 9 contains
the estimated means, standard deviations, "W" statistics and 'V" statis-
tic probabilities for the data presented in Figures 4 and 5. One can
readily observe that the "W' statistic probabilities in all of the cases
shown in Table 9 greatly exceed the 2 to 10 percent criterion (see above)
"for not rejecting the hypothesis that the data belong to the chosen dis-
tribution. Thus, the log normal distributions shown in Figures 4 and 5
adequately describe the functional format of the data. One would expect
this to be the case since one can readily observe that the data points
plotted on the figure fall near the plotted lines for all of the data.
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Table 7.

Listing of Estimated Means, Standard Deviations,
and "W" Statistics for Log-Normal Distributions

for Weights and Ranges of Fragments

Weight*

Estimated

Energy Level Estimated Standard
(ft-lb) bMean Deviation Statistic Probability

1.6 x 107 1.94 2.11 0.992 0.999

5.0 x 10a 1.64 2.12 0.990 0.996

1.0 % 1010 0 2.22 0.981 0.935

Range

Estimated

Energy Level Estimated Standard 'V"
(ft-b) Mean Deviation Statistic Probability

1.6 x 107 3.02 0.961 0.915 0.095

5.0 x 108 4.99 0.549 0.980 0.922
i10

1.0 x 10 6.41 0.631 0.989 0.994

* Weight equals the product of the mass and gravity constant, i.e. W = Mg.

A (U
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Table 8.

Percentiles for Plotting Fragment Nondimensional
Ranges (R)* and Nondimensional Energy (E)+

E U1.6 x 107 ft.lb E - 5.0 x 10 ft'Ib E - 1.0 x 1010 ft'lb
Percentile R E R E R

2.5 27 0- 14-8 
-

5 2.65 2.78 x 21.4 4.94 x 10 374 2.10 x 10-
10 5.06 5.29 x 10-7 46.5 9.72 x 10-8 525 3.67 x 10-9

15 7.79 7.61 x 10-7 62.6 1.91 x 10-7 646 5.30 x 10-9
20 11.0 1.14 x 10-6 76.4 2.41 x 10-7 755 8.06 x 10-9
25 13.5 1.79 x 10-6 89.2 3.47 x 10-7 915 1.14 x 10-8
30 17.0 2.69 x 106 131 4.38 x 10- 1030 1.55 x 10-603 .5 x1-8
35 22.0 3.59 x 10-6 177 5.54 x 10-7 1140 2.28 x 10-8
40 24.1 5.23 x 10-6 200 7.32 x 10-7 1330 2.92 x 10-8
45 28.9 8.07 x 10-6 226 8.80 x 10-7 1490 3.94 x 10-8
50 31.5 9.54 x 10- 6  273 1.04 x 19-6 1640 5.46 x 10-8

-5 6 -855 38.2 1.06 x 10- 298 1.44 x 10- 1V20 7.15 x 10-
60 41.5 1.30 x 10-5 321 2.10 x 10-6 2090 9.83 x 10-8

65 49.4 1.60 x 10-5 377 2.64 x 10-6 2280 1.37 x 10' 4
70 64.4 2.02 x 10-5 429 3. 2 6 x 10-6 2550 1.86 x 107

75 76.3 2.77 x 10- 478 4.40 x 10-6 2840 2.68 x 107

-5 -6 -7
80 90.3 4.29 x 10- 582 6.57 x 10- 3240 4.29 x 10-
85 108 8.22 x I0-5 806 1.18 x 10 3840 7.22 x1
90 147 1.23 x 10-4 1080 1.66 x 10-5 4720 1.35 x 60
95 323 2.59 x 10 1350 5.24 x 10- 5880 3.11 x 100

R

"+ E 2(RM)/E
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Tab] e 9.

Listing of Estimated Means, Standard Deviations
and 'V" Statistics for Log-Normal Distributions for

Nondimensionel Range CR) and Nondimensional Energy (E) of Fragments

Nondimensional Range (R)

Energy Estimated Estimated IV"

Level Means Standard Deviation Statistics Probability

1.6 x 107 3.384 1.467 0,996 0.999

5.0 x 108 5,371 1.297 0.980 0.922

l.0xl010 7.378 0.889 0.989 0.994

Nondimensional Energy (E)

Energy Estimated Estimated tW"
Level Means Standard Deviation Statistics Probability

1.6 x 10 -11.80 2.12. 0.986 0.981

5.0 : 108 -13.58 2.09 0.993 0.999

S~101
1.0 x -16.61 2.44 0.984 0.966
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Although the curve fits are good for distribotions of nondimensional
range and nondimensional energy, neithcr curve can easily be used to create
a hypothetical missile map at the present time. Future work is needed to
establish a functional relationship between fragment range and area before
Figure 4 can be used. Also, one must establish a functional relationship
between fragment weight and range to be able to use Figure 5.

It is interesting to note that •he lines on Figures 1, 4 and 5 are
almost parallel. That is, that the standard deviations are almost equal
for all the log normal distributions. This leads to the speculatiun that
if more experimental data are acquired in the future at various energy levels,
it may be possible to derive a scale factor from the energy ratios and magni-
tude which is related to the mean of a particular distribution of interest
(either weight, nondimensional range or nondimensional energy). Figure 2,
the plot for the range percentiles, is an exception to this speculation due
to the large number of fragments collected at one close-in distance (11 ft)
from the explosion with an energy of 1.6 X 107 ft-lb (see Table 6). It
should be noted that data from only one accident were included at this energy
level. A larger data base may have caused the distribution to shift to a
position more nearly parallel with the distributions of range for the other
two energy levels.

A procedure for estimating the number of fragments of a given mass
interval which will fall within a given distance from an explosion source
in a building is as follows:

1) Estimate WB = total destroyed weight of the building (portion
of the building which has fragmented). This estimate will de-
pend mainly upon the amount of explosive stored or machined
in the building at any given time and the building structure
and shape.

2) Using the weight distribution in Figure 1, obtain the average
weight of a fragment from the explosion, Wa, by reading it
off the appropriate curve at the 50th percenti]e. The total
number of fragments from the explosion is then V

W i
f W

a

3) Using the range distribution in Figure 2, take equal percen-
tage increments (0-10%, M 0-20%, etc.) or equal range incre-
ments (0-10 ft, 10-20 ft, etc.) and find the number of frag-
ments, Nflj in each increment. (If equal percentage incre- I
ments were taken, the number of fragments in each increment
is, of course, the same.)
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4) Again using the weight distribution in Figure 1, determine
the percentage of fragments in a particular weight interval.
The total numbers of fragments in each range interval have
already been calculated (Step 3). Thus, the number of frag-
ments of a particular weight in a particular range interval
(distance out from the source) can be determined.*

V. CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrates that it is possible to estimate fragment
weight and range distributions for building types similar to those described
in the data base which are subjected to internal high explosive detonation.
To do this. one needs to determine the total energy of the explosion (heat
of detonation of the high explosive involved) and the total weight of the
building which fragments. Using the methods described in this paper, one
can generate a hypothetical missile map giving fragment mass and range.
This missile map can then be used to establish safe standoff aistances a-
round work or storage areas.

As is true in any analysis, there is always the need for more data.
The data base for this study consisted of seven well-documented accidents
out of several hundred accident reports. To refine the analysis presented
in this paper and extend it to other building types, it is necessary for
future high explosive accidents to be better documented and for careful
researchers to conduct model experiments.
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Sweight is log-normally distributed over each energy level (which covers the

entire range), there is no reason to assume that weight is not log normally 4
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"DEPENDENCE OF FLYROCK RANGE ON SHOT CONDITIONS"*

Julius Roth
Management Science Associates

Mountain View, California

Most blasting accidents in open pit or strip mining

operations are caused by flyrock. Similarly, flying debris is
expected to be a major hazard in many deliberate or accidental

blasts involving military explosives, or in blasting operations

performed by DOD. A model has been developed to relate maximum
flyrock range to shot conditions encountered in surface mining

and "calibrated" with measured flyrock velocities and/or flyrock

ranges found in mining and explosives literature. The model

adapts the Gurney formula for the velocity of explosively-propelled

plates or fragments to blasting practices in surface mines, and

these flyrock velocities are then used to compute maximum flyrock

range from ballistic trajectories. It is believed that this model

can also be adapted to estimating the maximum range of headwall

and door fragments propelled by the accidental explosion of a

storage igloo.

I

*Work sponsored by U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines,
"Dependence of Flyrock Range on Shot Conditions," Contract J0387242.
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INTRODUCTION AND QUANTITATIVE FORMULATION OF THE FLYROCK PROBLEM

By far the greatest single hazard in surface mine blasting

operations is flyrock. Flyrock accounts for approximately half

of all blasting-related accidents in surface mines (or somewhat

more than one-third if fall of ground accidents are also included

in blasting-related accidents).1 Clearly, improved blasting

practices and more definitive blasting regulations are still

needed to minimize the flyrock hazard. The current study was

aimed primarily at developing a flyrock model that would assist

in the development of such regulations.

The approach used in the present study is to relate initial

flyrock velocity to shot conditions and then use ballistic

trajectories to compute maximum flyrock range. This approach

is entirely Justified because the effects of air friction are

quite small for typical flyrock sizes and velocities. Furthermore,

since safety is the prime consideration, it is the maximum flyrock

range that defines a safe blast area, and in a ballistic trajectory

the maximum range is obtained with flyrock propelled at an initial

angle of 45'. Thus, determination of initial flyrock velocity

completely determines maximum flyrock range. Most of the

discussion will be limited to consideration of flyrock from

"vertical" faces of open pit benches.

For flyrock at an initial velocity u0 and an initial angle 0,

the horizontal range L (i.e., return of the projectile to its

original elevation) is given by

0 U sin 20
L(

g

where g is acceleration of gravity. Maximum flyrock range Lm is

obtained when 0 = 450, or

0
2/g. (2)I'm /.

I0
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If the flyrock originates at an elevation of h above ground

level, then (as shown in Appendix A) the maximum range L, for return

of the projectile to ground level is given by

L
L' = -- (/i" 4h//L +-1) (3)m 2

Other equations which will be useful in the interpretation of some

of the data are:

O 0 sin 2
t - •4)

m g

where t is the time for the projectile to reach its maximum

elevation hm, and

02 2

h 0 sin 0 (5)m 2g

The Gurney formula 2 successfully predicts initial velocities

of metal plates and metal fragments propelled by explosives. 3

Consequently, it is logical to attempt to adapt the Gurney approach

to the determination of initial velocities of rocks propelled by

I explosives, or more specifically, to flyrock velocities obtained in

bench blasting.

The general form of the Gurney equation is

S/2-E f(c/m) (6)

where /22, the so-called Gurney constant, is characteristic of

the explosive used; c and m respectively are the masses (total,

or per unit length, or per unit area) of explosive and material that

* is propelled; the form of the function f depends on the geometry

L of the system. It can be shown that initial flyrock velocity

Scorrelates much better with c/m than with more familiar terms such

as powder r-actors.
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Figure la is a schematic representation of the rock

breakout produced by the detonation of one borehole of a

typical bench blast, with explosive column length £,

stemming length s, and burden to the free face b. Shot

conditions are assumed to be such that breakout occurs only

at the "vertical" free face in the region of length L. We

idealize the situation by considering that the homogeneous

rock surrounding the borehole acts as a "rigid wall" in all

directions except that of breakout to the free face. This

breakout per borehole has the shape of a prism. Also shown

is the total volume of the rock broken (parallelopiped) that

is conventionally used in computing powder factors. In

Figure la it was assumed that the breakout angle is 900,

thus the breakout width at the free face is 2b. If this angle

is a rather than 90*, the oreakout width at the free face is

2btan Ca/2). Then, per unit length of loaded borehole:

c/ Pmb tan(a/2) (7)

where W/k is the explosive weight per unit length of borehole and

P is the density of the rock. That a is indeed close to 90' is

shown in Table 1. The a's in this table are based on measurements

of the amount of rock broken, but are certainly overestimated as

explained in footnote a/ of this table.

For flyrock from the vertical face (see Figure lb) and for

the geometry of the system considered (as shown in Appendix B)

V0  /2E1 /c/rn (8)S~0

where /2E' is slightly less than /2E because the direction of

detonation is tangential to the rock and not head-on as in the

derivation in Appendix B. The relation between i2E and 12E' was

examined by the writer 3 who also showed that for most explosives
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bI

b d a WSource (cm_) - (0) _Lg Rock

Noren (Ref. 4) 17.8 38.1 1 0 0 a/ 9 .2b/ Granite
" 22.9 " 110a/ ,,

"27.9 t 100 a/ If to
"33.0 it 9 0 a/ ,,

"40.6 is 90a/ ,

" 53.3 1 9 5 a/
"91.4 ,, 120/ o

Ladegaard-Pedersen
(Persson (Ref. 5) 45.0 27.0 1 0 8 a/ 15.0 Granitea/ 20.0

,, ,, ,,f a/ 30.0

,, , , ,,a/ 35.0 it

VI 40 40.0 ,, t
1# Is of,,, a/ 50 .0 ,

"I 45. to, a/
45.0 85.0 "t

If 40.0 " 1 0 6 a/ it

35.0 " 104.5a/ . it

*d borehole diameter.

a/ Assumed rock broke out at uniform angle over entire hole depth."If, as expected, break is beyond hole depth, above a's are too large.S/I b/ g/cm •

Table 1: BREAKOUT ANGLES IN BENCH BLASTING
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/2E= D/3 where D is the detonation velocity of the explosive.

However, for ANFO, which is the explosive used in most surface

mine blasts, /v2E_ 0.44D (see Appendix C). In what follows we

will use

U0 = 0.44D/c/m (9)

for ANFO shots and

U _ /c/m (10)

for most of the other shots.

All of the above refers to shots in a single borehole.

Interactions between boreholes will be examined later.

Effect of Rock Propcrties

In the derivation of equati.on (8) (see Appendix B) we ignored

any energy-consuming effects other than those required to impart

kinetic energy to the flyrock and the detonation product gases.

Obviously, this is an oversimplification since rock fracture

consumes some of the available chemical energy of the explosives.

Similarly, generation of seismic waves in the rock, and the formationI

of the crushed rock zone immediately around the borehole, also

consume energy. Rock breakage (at least most of the breakage).

seismic wave generation and crushed zone formation are subst,-ntially t
complete before the breakout rock mass attains the velocity Le

(see Appendix E and Refs. 8 and •). Thus, correction terms for these i

energy losses must be introduced into equations (8) (9) or (10).

For a given homogeneous rock blasted with a given explosive,

one might expect that-the:

1. energy consumed in rock fracture is proportional
to rn;

S ) 2. seismic energy is proportional to c; -.9
3. energy to form the crushed zone is proportional

to C.
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Assuvrptions 2 and 3 are fully justified by the data in references

10 and 11 and reference 9, respectively. Assumption 1 is

more difficult to justify. The energy to fracture homogeneous rock

should really be proportional to the number of fragments into

which the mass of rock breaks, or more properly to the new surfaces

created by fracture. However, inter-fragment friction during

break-up and possibly plastic deformation of the fragmented material

will also absorb energy. If fracture produces approximately equi-

dimensional fragments, assumption I is valid. If the number and

size of fragments varies greatly with shot dimensions (even though

a given explosive is used to blast a given rock mass), assumption 1

is invalid. In the limit of large burdens and small charges it

is known that shots break rock into large chunks or slabs, whereas

under normal production blasting, rock is fragmented into many

roughly equidimensional pieces. 1 2 Clearly, assumption 1 can be valid

only over a limited range of m/c. Hopefully, it is valid over the

"normal" range of m/c in production blasting.

Taking into account the above energy losses, equation (B-4)

of Appendix B has to be modified as follows:

1cE' -c(KW +K 2Wc) -m(K3Wr 2 ° (11)

,where WS= seismic energy generated by a unit weight of explosive

Wc = energy to crush a unit weight of rock

e
SW = energy absorbed in breaking out a unit weight of rockIr

K1, K2, K3 are proportionality constants.

According to equation (ii)

I2
u =2E'(c/m) -2 3W r-2(KIWs +K 2W c)•/m

or

A
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According to equation (12), a plot of u2 vs. c/m should give a
0

K3Ws +I( 2W)

straight line of slope 2E' (1 - C) and intercept of

-2K 3Wr. In what follows /2E' will be replaced by 0.44D or D/3

depending on whether the main explosive charge is ANFO or any

other explosive.

Effects of Multiple Boreholcs

Consider a series of shots in which spacing between vertical

boreholes, all of diameter d, is 2/3b, b, and 4/3b as shown in a

top-view sketch in Figure 2. In every case assume that hole (1)

fires 1/2 second before hole (2) and also assume that the breakout

angle is 90°. For a "typical" round, the rock broken by hole (1)

will have moved some 10 - 20 feet from its original position, thus

creating a new free face for hole (2). The new minimum burdens

for hole (2) are respectively0.471b, 0.707b, and 0.943b for conditions

(a), (b), and (c) in Figure 2. Obviously, condition (a) has the

potential of throwing rock four times further than condition (c) since

(from equations 2, 7, and 8) it can be shown that the maximum

flyrock range, Lm, is proportional to (d/b)2.

Normally, the delay between adjacent holes in the front row

of a shot is much less than 1/2 second. Thus. displacement of the

rock broken by hole (1) (still assumed to fire before hole (2)) is

much less than in the above examples. Also hole (2) fires (in part)

into a "curtain" of broken and expanding rock. Nevertheless,

because commercial delay devices can occasionally be erratic, it

is desirable from the point of view of minimizing flyrock to

maintain borehole spacing Z4/3b, so that even gross mistiming does

not create very small burdens between adjacent boreboles.

Unfortunately, this can :esult in poor fragmentation. Thus, some

V compromise is necessary.
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Above,we examined the potentially dangerous effects of

multiple-hole bench blasting. However, under proper conditions

multiple-hole shooting may actually reduce flyrock range. This

is so because properly delayed multiple-hole shots will produce

more fragmentation than the same shots fired "instantaneously".

In these delayed shots it is likely that more of the chemical

energy of the explosive is used in fragmentation processes than

in the instantaneous shots and less energy is thus available to

propel the broken rock. Quantitative formulation of this effect

will be very difficult, but experimental corraboration is available
13

from the studies of Forsberg and Gustavssonr , who found that

instantaneous rounds throw rock further than short-period delay

rounds.

These compensating effects suggest that, in the absence of
unduly long delays between neighboring holes, highwall flyrock ranges

from single holes or multiple holes can be substantially equivalent.

There is fairly wide-spread belief that improper delay

sequencing can result in excessive flyrock from unrelieved

back row holes. Under favorable conditions, this may indeed

happen and produce "wild" flyrock and certainly flyrock in

unexpected directions. The rationale for this belief is as

follows. If a back row hole shoots before the holes in front

of it have detonated and moved some of the rock between it and the

free face, the etfective burden on the back row hole is so large

that it Cannot be broken by the detonation of the back row hole.

Consequently, this detonation is "relieved" by producing excessive
"cratering" (and flyrock) at the top of the bench. However, such a

sequence of events is limited to conditions for which the explosive

load is less than a "critical" depth below the bench top. With

sufficient stemming, both actual blasting experience* and experiments*

* The writer witnessed a production shot in an open pit coal mine in

which 9 holes were fired within a few seconds of each other without
any apparent "relief" at the vertical face or bench top. Each hole
contained about 1,500 lb. of ANFO but had 40 feet of stemming and and
average burden of 38 feet.
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indicate that there will be no such cratering even in the

absence of any nearby free face other than the bench top.

Estimation of Maximum Flyrock Rane

We shall use equation (12) to compare measured and computed

flyrock velocities. According to equation (12) a plot of the

measured velocity squared (U2bs)vs. c/m shouid be linear with aKIW s+ K2Wc)b

slope of 2E'(l E ) and an intercept of -2K 3Wr, provided

that all velocity measurements are made with the same explosive.

If measurements made with several different explosives are to be

compared with theory, some method of normalizing the measured
velocity data must be developed. It will be shown in Appendix V

that the observed velocities can be normalized to a common 2E' or
to a common D2 since 2E' is directly proportional to D2 . To

illustrate this normalization scheme, suppose that most of the

velocity data for a given rock type is for a dynamite whose Gurney

constant (v2-E') =D,/3 where D, is the detonation velocity of

this dynamite for the conditions of the measurement. No

correction factor will be applied to the observed flyrock

velocities generated with this explosive. Now suppose that
ANFO at a detonatcion velocity of D2 was used to obtain some of

the velocity measurements in the above rock type. The
normalization factor applied to these latter measurements

(i.e., the factor by which AN2  is mnultiplied) is:
'iNFO

2E1 (0.44D2 )2

-ANEF2O
2Eyna'.- (D/32

We will illustrate the method of "pro% n-g-in" our computed

flyrock velocities with f3yrock data for graniLe. For each

measured flyrock velocity datum we computed c/m via equation (7),

ir from the total amount of rock broken and the total explosive

charge weight, whenever such data were available. If no information
on the breakout angle a was availabla, it was assiued :hat a/2= 45

(see Table 1). A least-squares linear recgression fIt was then used
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to obtain the most probable values of the slope and intercept of a

linear plot of measured flyrock velocity squared versus computed

c/m. For each set of data points we also computed a correlation

coefficient r = So x/ay where S is the linear regression slope and

a and ay are the standard deviations of the x and y values. A

correlation coefficient approaching unity shows that the y and x

values can indeed be represented by a linear relation.

Measured flyrock velocities and computed , m's for granite

are shown in Table 2. The linear regiession s.-pes and intercepts

for these data are as follows:

Granite: U2 = 3.487 x106 (c/m) - 584 (m/sec) 2  (13)0
(17 data points; r = 0.999; normalized to D/3 = 2300 m/sec)

when all the data in Table 2 are used, =t,:oept those from

References 17 and 18 and the two data points at the bottom

of the group of data taken from Refe-rence 15, r =0.973. and

uJ = 3.66xi0f (c/m) -518 (m/sec): (13a)
0

All the data of Table 2 are plotted in Figure 3 to provide

a visual confirmation of the validity of the proposed linear

relation between U and c/m. Note that the slope and intercept
0

of the line based on all the data (Equation 13a) is quite

similar to the slope and intercept of the line based on data

from which three datum points have been omitted jEq. 13).

The datum point lal-. led L&K (and the bottom entry in

Table 2) is derived from Langefors1 8 claim that the maximum

burden-to-diameter ratio to just barely break rock is 46. This

ratio gives a c/m =1.9xl0-' (from Eq. 7) and since it is

claimed that rock is just barely brokan u0 =0.
0

The scanty data for dolomite and limestone vary too much

3 •to permit determinatior af an accurate relationship such as the

one in equation (13). Consequently, the following equation is

at best an approximation:

Dolomite and Limestone: ,j2 3 x 10 6 (c/m) - 200 (m/sec) (141

(7 data points; normalO'e• to 0.44D 1880 m/see. References 16,
51 19, 20, and 21)
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Normalized* Computedt

D / 3 s .U
~Su rce Explosive M)r/s Ars/ecJ c~x~ 6/sZC,

Ref. 15 EL-506C 2.30 1050 4 . 6 8 a/ 1109

"234 2 . 2 5 a/ 262

"40%P TN/ 1.08 254 =2.18a/ =237Na cH a

60X 1.50 174 =1.95" =157

"EL-506C 2.30 1 0 4 b/ 1 . 9 6 a/ 160

"""94 b/ 1.80a/ 105

90.3 2 . 1 0 a/ 209

24C/ l: 2 0 a/ -05

12.3/ 0 . 7 2 a/ -272

Ref. 4 Dynamite 1.28 490 2.54 363

3730 11.70 3557

5695 18.32 5865
...... 14500 C/ 30.52 10119

55.... 8730C/ 36.S4 12253

"". 19150C/ 39.83 13366

"28500 83.27 28513

Ref. 16 Gelamite D 1 . 9 9 5 d/ ?49 2.53 359

"753 3.17 582

"1202 4.93 1196

Ref. 5 Dynamex 1.00 3885 12.e6 3961
S...... 2304 9.92 2936

4826 17.32 5576

Ref. 17 ANFO 2.07f/ 2 7 8 e/c/ 2.10 209

Ref. 18 --- .-- =0 9 /c/ =1.9f/ =140

2Normalized to D/3 = 2.30 km/sec U 0 = 3.487xl0'O(c/m) 584.

a/ Ref. 12 gives explosive weight W and the total weight of rock

broken mt; c/m = (-)(L-)where £,=1ength of borehole and h=height

of rock. t

b/-_Charge diameter less than borehole diameter.

c/ Not used in computing slope and intercept.

d/ 0.38D

e/ Shots in hematite ore.

f/ 0.44D

g/ It is claimed that maximum burden to borehole diameter ratio
to break rock is 46. In computing e/m for this ratio we
assumed 0c/Pm = 1/2

Table 2: COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND COMPUTED
FLYROCK VELOCIT7ES IN GRANITE BENCH SHOTS -
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Examination of Table 2 reveals that for c/m S 1.5 x 10

equation (13) does not hold. Indeed the data of reference 15 show

some half-dozen points in this region with finite flyrock velocities,

whereas equation (13) predicts zero flyrock velocity. These low

flyrock velocities in the region of c/m : 1.5 x 10-4 may be due

to spelling. Spall velocities Vfs (i.e., free surface velocities)

in the elastic range are given by

v cfs = 2c0s (15)

where c is the longitudinal sound velocity in the rock and E is

the strain in the rock at its free surface boundary. Table 3 shows

that there is reasonable accord between spall velocities calculated

by equation (13) and the observed fly velocities in the low c/m

range. Note that all these velocities are quite low.

Observed*and computed flyrock ranges are compared in Table 4.

In general, computed ranges should be equal to or greater than

observed ranges, since in the computation it is assumed that the

initial flyrock angle 0 is 450, but in reality this angle is

usually either greater or less than 450. Most "vertical" faces

are not truly vertical. Consequently, the burden to the free

face varies along the explosive column (see Figure lb). The

computed flyrock ranges in Table 4 are based on minimum burden

whenever there was sufficient information to determine a minumum

burdeh. In most reports of blasting accident investiaations

the "burden" usually quoted is the separation between rows of holes.

This "burden" can be different from the minimum, average, or

maximum burden to the free face which are the burdens required

for the computation. The accident reports do not give the maximum

flyrock range but only the distance from the shot to where the

I i victim was located. Moreover, there is usually no indication

how this distance was measured or estimated. Most of the observed

flyrock ranges extracted from Reference 1 were obtained by scaling

* Our own obr %dtions or data gleanted from blasting accident reports.
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Free*
Sound Surface

Velocity Stress Strain Velocity Observed
c 10x 3 aX1F 7  E x 104 Vf Velocity

Rock m/sec) (lynes/cm2 ) (•p inch/inch) __/sec ,(m/sec)

Granite 5-20 5.86 2.93a/ 3.0 1.8

S8.45 4.23a/ 4.4 3.5
Is 8.97 4.48a/ 4.7 4.9

S14.5 7 .25a/ 7.5 6.8
It 19.3 9.668/ 10.0 9.5

Sandstoneb/ 1.52 - 25 7.5 5.8

S#I _ 25 7.5 4.0
S.. - 20 6.0 2.7
S13 4.0 -0

fs = 0

a/ E = where Y is Young's modulus = 2 x 101 dynes/cm2 according
Y

to Ref. 14 . a from Ref. 15

b/ Crater shots; e from curves in Ref. 14.

Table 3: SPALL VELOCITIES IN GRANITE AND SANDSTONF
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still-camera records of the various shots witnessed, but several
ranges are "eye-ball" estimates made immediately after a shot.
Incidentally, all the data in Table 4 are based on production
shots in actual surface mines. None of these data are derived
from experimental studies or exploration shots.

Taking into account the several uncertainties listed
above, agreement between the observed and computed flyrock

ranges shown in Table 4 is quite satisfactory. However, all
ccmputed values for flyrock ranges in limestone and dolomite

shots should be considered to be provisionary because of
uncertainty in the values of the constants of Equation (14).

Note that only five of the 19 shots listed in Table 4
threw rock 400 feet or more. In at least one, and probably
two, of these five shots the flyrock originated from the top
of the bench and not from the vertical face. This may suggest
that most "wild" (far-ranging) flyrock does not originate from
vertical faces - an implication that wilZ be examined in

Section 7.0. A similar conclusion can be reached on the basis
of Swedish studies.m

Generalized curves for estimating flyrock range on the basis
of the model presented above are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Flyrock from Bench Tops

Under certain conditions; e.g., when the explosive load comes
close to the borehole collar, most of the flyrock originates from
the top of the bench. In effect, such shots produce a "crater"
in the bench -op. There are two main problem areas in applying
a Gurney-type treatment to estimating bench top flyrock velocities.
First, the assumption of a rigid wall for all the rock that is not
ejected is much less defensible than in the case of vertical face

rock breakout. Second, c/m for bench top flyrock is difficult to
estimate since it will depend on crater dimensions which vary with
depth of charge burial, rock type, etc. Although a preliminary
treatment of the range of flyrock from bench tops was presented
in Reference 20, in the present paper we will cive only the
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condition for minimum flyrock range. The condition for essentially

no flyrock from bench tops for stemmed shots is:

s/WI/ - 2

where s is the distance in feet from the borehole collar to the

top of the explosive column, and W is the explosive weight in

pounds.

Application of Flyrock Model to Accidental Explosions

Rough estimates of debris range of accidental explosions

of munition bunkers can be made on the basis of the model

presented. For example, consider a bunker that is built into

the side of a hill and is fully loaded with high explosive

munitions all of which are assumed to detonate within a very

short time interval. Far-ranging debris is assumed to originate

solely from the head-frame of the bunker. The range is estimated

vi E.. uations (8) and (2) taking c as the total explosive load in

the bunker and m as the weight of the head frame.
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APPENDIX AELEVATION CORRECTION FOR BALLISTIC TRAJECTORIES

- V-

RI

Parabolic trajectory starts at velocity u, angle 6 andelevation ho" Place coordinate origin at 0, then:

Y = cR 2  and y +h = c(R+x) 2

or dividing:

b4h+- = x 2 i)2 2x ,x
or R and (x/R)' +R -2

R y
S~or

S t x2 + 2XRJL•R2= 0

and

-2R + -4hR--/-y
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but from Eqs. (1) and (5), y =R/2 (y is called h in Eq. 5),
there fore m

x = R -+2h!R -1) = (L /2) (/l +4h /Lm1)

since R = Lm /2.

Finally,

L = L +x = (L /2) (,l+4h/l +1).m m im

I
$
f

£I
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF THE GURNEY EQUATION FOR A PLATE DRIVEN BY A
HEAD-ON DETONATION ORIGINATING AT A RIGID WALL

The sketch below represents a cross-sectional view of the

system at some time after initiation.

S~m

II m = masj/unit area of propelled
_•;I lu material

U c mass/unit area of explosive
I L U = expansion velocity of product

x:O dx X: gases at x=
U:O

The Gurney assumptions are:

a. Product gas density, p, is uniform at any given time.

b. Velocity distribution u of the expanding product gases is

linear; thus an element of gas, dx, has a mass/unit area

of pdx and the entire product gas mass is p4dx P4
0

1. Conservatiou of mass (and assumption a):

c = pt (B-1)

2. Kinetic energy of plate =£UO (B-2)

3. Kinetic energy of gas = lfpu2 (x)dx, but from assumption b

u (x) U (O(), therefore 0

0 0

222 290



Substitution from Equation (B-1) gives

K. E. gas = 2 u (B-3)
6 o

4. If all the explosive energy E goes into K.B. of gas and

plate, then from conservation of energy:

cE = U 2 S u2 (B-4)2o ~6 o

or

2E = +~ 12 (B-S)
c 3 Vo

and

0 V'2E(+) (B-6)0 c 3

If m/c»>>1/3 U /2E ic/rn (B-7)
0

QIýI
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APPENDIX C

CORRELATION OF THE GURNEY CONSTANT WITH DETONATION VELOCITY

The writer showed 3 for head-on detonations the Gurney constant

95T can be expressed as
0.605_ (Ci

/2-E =-0_0._5 (C-1)

where detonation product gases are assumed to obey a polytropic

equation of state with a coefficient r such that

PJ= r+l

where P.. is the detonation pressure, PO is the initial density of

'the explosive and D is the detonation velocity. For tangential

detonations the Gurney constant /2E' is given by

,/2E, 0.95/2E (C-2)

For many explosives r 2.8. Then, according to Equations (C-I) and

(C-2)

/2E_ D/3. (C-3)

However, for ANFO, P and D data obtained at Lawrence Livermore

Laboratories* give r- 2.3. Consequently, for ANFO

v/2E 0.44D. (C-5).

i• Finger, M., et. al., "Proc. 6th Detonation Symposium," 729, (1976).
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ABSTRACT

One of the problems with open-air testing using explosives is
that a high static charge or nearby lightning strike has the
possibility of prematurely igniting the explosives. Sandia
National Laboratories has developed a system (LEW-II) which
takes data from a matrix of potential gradient sensors and
rebroadcasts this information to test operatcrs using explosives.
By this method, the system gives early warning of possible
hazards and allows safe storage of explosive materials. This
paper describes the LEW-II system and its use as a hazard
warning and weather data collection system.

II

1A
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INTRODUCTION

One of the dangers of handling explosives is that a static spark
or nearly lightning strike can cause their premature detonation.
This is especially true in the Southwestern part of the United
States where the low humidity allows large static buildups at
all times of the year. Sandia National Laboratories in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, a prime contractor tc the Department
of Energy, maintains a large number of testing sites which use
explosives for shock tests, rocket sled test, etc. These sites
need to be warned when there are large static (potential
gradient) buildups in the area so that explosives can be safely
stored. This paper describes such a warning system called the
Lightning Early Warning II System (LEW-II).

The present system is actually the third version of a lightning
warning system. The initial system, first put a line in 1969,
was based around a relay scanner which collected potential
gradient information from a small number of sensors and
retransmitted it to simple displays. If the operators did not
have the locations of the sensors memorized, the information
did not mean much. Also the relays were not very reliable in
a 24 hour, 7 day a week environment. In 1974, the relay system
was replaced by a minicomputer controlled system with a more
complete pg sensor matrix, weather stations, and displays using
LED accentuated maps (1). The limitations to this system were:
1. Most pg information came in over telephone lines, thus
limiting the movement of sensors and creating maintenance
problems because telephone lines are notoriously error prone,
2. The displays could show at the most the state of 16
sensors with a LED "on" for sensors with readings over 2000
volts/meter (V/M) and "off" for lesser readings, . Any
physical change in sensor location required a complete re-
drawing of the silkscreened display map, and 4. The display
could only be viewed- by a small number of people due to its
faceplate design. These disadvantages promoted a redesign
of the computer system to the new system called LEW-II which
should be completely operational in October, 1980 (2).

LEW-TII OVERVIEW

A conceptual block diagram of the LEW-II system is shown in
Figure 1. The entire system is controlled by a minicomputer
system located at a central area. The minicomputer system
contacts the pg sensor matrix using a radio frequency (RF)
link. The RF link eliminates the need for the7 telephone lines
and allows easy movement of pg sensorrs. There is also a single
remote weather station which sends data to the computer on
corhmand:; All the information input to the computer is
formatted for local computer display, recorded for archiving
purposes, and theni rebroadcast to user displays over RF link
and a single multidropped telephone line6. New displays use
CRT and miaroprocessor -technolqgy -to enhance information
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understanding. All the major system components are described

in the next section.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Sensors

The potential gradient sensors are based around a Sweeney P.G.
Probe (B. K. Sweeney Manufacturing Company, Denver, Colorado)
and a Sandia built RF control monitor (RFPG-II).

The probe is shown in Figure 2 and the RF monitor in Figure 3.
The probe is based on the use of a radioactive source to create
an ion cloud around it. As the pg increases, the ion flow to
a plate is modified which creates a current proportional to
potential gradient. This curr:nt is amplified and converted
to a frequency for long distance transmission. The RF monitor
system inputs this frequency proportional to potential gradient,
and transmits the data back to the central computer when the
monitor receives a correctly coded digital PF input (system
code). The code is seven bits long allowing up to 128 possible
RF stations. Both parts of RFPG-II (probe and monitor) are
powered by batteries which are recharged using photovolta.Lc
solar cells. Expected replacement time for the battery is six
months, the same time span as the probe calibration cycle, A
block diagram of the RFPG-II system is shown in Appendix A.

Central Computer System

The central computer system controls all the data acquisition,
reformatting, storage, and rebroadcasting. It consists of an
HP21MX series minicomputer with floppy disc, CRT terminal
paper tape reader, and printing terminal as- support peripherals.
(See Figure 4) The floppy disc is used for program and data
storage. The CRT terminal is used for initial program setup
and central operator information display. The system is
controlled using the RTE-M operating system and the application
programs are written in BASIC language. I

Data acquisition and output is controlled through two interfaces,
the RFPG interface and the Weather Station interface. The
computer, through the RFPG interface, sends out station codes
and receives back potential gradient information. The RFPG
interface is also used to transmit display data both by multi-
drop telephone line and radio frequency link. The Weather
Station interface is used to gather wind speed, wind ,iirection,,
and temperature data from up- to four weather stations; there is
only one weather station in the system now.

The computer has access to all pg data- about once a minute and
to weather data about once• every 15 minutes. This constant pg
accesS rate could change to one based on maximum rate-of-change
of pg if the battery drain on the FFPG.-II inputs is too high.
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Displays

There are two types of displays which the test operators use to
look at the potential gradient data. The older type display is
a carryover from the previous LEW system and uses a fixed map
and LED matrix to represent pg stations (Figure 5). The newer
display is somewhat similiar, but uses a CRT screen for the map
and a microprocessor for display control (Figure 6). With both
displays, the operator can continuously display the reading
from one station of his choice as large LED characters plus the
highest reading in the system. He can set caution and alarm
limits which trigger audible and visual alarms, and contact
closures when the limits for his displayed station are exceeded.
On the older display map, LED lamps are lit when a station
exceeds 2000 V/M. On the newer display CRT, the map is drawn
by the microprocessor using information sent from the computer.
All the stations pg readings are displayed and stations which
exceed the preset "alarm" limit are blinking while the ones
between "caution" and "alarm" set points are in reverse video.
This CRT display information is also brought ovt to a rear
connector as composite video. This allows a number of remote
CRT displays to be generated from one central LEW-lI display.

TYPICAL SYSTEM USAGE

Central Operator

Whenever the system is "rebooted" or brought up from a cold
start, the central system operator must enter such information
as the date, time-of-day, non-operational stations, and data
storage information. From then on, the system operates auto-
matically providing him with a pg map display and current
system information. At any time, he can activate programs
which can do such tasks as print historical information
(archived on the floppy disc), run diagnostic maintenance
programs, and print system status. These programs do not affect
the normal data input, reformatting, and transmission of display

information.

Remote Test Operator I.

The remote test operator uses the LEW-II Display as an integral
part of his Standard Operating Procedures for explosives
handling. The display can either be tied directly into a safety
interlock network using the caution and alarm contact closure, 4
or the map can be used to gauge the direction of movement of
any lightning storms in the vicinity. In any case, the

-• combination of map display, local pg reading, and caution/
alarm capabilities makes the LEW-I1 Display a very versatile
safety warning device.
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CONCLUS IONS
Historically, the earlier LEW systems have proven to be reliable,useful aids to safe explosive handling. It is hoped that thegreater versatility and better human oriented output of theLEW-1I system will make it an even more useful system.
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LIGHTNING PROTECTION AT INDIANlA AARMY AWIUNITION PLANT

by

Charles C. Huang

US Army Engineer Division, Huntsville

i. INTRODUCTION

During July and August 1978 several thunderstorms occurred in
the area where the Indiana Army Ammunition Plant (INAAP) is located.
While there was no structural damage, the electrical systems at the
Black Powder Manufacturing facility were damaged at several places by
lightning. The damage was investigated and evaluated by INAAP personnel
who concluded that the existing groundiag and lightning arresters appeared
deficient and recommended that a study be conducted to identify the
deficiencies in the design or installation of the lightning protection
system and to recommend corrective action. Also, it was planned that
lessons learned from this facility's experience-, when properly documented,
would benefit the design and installation of other plant facilities with
regard to lightning protection.

In February 1979, the Munitic-'m Production Base Modernization and
Expansion Agency, Dover, New Jersey, requested that the US Army Engineer
Division, Huntsville, conduct the study. The study was completed and
documented in' the-report entitled' "Lightning Protection Study US Army

t Ammunition Plants," [52]* from which this paper is adapted.

II. BACKGROUND 2

The Black Powder Manufacturing Facility at INAAP was designed in
1973-1974; its construction was completed in 1977 and process equipment
was installed and checked out in 1979. Lightning damage to lightning

*BBracketed numbers sappearing- throughout the text diihdicate- cited references

-listed at the end of this paper.
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arresters, electronic equipment and underground electrical cables occurred
several times during the equipment installation and checkout period. The
more severe damage occurred in July and August 1978. Lightning strokes
were seen at the 140-foot lighting towers, and subsequent inspection
revealed that four out of six lighting towers nad sustained da-mge.

The design of the facility was required to comply with the fol-
lowing safety codes: AMCR-385-100, Safety Manual; NFPA 78, Lightning
Protection Code; National Electrical Code (NEC); and OCE Guide Specifi-
cation, Lightning Protection System.

During the intervening years, the revisions to these codes caused
some of the requirements to differ from those of 1973 when the facility
was designed. It follows that some design features tihat satisfied the
1973 requirements no longer comply with today's code requirements. In
addition to the investigation into the current compliance with the codes,
a literature search was conducted to obtain the latest information on
lightning phenomena and lightning protection technology that could be
used as guidance for design improvements, or as a basis for future revisions
to the current safety codes.

Following completion of the study, a follow-up visit was made to
INAAP in May, 1980; it was found that satisfactory progress had been made
on implementing recommended corrective actions.

III. DESIGN REVIEW AND ONSITE INVESTIGATION

Based on our design review and onsite investigation conducted in
April 1979, the findings on the lightning damage are summarized below.

A. Equipment Damage

The equipment damaged by the lightning in July and August 1978 is
listed below in Table 1.

TABLE 1-

1. Fox 2/30 Computer 2 -Memory Units

2. Modicon 1 - Power Supply
P421

3. Frocess Control GbnsoV1e I -? ushbuitton

SW 51-R

7 Line Receiver Printed Circuit
Boards
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

4. Lighting Towers 4 Sets - Circuit Breakers, Connectors,
Cables, Contactors and

Control Transformers

5. Eme-gency Power System Automatic Transfer Switch and Controls

6. Honeywell Fire Alarm System Tens of Thousands of Dollars Worth of
Lightning Protectors and Electronics

7. Power System Lightning Arresters Blew Up. Fuses
Blew Up, Transformer Burned

B. Primary Power System

The 12-kV primary distribution system was frequently struck by
lightning. It is protected by an overhead shield wire and by lightning
arresters along the pole line. The original design called for distribution
class explusion-type (7-kV) lightning arresters, but these arresters were
changed to valve-type lightning arresters of the same class and rating for
installation. Later it was found that the 7-kV valve-type (distribution
class) lightning arresters were inadequate and they were replaced by ones
rated at 12 kV. During the thunderstorms in July and August 1978, several
lightning arresters blew up and a transformer burned. The current AMCR 385-
100 requires intermediate class valve-type arresters for the protection of

* the primary system.

C. Secondary Power System

No lightning arresters were provided in the design and none were
originally installed on the 480-V distribution system. As a result the
more sensitive equipment was damaged (see Table 1).

Recently, properly sized solid state Transtectors were installed.
They appear to be providing adequate protection. The current AMCR 385-100
requires the installation of valve-type secondary arresters- for the
secondary power system.

D. -D. Street Lighting System

The 480-V street lightinig system, which has no lightning arresters,
is installed t•elow the 12-ky lines and generally shielded from dire6t strokes
of-lightning. The equipment in this system experienced some d'amage due to
moisture irf- the- enclosures', but .this'pioblemawas elimriated-vwhen heaters

LA were instalied to maintain& dry dnclosures-.o
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E. Lighting Towers

Lightning had struck these towers on several occasions, but
apparently did not damage the light assembly and circuits at the top of
the towers, but did damage components at the base and the power leads.
The resistance from the ground rods to earth was measured and found in
the range of 5 to 12 ohms. No lightning arresters were installed at the
base of the towers. Another possibility of arcing which damaged cables
and components at the- base of the tower is due to water accumulated in
the cavity of the tower base. Improvement in groieding, installation of
lightning arresters and proper drainage at the tower base are needed.
Further, the electrodes should have been connected to the nearest counter-
poise as required by AMCR 385-100. The pole grounds were not tied into
the system ground counterpoise.

The intent of the original design was to use the 140-foot lighting
towers to serve as grounded masts each of which would provide a cone of

protection. Each tower served as an air terminal and had two ground
electrodes. The height and base of the cone of protection were established
according to the AMCR 385-100 (i.e., the height of the cone is the laight
of the mast and the circular base of the cone has a radius equal to twice
the height of the mast). During the construction, however, these lighting
towers were relocated further away from buildings for fear that if the
towers collapsed they might fall on nearby buildings. This action
jeopardized the originally planned shielding effect on the buildings.

F. Uninterruptable Power System (UPS)

The computer (Fox 2/30) and the Modic--n module power supply, which
are connected to the UPS, were damaged. Other sensitive equipment items
damaged in the process control console include one pushbutton switch,
seven line receiver printed circuit boards, and two line driver printed
circuit boards (see Table 1).

G. Honeywell FireAlarm System

Field sensor and data- link lines of the system were protected by-

Honeywell lightning protectors. These lightning protectors .vere found
inadequate as evidenced by the fact that a significant quantity of light-
ning protectors and electronics was destroyed during thunderstorms in the
past.

IH. Underground Cable

Unshielded cables enclosed in plastic'conduits are used-for power
I and control circuits. The only shielded cables in plastic conduits are.
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those used for computer, analog and television circuits. Lighting tower
supply cables were considerably damaged. The insulation of the control

cables may have been degraded by high voltage transients. The Honeywell
fire alarm sensor circuit and data links may also have suffered damage,
even though these low-voltage circuits still appear to be functioning.

I. Buildings

The installation of integrally-mounted lightning protection systems
on buildings was found to be incomplete and required a detailed survey to
determine safety compliance.

A survey of INAAP subsequent to the April 1978 onsite investigation

indicates that all air terminals are correctly installed with :he exception
of those on the roof of the Raw Material Building where the steel ladders
extend above the top of the nearby air terminals [53]. It was also found
by INAAP personnel that: [53]

1. Separate grounding paths had been provided for each system and
all metal piping and other conductors had been grounded at the service
entrance to buildings.

2. All metal bodies had been properly bonded; all equipment had
used separate ground wires.

3. All lightning arresters, overhead ground wire and pole-mounted

equipment had been separately grounded.

4. Door frames had not been grounied.

5. All conductive floors had been properly connected to grounding
plates.

J. Ground Resistance

During the April 1979 onsite investigation, several measurements
were made of -typical ground resistances. The data obtained are listed
below in Table 2.
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TABLE 2

RES ISTANCE
FROM TO (OHMS)

Plant Entranue Pole - Earth 5.40
12-kV Line Lightning
Arrester (LA)

Reservoir Pole

12-kV Line LA Earth 2.5
Aerial Wire Earth 2.5

Reservoir Building Ground Earth 0.15
Pipe

Plant Counterpoise Earth 0.15

Process Building Counterpoise 0.14

Lighting Tower Ground Earth 6 to 12
*Rod (with 2 ground rods;

not connected to
counterpoise)

*Lighting Tower Ground Counterpoise 2.3 to 6.2

Rod (with 4 ground rods;
connected to counter-
poise)

*Measurements made by IN4AAP personnel subsequent to the April 1978 onsite
investigation. [531

K. Soil Resistivity

SUbSequent to the April 1978 onsite investigation, INAAP personnel
made additional ground measurements to determine typical soil resistivity
ac INAAP. The four-terminal method used for the measurements was in accor-
dance with the manual for the Megger Earth Tester. The soil at the time of
testing was wet from recent rains. (53] The resull~s are tabulated belowj in Table 3.

-j-
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TABLE 3

Location Probe Probe Indicated Calculated
No. Spacing Depth Resistance Resist ivity

1 240" 12" 2.66 ohms 10,188 ohm-cm

2 240" 12" 1.9q ohms 7,621 ohm-cm

3 120" 6" 5.20 ohms 9,959 ohm-cm

4 120" 6" 4.33 ohms 8,291 ohm-cm

L. Safety Criteria Review

The principal regulatory documents which provided safeýty criteria
for lightning protection design in 1973 either have been updated or are
under revision. Table 4 summarizes their current status.

TABLE 4

Design Criteria Available for Original Available Since
Principal Documents Design-1973 1973

AMCR-385-100, SAFETY 1970 Change 2 - 1974
MANUAL 1971 Change Change 3 - 1977 I

NFPA 78, Lightning 1971 1977
Protection Code

NEC 1971 1977

OCE Guide Specifications Similar to (Under Revision) 4
AMCR-385-100
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IV. MANDATORY CORRECTIONS

Based on the findings of the design review, and the onsite
investigation, the following corrective actions are necessary in order
to comply with the current safety code requirements.

CORRECTIONS REFERENCE

1. Replace all existing expulsion-type AMCR 385-100-6-11
lightning arresters (LA) with intermediate
valve-type LA on the primary side of the
main disconnect switches or circuit breakers.

2. Provide secondary valve-type LA on each AMCR 385-100-6-11
secondary service entrance.

3. A surge-protective capacitor shall be NEC 1978-502-3
connected to each ungrounded service
conductor.

4. Earth resistance of each ground AMCR 385-100-8
connection shall not exceed the limits
required.

5. All groune rods should be connected NFPA 78
to a common counterpoise where possible. LPC 1977

3-22

6. Ground the air termiinals and 140-foot AMICR 385-100-8-3
lighting towers properly.

7. Install missing air terminals and AMCR 385-100
bond all door frames.

V. DISCUSSION

?During the past severp.l years there has been considerable con-
centration on the developrmient of lightning protection technology. Some

Suige Arresters, Systems Protection Philosophy, and Equipment Vulnerability.

A a-Low process, is i-nvolved in incorporat~ing the advanced technological data
inno the-regulatory documents, which, as a result, inevitably trail the
state-of-the-art by several years. As an example, if the Bl;ack Powder i

Facility-at INAAP had been designed in 1973 to comply with today's safety
criteriaj many of the. difficglties experienced at the plant could have
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been avoided. It is deplorable that the safety of a plant becomes
inadequate even before the plant begins production. It follows that a
conscientious designer, while he must comply with the current safety
codes, should be knowledgable about the state-of-the-art in lightning
protection, and capable of identifying potential problems peculiar to
the design project on hand and judiciously applying up-to-date data to
seek solutions to problems.

The information on lightning protection that was gleaned during
the study is grouped under various topics and presented below. This is
an attempt to provide a glimpse of copious information available and
useful for the planning of lightning protection systems for future projects.
For those who wish to read the original papers, the bibliography at the
end of the paper will be found useful.

A. Lighting Towers

The six 140-foot lighting towers are the highest structures at
the facility and their attraction of direct strokes is highly probable.
For instance, for an Isokeraunic Level (IKL) of 45 at INAAP, the likelihood
of direct strokes can be roughly expressed as follows:

Direct Stroke Probability [54]

(Strokes per Year, 45 IKL)

Flat earth 23 per square mile

Roof, 25 ft high 0.15 per 40,000 sq ft

Overhead ground wire, 60 ft high 1.5 per mile

l•asc height, ft

70 0.23 each mast

250 1.5 each mast j

500 3.0 each mast

A rough estimate based on the above data indicates that any one
of the towers could be struck by lightning within less than two years.
After the initial stroke, the atmosphere may still be inonized providing
for the formation of a dart leader (see Figure 1) which provides a path

S-for subsequent strokes without the process of steps. A lightning flash
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may include several strokes. According 1o .o C. Dodge (NASA Hdq.,
13 Feb 79, NASA Workshop on Lightning Thunder Days (1SOKERAUNIC MAP),
"The flashing rate of a given thunderstorm vaf as with storm lifetime,
latitude, season and specific meteorology, but variability is so great
that the flash rate per the conventionally use.,, thunderstorm day relation-
ship is virtually undefined." [23, 24, 25, 27. 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
34, 39, 401

A typical current waveform of the prec- .ninant type of lightning
stroke, illustrated in Figure 2, rises to its crest value in 1.5 Psec (tI)
and decays to half the crest value in 40 psec (t.). For example, if the

"Wurent__________

SF I

j Tim*

Figure 2. T~pical Lightning-current Wave Shape.

'crest (peak) current is 100 kA, the waveform is then described as 100 kA,
1.5 X 40. For a 140-foot high tower, the lightning stroke current according
to Golde [50] (as illustrated in Figure 3=) would be on the c-der of 35 kA.

240 -poitive "aity

!200

I:01120

0 20 '0 60 80 100 120 140

Logntivng-currenT amLig tun e SIrA

Figure 3. Stvr*.ing Distances of Negative and
HPositive Lightning Strokes.
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This is the magnitude of a lightning stroke of average severity. The most
severe lightning environment found in the general area of INAAP could have
a crest current of 200 kA for the first stroke and 100 kA for the second
stroke. The current rate of rise of thg first stroke could be 90 kAlO s
and that of the second stroke 180 kAlO s. [4, 10, ii, 12, 9]

The importance of lowering the ground resistance in conducting
lightning stroke current to the earth can be illustrated by a numerical
example as follows. The top of the lightning protection system is raised
tb a potential with respect to earth as given by the basic formula:

u = iR+Ldi/dt

For the purpose of illustration, let us assume an intense lightning
crest current i = 100 kA injected to the 140-foot lighting tower and a
ground resistance of R = 12 ohms. The ground resistance is a measured
value from two ground electrodes of the lighting tower to the earth (see
Table 2). Since there is no horizontal ground wire provided beyond the
ground electrodes, the second term L fd4i is ignored for a rough estimate

kdt/
of the potential difference at the base of the tower with respect to earth.
Thus, u = 1.2 MV with a voltage of such magnitude, damage of equipment at
the base and damage of buried cables around the tower should be expected.

B. Zone of Protection

Based on the work of Whitehead and Lee [371, the latest design
date have been adopted by NFPA78-1977 for the zone of protection provided
by a single aerial mast or an overhead ground wire exceeding 50 feet high.
For a 150-foot high mast the zoive of protection lies under the arc which
is tangent to the earth and the mast, with a radius equal to the striking
distance of the lightning (the height of the lighting tower in this case)
as shown in Figure 4. The 300-foot diameter rolling sphere principle is
based on the assumption that an adequate clearance exists between the mast
and protected buildings to provide a BIL of 1400 kV. (A clearance of %
7.6 feet would be required based on 185 kV for one foot of air insulation.)

i31
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4. 6 IPPER LIMIT OF PROTECTION ZONE FROM MAST •,.Y
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PROTECTED8

Z0 i0Ws 0 A0 300 Is030
DISTANCE FROM MAST - FEET

Figure 4. 300-ft Diameter Rolling Sphere Principle*

* Extracted from Reference [37]

NFPA78-1977 considers that a 100-foot high mast should provide
adequate protection, and its associated zone of protection is defined by
a 200-foot diLameter rolling sphere. This regulatory document also specifies
that the minimum clearance between the mast and a building is 6 feet.

The zone of protection provided by masts and Dverhead ground wires
as defined in the current AMCR 385-100, Chapter 8, may need to be reviewed
and updated as appropriate to reflect the current design guidance available.

C. Shield Wire

The 12-kV primary distr*-•!tion system at INAAP is shielded by anoverhead ground wire (shield wire). When lightning strikes ocrnur, the shield
wire is struck and conducts some energy to ground. The shield wire also
reduces the induced over-voltage on the line by 25 to 40 percent and reduces
the steepness and duration of the over-voltage transients. When the lightning
stroke energy level exceeds the basic insulation level (BIL) of the shield wire,a lightning flasilover from the shield wire to the system phase wire occursand injects part of the lightning energy onto the line. (The air spacing
around -a shield wire is generally considered to have a BIL of 185 kV per foot.
A wood pole is about 35 kV-per foot, and a 10 inch diameter by 5-3/4 inchV high disc insulator is aormalAly rated at 95 kV.)
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It has been found, however, that overhead lines below 69 kV may
not be readily protected by the shield wire because the separation between
the shield wire and the lines is usually too small to provide adequate
insulation [54]. It has been the practice of using lightning arresters
to protect the eqitipment in the system. In areas of IKL 30, the number
of arresters required for each mile of line is Indicated belo,, in Table 5.
These numbers are based on the probability of four outages per year for
100 miles of overhead distribution line. [54] If this praccice is followed,
lightning arresters for 12-kV lines would be required on every wood pole at
a spacing of approximately 132 feet.

TABLE 5

Line No. of LA Per
Voltage, kV Mile on Each Phase

Wood Pole and Cross Arms 13 40
35 15
457

Steel Poles and Cross Arms 13 47
35 27
45 15

D. Lightning Arrester a

AMCR 385-100 requires intermediate, valve-type lightning arresters
on the primary side of the transformer and-secondary, valve-type lightning
arresters as close as possible to the electrical service entrance to the
building.

Our recommendation on locations of lightning arresters on the
primary distribution system is shown in Figure 5.

In order to select a cost-effective lightning arrester, the following
factors must be taken into consideration: V

F
1. The impulsive withstand strength of the protected equipment,

2. Tie arresters' capacity for lightning surge current,

3. The arreste!s' voltage rating at the power frequency (i.e.,
- 60 cycle voltage) and their capacity for clearing the crest of follow

current ;ý

*T~e- followl~urrant is defined as the power or system-current that flows in
an arrbster after it has been sparked.
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Figure 5. Schematic -Location of Lightning Arresters
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The voltage rating of an arrester must not be exceeded. This
rating is the maximum voltage of power frequency applied to vhe arrester's
terminal against which the arrester can interrupt and restorc itself to an
insulator. The rating is maximum and has no plus tolerance [511. If a
lightning arrester is improperly selected, it will fail to function as
required. If the lightning arresters are under capacity they will blow up
and if they are over capacity they will render no protection to equipment
in the system. The repeated failure of the lightning arresters in the past
at INAAP manifested the deficiency of selecting lightning arresters which
were inadequate with regard to rated capacity.

E. Sensitive Equipment

It has been determined that many electronic components cannot
tolerate any significant transient energy without malfunctioning or
experiencing damage. Tables 6 and 7 show the minimum energy levels which
will cause a malfunction or a burnout of typical electronic components.

In view of the failure of the control equipment and the Honeywell
fire alarm system at INAAP, it may be inferred that the original design did
not provide adequate protection for this sensitive equipment. For a proper
design, interfaces between various types of circuits must be arranged tc
protect against unwanted coupling, and more effective surge protectors must
be provided.

The underground wiring for process control systems and other low-
voltage and sensitive circuits should be enclosed in steel conduits without
mixing power and signal or control wiring. Separate grounding must be used
for each type of system and should be connected to earth at one point in
each complex [14].

Protective devices are available to achieve any desired degree of
protection. Principal types of protective devices for sensitive equipment
are listed in Tables 8 and 9. To apply these devices to attain the level of
protection needed, a sound engineering evaluation must be performed to
match surge protectors of proper type and adequate capacity with the types
of equipment to be protected. The ground resistance from the electrode to
earth should be low, and the surge protectors must be located as close as
possible to the protected equipment. It has been suggested that the ground
resistance for grounding such sensitive equipment should be at a level of
about 3Q or less. [54]

i-i
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Table 6. Examples of Energy to Cause Permanent Damage*

ENERGY,
TYPE JOUJLES MALFUNCTION

Relay (1 amp) 1 x 10-1  Welded contact

Relay (low current) 2 x 10O Welded contact

Microammieter 3 x 10O3 "Slammned meter"

Fuel Vapor 3 x 10- Ignition

Explosive Bolt 6 x 10-4 Ignition

Squib 2 x 10-5 Ignition

Squib 6 Ignition

Filter Pin2
Connector 4 x 10~ Leakage

Solid Tantalum
Capacitor I x 10 ~ Not statedI

Metal Oxide -210% Resistance Changej
Resistor 8.7 x 10 Prelicted

Metal Film Resistor 1.2 x 10 2
H ii i

Carbon Film -1o If H Is iResistor 1.1 x 10 " " "

Wire Wound If-1I
Resistor 3.8X w,0"

*Extracted from Reference [49)

A
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Table 7. Minimum Energy Level To Cause Burnout or Upset*

Function Device Minimum energy (J)

To cause burnout Microwave diode 1 x 10-7

Analog integrated circuit 8 x 10-6

Field-effect transistor 1 x 10-5

High-speed switching diode 2 x 10

Switching transistor 5 x 10-5

Digital integrated circuit 8 x 10-5

Tunnel diode 5 x 10-4

Rectifier diode 6 x 10-4

Relay 2 x 10-

Silicon controlled rectifier 3 x 10-3

Microammeter 3 x 10-

Audio transistor 5 x 10-3

Vacuum tube 1.0

To cause circuit Integrated digital circuit 4 x 10-10
upset (flip-flop)

Discrete component digital 1 x 10-9

circuit (flip-flop)

Memory core 3 x 10-9

* Based on Reference [49]
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Table 8. Characteristics of Some Protective Devices*

VOLTAGE
SECONDARY CLAMPWING ENERGY TIME OF
ARRESTERS RATIO DIAX RESPONSE MODE

Carbon Blocks High High Slow Crowbar

Spark Caps High High Slow Crowbar

Thyristors with High Slow Crowbar

Resistors

Gas-Discharge Tube High High Slow Crowbar

MPetal-Oxide Medium High Fast Crowbar
Varistors (MOV) (Short Life)

Silicon, Solid-State Low High Fastest Transient
Multiple Stage Clipping

*Based. on Reference [I

F Rotating Machinery

The impulse withstand level of the iasulatidh in rotating machines
is usually lower than the level of insulation in stationary electric apparatus.
It has been suggested that a special surge arrester together with an LC
circuit (see Figure 6) be used to provide protection for isolated rotating
machines, especially for those located in remote areas where little shielding
is available.

IMOUCTA~NCE L-'

AR~~i.~~ JV~O CAPACITOrC .ap O7t

Figure 6. Protection for Rotating Machines
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If there is a step-down transformer between the line and the motor,
the transformer supplies all the required inductance. Capacitors are still
required for each motor terminal (about 1 ufd for 480 V).. If the motor is
operated off the voltage of the line, air inductance is needed for each
incoming line (about 200 u henry). [54]

Where there are four or more motors at a location operated in
parallel from a line, the transient -oltage resulting from lightning branches
into four or maore paths and is thus reduced. The reduction in voltage by
branching has been found to be a suitable protection in itself, and there
is no need for additional protection. It has been suggested, however, that
wherever three or fewer motors are installed in a location from an exposed
line, the protection of special surge arresters and LC circuits should be
provided. [541

G Underground Cables

AMCR 380-100, Chapter 6, requires that the last 50 feet of light
and power service to explosive buildings must be underground. Service to
inert buildings may be overhead. In practice, central process control rooms
(or buildings) and other low-voltage circuits involving critical and sensitive
equipment are usually fed by underground cables. Because of economic con-
siderations, the use of plastic conduits is a common practice. Plastic
conduits are non-conductive (except for a certain semi-conducting poly-
ethylene type) and provide no shielding for the cables inside. From a
lightning protection viewpoint, metal conduit is an ideal, application for
underground cables. Metal conduit, however, is expensive and is normally
justified only for cables to equipment whose failure may result in significant
loss of production time or jeopaidy of safety.

Apart from the nise of metal conduits, the lightning protection for
underground cables using plastic conduits can be greatly improved at low
cost by providing separate underground shield wires. These wires protect the
cables from direct strikes by conducting some of the energy to earth. (Aerial
masts or overhead grorznd wires also provide shielding within their zones of
protection.) The zone of protection of underground shield wires and the
clearance required between conduits and the shield wire must be established
with consideration for the severity of lightning incidence and the earth
resistivity at the site.

With the protection of shield wires, induced transient disturbances
at a lesser magnitude still exist on the cables. For protecting critical
and sensitive equipment, the use of appropriate surge protectors is the

A solution. As stated earlier to minimize induced transients, wiring for
J process control systems should be enclosed in conduits and not mixed with

wiring for power systems or low-voltage signals.

I C
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

It is well stated in NFPA 78-1977: "The best tiie to design a
lightning protection system for a structure is during the planning phase
and the best time to install the system may be during construction." It
is found in this study that retrofitting costs both time and money. Based
on what has been learned from this study, the following suggestions are
submitted to the engineering and safety communities for their consideration
and actions.

A. The design agency should follow a systematic approach to obtain
a safe and cost-effective system for lightning protecticn fo" a give:-
facility. This approach should be no different from any other engineering
task requiring sound engineering practice and observance of code requirements
in order to attain prescribed objectives. Figure 7 illustrates a flow chart
showing the steps that may lead to a sound and economic design. (1) The
site information, particularly the data on ground resistivity, should be
obtained in the early stages of planning so that appropriate schemes can be
developed to use the earth as an effective discharge terminal. (2) The
susceptibility of various protected equipment must be recognized so that
proper type and adequate rating of surge diverters can be selected for
particular applications. (3) While observance of code requirements is
mandatory, judicious use of up-to-date information on lightning protection
technology for solving certain less common design problems should be -
encouraged. (4) Safety and economics are the ultimate goals of any engi-
neering endeavor. Developing alternatives during planning for cost evaluation
is one way to obtain the most cost-efficient and safe design.

B. The safety community should maintain the codes in such a way
that they are as close as possible to the current state-of-the-art in
lightning protection technology. More frequent updating is a solution. I
It is recommended that AMCR 380-100, Chapters 6 and 8 be reviewed and up- t
dated as appropriate.

4 1
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ORDNANCE GROUNDING

as Specified and as Practiced

R. C. Carson

HARPOON ORDNANCE SAFETY MANAGER
McDonnell Douglas Astroautics Company

St, Louis, Mo. 63166

Abstract

Ordnance Gv~ounding practices are frequently inconsistent because of' vague

and sometimes misleading grounding requirements. DOD documents attempt to

cover a broad spectrum of grounding needs with a single phil.osophy or set of
requirements. Proper grounding techniques are essential to ordnance safety

and should not be left to the possibility of erroneous interpretation. This

paper addresses some of the pitfalls in following DOD documents. This paper
describes the grounding techniques employed at the MDAC Harpoon production
facility at St. Charles, MO and the problems encouftered while installing the

grounding system. Additionanlly, this paper offers guidelines for improving

the DOD ordnance grounding requirements consistent with the need to maintain

explosive safety.
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Introduction
Ordnance grounding seems to be the subject of more conversations, discus-

sions, and arguments than any other subject related to explosives. It is

usually discussed in generaltities or philosophical terms. The various

documents specifyirg crdnance grounding include statemerifs such as "ordnance

shall be grounded at all times." This is not always practical, and in some

cases may be more hazardous than no ground at all. This may be particularly

true with many of today's sophisticated weapons and built-in safety features.

It is common in today's weapon for electro-explosive devices (EED's) to

incorporate 25K volt static discharge protection, and to have switching

devices (e.g, relays) that maintain a short and ground on EED bridgewires

until they are activated. Grounding requirements do not need to be relaxed,

however, they should specify in terms applicable to today's weapons and with

adequate examples to reduce the possibility of incorrect grounding.

Grounding Practices

The Harpoon Production Facility (Figure 1) at St. Charles, Missouri has a

lightning protection and grounding system that utilizes the standards pro-

mulgated by DOD 4145.26M, OP-5, and DM-4; that is: No. 2/0 AW{5 stranded bare

copper wire, cad-welded joints, and bronze U-bolt connections. Its buried

coppe, cable is the proper distance from the building with ground rods at

specified distances along the periphery of the ground cable. There is a

Primary grounding system (lightning protection) and a Secondary grounding

system. The primary system consists of five (5) lightning poles 110 feet

tall which provide the cone of protection for the entire building. These

lightning poles are connected to the primary ground girdle. The secondary t
ground system consists of a secondary ground girdle which is utilized for

building ground, electrical ground, and Ordnance (static) ground.

One of the problems encountered during construction of the Harpoon

Production Facility at St. Charles was associated with maintaining a separate I
isolated ordnance ground system within the building per OP-5 requirements. An

I ordnance ground system that is isolated from building structure and the

1 electrical system is necessary to avoid ground loops which would cause current }
_I flow through the ordnance in the event of an etectrical system short or
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building structure developing a current from the electro,-magnetic flux of a

lightning strike.

In accordance with DM-4, "Electrical Engineering Design Manual,"' bare

stranded cable was used throughout the ground girdle and ground system

installation, including the conductors to the interior of the building and

throughout the interior of the building. As a result of using bare wire, the

various ground systems were inadvertently connected to each other within the

building. That is; the Ordnance Ground was connected to the building ground:

1) where the bare wire was laid across the reinforcement rods in the concrete,

and 2) where the overhead crane system is attached to the building structure.

The Harpoon production building is poured concrete, including the roof.

Supporting the overhead crane system from the roof resulted in connecting the

ground systems together. To correct this situation, a separate isolated

ground system was added to the building. To acconplish this,insulated

stranded wire leads were brought from the girdle surrounding the building to

the inside of the building and connected to an insulated, isolated stranded

wire, which is used as the ordnance ground. This ordnance ground system is

kept insulated and isolated from the building and electrical system. It is

utilized for ordnance grounding only.

The facility contains an overhead bridge crane and monorail system which

is supported by steel reinforcing rods in the concrete. Since we use this

crane and monorail system continuously to move missiles and missile sections

around the building, this overhead system had to bE isolated from ordnance.

In some cases rubber pads were already provided on the handling of equipment

to protect the missile from handling damage. The rubber pads provide some

electrical isolation as well. Where a handling tool provided direct contact

with the missile and wire rope was used to lift the handling tool, nylon

strapping was used to replace the wire rope. This nylon webbing provides the

required insulation. In yet other cases isolation links were obtained for

the cranes. -The isolation )inks provide the electrical isolation, however,

are undesirable because they reduce the hook ciearance height.

The most important aspect of the ground system installation and daily use

is the avoidance of ground loops that could provide current paths through the
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missile or missile sections. The manufacturing flow was analyzed to assure that

multiple grounds are not connected at any one time. The possibility of current

paths being created to the ground system is greatly reduced by the elimination

of electrical power and electrical tools in the missile operations building.

The Harpoon Production facility has all pneumatic cranes and hand tools and

has eliminated electric tools and equipment in the ordnance assembly area.

Figure 2 shows the special pneumatic fixture for missile handling. The

procedure employed is to disconnect any grounds prior to mating a missile or

sect-,on with the overhead crane/monorail system.

Another problem encountered during the ground system installation is

related to the testing of missiles by a computer controlled Missile Subsystem

Test Set (MSTS). The operation of missile systems are tested and verified by

the MSTS. During this testing it is important to maintain a single ground

reference. The ground connections for the various cabinets comprising the

MSTS are brought to a single point and from there are connected to the

secondary ground girdle. While the missile is connected to the MSTS. the

test equipment and the missile necessarily have a common ground. This is

technically a violation of the rule on separate grounds, however, it is the

safe way to test the missile. Two grounds could create a greater hazard by

causing ground loops or providing an undesired pat for energizing the ordnance

ground; that is, a short in the electrical system energizing the ordnance

ground via the electrical ground.

Required Updating

The documents providing the guidance for designers of ordnance facility,

describe ordnance grounding requirements in vague terms. The list of documents

in the reference section is not an all inclusive list, however, there are

eleven (11) documents listed which contain ordnance grounding descriptions in
various terms and to varying degrees of detail.

The governing specifications, such as DOD 4145.26M, NAVSEA OP-5, and AFM
127-100 should differentiate between the safety requirements for the various

types of ordnance facilities, e.g, a facility which pours or machines

explosives and one which bolts warheads to missiles-. They should differentiate
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between the manufaRcturing of initiators and a facility that installs them.
There is a great deal of difference which can result in the savings of many

thousarnds of dollars between a facility that has to deal with explosive dust

and one in which the explosives are previously encased in.metal (a warhead).

The design of a facility wherein explosive dust is present needs to differ
greatly from one where the final assembly of missiles takes r-.ce.

Additional descriptive inforkation should be published in these documents

in regards to ordnance grounding principles and requirements. This additioncl

information should include some of the following. A description of the theory

behind ordnance grounding describing the various levels of requirements which

are applicable to the various types of facilities. For example, a facility at

which explosive material is handled or machined in the raw form would require

an extreme degree of safety including grounding because of the potential for
explosion from a dust/air mixture and static discharge. These facilities may

have no electrical equipment in the explosive areas but are very concerned with
static discharges. On the other hand, a missile assembly plant where the

explosives are contained within metal housings and with no explosive vapors
or dust, the primary concern may be from electrical shorts or lightning
strikes. Various illustrations are required which describe acceptable

grounding schemes for the various types of facilities and various con-
figurations of facilities. e.g., a test cell adjacent to an operations

building may have the same secondary grounding girdle or an

independent girdle. Figure 3 illustrates schematically the ground system

for the building shown in Figure 1. This figure includes the primary system
showing the cone of protection and the secondary system. Separate secondary
girdles could have been laid around the test cells without sacrificing

safety or the reliability of the ground system.

Examnples for Specifications

Figure 4 shows a typical ordnance test cell operation. In one case, the

missile is being tested from the control room by a special battery operated

tester. It is relatively easy, in this case to run a ground wire from the

ordnance ground bus in the test cell to the tester located in the control room
and thereby maintain a cur.ion ground.
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In the other example shown in Figure 4, the ordnance icem is being tested

by an electrical powered test console. For this situation, the ground in the

electrical receptacle should not be utilized as it is wired back to the

transformer ground. Instead, a special ground bus should be wired between

the ordnance station, the test console, the receptacle, and then by insulated

wire to the secondary ground girdle. This method assures one ground path

during testing and avoids possible ground loops. This type of installation is

required to comply with the intent of the specifications, specifically OP-5,

however, additional examples and descriptive information should be included in

the specification for the user to apply to any type of installation.

The same approach as is mentioned above is used on more comnpiex test

equipment as is shown in Figure 5 In this installation, the electrical power

receptacle grounds, the test consoles, and the test stand with the missile are

connected to a common point, which in turn is connected by insulated wire to

the ground girdle. Again, it is important to disconnect the facility

electrical ground fr'om the test equipment to avoid ground loops. Figure 6

schematically illustrates this type of grounding system and may be useful in

the governing specifications.

Sumnary

In surnrary: DOD 5154.4S, DOD 4145.26M, NAVSEA OP-5, and other ordnance

facility controlling documents require updating to illustrate the various

grounding needs and requirements that are broached herein. These documents

need 1- -include illustrations and examples of the various types ot 'rounding -

installations that are acceptable. The one example in OP-5 leads the user to

believe that there is only one acceptable grounding scheme. DOD 4145.26M.

which is the governing document and should have an entire section on acceptable

ordnance ground schemes has nothing on ordnance grounding, except personnel

grounding. At this time, there are ordnance facilities being constructed

in the U.S. and many foreign countries to handle U.S. Navy Weapons. If the

j proper guidance is not availabie in the documentS mentioned Previously,

"incorrect criteria may be utilized and thereby create unnecessary hazards in

our industry.
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Effective elimination of explosion and fire hazards where flammable
and explosive materials are made, stored, or handled requires the prevention
of electrostatic charges from any source. First - What is static elec-
tricity? For all practical purposes, static electricity may be defined as
an electrostatic charge caused by friction between two dielectrics. Mate-
rials such as wool, silk. synthetic fiber, rubber and glass are excellent
insulators o; dielectrics and consequently build static charges very
rapidly. Motion creates static by contact or friction. All that remains
to cause a static spark is an accumulator and a discharge path. Secondly -

How to prevent static accumulation? Grounding or direct electrical passage
to earth is the only completely effective means of preventing an accumula-
tion of static charges. The first step in the prevention of build up in a
given area is the provision of a common ground. Tn other words, an equal-
izer of electrical potential between all persons and objects in the area.

Flooring is the obvious choice as the object to which most things are
in contact. The provision of a conductive floor with all bodies in elec-
trical contact with the floor and consequently with each other and the floor
in contact with ground is the simplest method of grounding. The conductive
floor acts as a huge intercoupler between all floor borne equipment, personnel
and ground for the elimination of any differences of electrical potential.

The second step is to insure electrical contact of all bodies to the
floor. This is accomplished by the use of conductive footwear or suitable
personnel grounding devices.

Bench tops, tote boxes and containers should all be either metal or
coated with a conductive coating. If metal surfaces must be painted for
rust prevention, conductive seals should be used as a sealant. All
surfaces and equipment should be tested periodically with a 500 volt gen-
erator type ohmeter and personnel tested on a qualified shoetester before
each entry into the hazardous area. The question of proper resistance of a
conductive floor is a highly controversial subject. Ordnance specifications
run from a low of zero ohms resistance to a high of 250,000 ohms, and NFPA
Bulletin 56A calls for a lower limit of 25,000 ohms, and an upper limit of
1 megohm. Thus, it is important that the resistance be in accordance with
the local specification. Ordnance specifications are much lower than NFPA,
thus there is less disagreement on stated resistance. This, of course, is
because ordnance is concerned only with electrostatic dissipation and not
with electric shock. Where there may be a shock hazard, and the floor is
below 25,000 ohms, the personnel shoes or grounding devices must have
adequate resistance to insure a minimum of 25,000 ohms between person and
ground. These precautions insure that all possible electrostatic charges
are safely dissipated and cannot cause a fatal spark. As the threshold
value of electrostatic sparking is approximately 1100 volts or less, these
simple precautions are a must.

Conductive floors are available in many types. However, they must
be spark proof as well as conductive and this narrows the field. Many of
the chemical type floors such as epoxy, polyester, polyurethane, as well
as the resilient vinyl floorings, are attractive and well suited to
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hospital operating rooms. This type of material is unsuited to the needs
of industry, ordnance plants, ammunition depots, etc. Heavy traffic and
spillage of solvents requires a heavy duty coating which will stand up to
the traffic and accept patching readily so down time is kept to a minimum.
These coatings are available in a heavy duty material which is troweled or
brushed on to a thickness of 1/16"'. As a complementary material, a paint-
like coating is also available for lighter duty. This material may be
brushed or rolled on. dries in an hour, and will accept normal traffic, and
can be supplied in black, grey, maroon, or green, where colors other than
black may be desired.

The term conductive floor by definition means that the flooring shall
provide a path of moderate electrical conductivity. By its very nature and
character this flooring is sensitive and must be treated as an electrical
connector and not like other floors in the building. Many factors affect
the resistance of a conductive floor--from dust to humidity. Dirt, grime,
soap, wax and most spillage are dielectrics and will insulate a floor very
rapidly. To be sure this does not happen, resistance readings must be taken
at intervals of not longer than one month and in extra sensitive areas, much
more often. Records of these readings should be logged and compared from
reading to reading. Thus, any decided change in resistance will be noted,
and the problem alleviated before it becomes serious. Humidity is also an
important factor in the care and maintenance of conductive floors. Humidity
control is helpful in the prevention of static build-up as at 50% a fine
film of indiscernible moisture is deposited on all surfaces, forming a
conductive path most helpful in bleeding off static charges as they are
generated. Various humidity measuring devices are available. The most
popular and trustworthy of these is the sling psychrometer, a simple device
which, when swunig in the air as required, measures h-umidity by absorption
in a measuring wick.

The greatest care must be exercised in the choice of maintenance

materials for conductive floors or coatings as improper maintenance is the
most common cause of malfunctioning floors. There are seals, cleaners and
polishes made specifically for conductive floors which will not alter the
resistance of the floor and these materials should be used exclusively. In
the case of malfunctioning floors, there are materials which raise the j
resistance and materials to lower the resistance. Although these materials
are available, the most positive approach is to use the proper materials and
the proper program.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The design criteria for lightweight, Dortable (or trans-

portable), completely-enclosed blast containment vessels for ex-

plosive ordnance disposal (EOD) applications has been investigated

at Battelle's Columbus Laboratories since 1971.(1-9) In 1976, the

FBI provided a vessel description(10-12) that could be adopted as

a prototype by individual elements of the civil EOD community.

Additional knowledge has been acquired since then, and the U. S.

Navy has recently type-classified the Mk 634 Mod 0 Explosive Devices

Container(13) for use by the military EOD community. Battelle pro-

vided the design and development(6-8) for the Mk 634 Mod 0. This

paper gives a description of a very significant aspect of the under-

lying research, namely the evaluation and selection of materials for

use in vessel fabrication.
.,1,3,4,5)

Previous Battelle research efforts" ' on explosion

containment chambers concentrated on designs of doors, fixtures,

and cradles; elastic and elastic-plastic responses; effects of charge

size, shape, and casing; ane fragment suppression. The evaluations

were carried out primarily at 70 F (21 C). Material selection was

important in that A537 steel was recommended as a cost-effective

choice with good strength, ductility, fracture toughness, formability

(hot pressing), weldability, and availability. After the concept of

portable (or transportable) containment devices was demonstrated, it

was possible to attack the problem of a practical design effective
(8)at a low service temperature. A low service temperature requirement

of -30 F (-34.4 C) was selected for trn-service application. This

paper describes the impact of this requirement on material selection

and gives some of the data obtained in our evaluations.

Interest in explosion containment devices is extensive

for a number of reasons, however, in most cases the weight limit and

service temperature problems common to EOD applications are less severe.

We have benefited from most of the explosion containment literature and

have referenced much of it previously. Some additional efforts by

he (14) an o lms(15,16)athe Frascati and Los Alamos groups should be identified.

To our knowledge, little research has been directed specifically at
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material evaluation for explosion containment vessels. We are, however,

indebted to the vast effort to understand the phenomena of fracture,

especially the contributions of the Naval Research Laboratory. (17-23)

A preliminary study(6) of various materials properties was

made to determine what the primary issues of materials selection for

explosion containment vessels are. The following items are definitely

important and have been considered in our work, although the rank or-

dering can be debated:

* Satisfactory fracture resistance at the lowest

service temperature during a standard (explosive)

loading cycle

* Weldability including fracture resistance of the

weld metals and heat affected zones

* Formability, e.g., by hot pressing

* Availability in the quantity required

s Cost of materials and fabrication

# Containment performance as measured by density,

modulus, stre gth, and ductility

* Satisfactory fatigue resistance if frequent

small explosive loadings are anticipated

Previous efforts to evaluate explosion containment vessel

materials, if any, apparently relied on typical laboratory fracture

test results, such as the Charpy V-notch impact energy, the advice of

materials scientists, and the accumulated experience of previous

explosion containment experiments. Experimental demonstration of a

material's capabilities prior to vessel construction usually was not

attempted. Explosively induced fatigue failure of materials remains -

an unknown entity at this point. I
It was concluded that the greatest need of the current

NAVEODFAC program was the development of an affordable data base on

material fracture resistance under meaningful test circumstances.

Sample temperature and high strain rate during plastic deformation

in the presence of a suitable flaw became the key circumstances of

interest. The Navy explosion bulge was selected as capable

4 of providing the most direct evidence of material suitability from the

Sstandpoint of fracture resistance. Dynamic tear tests appear to have I
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a good scientific basis for addressing this question, but correlations

with directly related applications were not available.

Approximately 50 explosion bulge tests were completed on

eight selected materials. It was confirmed that 1020 carbon steel and

A537, Class 1 steel are brittle at the low service temperature, where-

as HY80 steel and AISI 304 stainless steel offer excellent fracture

control. The toughness of the weld zone material is problematical

in all cases, including the HY80 weldment. Results on HY80 and AISI

4340 heat treated to 120 ksi (828 MPa) were inconclusive. The low

strength of aluminum alloy, such as 6061-T6, is a limiting factor,

even on an equal weight basis. Most surprisingly, Frostline steel

proved to be inadequate during both bulge and full scale experiments

at the required low service temperature. Additional investigation

of the heat treatment procedure for Frostline appears to be merited.

The basic conclusion of this paper is that HY80 steel is the

most practical choice available to the military EOD community when

building an explosion containment vessel with a low service tempera-

ture requirement. The civilian community may have no other choice

than to use a stainless steel, such as AISI 304, due to the availa-

bility problems with HY80. Some time in the foreseeable future, we

expect that one or two of the HSLA steels will be proven acceptable

for this application. In the meantime, the EOD community is advised

not to risk the use of unproven materials, especially if low service

temperature explosive applications are anticipated. The results given

in this paper indicate that explosion bulge testing is a viable methoo

for judging the fracture performance properties of a candidate material.

The remainder of this paper consists of a brief summary of

the fracture control evaluation mechod, a survey of key reeults of

explosion bulge testing, documentation of material limitations in full

scale vessels, and our conclusions. The Appendix gives a brief review

of scaling law calculations that may be used for elastic design pur-

poses. As this is only a partial presentation of our more recent work

A •on explosion containment vessels, the reader may wish to consult

References 6-8 for engineering details and additional data. Additional

publications are planned.
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FRACTURE CONTROL EVALUATION METHOD

The subject of fracture control is a broad area of active

research at present and no attempt is intended here Zo provide more

than a brief discussion of the aspects most pertinent to the blast

containment problem. When a structural plate or blast coiztainment

chamber fractures or ruptures, the mode of failure may range between

two extremes. Here we choose to call these extremes, plain strain

fracture and plain stress fracture.

Plain strain fracture is characterized by fracture surfaces

that generally run normal to the direction of the applied maximum streis.

In steels the fracture surfaces usually have a rough granular appearance.

-• Very little, if any, plastic strain is associated with this fracture mode.

It is the characteristic fracture mode of brittle materials. Very little

energy is required for the propagation of plain strain fractures.

Plain stress fracture is characterized by smooth fracture

surfaces that run through the plate thickness at an angle near 45

degrees to the direction of applied maximum stress. Failure occurs

by shear-type plastic slipping. Considerable local plastic deforma-

tion of the material adjacent to the fracture surfaces is observed.

The generation of this extensive zone of plastic deformation absorbs

considerable energy for the propagation of this fracture mode. If fail-

ure is unavoidable, this is the desired fracture mode.

Various mixtures of both limiting modes of fracture often are

observed on fractured metal surfaces. When this occurs, the material

nearest the free surfaces fails by plain stress fracture with the forma-

tion of characteristic shear lips at near 45 degrees. The central

portion fails in plain strain with the characteristic 90 degree orien-

tation and rough, granular appearance of the surfaces.

The fracture mode that may occur in any particular instance

is influenced by several factors. These include the material proper-

ties (at the temperature of interest), the plate or structure thick-

4 iness, and the geometric constraints associated with the structural

design. The latter two factors are related to the degree of restraint to
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plastic deformation offered by the structure. This in itself is a very

extensive subject, but it suffices to say here that increasing the re-

straint by, for example, increasing the plate thickness can shift the

fracture M•de from largely plane strezs to mostly plain strain. In

the range of temperature, whe'ze the material properties affect the frac-

ture mode, increaeing the plate thickness of a given material can shift

the fracture transition toward higher temperatures.

The principal concern in this paper is the influence of material

properties on the fracture mode'that occurs. The material property of

primary interest is fracture toughness. It is a measure of resistance to

crack propagation. Classically it has been measured by the Klc fracture

toughness parameter, by the DT (dynamic tear test) energy, and by the Cv

(Charpy-V impact test) energy. All three of these tests provide meaningful

numerical values, and in the range of temperatures above the brittle tran-

sition range in steel they show a definite correlation to one another.17,18,21)

To make useful application of these laboratory-generated numerical values,

however, it is necessary to correlate them with expected in-service per-

formance of real structures. For many structural steels and applications

involving working strerses at or below the static yield strength, these

correlations exist and are proving of considerable value in fracture-safe

design.22)

To achieve the desired low weights for portable blast containment

chambers, the vessels are designed to absorb the blast energy by overall

(1-4)plastic deformation of the structure. In the range of stresses above

the yield stress there is a paucity of laboratory data for correlation on

real structures. Another test, which measures the resistance to fracture

propagation under conditions closely similar to the intended explosive
containment applications, is the explosion bulge test(22,23) This test

has the significant advantage of being nearly self-correlating to the

intended full scale structural application, and hence it was the test

selected as an evaluation tool in this work.

For a crack to propagate, it must start from some initiation

site. Generally the initiation site takes the form of a flaw in the

structure, which serves as a local stress concentration point to drive

the stresses at the ends of the flaw high enough to produce propa-

gation of the fracture. In the present applicationj the remaining

flaws as a result of the fabrication process can be kept quite small - 4

by non-destructive test and good quality control methods. However,
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larger flaws may be generated in use by the impact of fragments from

a metal-cased contained explosive blast. Thus very good flaw tolerance

for the material chosen for the blast containment application is necess-

ary.

It is important to ask the question of how materials may be

evaluated to determine when the maximum resistance to fracture propa-

gation has been achieved Figure I shows an example of the generalized

fracture analysis diagram (FAD) taken from Reference 17. In this diagram,

the ordinate is the nominal stress level applied to the structure in

question, plotted in terms of the material strength properties of yield

stress and ultimate tensile stress. The abscissa is, in effeit, a sliding

linear temperature scale, which may be indexed to a specific steel by iden-

tification of the steel nil ductility transition temperature (NDT on Figure

1). As indicated on the figure, in the stress-temperature regions of the

plot below and to the right of the CAT curve, fractures will not propa-

gate. This generalized diagram has been developed as the result of very

extensive testing and documented field failure experience over a period

of many years, and may be regarded as highly reliable, for steels having

fracture transition effects with temperature, in the range of stresses

up to the material yield strength. Deviations from the curve ate typi-

cally not more than + 10 F (5.5 C), although in some steels the NDT to

FTE transition may occur in a 40 F (22.2 C) temperature Epan.

In Figure 1, tne initial, sharp-ended flaw sizes necessary

for the initiation of a fracture which will propagate continuously in

a stressed structure are indicated by dashed lines. These are the

critical flaw sizes. Note that the critical flaw size decreases for

increasing stress level in the structure at all temperatures below

the FTP. At temperatures below the NDT, the critical flaw size may

fall below the limit detectable by non-destructive means as the opera-

ting stress reaches the yield strength of the material. A design which

will not be prone to catastrophic failure-is clearly impossible under

these circumstances.

For blast containment structures loaded well above the

yield stress and which may contain appreciable flaws created by frag-

ment impact, it becomes clear from Figure 1 that an operating tempera-

- ture above the FTP for the selected material will provide the maxi-

mum protection from premature catastrophic fracture.
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The explosion bulge test has been standardized as h means for the

evaluation of weldments. (23) In its standard form, a 20-inch (0C.8-cm)

square plate of nominal I-inch (2.54-cm)-thickness is placed over a heavy

plate containing a 12-inch (30.5-.cm)-dlameter hole with a specified fairing

of the edges of the hole. This heavy plate serves as a dle to guide the for-

tmation of the bulge. As the name implies, a bulge is formed in the test

plate by the action of the blast wave from the detonation of an explosive

charge that is placed at some standoff from the plate. The charge size

and standoff are adjusted to provide the desired degree of plate bulge

per shot. A hard, brittle metal weld bead is placed across the center

of the plate on the tensile (downward) side, and it is notched to provide

a source for a small, naturally running crack into the test plate.

Figure 2 shows a typical variation in the results obtained(17) with

the explosion bulge test as a function of temperature. In general, the

occurrence of a flat break as shown for 20 F (-6.7 C) signals a test at

or below the NDT. in the temperature range between NDT and FTE, plastic

deformation bulging of the plate occurs accompanying fracture. Fractures

propagate off the plastically deformed bulge through the elastically de-

formed edges showing that the test temperature is below the FTE. In the

temperature range between the FTE and FT?, fractures do not propagate off

the plate edge and becomes less severe as the FTP is approached. At and

above the FTP, increased explosive loading may be employed to produce a

full hemispherical bulge, as shown for the plate tested at 160 F (71.1 C).

without appreciable propagation of the fracture.

This latter performance was the property sought in the materials
(6) Sselection process of this program at a temperature of -30 F (-34.4 C).

This is the best performance that can be monitored by a test of the explo-

sion bulge type, and, aside from overall toughness improvements, it is the

best performance a material is capable of. However, this performance

still may not guarantee the absence of a non-propagating fracture in the

blast containment application in the presence of a (large) flaw, because

geometric bulging effects at the flow can serve to intensify the stress

at the crack tips to exceed the material ultimate strength at general

stress levels in the vessel wall below the ultimate strength. Nevertheless,

materia-ls which show little or no crack propagation in a bulge test extend-

f •ed to large deformations should be optimum materials for the purpose of the

J control of fracture to the highest possible applied stress levels.
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Explosion Bulge Experiments

This section presents a brief survey of approximately 50

explosion bulge experiments conducted during this program.

Experimental Method

Figures 3 and 4 show the die used and a typical explosive

setup. A spherical charge of composition C-4 high explosive was

used for convenience. For most of the shots, a 10-lb (4.54-kg) charge

was centered 11-inches (27.9-cm) above the die face. The de-ign shot

for the current explosion containment vessels(7,8,13) is a 10-lb

(4.54-kg) charge at an equivalent standoff of 21-inches (53.4-cm).

The lI-inch (27.9-cm) standoff not only produced a significant bulge

in a mild steel plate but also corresponded to a reasonable -vessel

safety factor if a user underestimated a charge size or did not center

the charge properly. fhis engineering approach to the explosion bulge

test differs in seveial respects from the Navy standard. (23)

Sample plate temperatures in the -60 F (-51.1 C) to +32 F

(d C) range were obtained by means of a cooling tank containing a

mixture of methanol and dry ice. A simple alcohol thermometer was

employed. The plate was lifted from the cooling tank, placed on the

die, and bulge tested within 1-3 minutes.

Materials Selected

I

Table 1 gives a list of eight materials selected for experi-

mental evaluation by means of the bulge test. The steel series of

1020, A537, Frostline, and HY80 represent the principal progression of

available, formable materials with a trend from lower cost, lower

fracture quality to higher cost, higher fracture quality. These mater-

ials all possess the ductile-to-brittle transition. Most stainless

steels do not have this property. AISI 304 was evaluated as an avail-

able backup material with higher cost, higher fracture quality, medium

containment performnance zapabilities. Titanium alloys have excellent
properties, but the cost was judged to be prohibitive. Aluminum alloy

could be a realistic choice in some circumstances, and the 6061-T6 was
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FIGURE 3. VIEW OF THE HY100 MEDIUM ALLOY
SVEEL DIE USED FOR THE EXPLOSION
BULGE EXPERIMENTS

i

-41
_ _ I

1FIGURE 4. TYPICAL EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT FOR
AN EXPLOSION BULGE EXPERIMENT, SHOWING j

SA 7-LB (3.18 KG) C-4 CHARGF SUSPENDED
WITH A 15-INCH (38.1-CM) STANDOFF ABOVE
THE CENTER OF A 20" X 20" X 1" (50.8-CM i

SX 50.8.-CM X 2.54-CM) TIEST PLATE MOUNTED i
ON THE TEST DIE.
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TABLE 1. FINAL SELECTION OF MATERIALS FOR EVALUATION
OF BLAST CONTAINMENT CAPABILITY

Number of

Explosion

Material Bulge
No. Material Type Description Experiments

1 Commercial Carbon Steel 1020 7

2 High Strength Steel HY80 7

3 Medium Strength Steel A537, Class 1 6

4 Medium Strength Steel(a) Frostline, 4
Grade 60

5 Stainless Steel AISI 304 2

6 Aluminum Alloy (b) 6061-T6 4

7 High Strength Steel W) AISI 4340, 5
Grade 110-120

8 High Strength Steel(d) HY110-120 4

(a) Two plates of locally heat-treated Frostline were available for
crack starter explosion bulge tests at -30 F (-34.4 C).

(b) A commercially available aluminum alloy 6061-T6 was substituted
because AA7004 was not readily available.

(c) Material heat treated for a tensile strength of 110-120 ksi (759-
828 MPa) were obtained by local heat treatment.

(d) Two plates of the HY80 previously purchased were heat treated
locally to a material with properties in the HYIIO-120 range of
specification.

NOTE: In order to minimize confusion, a test code was introduced. (6)
For example, Shot 6-3-1 refers to material number 6 (aluminum
alloy 6061-T6), plate number 3, and shot number 1 on that plate.
Unless stated otherwise, the crack starter employed was notched
Murex Hardex N as specified in NAVSHIPS 250-637-6.
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chosen for availability reasons over the first choice AA7004. If

greater strength became an explosion containment issue, which is not

the case at present, then steel systems such as AISI 4340 and HYSO

can be heat treated to the 120 ksi (827 MPa) static yield strength

region. keasonable fracture quality is possible, however, the welda-

bility related properties are problematical. Further details are

given in Reference 6. Table 1 explains the test code referenced

below.

1020 Carbon Steel Results

Commercial carbon steel 1020 plates were used to gain

familiarity with the explosion bulge test. Shot 1-2-1 at 60 F

(15.6 C) gave a maximum strain of 3.6 percent on the back surface

as determined from a 1/2-inch (l.27-cm)-grid. This led to the

adoption of the standard shot described above.

Figures 5 and 6 dramatize the brittle nature of 1020

carbon steel at -30 F (-34.4 C). Shot 1-1-3 did not employ a crack

starter and resulted after two milder shots at 60 F (15.6 C) that

gave a cumulative bulge of 1-1/16-inches (2.70-cm). Shot 1-3-1 at

-30 F (-34.4 0) did not employ a crack starter either, and the

plate (not shown) simply bulged 1-1/8-inches (2.86-cm). The reduced

ductility available or a small flaw in Plate 1 would account for the

apparent discrepancy.

Figure 6 illustrates the brittle fracture that occurs in

1020 carbon steel when a crack starter is introduced on the back

surface. Shot 1-5-1 (not shown) was identical to Shot 1-4-1 except

that a standard notched Murex Hardex N crack starter was used.

These results serve to warn local-government EOD groups

not to adopt locally fabricated vessels made with potentially un-

safe materials. The danger is related to cold temperature use, not

explosive overloading!
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FIGURE 5. BOTTOM VIEW OF THE 1020 CARBON
STEEL PLATE AFTER SHOT 1-1-3
AT -30 F (-34.4 C)

I

FIGURE 6. BOTTOM VIEW OF THE REASSEMBLED 1020
HOT ROLLED CARBON STEEL PLATE WHICH
EXPERIENCED BRITTLE FRACTURE DURINGSHOT 1-4-1 at -30 F (-34.4 C). THECRACK STARTER WAS CUT ON THE HORIZONTALEDGE BETWEEN THE TWO CENTRAL PIECES.
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A537 Steel Results

"A537, Class I steel is thought to be the most cost effec-

tive material available in the U. S. for room temperature explosion

containment applications. (1-4,10-12) Unfortunately, the nil-ductility

transition temperature (NDT) is too high. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate

that a ductile fracture occurs at -30 F (-34.4 C) and at 32 F (0 C)

when a crack starter is present. Observe that the cracks initiated

and propagated in material loaded above the yield point and did not

propagate in the elastically loaded material near the edges. Such

cracks in spherical vessels would not be arrested but would run around the

surface due to the uniform loading of the vessel above the yield strength.

Frostline Steel Results

When the low service temperature requirement of -30 F

(-34.4 C) was first introduced, it was anticipated that Frostline

steel would be a cost effective choice to replace A537 steel for
(6,7)

portable explosion containment vessels. Frostline material

is a fine grained, columbium bearing alloy carbon steel with 1.37

percent manganese, 0.16 percent carbon, 0.16 percent silicon, and

0.028 percent columbium (niobium). The physical properties of the

plates were a yield strength of 61.2 ksi (425 MPa), a tensile

strength of 81.6 ksi (567 MPa), and a Charpy V-notch impact energy

of 117 ft-lb (159 J) at -75 F (-59.4 C). The Frcstline Steel product

discussed in this paper is marketed by Lukens Steel Company.

= Identical results were obtained for the explosion bulge

tests on two plates at -30 F (-34.4 C). Figure 9 shows that a

small, nearly through thickness crack developed on the first shot.

This result suggests that Frostline has a nigh crack initiation

energy. Figure 10 indicates that the critical flaw size had been

achieved. In Shot 4-1-2 the plate fractured in a nearly plain

strain (low energy) manner. The findings are superior to those

on A537 steel but inadequate for application at -30 F (-34.4 C).
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FIGUJRE 7. BOTTOM VIEW OF THE A537 STEEL
PLATE AFTER SHOT 3-2-1 AT -30 F
(-34.4 C)

FIGURE 8. BOTTOM VIEW OF THE A537 STEEL PLATE

AFTER SHOT 3-5-1 AT 32 F (0 C)
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FIGURE 9. BOTTOM VIEW O THE FROSTLINE STEEL
PLATE AFTER SHOT 4-1-1 AT -30 F
(-34.4 C)

FIGURE 10. BOTTOM VIEW 'Ir THE FROSTLINE STEEL
- PLATE AFTER SHOT 4-1-2 AT -30 F

(-34.4 C)
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FY80 Steel Results

HY80 is a well known, highly successful, medium alloy steel

developed for low service temperature applications, such as sub-

marine hulls.(22) As expected from a wealth of accumulated experi-

ence, the material stood up %_-74ectly to the explosion bulge tests.

Figure 11 is a close-up view of the crack starter region of Plate I

after four shots at -30 F (-34.4 C). A cumulative bulge of 1-13/16-

inches (4.60-cm) was recorded. Figure 12 indicates that the mater-

ial has excellent pzoperties at -60 F (-51.1 C). In this case, no

cracks appeared after three shots.

Prior to the construction of HY80 the vessels,(8) crack

starter explosion bulge tests were made on welded HY80 plates.

Figure 13 shows that a crack developed on the second shot at -30 F

(-34.4 C). The crack terminated in the plastically deformed zone,

which qualifies it to pass the Navy acceptance standard 23) for

plates tested at 0 F (-17.8 C). For the present application, how-

ever, this performance is indicative of less toughness than is

regarded as desirable, since the entire vessel may be plastically

deformed. The results suggest that in the presence of a sharp

crack flaw approximately 1/2-inch (1.3-cm) long (the width of the

brittle weld bead) that a catastrophic failure could occur at -30 F

(-34.4 C).

The above experience illustrates the need for careful

work when manufacturing explosion containment vessels. Exhaustive

testing is not usually possible.- In this case, Navy authorities

on HY80 welding provided useful advice on weld preparation, such
(8)

as grinding weld surfaces smooth. Subsequent bulge testing

indicated that the weld material could provide excellent perfor-

mance in the absence of a large sharp flaw. Figure 14 shows the

post test appearance of a welded plate after four shots at -30 F

(-34.4 C).
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FIGURE 11. CLOSE-UP VIEW OF THE CRACK STARTER
ON THE HYS0 STEEL PLATE AFTER SHOT
2-1-4 AT -30 F (-34.4 C)

pI

FIGURE 12. BOTTOM VIEW OF THE HY80 STEEL
PLATE AFTER SHOT 2-2-3 AT -60 F
(-51.1i C)
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FIGURE 13. CLOSE-UP VIEW OF THE CRACK STARTER
ON THE FIRST WELDED HY80 STEEL
PLATE AFTER SHOT 2 AT -30 F (-34.4 C)

I

I I

FIGURE 14. SIDE VIEW OF THE SECOND WELDED HY80
STEEL PLATE AFTER SHOT 4 AT -30 F
(-34.4 C)z

3
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Other Steel Results

Due to its cost and strength characteristics, stainlests

steel was not regarded to be a cost effective material for a poten-

tially widespread EOD application. Its good fracture toughness

and corrosion resistance properties have led, however, to a few

explosion containment applications. Stainless steels with good

weldability are thus reliable backup materials for the present

application. To demonstrate this fact, a single plate of AISI

304 was tested twice at -30 F (-34.4 C). The findings were quite

similar to the HY80 results, except that the bulge height per

shot was greater due to the lower yield strength.

Availability is an attractive feature of AISI 4340 steel.

Grade 200 is a common structural material with low fracture tough-

ness. Weldability is also a potential problem area. By heat

treating the material to the 1.20 ksi (827 MPa) yield strength level,

we found that good fracture toughness obtains. A crack on the

third shot on the first plate (not shown) did run out three-inches

(7.6-cm) before arresting. At this time, we regard the evaluation

as inconclusive.

Based on Figure 12, it is easy to see that some of the

fracture toughness of HY80 could be traded off for additional

strength. A single plate of HY80 was thus heat treated to a

yield strength of 120 ksi (827 MPa). The results of two bulge

tests on this material were similar to the HY80 findings .-hown in

Figures 11 and 12. In light of our experiences with the HY80

welding, we expect that a research effort may be needed to obtain

sufficient properties at -30 F (-34.4 C) in the weld material.

6061-T6 Aluminum Alloy Results

After the various constraints of explosion containment

vessel design are applied, some aluminum alloys are found to have
(6)

potential for application Unlike static structures where strength
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is a dominant property, explosion containment capability depends on

density, modulus, and strength. This statement is verified by Figure

15, which shows that the aluminum alloy plate bulged to a hemisphere

and tore apart when exposed to the standard test adopted for steel.

A meaningful comparison of different metal plates having

the same thickness is obtained by adjusting the charge standoff dis-

tance to obtain cases of equal energy absorption at the plate centers.
(6)

The impulse approximation was used for this calculation. As a

result, the standoff distance fox aluminum alloy plates was increased

to 18-1/2-inches (47.0-cm).

Shot 6-2-1 at -30 F (-34.4 C) with no crack starter was

quite successful, that is, the plate bulged 1-3/4-inches (4 .45-cm)

without a crack. A sharp crack was cut into the third aluminum

plate. Shot 6-3-1 bulged 1-7/16-inches (3.65-cm) and surface cracks

developed.

Figure 16 gives the result of Shot 6-3-2. The crack

starter was the only flaw of significance. The results point to the

inferior strength and ductility of aluminum alloy compared to steel.

MATERIAL LIMITATIONS IN FULL SCALE VESSELS

The purpose of this section is to show the relationship
(6)

between the explosion bulge test data and the limited amount of
(7,8,13)

in-service data '8'' 3available at the low seirice temperature of

-30 F (-34.4 C). The NAVEODFAC development testing and TECHEVAL phi-

losophy for explosion containment vessels calls for a statistically

sufficient number of explosive tests under the circumstances of normal

use plus a modest program to investigate the limitations of the designs

and materials.(1-4)

Chamber Design

The data discussed in this section are for development

models of the type-classified Mk 634 Mod 0 Explosive Devices Container.(13)
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FIGURE 15. CLOSE-UP BOTTOM VIEW OF THE 6061
ALbMINUM ALLOY PLATE AFTER SHOT

6-1-1 AT -30 F (-3/b4 C)

2

FIGURE 16. CLOSE-UP BOTTOM VIEW OF THE ALUMINUM
j ALLOY 6061 PLATE AFTER SHOT 6-3-2 AT

-30 F (-34.4 C) I
I
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Figares 17 and 18 give front and side views of a vessel fabricated

from Frostline steel. The spherical vessel is 3.5 ft (107 cm) in

diameter, 0.90 inches (2.29 cm) in thickness, weighs 2,200 pounds

(998 kg), and has a 21.75-inch (55.3-cm)-diameter access port with

a circular door. The hemispherical heads were hot pressed by Lukens

Steel Company. The machining, welding, inspecting, and development

evaluations were completed at Battelle.

ThM 3.5-inch (8.9-cm)-thick door has a hingeless design

that makes an internal overlapping seal on the inside of the access

port reinforcing ring. The door is raised and lowered by means of a

12-volt dc electric/manual winch mounted at the top of the reinforcing

ring. A five-legged spider assembly with a captive 1-inch (2.54 cm)

-diameter bolt is used to provide positive support for the chamber

door in the fully closed position di ring road travel or explosi-;e test-

ing. A discussion of further design considerations and details will be

published elsewhere.

Frostline Steel Vessel ExpJosive Evaluation

The vessel shown in Figures 17 and 18 experienced 22 10-lb

(4.54 kg)-shots and one 20-lb (9.08 kg)-shot at room tempe-t-ture for

a cumulative strain of 1.674 percent avtrage strain.(7) Following the

evaluatio., of the second vessel, this vessel survived three flore 10-lb

(4.54 kg)-shot," at temperatures of 34 F (1 C), 22 F (-5.5 C), and 20 F

(-6.5 C), respectively. The success--of this serles :.1,,;trates the role

of the NDT and critical fla:w sizds as indicated in Figure 1.

Fis~res 19 and 20'describe(I) the catastrophic failure on

first lU-lb (4.54 kg)-shot of the second Frostline vessel at -30 F

(-34.4 C). The failure iniciated -.t a single poiit in the heat-affected

zone adjacent to the reinforcing ring and then spread througn numerous

branches. There was no visi!e defect in the region of initiation. The

occurrtnce of nearly b-rittle fracture shows that Frostline steel has

low resi3tance to the propagation of fracture at this temperature, despite

the vendor 's claim of -uriusually high Charpy V-notch impact energy. The
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FIGURE 17. FRONT VIEW OF 'THE FIRST 3-1/2-FT
(107-CM) EXPLOSION CONTAINMENT VESSEL
FABRICATED FROM FP.'TLINE STEEL AFTER
SHOT NO. 23

FIGURE 18. SIDE VIEW OF THE FIRST 3-1/2-FT (107 CM)
EXPLOSION CONTAINMENT VESSEL FABRICATED
FROM EROSTLr.NE STEEL AFTER SHOT NO. 23
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FIGURE 19. VIEW OF THE PIECES OF VESSEL 2
FABRICATED WITH FROSTLINE STEEL
AFTER FAILURE ON THE FIRST SHOT
AT -30 F (-314.4 C)

FIGURE 20. CLOSE-UP VIEW OF S3ME FRACTURE PATHS
OF VESSEL 2 FABRICATED WITH FROSTLINE
STEEL AFTER FAILURE ON T1L FTRS',i SHOT
AT -30 F (-34.4 C)
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failure of this vessel actually confirmed earlier dynamic tear test re-

sults(7) by Battelle.

This Frostline vessel was capable of containing a 30-lb

(13.6 kg)-shot at room temperature. Once again, the reader is cau-

tioned to understand that this vessel failure was not due to explosive

overloading or to any known problems with fabrication but with the

fracture control properties of the Frostline material at the low service

temperature. In this particular case, we believe that progress wi-h the

Frostline steel application could be made by seeking an improved heat

treatment procedure for the 0.90-inch (2.29-cm)-thick, 3.5-ft (107 cm)

-diameter hemispherical heads following hot pressing. As dramatized

fully by Figures 19 and 20, Frostline steel is regretfully (for cost rea-

sons) not a near-term solution to the material selection problem for the

-30 F (-34.4 C) low service temperature requirement.

HYS0 Steel Vessel Explosive Evaluation

Three chambers similar to the one shown in Figures 17 and 18
(8)

were fabricated from HY80 steel. It is this version that has been

type-classified as the Mk 634 Mod 0 Explosive Devices Container. The

only problem encountered concerned the low temperature explosion bulge

testing experience related to Figure 13. This led to greater care in

finishing the welding work.

The first 3-1/2-ft (107-cm)-diameter vessel contained 20

individual 10-lb (4.54-kg) spherical composition C-4 charge detonations

located at the chamber center. The average accumulated strain was only

0.178 percent. Seven of these detonations were conducted with the cham-

ber near -30 F (-34.4 C).

Figures 21 and 22 give front and rear views of the second

vessel fabricated from HY80 steel. The vessel is seen to have local

bulges due to the containment of 12 individual 10-lb (4.54-kg) C-4'

charges of spherical, cylindrical, and flat rectangular hape, located

various distances offcenter. The average accumulated strain was 2.4

percent, and the maximum accumulated strain was 7.2 percent.
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FIGURE 21. (FRONT VIEW OF THE SECOND 3-1/2-FT
(107-Clkf VESSEL F~ABRICATED WITH HY80
STEEL AFTER 12 OFF-CENTER JO-LB
(4. 34-KG)' SHOTS. A CENTERED 20-LB.
(9.08-KG) CHARGE AND THE EDGE OF THEINSIDE SEALING, HINGELESS DOOR MAY BE
SEEN.

FIGURE 22. REAR VIEW OF THE SECOND 1-1/2-FT
(107-CM) VESSEL FABRICATED WITH HY80
STEE~L AFTER 12 OFF-CENTER 10-LB
(4.54-KG) SHOTS
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Three additional centered spherical shots of C-4 were then

fired in the second vessel to determine the limitations of the HY80

-material at room temperature. The first of thase was the 20-lb (9.1-kg)

charge positioned in the horizontally sliding basket assembly observable

in Figure 21. The average and maximum accumulated residual strains in-

creased to 2.67 and 7.4 percent, respectively. A 30'lb (13.6-kg) charge

then increased the average and maximum accumulated strains to 3.81 and

7.9 percent, respectively.

Figures 23 and 24 give the results of Shot 15 on the second

HY80 vessel. The vessel failed by high energy ductile fracture and

separated into two pieces. A single origin was in the heat-affected

zone near the location of a weld repair made following Shot 12. Based

on measurements of the rear portion of the failed vessel, the average

and maximum accumulated residual strains had increased to 7.1 and 9.3

percent, respectively. This series of explosive experiments demonstrates

the truly remarkable containment capability of properly designed HY80

steel chambers.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on its development and application history and on its
(6)

excellent performance during the Battelle explosion bulge experiments,
(18)

was anticipated and confirmed experimentally that HY80 steel is a

superior vessel material for the low temperature service requirement.

Unfortunately, the cost and the availability (military demand and con-

trol) of HY80 steel poses some problems for civilian and local govern-
I

menr application. Also, the welding and inspection requirements are

demanding, although these problems occur with all explosion containment

vessel fabrication. A joint program between Federal and local govern-

ments could solve much of the cost, availability, and indemnity problems.

In the long term, it would appear imperative that the fracture control

properties of Frostline or some HSLA steel be improved to meet the low

service temperature requirement.

The following list of observations, conclusions, and implied

recomtnendations summarizes the Battelle viewpoint of the progress with
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FIGURE 23. VIEW OF FRONT PIECE OF THE SECOND 3-
1/2 FT (107-CM) VESSEL FABRICATED WITH
HY80 STEEL AFTER FAILURE AT 70 F (21 C)

FROM A 40-LB (18.2-KG) CHARGE

FIGURE 24. VIEW OF THE REAR PIECE OF THE SECOND 3-
1/2-FT (107-CM) VESSEL FABRICATED WITH

- :HY80 STEEL AFTER FAILURE AT 70 F (21 C)
FROM A 40-LB (18.2-KG) CHARGE. LOCAL

STRAINS AS HIGH AS 7.9 PERCENT EXISTED
PRIOR TO THE FATAL SHOT 15
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materials evaluation for explosion containment application, particu-

larly for the -30 F (-34.4 C) low service temperature requirement:

"* Steel alloys are cost effective relative to other

materials, such as titanium and aluminum alloys

"* Cost effective steels have the ductile to brittle

transition temperature property

"* Vessels normally fail due to low temperature use,

not explosive overloading

"* Steel materials are thus fracture control property

limited, not strength/ductility property limited

"• The Navy crack starter explosion bulge test is a viable

method for judging the fracture control properties

of a candidaete material

"* IY8O steel is the most practical near-term material

for use by the military EOD community

"* Stainless steels, such as AISI 304, may be applied

successfully at some sacrifice of cost and maximum

conta.n•- e.p.losive weight capability

"• Welding problems represent a major concern for all

related applications and should be researched, in-

spected, and tested for quality

"* Local-government officials should be careful to avoid

the use of vessels fabricated from materials with un-

proven properties

* Existing vessels fabricated from materials with unproven

materials should be evaluated for restrictive use or

remotely tested for capabilities under appropriately

extreme conditions

*• A joint program between the Federal and local governments

could increase the use of high quality vessels

* Further efforts to evaluate HSLA steels could lead to

the identification of a more cost effective containment

material
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The choice of a higher low service temperature standard,

for example, 0 F (-17.8 C), for civilian EOD applications

could lead to the selection of an adequately evaluated,

more cost effective material for near-term application

* Officials interested in fabricating a vessel according to

the FBI description should consider both the design( 1 3 )

and materials selection (6-8) progress that has been made

in the interim before finalizing their plans
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APPENDIX

The purpose of this brief appendix is to review some recent

progress with the development of a simple scaling law for the sizing of

spherical explosion containment vessels having an elastic response.( 9 )

The advantage of this scaling law is the ease of making preliminary

design calculations.

The scaling law project used computer calculations to ectab-

lish the formula

Pm = eepl3 Id0NP4 1h T5 (6

where em is the maximum first-cycle strain, e is Euler's constant, o

is the material density, E1 is the effective material modulus E/(I-v),

d is the vessel diameter, h is the vessel wall thickness, and W is the

weight of explosive detonated. To obtain the dimensionless independent

variables indicated in Equation (1), take p0 = 1-lb/in.3 (1 gm/cm 3),

E0 = 106psi (109 Pa), do = 1 ft (1 m), h 0 = 1 in. (1 cm), and W0 = 1lb

(1 kg), as the English and SI reference units, respectively.

Table 2 gives values(9) of the six parameters, P1 ""6

based on calculations for four selected materials and four selected

vessel designs (diameter and wall thickness specifications). The

difference between the two types of least squares fitting results

is not significant for engineering purposes. The scaling law is

estimated to have 5% agreement with calculations that agree within
(2,3)

10% with experimental measurements.

Figure 25 indicates the predicted maximum first-cycle elastic

response of vessel design B if any of four selected nominal material

types are assumed.(9) Vessel design B corresponds to the shell dimen-

Ssions of the Mk 634 Mod 0 pictured in Figures 17-24. The plot labeled

for material 3 is for a steel alloy vessel. Note that the elastic limit

for t~e steel alloy version of design B is approximately 10 lb (4.54-kg)

Sof explosive. Thus the observed accumulated residual plastic strain per
(7,8)

10-lb (4.54-kg)-shot is relatively small.
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TABLE 2. ELASTIC SCALING-LAW PARAMETERS

Four Materials and Four Vessel Designs

Parameter Nonlinear Fit Log Linear Fit

1 -Eng. Units -4.522 + 0.162 -4.436 + 0.155
-SI Units (-1.945 + 0.070) (-1.903 + 0.065)

2 -0.424 + 0.029 -0.410 + 0.028

3 -0.577 + 0.033 -0.591 + 0.032

4 -1.283 + 0.028 -1.293 + 0.027

5 -1.03k + 0.032 -1.026 + 0.030

6 0.771 + 0.002 0.772 + 0.002

Xrms 0.0446 0.0425

Expoftve coarge ftq, kaiopwiw
$01 101 100

SMaterial 2 4

1z

Response of Vmsu Des 8

l0t 0 ~top too lot

EXploswv Oawge ftdgM, pwom

FIGURE 25. MAXIMUM FIRST-CYCLE STRAIN V7-SUS EXPLOSIVE 3

CHARGE WEIGHT FOR VESSEL DESIGN B. A PLOT
BASED ON THE NONLINM FIT PARAMETERS IN
TABLE 2 IS GIVEN FOR EACH OF FOU ATERIAS,I
(1) ALUMINUM, (2) TITANIUM, (3) STEEL, AND
(4) TUNGSTEN ALLOYS.
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ABSTRACT

Modern-day explosive manufacturing and loading facilities

require increased protection to achieve a safe operating system.
They are required to be designed to provide full containment of
an explosion. This paper discusses the basis for full
containmeni1. design of explosives and presents conclusions and
recommendations based on some tests that werc performed at
various U.S. Army Research Centers.
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BASIS FOR FULL CONTAINMENT DESIGN

Introduction

Modern-day explosive manufacturing and loading facilities
require increased protection to achieve a safe operating system.
However, present methods of manufacture and storage allow lesser
space than that required for' a given quantity of explosive
materials. Such concentrations of explosives increase the
possibility of the propagation of explosions.

Consistent with present safety regulations, those facilities
that prevent explosion propagation, damage to mater,,is or injury
to personnel, are being designed to provide full containment of
an explosion.

Two main sources are available to establish a basis for the
dEsign criteria for full containment of explosives. These
include:

1. Regulatory design manuals and reports, and

2. Results of full-containment cell tests performed
recently at Tooele Army Depot, Utah, and at the U.S.
Army Armament Research and Development Center
(ARRADCOM) in Dover, New Jersey.

Design Manuals

In June 1969, the tri-service design manual,
"Structures to Resist the Effects of Accidental Explosions"
(hereafter referred to as TM 5-1300 or ref. 1) was approved as
the regulatory manual for the design of reinforced concrete
structures to resist the effects of HE-type explosions.
Reference 1 contains methods and criteria to determine the output
from an explosion, its effects on a structure and subsequently
the structural response.

Blast Loads

The interior surface of a structure which fully or
- !nearly fully contains an explosion is initially subjected to high

intensity blast pressures and their- reflections that are similar
to the pressures produced in cubicle structures. These high
intensity pressures are immediately followed by lower prbssures
which are produced by the accumulation, within the structure, of

t the gaseous products of the explosion. Figure 1 shows a typical
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pressure-time record at a point on a wall surface of a full
containment cell. The high peaks are due to the multiple
reflections of the initial shock and are relatively short in
duration (several milliseconds), while the lower pressures which
are denoted as "Pm" have a long duration as compared to shock
wave pressures. The maximum mean pressure (Pm) is used as the
basis for design (for full containment cells) and is a function
of the charge weight, contained volume of the chamber, and
venting area.

Reference 1 (TM 5-1300) provides data relating
both to high ir.tensity, short duration loads as well as long
duration pressures. Figure 2 (corresponding to Figures 4-54
through 4-62 of Reference 1) indicate the impulse loads
associated with blast loads on surfaces each of which has four
adjoining surfaces (as shown in Figure 3) which are typical of
full containment cells. These loads used in combination with the
long duration loads given in Figure 4 will provide the data
necessary to establish the blast environment in full containment
cells. It should be realized that the data given in Figures 1
through 3 are blast loads produced by the detonation of TNT in
confined chambers. More recently, data developed for Composition
B and other types of explosives are given in References 2 and 3.

To illustrate the use of the above data, let us
assume a structure configuration as shown in Figure 5. The main
cell of this structure has a volume equal to 41,000 cubic feet
and is subjected to the blast effects of 660 pounds of TNT
detonated at a location indicated in Figure 4 and approximately 3
feet above the cell floor. For this case, the average blast
loads acting on the closest wall will have peak average shock and
gas pressures which are equal to 544 psi and 120 psi,
respectively. The duration of the shock pressures will be equal
to approximately 8 msec. Since the gas pressure will expand from
the main cell into the staging area, it will reduce in intensity
until stabilized at a peak pressure of 78 psi. This latter
pressure will remain within the structure unless it is reduced
either by:

1. The uncontrolled venting through openings to the
atmosphere.

2. The controlled venting to the atmosphere, or

3. Permitted to decay by heat dissipation through the
I ~ building surfaces.
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In the case of the first method, contaminates will be released,
the magnitude of which will be determined by the size of the
openirigs. With the second method, the contaminates can be passed
through filters at a controlled velocity which will rot destroy
the filters. The third method will require a considerable amount
of time and will require the structure to sustain the pressures
over a very long period of time. Of the three, the second method
appears to be the safest. However, if the size of the openings
can be limited and filters designed to sustain the blast
pressures, then the first method may have merit.

Structural Response

Procedures for determining the response of
reinforced concrete structures to blast loads are contained in
Sections 5 and 6 of TM 5-1300. Section 5 presents the structural
behavior of reinforced concrete whereas Section 6 presents the
method of analyses to be used. Although these procedures have
been developed for structures subjected to either fully vented
internal explosions or structures subjected to external blast
loads (acceptor structures), they are equally applicable to the
design of structures used as full containment cells.

Figure 6 of this report presents a diagramatical
representation of a typical "Explosive/Protective System". At
the lower part of this system is the so-called "Protection
Category" where either personnel, equipment and/or sensitive
explosives are to be protected. This may be achieved by
enclosing the acceptors to be protected and preventing the blast
pressures from entering the enclosure, or by enclosing the donor
and preventing the effects of an explosion from escaping to the
atmosphere. The first method is usually used since it is
generally the more cost effective system. However, where
contaminates are involved, the second method is now being
utilized.

The magnitude of structure response and
deformations which can be permitted is dependent upon the
building use and the number of detonations involved. When design
of the structure specifies one incident only, then plastic
deformations may be permitted. However, these deformations
should be limited to "Limited Deflections" as specified in Figure
7 and specifically limited to 3-degree rotations or less for
smaller structures and 2 degrees or less for structures similar
in size to the proposed Damage Weapons Facility structure.
Structures subjected to multiple detonations usually will have to

A •be designed elastically,
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Verification Tests

The design data presented in TM 5-1300 has been
verified by more than 250 structural response tests. These tests
included both full structures and building components. The cost
for performing these tests entirely on a full-scale basis would
have been prohibitive. Therefore, a series of tests were
initiated whereby the scaled model testing of "laced" reinforced
concrete (ref. 1) could be verified. This test series was
referred to as "The Bay Structure Test Series" (ref. 4).

The bay structure (fig. 8) consisted of a 3-wall
cubicle type structure with one wall and roof open to the
atmosphere. Each wall utilized composite construction; i.e., two
laced reinforced concrete panels separated by sand fill. Each
panel of the full-scale structure was 2 feet thick, while the
sand separating the donor and acceptor panels was 4 feet thick.
Each wall of the full-scale structures was 10 feet high. The
backwall was 40 feet long, while the length of each side wall was
20 feet. The floor slab varied in thickness from 2 feet adjacent
to the walls to 1 foot thick in the central portion of the bay.
The model structures consisted of a one-third, one-fifth,
one-eighth and one-tenth scale version of the full-scale
structure. All structural properties, including dimensions and
the reinforcement, were modeled in comformance to the structural
properties of the full-scale structure.

Each model of the bay structure was tested four times.
The explosive weights used in each of the full-scale tests were
2,000, 3,000, 5,000 and 7,000 pounds, for a total cumulative
charge weight equal to 17,500 pounds of HE. The charges of the
smaller model tests were scaled accordingly.

Figure 9 illustrated the results of the first round of
tests performed on the five models. There was essential~ly no
difference in the wall responses of the five structures. Damage
to the floor slabs of the two small models was slightly greater
than that of the three larger structures. This difference was
attributed to the fact that the small structures were built in a
laboratory and placed upon a subbase of unconsolidated soil. The
three large models were poured in-place and, therefore, were
poured against thit subsoil which had been compacted. The
structural damage sUstained in the other three rounds of tests
was comparable to the first round. The results of this test
series have verified that scaling ofý a laced reinforced concrete
structure can be achieved.

I _
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Other Design Reports

More recently, other design reports have been published
which supplement TM 5-1300. These include Reference 5 which
provides data relating to the design of "Steel Structures to
Resist the Effects of HE Explosions" and Reference 6 which deals
with "Primary Fragment Characteristics and Impact Effects on
Protective Barriers". Both of these reports are presently used
as design manuals and their contents will be included in the
revised edition of TM 5-1300.

Full Containment Structure Tests

Portable Explosive Containment Cell

This cell was designed for Tooele Army Depot and
consists of a structural steel structure used for the
demilitbrization of "8-inch Chemical Projectiles". The structure
is comprised of three main sections (fig. 10). The center
section, which is cylindrical in shape, has a diameter and length
equal to 10 feet and 24 feet, respectively. The two end sections
are built-up flat plates which are bolted to the ends of the
cylinder. Entrance to thr- structure for either personnel or the
projectiles is through blast doors which are located in the end
panels. Since the structure will contain toxic material, it must
be fully sealed (fig. 11) against leakage in the event of an
explosion. Hydraulic operators are required to compress these
seals. I

The cell was tested for an explosive quantity equal to
approximately 10 pounds of Composition B. This quantity is
approximately 20 percent greater than the explosive quantity in
the projectile. The structure satisfactorily sustained the test
and has received "Safety" approval to be used as part of the

CL "demi 1" operation equipment.

ARRADCOM Test Structure

This test structure is a reinforced concrete structure,
cylindrical in shape, whose interior dimensions are 11 feet 3
inches in diameter and 10 feet 0 inches high. This structure is
a one-fourth scale model of a proposed melt/pour building.

The cylindrical wall of the structure is 9 inches
thick. This thickness was predetermined by the wall thickness
required to prevent a steel fragment, whose weight is one pound

4 •and is travelling at a velocity of 7,000 fps, from penetrating
K the wall (36 inches) of the full-scale building. The roof and

4 _V39
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floor slabs of the model are circular in shape, each having a
thickness of 1 foot 6 inches. Both the roof ana floor are cast
monolithically with the wall. The wall and slabs are reinforced
with "laced" reinforcement per TM 5-1300.

Entrance to the model is through a 2-foot 6-inch by
2-foot 6-inch opening in the cell wall. The opening is protected
by a structural steel double leaf blast door which is a
one-quarter scale model of the full-scale 10-foot by 10-foot
door. Gas seals similar to those used in the portable
containment cell were not provided around the door periphery.

The exterior surface of the cylindrical wall and the
top of the roof slab are provided with spall shields. These
shields retain any spalling due to the internal blast loads of
the concrete over the exterior reinforcement. The spall shields
consist of "Sturdy-Rib" cold-formed metal siding that is
supported by structural steel "Tee." sectiorns. The tees, in turn,
are anchored to the concrete wall and slab by anchor bolts.
The bolts are anchored by being hooked around the interior
surface of the exterior reinforcement. If the bolts were past
fully through the concrete, a shock load applied to the bolts at
the cell interior would be transmitted through the bolts to the
exterior and could rupture the exterior bolt heads.

Figure 12 is a photograph of the structure which was
tested, while Figure 13 illustrates many of the construction
details of the test structure.

The ARRADCOM test structure was designed to withstand
the internal blast effects of 50 pounds of Composition B which is
a one-quarter model of the 3,200 pounds of Composition B to be
housed in the full-scale building. The structure was designed to
undergo plastic deformations as a result of the 50-pound test.
The circumferential reinforcement in the cylindrical wall was
designed to sustain maximum strains of approximately 1.5 percent.
The roof and floor slab reinforcement was designed to permit
support rotations of approximately 1.5 degrees.

Since TM 5-1300 was developed frr rectangular
structures, a method had to be developed to estai lish the shock
pressures in cylindrical structures. Some in,'ormation was
obtained from the Ballistic Research Laboratory relating blast
loads in cylindrical structures. This data was compared to blast
loads calculated from TM 5-1300 for a rectangular structure which
had the same volume as for a cylindrical one. The pre-shot
calculations were performed in this mfanner and, as shown later,
were found to be slightly conservative.
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Two 1.5-inch diameter structural steel pipes were
positioned in the cylindrical wall, one each adjacent to each
side of the entrance. These pipes are used to vent gas pressures
to the atmosphere.

In order to quantitavely evaluate the results of the
tests, a series of pezioelectric gages were installed within the
cells to record the high intensity shock and gas pressures
associated with the internal explosion. These gages were mounted
at various locations on the wall and roof slab surfaces in order
to obtain a record of the variation of blast loads within the
structure. Electrical leads for the gages were passed through
0.5-inch diameter conduits which were embedded in the walls. The
pressure records provided a pressure/time variation of the blast
loads. In addition, a series of still and motion picture records
of each test were obtained. The still photos recorded the pre-
and post-shot condition of the structure, whereas the motion
pictures were used to record the exterior of the structure during
testing. Three cameras were used, one having a speed of 24 fps
and two with a speed of 4,000 fps. The three c3meras were
positioned facing the entrance of the structure. Also, each test
was viewed on video tape.

To date, nine tests were performed (fable 1). The
first six tests were used to calibrate the instrumentation or
determine methods of iritiating the explosives. The purpose of
the last three tests was to evaluate the structure response.
Results of these reponse cests are best seen from the motion
picture records as described below.

In Test No. 7, where 43 pounds of Composition B were
detonated at the center of the cells, flames were seen to be
forced out through both vent pipes and around the door. The
flames escaped from around the door since, as explained earlier,
no blast seals were provided. As described for a Portable
Containment Cell, methods are now available where this blast
leakage around the edges of doors can be prevented. Smoke was
also observed to have escaped through the instrumentation
electrical conduits. This leakage could have been eliminated
with the use of electrical glands.

An investigation. of the interior surfaces of the
structure indicated -that slight concrete spalling over the
interior reinforcement, of the wall had occurred. This was
attributed to the fact that small sections of the wall ;iat to be

Spatched due to the occurrence of surface voids during
construction. In addition, the interior surfaces if the
strunture were glazed as a result of the high termal energy
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produced by the explosion. This glazing was ca-.,d by the
breakdown of the sand in the concrete. No loss in strength was
caused by the glazing. Slight cracks were visable at the
intersection of the roof slab, and the wall on the irnterior
surface and at the mid-height of the exterior surface of the door
pilaster. No other cracks were visable at the interior of the
structure. Since the spall shields covered the exterior of the
surfaces of the wall and roof, these surfaces could not be
investigated for cracking. It is intended that at the conclusion
of the tests, the shield will be removed and the exterior
surfaces fully inspected. The blast doors were fully operable
after the tests.

A misfire occurred in Test No. 8, with the explosive
charge being damaged beyond repair.

The results of Test No. 9 were similar to those
described above for Test No. 7. The slight cracking observed in
the previous test was slightly larger after this test. No
additional cracking was observed. Glazing effects of Test No. 7
were not increased in this test. The door was also operable
after this test series.

A post-shot analysis of the blast pressures within the
structure indicated that a better representation of the blast
loads by using TM 5-1300 could be achieved by assuming a
rectangular structure which has the same surface area as the
cylindrical structure. Since the loads used in the design were
conservative, it follows that the structure can withstand a large 3

detonation. Therefore, it is planned that this structure be
tested one more time using a 70-pound charge of Composition C-4.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the discussions presented in the preceding
sections, the following conclusions and recommendations are made:

1. Design procedures are presently available for the
design of laced reinforced concrete full containment
cells.

2. The procedures of Item 1 are applicable to cylindrical
as well as r~ctangular structures.

3. Similitude of structural response of full-scale laced
reinforced concrete structure can be achieved using a
smal l -scale m)del.

4. It is generally more cost effective to enclose the
acceptors to be protected and prevent the blast
pressures from entering the enclosure.
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_________________________________________________

Table 1. ARRAOCOM Structure Tests

Charge
weight Charge DateTest (lb) type performed Purpose

1 1 Conip B 9 Aug 78 Instrument Check
1* Camp C-4 9 Aug 78 Instrument Check

3 2 Comp B 9 Aug 78 Instrument Checi�.
4 4 Camp B 9 Aug 78 Instrument Check
5 2 Comp B 18 Aug 78 Instrument Check
6 4 Comp C-4 28 Aug 78 Instrument Check
7 43 Comp B 6 Sep 78 Structural Response
8 54* Camp B 2 Nov 78 Structural RespQnse
9 50 Comp C-4 2 Nov 78 Structural Response

*Misfire - Explosive split in pieces.
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EXPLOSION VENTING IN BUILDINGS

BY

James J. Kulesz
Gerard J. Friesenhahn

ABSTRACT

Many vented, explosion-resistant structures must have vents
covered by closures to maintain proper internal atmospheric conditions,
or for other reasons. These closures are usually intended to be fran-
gible and rapidly displace or fragment from the effects of internal
explosions. This paper discusses the probable effects of closures on
the venting process, and gives some prediction curves for the gas vent-
ing phase of the internal explosions, based on exercise of a relatively
simple gas dynamic computer code.

The computer code incorporates three listinct phases of venting
for the building. The first phase represenLs the case where a vent
cover travels a finite distance, such as through a tunnel or the thick-
ness of a thick wali, before any venting tankes place. For this analy-
sis, an equation of motion is developed which describes the effect of
the quasi-static pressure on the velocity of the vent panel, and pres-
sure decreases due to simple adiabatic expansion as the volume of the
room changes. During the seconJ ,hanse of venting, the vent panel has
cleared the tunnel or wall and tne i.orn begins to vent into the atmo-
sphere. The energy of the gas is divided among energy expended during
gas expansion, the kinetic energy of the vent panel and energy losses
due to the gas flowing around the vent panel. The third phase of vent-
ing occurs after the vent panel is sufficiently far from the vent open-
-ing that it no longer interrupts the flow of the exiting gas. During
this phase of venting, the gas vents through an orifice based on the
ideal gas law and sonic or subsonic gas flow, depending upon the rela-
tive pressures between the room and the atmosphere.
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A. INTRODUC.:ON

The aTalysis described in this , aper was funded by the Depart-
ment of the Army on Contract No. DACA87,79-C-O091 entitled "Preparation
of a Manual for Prediction of Blast and ?ragment Loadings on Structures
(I]." This paper deals with a portion .:" th-is manual which describes
venting of structures subjected tro inter.al high explosive detonations
and subsequent quasi-static pressure r.s The sections which follow
contain a description of the major elemerrs of the computer code which
was developed to make the predictions, a w,,-.;del analysis detailing appro-
priate ways in which to prese.nt the numeri, -lly generated results for
maximum usage, the results of the computat.,ons, and the conclusions.

II. COMPUTE.R CODE

Prior to this study, work has been performed describing the
pressure-rime profile for venting blast-resistant structures subjected
to internal explosions. In these studies, however, the vents were
always open holes [2,3] and the effects of vent covers were ignored.
Not accounting for the inertial effects of the vent panels zould result
in underestimating the time for venting and nonconservative blast load-
ing. The computer program which we developed allows for the effect of
the vent panel in constricting the gas flow. In addition to determining
the pressure history inside the chamber, it also -olculates the velocity
of the vent panel, if it remains intact.

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the vented chamber.
The blast-resistant room has thick walls with thickness L. The vent
panel is either adjacent to the ground or, as shown in the figure, high

fp

p(t),VI

I u(t)SI T, ""

Explosive
Charge I

Figure 1. Schematic of Vented Chamber (First Phase) -
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enough above the ground that gas flow is not affected by the ground sur-
face. The room has a volume V and pressure as a function of time p(t).
Pressure outside the room is ambient pressure po. The vent panel has
mass M, presented area A and velocity as a function of time u(t). The
impulsive shock loading, from the first shock wave and immediately fol-
lowing reflections, imparts an initial velocity uo to the vent panel.
The velocity of the vent panel then increases as it travels through the
wall due to adiabatic exparLsion of the gases. After the panel begins
to clear the -all, it acquires additional velocity from gas expansion
but some of the energy of the gas is lost through venting. Finally,
after the vent panel moves away from the wall, it is no longer affected
by, not does it affect, the flow of gases out of the opening.

The computer code VENT which we developed ia composed of three
distinct phases of venting. The first phase represents the case where
a vent cover travels a finite distance, such as through a tunnel or the
thickness of a thick wall, before any venting takes place. During this
phase of venting, we used the technique demonstcated by Kulesz, et al.
[4) for accidental explosions onboard a Navy submarine tender. The
equction of motion for the vent panel is

'M =D p(t) -po A(i

where R is the acceleration of the panel (second derivative with re-
spect to time t). At start of time, po is t•he peak quasi-static pres-
sure and it is assumed the pressure does not change appreciably during
a small increment of time At. The velocity of the 7:anel at time t + At
is then

A At

(t + At) = [p(t) -p --- +u(t) (2)

The portion of the vent panel at time t + At can be obtained from J

2x (t + At) = [p(t) - po] A (At)+ ) X(- +" u(t) At + x (t) (3) 2

Internal pressure p(t) from one time t to another (t + At) can then be
determined oy assuming adiabatic expansion as given by

p(t + At) V(t + At)Y'= p() v-t)y (4)
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where y is the ratio of specific heats of the gas and is approximately
1.4.

During the second phase of venting, the vent panel has cleared
the tunnel or wall and the room begins to vent into the atmosphere.
The energy of the gas is divided among energy expended during gas ex-
pansion, the kinetic energy of the vent panel and energy losses due to
the gas flowing around the vent panel. To perform this phase of the
analysis, our computer progra.n uses a modified version of the technique
developed by Taylor and Price [5], Baker, et al. [6] and Kulesz, et al.
[4). Reference 4 calculates the velocity of fragments and gas state
variables for bursting rectangular cylinders, Reference 5 for bursting
spheres, and Reference 6 for bursting cylinders. To use the bursting
pressure container solutions for a vented chamber, one has to convert
the problem into one of equivalent geometry. Figure 2a shows the cham-
her with exiting vent ptnel. The initial energy of the gas is parti-
tioned among the kinetic energy of the panel, the increase in effective
volume (the volume of the initial chamber, area times the wall thick-
ness, plus the area times the exterior travelled distance X), and the
loss of energy as the gas expands into the outside atmosphere. Baker,
et al. [6] modified the bursting spherical pressure vessel technique of
Taylor and Price [5] so that it could be used for bursting cylindrical
pressure vessels as shown in Figure 2b. The symmetry of tie problem
allowed them to use an iterative technique to solve for thto relative
position X of the two halves of the cylinder and the gas state variables.
Also because of symmetry, one can easily determine the parameters asso-
ciated with one half of the vessel. For our problem involving a gas
chamber which is accelerating a vent panel and releasing gas to the
atmosphere, it was also necessary to introduce symmetry into the prob-
lem. As far as velocity is concerned, it makes no difference if one
is in the reference frame of the vent chamber (vent chamber stationary
or vent chamber moving). By allowing the vent panel to remain sta-
tionary at the position of the vertical dotted line in Figure 2c, one
can introduce a mirror image of the chamber as shown in the figure.
The shape of the chamber has been adjusted to Essure that the gas exit
area around the perimeter E for each chamber (gas exist area + EXI
EX2 = EX/2) is the same as that shown in Figure 2a. Also, the initial
pressure p(O), volume V(O) and temperature 0(0) in each one of the two
chambers shown in Figure 2c must be the same as that of the original
chamber (Figure 2a). Final'y, since we have switched to the frame of
reference of the vent pane±., one can establish an equation of motion
for the chamber, or equivalently' the vent panel, by allowing each of
the equivalent vent chambers of Figure 2c to have a mass M equal to
that of the vent panel (i.e. M1 = M= ). The equations of motion are
then

"d d2 XI dXl(9) ••

S--A p(t), with X, (U) 0, V,
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82 X2 dX2 (0)

M2 -d 2 = A p(t) with X2 (0) 0 dt V2  (6)2dt 2 2 , t

where VI = V2 = velocity of vent panels after the first phase of vent-
ing. Using the ideal gas law and nondimensional forms of the equations
to generalize the solution as suggested by Baker, et al. [6], one ob-
tains the foilowing two equations which must be solved simultaneously
using an iterative solution:

1.2 y-i

[=4 P 1 2 (7)
4(* )y J

3y- 1
-7.y g p 2y _ yg p

-- 9 a g P (8)

where g is a nondimensional distance,
P* is a nondimensional pressure,
y is the ratio of specific heats,
a is a uondimensional gas equation of state term,
Sis a nondimensional gas discharge term, and
primed terms denote first and second derivatives with respect
to nondimensional time.

To establish symmetry for the case where the vent panel is near the
ground surface, one must first create a mirror image similar to going
from Figure 2a to 2c, and then create a second mirror image by reflect-
ing the initial chamber and first mirror image about the ground plane.
The resulting symmetrical second mirror image original chamber combina-
tion will be similar to that shown in Figure 2c except that the- mass,
volume and throat area of each half will -be twice as large as those of
the original chamber.

The third phase-of venting occurs after the vent panel is suf-
ficiently far from the vent opening that it no longer interrupts the
flow of the exiting gas. We assumed that this occurred when the gas
exit area- around the perimeter of the nozzle equaled the throat area.
Using Figure 2c, this occurs when EXI EX2 = A. During this last
phase of venting, we use a gas venting computer code which considers
gas venting through an orifice based on -the ideal gas law and sonic or
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subsonic gas flow, depending upon the relative pressures between the
room and the atmosphere. This portion of the venting process uses the
methods described by Owczarek (3], Baker and Oldham [2] and Esparza,
et al. [7].

The gas venting computer program called VENT which was devel-
oped for this analysis allows one to varý the quas:,*.-static pressure,
volume, vent area, vent height, vent width, vent mass, initial vent
velocity acquired from blast wave loading, the vent tunnel length, am-
blent pressure, ambient temperature, discharge coefficients, and time
increments during the calculations. The computer code also considers
cases where the vent panel is adjacent to the ground or high enough
above the ground that gas flow is not affected by the ground surface.

III. MODEL ANALYSIS

A model analysis [8] was performed to determine the functional
format of the parameters involved in the gas venting process. The list
of physical parameters is presented in Table 1. With V, Po and ao used
as "repeating" parameters, the dimensionless terms are as shown in
Table 2. Observe that all response terms, P(t),*if, T g and T can be
obtained if p(t), che scaled Pressure history, is known. Also, some of
the dimensionless terms can be eliminated to simplify the analysis.
The ratio of specific heats, y, can be excluded, as its value is c-.n- ý
stant. The scaled quasi-static pressure, Y1, is a function of scaled
charge energy, E. Hence, knowledge of the value of one of these dimen-
sionless terms implies knowledge of the value of the other. Thus, E
was eliminated. By a similar process, initial scaled panel velocity
uo can be eliminated. The initial panel velocity, for a panel of given
mass, will1 be determined by the initial shock loading (reflected im-
pulse) imparted to the panel. The magnitude of the impulse was deter-
mined by the charge energy (weight) and the geometry (charge shape,
orientation, and location inside the cubicle). The charge energy is
implicitly expressed in Pl, and the scaled wall panel mass is M. The
same geometry was used in all calculations, with the following simpli-
fying assumptions:

1) A bare spherical charge was located in the geometric
center of a cubicle.

2) No reflection factor was added for interaction of blast
waves with the cubicle floor.

3) The standoff from the charge was assumed to be constant

over the entire vent panel (instead of calculating a

- ~slant range); hence, prbducing a' specific impulse de-I
pendent of location on vent panel.
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Table 1. Physical Parameters Affecting Venting

SDescription Units

E Energy FL

V Volume L3

ý2
A Vent area

P1 Quasi-Static pressure (absolute) F/L 2

y Ratio of specific heats

H Wall thickness L

2
PO Ambient pressure F/L

a Speed of sound in air L/T
0

M Mass of vent FT 2/L
u Initial panel velocity L/T

t Time T

p(t) Pressure history F/L 2

(Pressure as a function of
time)

- L~2
-i Gas impulse FT/ -
S ] g (Integral of pressure history) I

Td Duration of vent-stage of T
internal explosion

uf Final panel velocity L/T II
I ) I

A 42o 42--v MWA



Table 2. Dimensionless Terms for Vented Chamber
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These simplifications were made because the gas venting problem is al-
ready complicated without addition of several more dimensionless terms
to specify geometry effects.

The functional format for the pressure history becomes, after
the above simplifications,

2

P(t) A PI Ma° ta (0)

= f (A, P, H, M, t)

The scaled gas impulse 1 g is the time integral of p(t) over the dura-
tion Yd of the gas venting:

• • Td

S= p(t) at (10)

0

or 
I

i a
S1/3 (A, P H,M) (11)

S/0

Similarly, Td, the scaled duration of gas venting, is

Td= do = f (, Pl' H, M) (12)
Td ~l3 2 1

IV_. RESULTS
I

The computer code was run separately for cases where the vent
panel was located on the gr6und And for icases where the panel was off
the ground (i.e., where the gas flow was not distdrbed by the ground).
It was found that for cases wherd the vent panel is the whole wall,
.there is nosdifference in the results. In the limit 'f small vent
panel areas, how-ever, %,20% of the wall area, the results are unclear
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at this time due to an insufficient number of computational runs. The
parameter values used in the computations scanned several orders of
magnitude, as follows:

Charge energy 1 - 1000 lb TNT

Cubicle volume 1000 -'30,000 ft3

Vent area 20% to 100% of the area of one wall

Wall thickness 0 - 6 ft

Ambient pressure 14.7 psi

Specific weight of 0 - 300 lb/ft2

vent panel

Speed of sound 1116 ft/sec

Discharge coefficient 0.6

Observe that the results can be used at altitudes other than sea level
simply by using the proper values for ambient atmospheric pressure and
sonic velocity in calculating the scaled values.

The results of the calculations are presented in Figures 3
through 6. The curves for M = 0 are similar to those obtained by
Esparza, et al. [7]. Figures 3 and 4 incorporate the effect of a real
vent panel with mass, but are for scaled wall thickness of zero. Fig-
ures 5 and 6 incorporate the effect of having a wall thickness or sev-
eral wall thicknesses for the vent panel to traverse before actual
venting can begin. No attempts were made to depict the final vent
panel velocities graphically, as the parameter is not essential for
structural design, although it may be desirable to know for fragment
hazard determinations. Additional work is needed to develop the curves
presented in Figures 3 through 6 to determine final velocities of the
vent panel, and to determine errors induced by ignoring or simplifying
the geometry of the exqplosion. When using these figures, one must use
a consistent set of units so that the dimensionless terms are truly
dimensionless.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper describes a method for predicting gas impulse and
blowdown time for venting of a structure after an internal HE explosion.
The technique allows for constriction of gas flow due to the inertia of
the vent panels. The computer code VENT was developed to perform the
calculations. A model analysis was then used to determine the most
beneficial manner in which to present the numerically generated data so
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that it would have br.o,'. app"ication. The paper also contains plots of
scaled quasi-static pressure versus scaled duration and scaled gas im-
pulse versus scaled qu;si-static pressure for various scaled vent panel
masses and two scaled wall thicknesses or tunnel lengths through which
the panel must travel before venting begins. The technique -zan be used
as an aid in the design of pressure relief systemsand, as is true for
most analytical solution,;, couldbenafft from experimental verification.
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Hazards From Fragments and Overpressure
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ABSTRACT

Changes in Quantity-Distance criteria, introduction of new aircraft that carry
larger missiles, increased emphasis on readiness, and the inability to acquire more
land for the parking of aircraft loaded with munitions have dictated the need for a
better understanding of the blast and fragmentation hazards associated with
certain missiles. Personnel of the Ogden Air Logistics Center have used an
inexpensive method of determining these hazards. It was determined that the
AIM-7 and AIM-9 missiles would not mass detonate as configured on the- alert
trailer and aircraft. Also, the distance required for protection from hazardous
fragments was determined to be less than the 1250 foot criteria ,equired for
untested munitions. As a result, the USAF was able to avoid several expensive land
purchases and to increase the number of these missiles allowed in one location.
Similar testing of the AGM-65 "Maverick" missile is underway.
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1. At the seventeenth Explosives Safety Seminar, Mr Perry J. Flikas, Deputy

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Housing) in his discussion on

"Explosives Safety Management-50 Years After Lake Denmark" highlighted the

presently accepted practice of protecting the public from our munitions and

explosive facilities by providing a large land area or clear zone around the

explosives facilities. He also discussed the need for valid information to support a

decision on whether to spend our limited dollars to buy more real estate to

adequately protect the public from our facilities, or, to buy more military

hardware. Mr Flikas stressed that to make a decision between buying more real

estate or more hardware we must have the specific information needed to

calculate the risks involved. The need for these decisions stems in part from the

minimum inhabited building distance of 1,250 ft applicable for one to thirty

thousand lbs of explosives unless specific information, i.e., test data, shows that at

a lesser distance, the density of fragments having an impact energy of 58 ft pounds

or more, decrease3 to one or less in a six hundred square foot area.

The need to determine the true fragment hazards associated with our USAF alert

aircraft and munitions storage facilities was driven by this 1,250 foot distance and

by an evolutionary change in aircraft and armament. Many of our air defense sites

were origanlly constructed to support an F-102 aircraft and its armament (Figure

I). We now have F-4 aircraft at these same or similar locations with the same

support facility, a rocket storage and checkout building (Figure 2). The F4 aircraft

with its increased armament has caused an increase in the number and size of

missiles stored at each location and caused enough concern within the Air Force to

heve -the Ogden Air Logistics Center conduct a series of tests on these missiles as

they are stored in their all up round configurati6n, and as they are located on the
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aircraft. The concern was caused by the exposure of several other facilities

located less than the desired twelve hundred fifty foot distance from the

explosives. Before we could justify buying more real estate or relocating our alert

facilities, we had to determine what the true hazard was.

The AIM-7 and AIM-9 missiles are carried on a munitions trailer with a rack which

separates the all up rouwid missiles as shown in Figure 3. The approximate location

of the missiles on the F-4 aircraft is shown in Figure 4. If the missiles, when

loaded on the trailer were to mass detonate, they would project a large number of

fragments further than the fragments from just one missile would be projected.

There are several different versions of the AIM-9 missile; however, the Mark 8

warhead with a net explosive weight of 10.5 lbs of HBX and the Mark 17 motor

with a net explosive weight of 43 lbs of double base propellant were selected for

this test as they were surplus to USAF needs, and presented a fair representation

of the AIM-9 family. The Mark 38 warhead with a net explosive weight of 20 lbs of

PBX-1 and the Mark 6 motor with a net explosive weight of 70 lbs polybutadine/

ammonium perchlorate propellant were selected to represent the AIM-7 missile.

These decisions were driven by what was available in the inventory.

TEST OBJECTIVES:

The test goals were to determine if the AIM-9 missiles would mass detonate, or,

would propagate as they are carried on the aircraft and on the trailer; to determine

if the AIM-7 missile would mass detonate, or, propagate as they are carried on the

trailer; and to determine if the detonation oi either the AIM-7 or AIM-9 missile

when carried on-the trailer would cause a detonation of the other type of missile.
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TEST EQUIPMENT

The test area was set up as shown in Figure 5. Pressure measurements were made

with Bikini static blast pressure gauges located fifteen and twenty-five feet from

the warhead; and with Kistler 50 psi, 20khz blast pressure transducers, also located

fifteen and twenty- five feet from the warhead.

Fragments were collected in three ways. A fragment trap consisting of ninety-six

sheets of one-half inch insulating fiberboards (Celotex) was placed three hundred

feet from the warheads. A second trap was placed 500 feet from the warhead.

(The trap at five hundred feet was repositioned to one hundred feet after the test

started because an insufficient number of hits were recorded). Four sections of

plastic film, each with an area of 1,200 square feet, were laid out to collect

fragments impacting at 900 feet and 1,250 feet from the warhead. Two 600 square

foot areas of plywood were erected to see if any high speed fragments were

projected beyond the test area. (These "fences" were erected 1,250 feet south of

the warhead and 1,500 feet north of the warhead.

TEST RESULTS

The actual testing conducted is summarized in Figure 6. Detailed test results,

shown in Figures 7-11, were determined by examination of the pressure records and

by examination of the residue. The test results are published in "Ogden ALC

Airmunitions Test Report, Hazard/Quantity Distance Test of Mixed Trailer Loading

and Storage of AIM-7 and AIM-9 Missilesi MMWRME-TE-76-563191, November

S1976." The AIM-9 warheads would propagate but would not mass detonate when

"separated by up to twenty-two inches of free air space; and, the AIM-7 warheads
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would not propagate with as little as five inches separation. It was also determined

that detonation of one AIM-9 warhead would propagate to other AIM-9's but not to

the AIM-7 missiles loaded on the same trailer. Detonation of one of the AIM-7

missile warheads would not propagate to the other AIM-7's nor to the AIM-9

missiles.

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The analysis of fragmentation data was not as easy as was the analysis of the

pressure data,. The number of A!M-7 warhead fragments collected by the fragment

traps and the fragment density computations-without consideration of energy

level-are shown in Figure 8. Similar data for the AIM-9 warhead fragments data

are shown in Figure 10. The Ogden Air Logistics Center was unable to establish a

satisfactory correlation between the penetration into the witness bundles and the

energy level of the fragments because of the differing fragment shapes.

Several attempts were made to correlate the depth of penetration with kinetic

energy using the penetration and energy level of a round of 5.56mm ammunition as

a comparison standard. Figures 12-14 show the unresolved difficulties encountered I

in trying to extrapolate the penetration curves down to the 58 foot-pound kinetic

energy level. This correlation was deemed to be inappropriate because the

fragment traps had to be located close to the warheads to allow the collection of

enough fragments to form a satisfactory data base. However, the energy level of

fragments at this close distance was too high on the scale and made extrapolation

down to 58 foot-pounds an unreliable comparison. At the recommendation of the

DDESB the available data was sent to the Naval SraeWeapons Center, White

Oak Laboratory. Personnel at White Oak Laboratory used a computer analysis to
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determine the theorotical range and terminal velocity of the fragments for several

launch angles. The velocity and kinetic energy of the fragments were then plotted

against the range of the fragments. The range at which the average fragment from

the AIM-7 warhead would fall below 58-foot pounds was then determined to be

about 650-feet. A corresponding range for the average fragment from the AIM-9

warhead was determined to be about 350-feet. These energy levels - range plots

were compared with the fragment densities recorded during the test. The

recommendations of the Navy and USAF were submitted to the DDSB along with

tne data. The DDESB subsequently approved an inhabited building distance of 300

feet for both the AIM-7 and the AIM-9 missile.

TESTING OF AGM-65 "MAVERICK" MISSILE

Arena testing of the Maverick Missile during D T & E furnished enough information

to justify an inhabited building distance of 450 feet for a single missile. However,

the present launcher for the Maverick missile, the LAU-88, can carry three

missiles and the fighter aircraft can carry two launchers, and six missiles. The
I

DDESB has app-oved, pending completion of tests, an inhabited building distance of

600 feet for three missiles.

The Maverick missile warhead is a shape charge warhead loaded with 85 pounds of

Comp B. Based upon the composition of the rocket motor propellant and by

-RE analogy to previously tested missiles, the USAF has been using an HE Equivalency

of 131.5 pounds for the missile.
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When loaded on the LAU-88 launcher the center missile is locateo 22Y2 inches from

the two missiles on the shoulder stations. When both pylons on the F-4 aircraft are

loaded with three missiles the distance between the inboard missiles is nine feet

ten inches.

The testing now underway has shown that initiation of one of the three missile

warheads on a LAU-88 launcher will cause the mass detonation of all three

warheads. Preliminary results also indicate that the motors (the present inventory

motor and the new reduced smoke rocket motor) do not contribute to the

detonation; and, the HE equivalency of 131.5 pounds can be reduced to the 85

pounds NEW of the warhead.

Several ways to determine fragment energy are being tried. High speed photo

coverage of a 22 gage steel "flash panels" will show the light of the detonation

around the panel, and will show light through the panel as the fragments pass

through. The time interval from detonation to light iowing through the panel will
I

be used to calculate the average velocity of the fragments. A representative

sample of fragments will be recovered from a bundle of fibreboard panels located I

next to the flash panel. These recovered fragments will be used to determine the P
weight of the average fragment. The kinetic energy will be calculated using the

average velocity and average weight.

Another method of determining fragment velocity is being tested. Electrically |

] /conductive tape has been placed on the front of a bundle of fibreboard panels. The i

change in resistance of the tape will indicate the time of arrival of a specific i

fragment. Those particular fragments can then be recovered and weighed.
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This test program is still underway. However it will not be completed soon because

of higher priority tests being conducted in the same area or requiring the limited

support equipment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board (DDESB) is conducting a
continuing program to evaluate the fragment hazards produced by the accidental
detonation of stored munitions. In support of this effort, the Naval Surface
Weapons Center was funded in July 1975 to conduct the Fragment Hazard Investi-
gation Program. The purpose of the pzogram is to provide the DDESB with the
necessary fragmentation data to improve or to substantiate the quantity-dis-
tance (QD) standards for the safe and efficient storage of stacked munitions
according to specific hazard classifications. Previous programs attempted to
use far-field fragment recovery in limited predetermined areas to quantify
the hazards. The current program will use near-field fragment characterization
data in conjunction with far-field collection data to predict far-field frag-
ment density. The ultimate goal is to provide a methodology for the determina-
tion of QD standards for all hazard classifications. The hazard classification
under investigation in this report is the Mass-Detonating Hazard Materials
(Class 1, Division 1).

The major effort of this program to date has been focused on the mass-
detonating Army M107 155mm (TNT loaded) projectile. Close-in arena and far-
field collection tests of various projectile end pallet stacking configurations
have been conducted concurrent with supporting analytical studies. Fragmenta-
tion data were generated on projectile clusters which simultaneously detonate
and on those which detonate by means of natural communication. The effort
addressing the simultaneously detonated projectiles was documented in NAVSWC
Technical Report TR-3664, reference (a). This effort, combined with experimen-
tal findings from the projectiles that detonated by means of natural communica-
tion, was documented and presented at the 18th Department of Defense Explosives
Safety Board seminar (reference (b)). The largest projectile configuration
detonated for the combined effort (designated small-scale arena tests) consisted
of one pallet (eight projectiles) of M107 155mm projectiles.

This paper presents the experimental findings from the large-scale static
detonations of 8, 16 and 36 pallets of 155mm projectiles stacked in various
storage configurations. These data will be combined with the experimental
findings from the small-scale tests of reference (a) and (b) to validate equations
previously developed for the prediction of far-field fragment density. A descrip-
tion of the large-scale tests and an analysis of the far-field collection data
will be presented. The implications of the test results upon existing
quantity distance criteria will be discussed.

2. TEST PROGRPM

2.1 BACKGROUND

The large-scale pallet detonation tests were designed based upon the

results of small-scale fragmentation arenas of single pallets detonated by means
of natural communication. The single pallet detonations showed that high velo-
city (6200 ft/sec), high density fragment concentrations were forming at the
positions shown in Figure 1. Consequently, the large-scale detonation tests were
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set up to collect fragments between ranges of 500 to 2700 feet as a function
of azimuthal angle relative to the stack. The small-scale single pallet deto-
nations also indicated that the number of fragments in the concentrations was
related to the number of pallet interaction areas (space between two adjacent
projectiles where fragment collisions occur). The number of pallets detonated
(eight, sixteen and thirty-six) was therefore selected to evaluate the relation-
ship between the far-field (range greater than 1100 feet) fragment density and
number of interaction areas.

2.2 TEST PROCEDURE AND CONFIGURATION

The large-scale test series was conducted at the White Sands Missile
Range on the Dice Throw Test Site during the period 2 August 1979 to March 1980.
Approximately 255 acres of high elevation desert were bladed clear of foliage,
and surveyed according to range and azimuthal location for fragment collection
data. The collected fragments were sorted, weighed and documented according
to spatial zones. The presented area of the fragments was measured with a
planimeter or an Electro-optic Icosahedron gage depending upon fragment size.
Blast overpressure data were also measured for each test. The blast gage loca-
tions were chosen in accordance with the procedures of the revised TB-700.2
(Chapter 6) to record forty, ten, four and one psi. Figures 2-4 show the far-
field fragment collection area, the blast gage locations, the stack configura-
tion and the donor projectile(s) location for the detonation of 8, 16 and 36
pallets of 155mm projectiles, respectively.

2.2.1 OBSERVATIONS

The fragment recovery data for the large-scale pallet detonations
presented in Figuree 5 thru 7 showed that the fragment concentrations were
forming at the same relative angular positions (60'-100*) as was predicted
based upon the small-scale single pallet arena data. Furthermore, the number
of fragments recovered was found to be directly proportional to the number of
interaction areas (NIA) in the stack.

The blast overpressure data is presented in Table 1. The data show
that the measured overpressure is consistently higher for the 950 ray than for
the 50 ray. This indicates that the blast overpressure is also affected by
the number of interaction areas.

3. ANALYTICAL EFFORT

The analysis of the large-scale pallet detonation test data was divided
into the three sections listed below:

a. Fragmentation characterization

b. Prediction of far-field fragment density

* J c. Implications upon existing QD criteria

A detailed discussion of each topic is presented in the following sections.
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TABLE 1

Measured Overpressure (PSI) Number of Interaction AreasTest 50 950 50 950

8 - pallets 22.9 *36.8 2 15
(960 lbs. TNT) 6.8 8.4

2.8 2.3
0.8 0.7'

36 - pallets 25.2 96.5 4 46(4320 lbs. TNT) 8.4 11.2
3.5 3.4
0.9 0.5

*Exceeded gage calibration level of 36.8 psi.
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3.1 FRAGMENTATION CHARACTERIZATION

Characterization of the fragments recovered from the large-scale
pallet detonations was accomplished by analyzing the fragment weight-number
distribution (Mott Plot) and the fragment shape distribution (number-gamma).
The fragments analyzed for each test were chosen from the interaction areas
only.

3.1.1 MOTT PLOT

Figure 8 presents the weight-number distribution data for the eight,
sixteen and thirty-six pallet detonations. Also plotted are the data from the
small-scale single pallet arena test. The similarity of the slopes of a first-
order least squares fit to each test is quite evident. The calculated mean
fragment weight (,K) is also similar for each test.

3.1.2 NUMBER-GAMMA DISTRIBUTION

Figure 9 piesents the number-gamma distribution for the eight, six-
teen and thirty-six paLlet detonations and the small-scale single pallet arena
test. The similarity )f the slopes of a least squares first-order fit to each
test is clearly apparent.

3.2 FAR-FIELD FRAGMENT DENSITY PREDICTION

The fragmentation characterization data and recovery data clearly
show that the large-scale pallet detonations are directly related to the small-
scale single pallet arena test. Therefore, the use of the empirical fragment
density relations presented in references (a) and (b) should be possible. The
relation is

0.37
N O N e KlR(1

N(R>R1 ) =NOA IA

where N(R)R 1 ) number of fragments per degree of azimuth with range greater
than R

NOA, K1  constants developed from small-scale single pallet number-

gamma distribution

N IA = number of interaction areas in stack of interest

3.2.1 VALIDATION OF PREDICTION

The accuracy of eq. (1) can be evaluated by converting it to

N 10. [N(,R 1R) - N(R)R2  (2)

R1 A

where NR = number of fragments per ten degree recovery zone between ranges
R12

R and R2 and comparing the calculated number of fragments to the large-scale
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pallet detonation recovery data. Table 2 presents the results of these calcu-
lations for the eight (N = 15), sixteen (NTA 30) and thirty-six CNT I 46)
pilet configurations. 1so shown are the nýiber of fragments actual.ly recovered
tnr each test. Comparison of the predicted and recovered ntmber of fragments
shows that eq. (2) (and, therefore, eq. (1)) is extremely accurate for the
thirty-six pallet configuration and somewhat less accurate for the eight and
sixteen pallet configurations.

3.3 IMPLICATIONS OF RESULTS UPON EXISTING QD CRITERIA

Figures 10 and 11 compare the actual hazardous fragment (kinetic
energy 58 ft-lbf or greater) densities for each test to the existing QD criteria

1/3
(KWEXI) for inhabited buildings and permissible hazardous fragment density
(one fragment/600 sq. ft.). The data show that the existing QD criteria under-
estimates tae fragment hazards for the configurations tested. Table 3 presents
the QD criteria required to meet the current hazardous fragment criteria for
these configurations.

3.4 CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the large-scale pallet detonation test data proves
that small-scale tests can be used to predict the far-field fragment hazards
for large stack detonations. The existing QD criteria is inadequate to handle
the fragment hazards produced by the detonation of 155mm TNT loaded projectiles
in an open (non-magazine) storage configuration. Furthermore, guidelines for
stacking of 155mm pallets need to be developed to minimize the contribution of
the pallet interaction areas to the far-field fragment hazards.

4. CONTINUING EFFORT

It is planned to continue the test and analysis effort to determine if the
theoretical framework developed for the M107 155mm ammunition can be applied
to other mass-detonating ammunition.

Large-scale tests of Non-Mass Detonation Ammunition (Class 1, Division 2)
are presently underway at the WSMR to gather far-field fragment data. Pallets
of 40mm AA ammunition and 105mm cartridges are being subjected to bonfire tests.
Fragments from these tests are being collected and analyzed to dc.termine the
potential fragment hazards.

5. REFERENCES

(a) NSWC Technical Report TR-3664, Oct 1978; Subj: Fragment Hazard Investi-

gation Program

(b) Minutes of the Eighteenth DOD Explosives Safety Board Seminar; Subj;
Fragment Hazard Investigation Program
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TABLE 2

PREDICTED AND RECOVERED NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS
PER RECOVERY ZONE FOR LARGE-SCALE PALLET DETONATIONS

NR1 2 = 0 [(RR) - N(R>R29

Number of Fragments Per Ten Degree Zone

Predicted Recovered

Range (ft.) 8 16 36 8 16 36

110?-1500 231 462 709 156 311 680

1500-1900 74 148 229 22 93 287

1900-2300 28 56 88 3 10 82

2300-2700 12 24 38 0 2 14

*The following parameters were used:

N = 10329.1

SK 0.616 1)

NIA = 15 (8 pallet), 30 (16 pallet), 46 (36 pallet)

V 6200 ft/sec
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TABLE 3

REQUIRED QD CRITERIA FOR LARGE-SCALE 155MM PALLET DETONATION TESTS

QD Criteria (ft.)

1/3 Required for
Stack Size Existing (KWEX ) Fragment Hazard

Eight Pallets 400 950

lixteen Pallets 500 1050

Thirty-Six Pallets 651 1200

7I
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PURPOSE

This paper presents an overview of tne need, concept, and benefits
for the Navy Ordnance Hazards Analysis and Risk Management (NORARM)
system (Ref 1). NOHARM is a software system designed to generate infor-
mation necessary for the assessment and management of risks to personnel
and property exposed to hazards from the Navy ordnance lcgistics system.
NOHARM is expected to improve substantial'' the chance of identifying
ordnance operations, safety waivers, mas plans, and military construc-
tion (MCON) projects which constitute "NO.; -M, no foul." The NOHARM
system is a long-range product of the NAV-.Z Explosives Safety Facilities
(NESF) Project directed by the Civil Engineering Laboratory (CEL) and
sponsored by the Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) (Ref 2).

BACKGROUND

In accordance with DOD Directiv, 5154.4, the Department of Defense
Explosives Safety Board (DDESB) establishes, recommends. and enforces
safety standards to guide DOD components in preventing hazardous condi-
tions and limiting human and economic risks. One DDESB standard involves
Explosives Safety Quantity Distance (ESQD) tables which specify the
minimum "safe" distance from unhardened facilities to potent•2._ sources
of explosions and fires (Ref 3). The ESQD tables, rigorously enforced
by DDESB, a.:e the basis for developing master plans and assessing the
safety of proposed MCON projects and existing facilities.

The ESQD tables evolved from the American Table of Distances,
prepared in 1910 by the Institute of Makers of Explosives from available
records of catdasLrophic fires and explosions. For the past 70 years,
the ESQD tabl,!s have provided a simple approach to expiosives safety
during a period when the technology base was simply not available to
predict and assess human and economic risks.

The fundamental philosophy behi-d the safety standards is not
predicated on the probability ol an explosion occurring. Instead, the
approach is to rr--imize safety under assumed minimaliy favorable condi-
tions. Every aci: possible is taken to ir.nimize the probability of an
explosion, but the iocation and design of facilities are based on the
assumption that the Maximi-m Credible Explosion (MlCE) will occur somehow,
sometime, during the life of the facility. This approach to safety
decisions is often referred to as the pessimism or maximin criterion in
which the objective is to maximize safety under minimally favorable
conditions. The maximin approach is often criticized on the grounds
that to expect the most pessimistic estimate of the hazard to always
occur is not a rational approach for either planning facilities and
ordnance operations or judging the safety of people and property. This
position was e7.p ,sed by the keynote speaker at the 17th DOD Explosives
Safety Seminar. in view of historical records of accidental explosions
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and the high cost of construction and real estate in today's market, he
expressed the opinion that "perhaps the probability of occurrence should
be included in the computations of safety standards and we should adopt
that most misused of military concepts -- the calculated risk. Misused
because it frequently refers to a guess, not to a calculation - and the
means of calculating the risk are often not known. This is a subject
thnt needs consideration in the years ahead" (Ref 4).

Better management of explosives safety must start from the present
practice of applying ESQD arcs and move *eliberately -owara calculated
improvement. The mechanism for improvement is the NOHARM system which
builds without discontinuity on the strength of current safety criteria
while compensating for its many weaknesses. Development of a NOHARM
system that considers all factors influencing risk and risk decisions is
a challenging technology goal. The effort requires an extraordinary
degree of cooperative effort on the part of specialists from many diverse
fields. But the present and future problems at the waterfront are so
critical to in-port fleet readiness that the challenge must be met.

Problem

Ordnance activities in today's Nivy are located primarily at the
waterfront, especially since 1975 when the Army was designated single
service manager for conventional ammunition. At the waterfront, in-po.i
fleet readiness is threatened by continuing conflicts between fleet
operational requirements, explosives safety criteria, and economic
considerations (Ref 5). The conflicts stem from constraints imposed by
the number and size of ESOD arcs, the shrinking supply of unencumbered,
buildable land area, the high economic value of coastal real estate, the
rising cost of construction, and encroachment by Lite private community.

The severity of the problem is evident from the following conditions
at the waterfront.

(a) The ordnance logistics system is operating at less than optimum
to prevent ESQD arcs from encumbering existing facilities and adjacent
private communities.

(b) The estimated cost to eliminate approximately 250 existing
safety waivers exceeds $400 million using current technology, just to
maintain current fleet readiness posture. If all these safety waivers
were summarily canceled, a large percentage of all ordnance operations
would be stopped, with catastrophic effects on fleet contingency readi-
ness everywhere.

(c) It is increasingly difficult for NAVFAC to develop base master
plans and 4CON projects which are affordable and meet safety, budget,
and operational constraints.

(d) There is a growing interest in goveraraent to require rise
assessments of dangers to public health and !:afety, and to rationalize
government regulations in light of these assessments (Ref 6).
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Risk

The concept of risk must be understood to grasp the significance of
the NOHARM system. The concept of risk is illustrated in Figure 1. The
area common to all circles represents risk. Risk is the probability of
occurrence of a specific consequence. Risk is often used to mean either
the probability of a given dollar loss from injuries, fatalities, and
damage (economic risk), the probability of a particular person being a
fatality (individual risk), or the probability of exceeding a given
number of fatalities (group or societal risk). The magnitude of risk
depends on the vulnerability of the target (fragility of people and
buildings to explosions effects), target exposure (location of building
or person relative to the explosive hazard, and length of time person is
exposed to the hazard), and the severity of the hazard (probability of a
given yield of explosion or fire). Individual, group, or economic risk
usually includes the risks resulting from all possible locations and
yields of explosions and fires.

Safety

Safety is the condition of freedom from unacceptable risks. What
constituteb acceptable risk is a political question which must be deter-
mined in the political arena by the decision makers. Definition of risk
acceptance criteria has received considerable attention in recent years
and is under study by CEL (Ref 7)_ In the opinion of the author, he
usefulness of NOHARM is marginal unless the political community, with
input from the scientific community, can agree on risk acceptance criteria.
The criteria are needed to interpret risk Pati"m'oke' !..c -y `ýi-

i iY "uinaie-' conditions.
Some investigators believe that risk 3cceptance criteria are not

needed. Instead, NOHARM should measure and rank the effectiveness of
alternative risk mitigative strategies based on their cost effectiveness,
defined as the reduction in risk (benefit) relative to th. cost to
implement the strategy. The strategy offering the greatest cost effec-
tiveness, within allowable funds, should be implemented by the decision
makers. This approach will not necessarily result in a uniform level of s
risk for all Navy bases and MCON projects. Further, it is difficult to
implement in the "real" world because of the way MCON funds are allocated,
funds must be designated for safety, the demands it places on high level
authorities to participate in all safety decisions, the opportunities it
presents to bias safety decisions, and the problem of assessing the
benefits of using the MCON funds for purposes other than reducing risk.
However, cost effectiveness is an ideal measure for ranking the order in
which existing safety waivers 3hou]d Le eliminated. In the opinion of
the author, the cost effectiveness approach should be applied in the
development of master plans and ?CON projects but only after excluding
those risk mitigative strategies which violate risk acceptance criteria.

Risk Nitigation

A change in the vulnerability, exposure, or hazard results in a
change in the magnitude of risk. Possible risk mitigative strategies
include procedural, structural, and locational changes. The traditicnal
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approach to mitigate risk is to increase the separation distance between
the hazard source and target (i.e., reduce the exposure). This approach
requires real estate and often increases the logistics burden. Often,
the cheapest strategy is to reduce the severity of the hazard by reducing
the probability of a mishap; the probability of an explosion, given a
mishap; or the probability of sympathetic detonation, given an explosion.
This strategy involves safety training of personnel, changing ordnance
handling procedures, increasing the reliability of equipment, reducing
the sensitivity of cxplosives, reducing the amount of stored explosives,
etc. Another strategy is to reduce the target vulnerability by hardening
the building to resist explosion effects. This strategy requires addi-
tional MCON funds.

Constraints imposed by economir, saor.ty, and fleet operational
requirements often cloud the best strategy for mitigating risk. These
constraints are illustrated in Figure 2. All points inside a circle
represent risk mitigative strategies that satisfy the constraint asso-
ciated with the circle. The arer common to all circles represents
strategies that satisfy all constraints. Among these acceptable strategies
is a unique strategy that satisfies all constraints and, in addition,
offers the greatest cost effectiveness. This particular strategy is the
one decision makers should implement at the Navy base; it is acceptable
to all parties in the decision making process and offers the greatest
benefit to the Navy.

CONCEPT

-ý_Ll Ue a soibware system that operates on existing NAVFAC
computer hardware. The development goal for NO}IARM is to incorporate
probabilistic methods into the assessment and management of risks asso-
ciated with the Navy ordnance logistics system. The primary objective
is to identify "unsafe" conditions. The secondary objective is to
measure the effectiveness of competing strategies for mitigating risks.
To achieve these objectives, NOHARM must have the capability to estimate
the explosives hazards resulting from ordnance operations, predict the
resulting human and economic risks from all possible explosions and
fires, assess these risks to identify "unsafe" conditions, and measure
the effectiveness of competing strategies for mitigating unacceptable
risks.

A data base acquisition and management system is needed to support
NOlIARM. The system must contain data base on ordnance logistics opera-
tions, primary and 3econdary mishaps, facilities and personnel, and risk
mitigator costs. Portions of these data base already exist at various
Navy activities.

Structure

The basic structure of NOHARRM is illustrated in Figure 3. The
software will cousist of three distinct modules: explosives hazards
model (Egl?), risk prediction model (RPM), and risk mitigation model
(RNM). Each module will be designed to facilitate the input of new
technology as it becomes available.
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-anctions

NOHARM will require a complete description of all facilities,
personnel, and ordnance operations at the Navy base. The following is a
general description of the data base requirements and functions of each
model.

Explosives Hazards Model. The EHM model will require a complete
description of all types of ordnance operations, including transfer
operations between piers and ships, storage operations in ammunition
magazine areas, maintenance operations in buildings, and transport
operations by truck and rail. For each operation the following types of
data base are required: types of ordnance transactions comprising the
operation; type and sequence of actions (mishap opportunities) in each
transaction; number of transactions; location and net explosive weight
of ordnance stores; probability of occurrence for all possible types of
primary and secondary mishaps; conditional probability of detonation for
each type of mishap and weapon; conditional probability of sympathetic
detonation; and the location and physical characteristics of shielding
between concentrations of explosives and possible mishaps. Given this
data base, the EM? model will perform the following types of functions.

1. Determine for each ordnance operation the probability per year
of all possible yields of explosions and fires, P(Y), associated v-ith
each concentration of explosives material, as illustrated in Figure 4b.
P(Y) must account for all possible primary mishaps, such as dropping
weapons; all possible secondary mishaps, such as ship collisions, earth-
quakes, and fires; and all possible causes of sympathetic detonation,
such as blast, fire, fragments, and debris.

2. Determine for each concentration of explosives the probability
per year of all possible yields of explosions and fires, P(Y), associated
with each type of ordnance transaction comprising .in ordnance operation,
as illustrated in Figure 4a.

3. Determine for each concentration of explosives the maximum
credible yield, defined as the detonation yield corresponding to a given
probability, say 97%, of not being exceeded.

6. Identify the particular ordnance transactions and actions
comprising the transaction which are major sources of explosions and
fires.

5. Determine the blast, fragment, and debris environments at a
particular target location, given t:,e x and y coordinates of both the
target and concentration of explosives material. This includes the
probability distribution for the peak blast pressure and total impulse
on each face of an equivalent rectangular-shaped structure, peak blast
pressure inside the target structure, and the number of primary fragments
(off weapon) ard debris missiles per square foot of ground surface
exceeding various energy levels upon impact.

Risk Prediction Model. Information from the explosives hazards
model is input to the RPM model. The RPM model will estimate the magni-
tude and sources of human and economic risks for each building and its
inhabitants, the entire base, and the private community.
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The model will require a data base on exposures. The data base
must describe the location, size, and construction of facilities, and
the number, type, and exposure time of inhabitants. Construction data
on conventional (unhardened) facilities will indicate the number and
size of windows and doors, and the type of construction, such as masonry,
timber, steel frame/corrugated metal cover, tilt-up reinforced concrete,
etc. The description of windows will be an important component of the
data base since historical records show that glass breakage is a major
source of injuries from explosions. Given this data base and data input
from the explosives hazards model, the RPM model will perform the following
types of functions.

1. Determine for each target building the probability per year (or
for a given detonation yield) of all possible levels of architectural
plus structural damage, P(D), associated with a particular donor source,
d, and with all possible donor sources, as illustrated in Figure 5a.
Damage estimates will include effects from blast, primary fragments and
debris, and secondary fires.

2. Determine the probability per year of all possible numbers of
buildings, for each construction type, sustaining a given level of
damage, P(M(D)), from a particular donor source and from all possible
donor sources, as illustrated in Figure 5b.

3. Determine for each target building the probability per year of
all possible numbers of individuals of each type in the building suffering
various levels of injury severity, P(N(v)), from a particular donor
source and from all possible donor sources, as illustrated in Figure 6a.
Estimates of injury severity will include effects from internal blast,
primary fraements and debris, and sprnndary dphrim and fires.

4. Determine for each target building and for all target buildings
the probability per year of all pos:Aible numbers of fatalities, P(N(v 1 )),
and of a particular individual being a fatality, P(N=I), from a particular
donor source and from all possible donor sources, as illustrated in
Figure 6b.

5. Determine for each target building and for all target buildings
the probability of all possible dollar iosses from building damage,
injuries, and fatalities, P(L($)), associated with each donor source and
all possible donor sources, as illustrated in Figure 7. Express the
loss in discounted dollars that considers the expected number of explo-
sions during the useful life of the facility.

6. Plot a risk contour map for eacb type of building located on
the Navy base, each contour line being the loci of points having a given
probability of an individual being a fatality next year from all possible
magnitudes and sources of explosions and fires on the Navy base, as
illustrated in Figure 8.

Risk Mitigation Model. Information from both the explosives hazards
and risk prediction models is input to the RMM model. The RMM model
will measure and rank the effectiveness of alternative designs and
locations for new and existing facilities, and alternative locations and
operating procedures for ordnance operations. The RMff model will accept
risk mitigative strategies, such as new ordnance handling procedures,
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MCON designs, and master plans. NOHARM will rank their effectiveness
and also identify other possible strategies, based on its knowledge of
the magnitudes and sources of unacceptable risks. The model will require
an extensive data base on mitigator costs. Details of the data base are
not clear at this time. Given this cost data base and data inputs from
the explosives hazards and risk prediction models, the RMM model will
perform the following types of functions.

1. Determine for each HCON project the minimum design factor of
safety (applied to deflections), maximum area of openings in the exterior
shell, and minimum perforation resistance of the shell required to
satisfy minimum risk acceptance criteria, given a description of its
location, orientation, size, and type of construction.

2. Determine for each risk mitigator, a, the expected total economic
loss (discounted), E(L(ý)), from damage and injuries, and the MCON plus
O&MN cost of the mitigator, C($), as illustrated in Figure 9.

3. Determine for each risk mitigator, a, the expected total reduc-
tion in risk (benefit) divided by the total mitigator cost (ICON plus
O&M), as illustrated in Figure Ma. Also determine the expected total
life cycle cost, ETC($), equal to the equivalent dollar benefit plus the
total mitigator cost, and the expected net gain, ENG($), equal to the
equivalent dollar benefit minus the total mitigator cost, as illustrated
in Figure 4b.

4. Establish group risk acceptance criteria, P(N), for Navy bases,
as illustrated in Figure 11, where P'") is the probability per year of
exceeding N fatalities.

5. Identify those risk mitigators where the risk to a particular
individual, P(N=I), or to the group, P(N), exceeds risk acceptance
criteria and, therefore, is coasidered "unsafe," as illustrated in
Figure 12.

6. Identify each concentration of explosives meterial that results
in an unacceptable level of individual or group risk and identify the
buildings on the base where this condition exists.

7. Rank explosives safety waivers at the Navy base according to
risk level and cost to eliminate. Identify how a fixed sum of MCON
funds should be allocated to eliminate the safety waivers.

8. Determine if the human and economic risks, on and cff base,
from the Navy ammunition logistics system are greater or less than the
risks from other types of man-made hazards and natural hazards.

9. Determine the level of individual and group risk acceptance
Simplied by current DOD safety standards.

10. Determine the relative importance of blast pressures, primary
debris and fragments, and secondary debris and fires on human and economic
risks, as a function of type of construction, range, and type of ordnance
operation.
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DEVELOPMENT PLAN

The development plan for NOHARM is summarized in Table 1. There
will be three evolutions of NOHARM, each evolution adding more capability
to the software system. NOHARM-l will have the capability to analyze
the hazards in ordnance transfer operations between piers and ships, and
economic risks from blast damage to conventional (unhardened) facilities
and hardened structural members. The RMH model at this stage will be a
noncommunicating software module that contains risk acceptance criteria
and decision procedures for identifying "unsafe" conditions and measuring
the effectiveness of risk mitigators but without the logic and controls
for interfacing directly with the other two software modules.

NOHARM-2 will have refined capabilities of NOHARM-1 plus additional
capability to analyze hazards from ordnance storage operations in magazine
areas; estimate individual and group risks from effects of blast, primary
fragments and debris, and secondary debris and fires; identify "unsafe"
conditions on the Navy base; and measure the effectiveness of structural
and locational type mitigators associated with target facilities and
personnel. NOHARM-2 will have logic and controls to interface with the
RPM model but not with the EHM model.

NOHARN-3 will have refined capabilities of NOHARM-2 plus additional
capability to analyze hazards from weapon maintenance operations in
buildings and ordnance transport operations (inside the Navy base) by
truck and rail; estimate individual, group, and economic risks for
hardened facilities; measure the effectiveness of procedural and loca-
tional type mitigators associated with ordnance operations; and establish
the minimum design factor of safety required for hardened facilities to
satisfy risk acceptance criteria.

The EHM, RPM, and RMM modules for each evolution of NOHARM will be
developed in p ,hases. concept development phase, software develop-
ment phase, and software validation/integration phase. The work flow
chart for development of the EHM model of NOHARM is presented in Figure 13.

S
USERS

The users of NOHARM will be master planners, facility designers,
operations and budget managers, safety regulators, and base commanders.
They are the decision makers who participate in the development and
selection of base master plans, MCON projects, and operational procedures
which offer the best balance between cost, risk, and operational readiness.
NOHARM will generate descriptive information required for each party to
participate more effectively in the decision making process.

NOHARM will also be used by the research community. The system
will be structured to examine the sensitivity of parameters, sources of
uncertainty in output, and priority of new technology requirements.

I

BENEFITS

NOHARM is expected to provide the following benefits to NAVFAC in
base master plan development and facility design; Naval Sea Systems
Command (NAVSEA), as the technical agent for explosives safety, in
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monitoring and controlling explosives hazards and risks; and the Chief
of Naval Operations (CNO) in establishing explosives safety policy and
allocating MCON funds at the Naval Shore Establishment.

1. Serve as an effective communication medium for resolving con-
flicts between parties to the decision making process because of the
broad range of relevant variables and the way the model parameters and
output data correspond to descriptive information which has real life
meaning to operational commanders, safety authorities, budget managers,
master planners, and facility designers.

2. Provide a safety management tool for measuring and controlling
effects of changes in ordnance mix, facilities, material handling equip-
ment, operational procedures, population growth (public and private),
and weapon characteristics as the fleet moves into new modes of opera-
tions, levels of fleet readiness, or berthing arrangements.

3. Bring into sharp focus potentially hazardous situations which
might otherwise have gone undetected, the level of risk being accepted
by current ESQD standards, and the increase in risk due to unavoidable
deviations from established safety standards.

4. Facilitate master planning, budgeting, design, and safety
review of facilities because the output data describe the benefits of
many alternative risk mitigative strategies, and display what needs to
be dune and the level of risk being accepted.

5. Provide a permanent record of the severity and sources of risks
at each building on a Navy base and the relative risk between Navy
bases.

6. Display risk contour maps (Figure 8) for an entire Navy base to
aid nontechnical analysts in planning MCON projects, visualizing the
distribution of risk on the base, and assessing the risk to any lacility
or person. These maps have the potential of allowing a nontechnical
person to estimate quickly the individual and group risk for a particular
building or the entire base with "back-of-the-envelope" type calculations.

7. Identify parameters which either influence significantly or
introduce large uncertainty in risk predictions.

8. Encourage partial solutions to safety problems.

9. Unscramble the present technology base on explosives hazards
and explosion effects into an organized technology thrust which identifies
the priority and benefits of new technology thrusts.
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V fatality

fatality, P

injury severity. Y2  all donor sources

ii ndonor. d,

0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5
Number of Injuries Number of Fatalitiesm N(v')

of Given Severity, N(v)

a. Probability per year of all possible numbers of b. Probability per year of all possible numbers of
injuries of given severity from all possible fatalities in particular building from given
explosive sources& explosion sources.

Figure 6. Typical descriptions of the severity and sources of injuries and fatalities.

injuries and damage
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Total Scaler Loss, L(S) W

]_--I Figure 7. Probability of all possible economic losses from all possible sources of explosions.
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a.Expected total economic loss. b. Estimated cost of mitigator.

Figure 9. Typical descriptions of costs associated with alternative risk mitigative strategies.
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Risk.Mitigator, Ci Risk Mitigator, Ct

ai Expected reduction of risk (benefit) b. Expected total cost ofrelative to mitigator cost. I risk mitigator.

Figure 10. Typical mcatures of effe-ctiveness for alternative risk mitigative strategics.
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Figure 12. Safety of Ais mitigative strategies.
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INTRODUCTION

An initial conceptualization is presented of the explosives hazard s"bmodel of
the Navy Grdnance Hazards Analysis and Risk Management (NOHARM) System, and
the procedures so far considered for quantifying its elements.

NOHARM is to be developed to udpport safety decisions on facilities and ord-
nance logistics operations in tidewater areas of Navy bases F1,2,3]. Func-
tional overviews are first given of its complete explosives risks estimation
process, of which the .azard submodel is part, and then of the process by
which NOHARM will assess the relative worth of, and support selecting from
among alternative measures for mitigating risks deemed unacceptable.

The primary concern of this paper is the hazard submodel and its possible
directions of development. First, potentially applicable procedures are
defined for identifying and assessing the probabilities of occurrence of
mishaps in ordnance logistics operations in Navy base tidewater areas that
have some potential for leading to explosive ieactions. Then an initial
delineation is giveni of approaches to predicting the conditional probabilities
of occurrence of an explosive reaction, given the occurrence of a mishap, and
the probability distributions of the yields of the reaction that could then
result.

The integration of these two sets of procedures provides the requisite inputs
for the risk prediction submodel that follows in NOHARM, and that estimates
the probabilities of possible levels of damage to structures and of injuries
to personnel. In addition, the hazard submodel's outputs are directly usable
for assessments of the probabilities of occurrence of explosions, and the
probabilities, expected values and/or maximum credible values of the total
possible yields of explosions as functions of time, for given operations, at
given bases, and for specific locations at these bases where mishaps that
initiate explosions might occur.

OVERVIEW OF CONCEPTUALIZED RISK ESTIMATION PROCESS

Figure 1 is a functional flow diagram for the overall process by which ord-
nance logistics risks will be estimated. For sake of simplicity, only the
factors treated at each step in the process are shown. In fact, appropriate
probability distributions will be developed for these factors [2]. The
character of the distributions in the hazard submodel specifically will be
discussed later in this paper. Figure 2 exhibits the process by which the

t • output risk estimates are then incorporated in comparative cost-effectiveness
or cost-benefit evaluations of potential risk mitigating measures.

In Figure 1, it is seen that, first, a specific mishap occurs in 'he handling
or storage of explosives on a base. The mishap is described by such para-
meters as location, ordnance involved, type of logistics action in which it
"occurs, height of drop of the ordnance (if this occurs), magnitude of a fire
from other sources that then involves the explosive material, etc.

I : An explosive reaction, ranging from a lbw-yield- deflagrationr to a full-yield
"detonation, may thew be initiated.. -The magnitude- of a resulting' fire, and/or
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the yield of the explosion at the location of the mishap, are then deter-
mined. In the case of an explosion, the blast, fragments, and debris that
result are also defined.

These effects are next propagated to all locations they can reach that are
either points A' where sympathetic explosions or induced fires may occur, or
are points £ at which losses (fatalities, injuries, property damage) due to
the mishap are calculated. These losses at £ may resulý not only from the
initial mishap's primary effects, but also from accumuiations of the secondary
effects due to the sympathetic explosions and induced firas at the other
locations, I'

At each location 9, structural damage and, for each individual at the location
(individuals may, for instance, be at different places in a building at the
loction) injury severity (ranging from none to fatal) are determined. After
iterating over all individuals at t, 411 such locations 2, and all mishaps of
interest, the total number of injuries of each severity level, and all pro-
perty damage at each damage level (ranging from none to fatal) are finally
accumulated.

Throughout the risk estimation process, assessments of the effects of uncer-
tainties in the probability estimates, and associated confidence statements
for the model's outputs, are also developed.

Mitigating measures of three types: a procedural change to reduce explosives
hazards or target exposures, a structural change to reduce target vulner-
ability, or a change in location of explosive materials or exposed targets,
can be introduced into the foregoing process at appropriate data input points,
as shown. The process of evaluation of these measures is next described.

OVERVIEW OF CONCEPTUALIZED MITIGATING MEASbRES EVALUATION FLOW

Mitigation of the ettimated risks from a given hazard or as accumulated over
"the various hazardous activities at a base will be deoided upon if these risks
are deemed unacceptable. Alternative means of providing this mitigation must
then be evaluated, as described in Figure 2.

The accumulated loss risks developed in the risk estimation modeling are I
generally expressed as "vectors" of probability distributions for the occur-
rence, on a base and over a specified period of time, of each possible number V
of injuries cf a given level of severity (including fatalities), and of each
possible number of structuresw that suffer damage at a given level. Applica-
tion of a given mitigating measure modifies these probabilities. The vector
of the difference (A Risk) between the original and modified probability

4 •distributions then represents the effectiveness of the mitigating measure.
Applying an appropriate set of dollar weights* to the components (probability
distributions for the differences in injury severities and damage levels) of
this effectiveness vector, can then lead to a "scalar" benefits representation

i .. A number of dollar equivalents for injury -everity have been proposed by
various agencies. Alternatively, aon-dollar importance. or utility weights
may be employed.
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in terms of the probability distribution 3f total equivalent lollar loss
reduction.*

Relating the mitigating measure's cost to its vector effectiveness or scalar
benefits then produces a cost-effectiveness or cost-benefits basis for rank-
ing, and selecting the best from among a set of candidate mitigating measures.

THE HAZARD SUBMODEL: DEVELOPMENT O? MISHAP OCCURRENCE PROBABILITIES

The discussion of potential means for estimating the probabilities of occur-
rences of mishaps capable of causing explosivo reactions in handled ordnance
items begins with considerations of transactions in tidewater area c.rdnance
logistics operations (OLO's), and their delineation in terms of sequences of
individual actions, each of which provides at, opportunity for one or more
types of mishaps to occur". The character of this "exposure" to a given type
of mishap may vary from one action to another, and be time-or distance-
dependent, or neither.

Procedures for identifying possible mishaps are next noted, based on both
observational and predictive techniques. Then the major problem of inferringthe probability of occurrence, and its associated uncertainty (confidence)
distribution, for each possible mishap in each action is considered. (The
probability of several types of mishaps (alternatively' ablo to occur in an
action is recognized but is not treated in this paper.) Scaie alternate ap-
proaches potentially applicable to inferring the probabilities and associated
confidence distributions for the occurrence of a mishap during a transaction,
and then during an entire ordnance logistics operation, and on a base during a
given period of time are briefly noted. Only the simplest case is considered
of transactions with fixed packages of ordnance items, rather than variable
packages due to breaking apart and combining actions.

The facilities, transaction and mishap data bases, and their associated re-
porting procedures, that are necessary to the development of these inferences
are next introduced. The use of past logistics operations and mishap occur-
rence records for supplementing these data bases in the near future while they
are being built up is also noted.

Transactions and Associated Data

An ordnance logistics operations (OLO) is considered to consist of a number of
transactions each of which involves the taking of an ordnance package from its
initial to its final location in the operation. Each transaction thereby

* Note that in principle other benefits factors could also be introduced
here, such as averted incremental logistics costs due to the need to
avoid a facility destroyed by an explosion, etc. Mitigating measure
costs could also be accumulated t4king into account the costs of many-

J kinds of factors interfactng with the mitigating measure's implementa-
tion. Care will be required to treat such details adequately in deci-
eic'n analysis cases in which they are imtortant; for comparisons and

ranking of more or less similar candidate itigating measures, how-
ever, these details should usually te able to be neglected.

**See the Glossary at end of the. paper. 498
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consists of a sequence of discrete actions, each of which provides an oppor-
tunity for the occurrence of a mishap. There may be several different types
of mishaps that can occur in an action; however, it is assumed that only one
of them can occur in any one execution of the action.

In discussing the development of a 'ata base on the characteristics of mishap
opportunities and mishap occurrences, it is presumed for now that all execu-
tions of a given discrete action in an OLO are essentially the same; i.e.,
the same handling procedures, equipment and personnel capabilities, mean time
duration (actual times may vary randomly about this mean), mean distance of
travel, etc., are involved in each execution. It is also presumed for the
sake of simplicity here that possible variations in handled packages (due to
their being combined or broken apart in the course of an OLO) can be neglect-
ed.

The Navy hqs previously established procedures, and also conducted special
studies, that appear able to be extended to support the objective description
of transactions. For instance, NAVSEA Instruction 5220.2 [4] includes a
delineation of an action sequence diagramming and associated timing procedure
that is required for certain ordnance handling activities not in tidewater
areas. These procedures can be extended to tidewater area actions, making use
of the same basic concepts, symbols and techniques. Each transaction is
analyzed into its component actions such that each one can be described gene-
rically by one of the symbols shown in Figure 3. A time line connecting these
symbols describes a given transaction, as illustrated in Figure 4. To support
NOHARM's risk estimates, data are then acquired from observations of OLO'# on
the frequencies and other characteristics to be- discussed below of bhe com-
ponent actions, so as to enable predicting these characteristics for future
OLO's and their transactions.

Initially, it is planned to characterize an Operation activity in Figure 3 as
one of the following action types:

a Human handling
o Forklift handling
o Crane/boom handling

These action types are modeled as "instantaneous," discrete activities.

Transportation activities are designated as one of:

* Carrying by man I'

* Handtruck transport
* Rail transport
9 Waterborne vehicle transport

with their time and/or distance-characteristics generally also considered.

Delay and Storage activities are defined by the lengths of time and any i
special envi-ronmental conditions (4.g., open, shelWered, sheltered with con-
trolled temperature) involved.

Inspection activities are aggregated' with Human,Handling Operations, unless
some particular hazardous testing (not expected for tidewater operations) or
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QOPEgATIOII. An operation occurs when an object is intentionally
changed in any of its physical or Chemical characteristics, is
assemb~led or disassembiled from adottzr object, or is arranged
or prepared for another operation. transportation. Inspectior,
or storage. An operation also occurs when information is given
or received or when planning or Calculating takes Place.

*ViTRANSPORTATION. A transportatiooi occurs when an object is
moved from one place to another, except when such movements are
part of the operation or are caused by the operato. at the work
station during an operation or an inspection.

EINSPECTION. An inspection occurs when an object is examined~
for identification or is verified for quality or quantity in.
any of its characteristics.

D) DELAY. A delay occurs to an object when conditions except those
wshich intentionally change the physical or chemical character-
istics of the object, do not permit or require inenediate per-

formance of the next planned action.

17 STORAGE. A storage occurs when an object is kept and protected
against unauthorized removal, shown by inverted triangle.

0I COMBINED ACTIVITY. When it is desired to Show activities per-
formed either concurrently or by the Same work station, the
symbiols for those activities are combined as shown by tne circle

placed within the square to represent a combtined operation and
inspection.

Figure 3. Transaction Sequence Symbols* [4]
*Reprinted in NAVSEA Instruction 5220.2, by special permission from McGraw-
Hill Book Company, from Industrial Engineering Handbook by H. 9. Maynard,
2nd Ed., 1963. Page 2-21. c. 1963.

ACTION: MOBILE CRANE HANDLING

OPERATOR NO. JSTEP NO. DESCRIPTION

CHECKER 2 HC N INSPECT MATERIAL

2 2 EOEISALRUNNERS/GROUND
WIRE (WHEN REQUIRED)

2 J 3 PICK UP UNIT(S)

2 TRANSPORT TO 4 WHEEL WAGON
3 -4 TRANSPORT WAGON TO DOCK

3-4 6 ATTACH4 SAFETY HOOKS

* 7 TR~~ANSPORT TO RAIL/TUKWH

CHECKER-MOBILE CRANE
*8 STOW UNITS, DETACH HOOKS

____________________ 9 cOMPLETE DOCUMENTATION
SPierfonrmed by Moibile Crane Crew,

Figure 4. Illustrative Di-agram of Porti-on of a Transaction Sequence
(Ref.' NWS, Concor'd,.SOPl-lOO.-3177)
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other manipulation of the ordnance item during inspection is involved. If it
should turn out that the latter case is important, a separate Inspection
action will have to be maintained, but this is neglected for the present.

Identification of Mishap Opportunities

The types of actions delineated in the previous section provide opportunities
for various types of mishaps to occur. For NOHARM a set of such types has
been defined so as to (i) establish a best fitting set of aggregated classi-
fications of possible mishaps; (2) support predictions of the probabilities
of occurrence of mishaps in specific actions, at least where adequate statis-
tical records do not exist; and (3) be able to relate specific mitigating
measures to identified mishap opportunities. Mishap types such as "drop
package x feet due to human error," "puncture of package in crane/boom hand-
ling due to equipment failure," are called primary mishap types from which
explosions can directly arise. External mishap types are also considered,
such as earthquakes, aircraft crashes, ship collisions, externally-caused
fires. These may lead directly to an explosion, but such mishaps may also
indirectly contribute to the occurrence of an explosion by increasing the
likelihood that some primary mishap will occur.

Four basic means are considered for identifying opportunities for such mishap
types in ordnance logistics actions: subjective, records analysis, fault tree
analysis and the conduct of experiments.

• Subjective Analyses

This procedure is akin to "Preliminary Hazard Analysis" in system safety
programs. It consists of an organized, but qualitative, search for points in
an action where something can go wrong, and if it does, some chance would
exist for an explosion to take place. This procedure is, of course, the basic
one already employed by Navy safety personnel in attempting to assure that all
ordnance hazards are recognized and controlled to the extent possible.

"* "Statistical" Analy-ses

Records searches, trend analyses and other quantitative summaries of mishap
report data can lead to the recognition of the existence of certain hazards as
common elements in sets of such data.

* Fault Tree Analyses V
The detailed structuring via qualitative fauit trees of the sequences of
events leading to the occurrence of mishaps of concern can aid the discrimina-
tion of the most critical initiating events, e.g., human failures.

* Experimentation

_Should some actions' complexities warrant it, an experimental program could be
~ I esiged to distirguistb mishap opportunities in them that normal operational

observations might miss. In- the process- time and other measurements can be
made in, support of the development of the mishap probability distributions
next discussed.
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Mishap Probability Estimates

The estimation of the probability of occurrence of any specific type of mishap
in the course of a given action depends both on the nature of the action and
of the mishap. Three specific categories of mishaps are defined.

* Mishaps with Constant Probabilities of Occurrence per Execution of a
Given Action - the Binomial Case

If (1) the occurrence of a mishap in a given execution of an action is known
to neither affect nor be affected by the mishap's occurrence in any other
execution of the action, and (2) if the probability of the action is known to
be constant over all executions of the action (i.e., does not change from
action to action because the action itself has essentially constant characte-
ristics, or because the mishap's cause is essentially independent of any
possible variations in the action's characteristics), then the number of
occurrences of the mishap in a given number of executions of the action is
distributed binomially. The probability of occurrence per action of the
mishap, p, is estimated by the ratio of the number of observed occurrences in
a given sample of actions to the number of actions in the sample.

* Mishaps with Constant Rates of Occurrence per Unit Time or per Unit
Distance During an Action - the Exponential Case

The simplest functional dependence of mishap occurrence probability on the
characteristics of an action is that of a constant mean rate of occurrence per
unit time of duration of the action, a; or for actions where it is more rele-
vant than time, per unit distance traveled in the nction, •

In this case, the probability of occurrence of the mishap during an action of
any given time duration t or distance d is the exponential

p(t) - e't
or p(d) = - e-ad

respectively.

z+ * General Cases j

Especially since actions involving humans are predominant in a transaction, it

may be anticipated that significant variability will, in fact, be present in
the rates and/or probabilities of occurrence of some mishaps. The establish--
ment of appropriate formulations for mishap probabilities and their estimation
procedures for these general cases must be left for future data acquisitions,
analyses and experimentation. For example, decreasing the time duration of
some given action may well increase the rate per unit time (and so perhaps the

probability) of occurrence of a mishap if involved personnel tend to err more
: i often under more hurried conditions.- On the other hand, human boredom or

exhaustion may become important over relatively long. duration actions, or over

- •I• the duration of, an unusually large number-of transactions.
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Confidence Distributions

Standard formulations exist for the "confidence distribution" ýthat is, the
probability distribution for the " e probability given its egtimate from a
random sample of observations) for both the binomial and exponential, as well
as many other cases. From these distributions, upper limits for any level of
confidence can, in particular, be established.

Transaction, OLO and Base Mishap Probability Inferences

NOHARM's risk estimation process that has been outlined combines the estimate
and associated confidence limits for the probability of occurrence of each
type of mishap in each type of action to develop inferences on the probabili-
ties of occurrence of each type of mishap (i) per each type of transaction,
(2) per OLO, and/or (3) over a period of time at a given Navy base or set of
bases. Various analytical and computational procedures are available for
this. They are initially considered in Reference 3; however, their dis-
cussion would be too lengthy to give here.

Data Reporting Systems

Thus, given the requisite data, the mishap probability inferences necessary
for NOHARM's risk estimates can be carried out. As with all other risk man-
agement efforts, however, the data acquisition problem is a difficult one.
Its resolution is planned to begin with a thoroughgoing assessment of the
Navy's present ordnance-related logistics activities and mishap data reporting
systems and data bases. Then directions such as the following will be taken
in each data area of concern.

9 Logistics Operations Reporting

A procedure now exists in the Navy for the development of ordnance logistics
diagrams and associated time information, and submittal of 'his information to
a central organization, the Naval Ammunition Production Engineering Center
(NAPEC). This procedure and its underlying requirements and authorities are
described in NAVSEA Instruction 5220.2 [4]. Adaptation of this procedures to
the NOHARM System's requirements appears to be enuirely feasible.

* Facilities Reporting

Associated with the reporting of logistics operations would be a data base on
the facilities involved in, or near to the ordnance logistics operations.
This would support NOHARM's recording of the locations and characteristic of
munitions storage and handling facilities, and of the explosion and fire
vulnerability characteristics of nearby structures. The data base would be
updated whenever changes are made in any of the facilities.

* Mishaps Reporting

A mishaps reporting system to support the NOHARM System would be developed as
a straightforward extension of existing procedures for Navy accident/incident
reports; i.e., those associated with the Material (Property) Damage (OPNAV
5102/2), Explosive Mishap Supplement (OPNAV 5102/2E), Accidental Injury/Death
(OPNAV 5102/1), a,, perhaps, Motor Vehicle Accident (OPNAV 5102/3) Reports.
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Note that for accurate accounting of losses deriving from misiaps, procedures
will need to be established to follow-up significant mishap occurrences over

some time, to determine ultimate injury/fatality consequences and final dollar

losses.

Initial Mishap Probability Inferences

While the above reporting systems are developed and begin 'to provide data,
NOHARM must operate as effectively as possible with the far less well-tailored
data available from existing records. It can only be noted here -that this
will entail the development of procedures for synthesizing past OLO's and
transacticns in terms of sequences of specific actions from relatively gross
information on volumes of ordnance items handled. Mishap records are also
inadequate except in the rare cases when damage or injuries have resulted, due
almost always, however, to causes other than explosions. Thus, the mishap
identification procedures noted earlier that do not depend on records will be
used to define the opportunities for mishaps in the actions of the synthesized
OLO's and transactions.

Various statistical procedures will then enable usable inferences of mishap
occurrence probabilities (e.g., upper confidence limits, Bayesian estimates
employing judgemental inputs). Due to their great rarity, the probabilities
of occurrence of mishaps with explosions zannot practically be inferred in
this direct way. Instead, as was outlined in Figure 1, explosive- reaction
probabilities will be determined conditional on the occurrence of specific
mishaps. Then their total probabilities of occurrence will be the products of
the mishap occurrence probabilities times the conditional probabilities of the
reactions given the occurrence of the mishaps. The estimation of these condi-
tional reaction probabilities is next discussed.

DEVELOPMENT OF CONDITIONAL EXPLOSIVE REACTION, YIELD AND SYMPATHETIC EFFECTS
PROBABILITIES

Various mechanisms for initiating explosive reactions, given the occurrence of
a mishap, are first noted. Then an overview is given of the various types of
explosive reactions that qccuri Three primary types of initiating mechanisms
are next dis~cussed in terms of the methodology (or data) available for estima-
ting reaction probabilities. The three mechanisms are fire, impacts from
drops, and fragment impacts. A brief discussion is then given of exemplary
methods for estimating the probability of a sympathetic detonation of an
ordnance package due to fragments-from an initial explosion nearby.

Lypesof Reactions

Given the ignition of explosive material, the primary effects blast (shock--
wave) effects, thermal effects (heat), and high velocity fragments of the
container of the. explosive. A high-order detonation is not always obtained
from the ordnance, however, particularly' in the case of an accidental initia-
tion of a reaction.

A useftl, if somewhat simplistic categorization of possible reactions is given
, • in' Table -1. -
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Table 1. Categories of Explosive Reactions

DETONATION: MUNITION PERFORMS ESSENTIALLY IN DESIGN

MODE. MAXIMUM POSSIBLE AIR SHOCK FORMED. ESEENTIALLY

ALL OF CASE BROKEN INTO SMALL FRAGMENTS. BLAST AND

FRAGMENT DAMAGE AT MAXIMUM.

THERMAL EXPLOSION: VIOLENT PRESSURE RUPTURE AND

FRAGMENTATION OF MUNITION CASE WITH RESULTING AIR

SHOCK. MOST OF METAL CASE BREAKS INTO LARGE PIECES WHICH

ARE THROWN ABOUT WITH UNREACTED OR BURNING EXPLOSIVE.

SOME BLAST AND FRAGMENTATION DAMAGE TO ENVIRONMENT.

DEFLAGRATION: EXPLOVIVE IN MUNITION BURNS. CASE MAY

RUPTURE OR END PLATES BLOW OUT; HOWEVER. THERE IS LITTLE

FRAGMENTATION OF THE CASE WITH NO FRAGMENTS THROWN OVER

ABOUT 50 FEET. NO DISCERNABLE DAMAGE DUE TO BLAST OR

FRAGMENTATION, BUT ONLY TO HEAT AND SMOKE OF FIRE.

BURNING REACTION: THE ORDNANCE ENERGETIC MATERIAL

dNDERGOES COMBUSTION. DURING THIS REACTION, THE

ENERGETIC MATERIAL ENCLOSURE MAY OPEN AND VENT; THE

BURNING REACTION PRESENTS A MINIMAL HAZARD TO FIRE6
FIGHTING PERSONNEL.

However, gradations in these reautions can occur. For instance, a partial
detonation might result when a deflagration has been accidentally initiated
and a Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition (DDT) occurs. The probability of
a DDT depends upon factors such as the confinement of the explosive and its
porosity.

One way of trtating the range of reactions this implies is shown in Figure

5. The four types of reaction defined above are assumed as distinct outcomes
representative of all possible ones given that a reaction occurs. Figure 5a
illustrates the conditional probabilities of a reaction cf each type, given a

1 reaction occurs. Figure 5b illustrates the equivalent yield, in terms of the
V blast effects produced, for each category of reaction, for some set of initia-

1-~ .. ting conditions. In combination, the probabilities of alternative possible
yields can be calculated in particular.

Reactions Initiated by Fire

Given exposure-to fire, existing explosive, materials will generally react in
some manner after a few seconds of exposure to a temperature of about 200
degrees Celsius. For' new ordnance being-developed, tests are- conducted to
de-cermin h ecino the ~odance to an enveloping flame eavironment and
a slow heating environment. These are known as the Fast Cook Off and Slow j
Cook Off tests. Results of these tests are available for-many ordnance items,
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currently in the inventory and are of use in estimating the time required for
existing ordnance to react in the presence of fire.

For example, Fast Cook Off data are presented in [5] for 11 different types of
ordnance. Results are given for the average and minimum cook off times for
the ordnance; e.g., for the MaK 82 bomb the average time was 180 seconds and
the minimum time was 144 seconds. The number of tests needs also to be known,
to enable determination of confidence limits on such values.

Reactions Initiated by Impact

A relatively more likely type of mishap is the accidental drop of ordnance
items through human error or equipment failure. For realistic drop heights
and most ordnance types, however, the probability of an explosive reaction is
generally small.

An analysis of available drop data is presented in [5] for a total of 280
drops from heights up to 40 feet (the standard WR-50 test height). Only one
reaction occurred, a deflagration for a MK 56 mine dropped 40 feet onto a
studded steel plate.

If, in fact, the reaction probabilities are as low as appear to be commonly
accepted by the explosives community, then testing to prove this would be
prohibitively expensive. This is illustrated by a concise analysis presented
in [5]. However, analytical procedures for extrapolating. from limited test
data are possible. As a simple example,- suppose that tests have established
that the average- velocity required fot a reaction for a bomb with transverse
impact against- a steel- target is 350 ft/sec. Secondly, suppose that the
probability of reaction follows a cumulative log-normal distribution, with
velocity• asthe ind-pendent variable, with- a standard deviation of 200
ft/seoonMd The-following table gives the reaction prolabiIities that then can
be> calculated.-

$06- __
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Table 2. Calculated Reaction Probabilities for Impacts

IMPACT VELOCITY REACTION PROBABILITY
(FTISEC) .___

20 <10
50 .0003

100 .02
200 .22
300 .49
400 .70
550 .83
600 .90

The calculated number of reactions at a 50 ft/sec velocity is thus only about
three reactions per ten thousand impacts (for a transverse impact against a
steel target).

If a value of 900 ft/sec is used as the average velocity required for a reac-
tion for normal impact against concrete targets, reaction probabilities would
be considerably smaller and would be, in essence, vanishingly small at a 50
ft/see impact velocity.

Reactions Initiated by Fragments

Reactions might be either accidnntally or deliberately caused by bullets or
accidentally caused by fragments from other exploding ordnance. Generally,
fragment velocities in excess of 2000 ft/sec appear to be required to initiate
detonations.

Because fragments from one item of ordnance can cause another item of ordnance M
to detonate sympathetically, there has been considerable research into case
fragmentation and detonation of adjacent ordnance.

The estimation of the probability of occurrence of a sympathetic reaction of a
receptor ordnance package due to fragments from an exploding donor package
depends on the number and initial mass and velocity distribution of the donor
fragments, their decelleration in flight to a final velocity distribution at
the receptor (wlich depends on their ballistic coefficients), and the probabi-
lity that one or more of them will hit the receptor. The probability distri-
bution of the sufficiently great impacting fragments' velocities then tran-
slate into system reaction probabilities. The kinds of estimates required for

these factors are next briefly notel,

Impact Velocities Required for Reactions

Empirical equations have been developed for estimation of velocities required
to initiate a detonation. Factors such as geometric orientations and shaped
warhead effects can be important as well as the effects of multiple fragments
and combined effects such as those of fragments and hot gasses. However,
detonation by a simple fragment is -much better understood than detonation by
multiple fragments or combined effects. The ignition of lower-order reactions
has so far received little attentioi.

For example, the Jacobs (or Jacobs-Roslund) equations have been developed by

Naval Surface Weapons Center researchers at White Oak, Maryland, to give
estimates of the-minimum velocitiesr at which fragments will cause, detonations
of cased explosives of various thicknesses. In this equation, the case thick-
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ness and the diameter (but not the mass) of the fragment are the primary
independent variables, with approprinte constants to account for the type of
explosive material, fragment material, and casing material.

Initial Velocities

Estimates for the average initial velocity of fragments from the casing of
detonating explosives can be obtainel from t• well-known Jurney formula
[6,71. This formula gives, however, only an estimate for the average velo-
city. A distribution of velocities about the average value can be estimated,
employing test data. For example, an initial fragment velocity distribution
has been inferred from the resulting pattern of debris remaining on the ground
after a destruction test on a Minuteman missile [a].

Decelleration

After a fragment is propelled away from the source of the initial detonation
or explosion, it is decellerated by air drag. The following figure illus-
trates the fragment velocity as a function of distance for an assumed value of
5 pounds pee square foot for the ballistic coefficient.

10000

S8800 2
BALLISTIC COEFFICIENT 5 LB/FT

S6000 -

S4000
INITIAL

Z VELOCITY:

2000 8000
U- 4000

2000S ( !I I I I I

S20 40 60 8 10 0

DISTANCE (FT)
Figure 6. Variation of Initial Fragmen.. locity I

There can be large variations in the ballistic coefficients of different
fragments [8]. Figure 7 illustrates the effects of changes in the ballistic
coefficient. *a

Moreover, the value of the ballistic coefficient can also change in flight for
a givefn fragment as it tumbles or burns, and its drag coefficient changes.
The simplifying assumption used for calculating the curves shown above was
that the specified value of ballistic coefficient applied to supersonic flight

o • and that the subsonic drag coefficient would be one-half the supersonic value.

Hit Probability

By using appropriate -probability distributions for initial fragment veloci-

---j ties, initial masses, and ballistic coefficient, then, the resultant distribu
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Figure 7. Variation of Ballistic Coefficient

tion of fragment velocities at any distance can be calculated. The probabi-
lity of detonation (or other reaction) of an ordnance package, given that it
is hit by a fragment can then be estimated. The probability that a hit occurs
can be derived on the basis of simple geometric principles. For instance, at
a distance R, the surface area of the sphere centered on the original detona-
tion is 4vR2 . If an ordnance package at that distance has a presented area
of A, and there are N fragments uniformly spread over the ephere, then

N. =NA

NHit NiAR

gives the expected number of hits on the ordnance package. Assuming indepen-
dent effects for the fragments, then the equation

~survive (Sur/Hi)Nt

gives the overall survival probability for the ordnance package if PSur/Hit is I

used for the single-hit survival probability.

Overall Sympathetic Reaction Probability

The final estimate for the probability of a sympathetic detonation (or, gene-
rally, other reaction) as a function of distance between the donor and recep-
tor of the fragments is obtained by appropriately combining the probabilities
of the factors that have been discussed. The character of the result is

4 illustrated by Figure 8.

ýU CONCLUSIONS

The NOHARM System isg in concept capable of supporting the Navy's ordnance I
logistics daf~ty i8,essments and 'decision 'makin~g. Success in its evolutionary
implementation depends oritically on two areas of-development: (I)' mishap

J opportunity and occurrence data acquisition and/or synthesis by analytical
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Sympathetic Detonation

means such as have been described in this paper, in order to derive mishap
occurrence probability estimates; and (2) conditional explosive reaction and
yield probability estimates, primarily by analytical means but supported by
well-designed test activities in areas that this paper has also attempted to
illustrate.

Early actions in the first area should include:

- Establish facilities, logistics transactions and mishap reporting systems

* Establish initial report forms/procedures
9 Critique and revise as necessary
* Conduct tests of their application; revise as necessary
* Establish coding and analysis techniques for developing modeling

inputs from data files

- Develop procedures for deriving modeling inputs from existing OLO and
mishap records (to support NOHARM processes while above reporting systems
mature)

* Synthesize number of nominal transactions from past logistics opera- _

tions
"* Synthesize nominal action sequences composing transactions

W* Types
* Time/distance durations

e Select statistical inference techniques based on assessments of initial
data acquisitions, reviews and analyses

In the second area, the factors 8briefly noted in.-this paper require a signifi- f
cant increase in the intensity of their investigation. Three primary initiat-
ing mechanisms have been considered. One is impact such as might result from
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accidentally dropping ordnance. The second is fire. The third is the impact
of high velocity fragments on ordnance casings.

For impacts from drops, it appears that bombs and projectiles, typically
designed to safely absorb high shock levels, may have very low probabilities
of reaction if dropped from heights associated with normal tidewater logistics
operations. Energy levels sufficient to crack the ordnance casing appear to
be required. Thinner-skinned torpedos and mines doubtlessly present more of a
hazard. Estimation of reaction probabilitiW and yields by statistical test-
ing alone would be extremely expensive. Substantial reliance on judgement and
analysis, supported by test data, therefore is required.

For fires, the Fast Cook Off test data that are available, although they are
not abundant, nevertheless are useful as a starting point for developing a
probalilistic model of ordnance reactions due to fires.

A good deal has been done on estimating the velocities required by fragments
to initiate detonations. The work has emphasized detonations rather than low-
order reactions, and has emphasized deterministic rather than probabilistic
methods. Nevertheless, it provides a reasonable starting place for the deve-
lopment of a probabilistic model.

The modeling of sympathetic explosive comm'inication has been disc-ssed here
only in rulation to detonations due to impacts from high velosity fragments.
The possibilities of sympathetic communication by a spreading fire or by
burning fragments also need to be addressed. For the high velocity fragments,
probabilistic methods for estimating fragment masses exist. The Gurney equa-
tion can be used for a deterministic estimate of fragment velocities from
deconating ordnance. Available velocity and mass data must be reviewed in
Sorder to construct statistical distributions for these variables. Similarly,
variations in fragments' ballistic coefficients can significantly affect their
impact velocities at longer distances and -,taistical distributions need to be
developed for the values of these coefficientz.
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' GLOSSARY

Ordnance Logistics Operation (OLO)

The movement of a specific set of ordnance items among two or more specific

locations during a specific period of time. For example, a tidewater OLO

-could be the offloading of a designated number of each of several kinds of

ordnance items from~ a ship at a pier, the handling (including breaking apart
and/or combining of packages of these items) and transport to rail-cars of
these items, and the loading of the items into the rail cars.
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Transaction

The movement of one package (unit, pallet, etc.) of .rdnance items frns its
initial to its terminal location in an OLO. A transaction is described as a
definite sequence of discrete actions.

Action

The event cons:.sting of the performance of one give:, function in the course of
a transaction. For example, an action can be the ca.'rying of a package with a
forklift vehicle from one point on a pier to another (requiring some snall
amount of time), or it can be the storage (for seve:.LJ days) of a package,
together with a quantity of other packages, in a rail car on a siding adjacent
to the pier. Each action provides an opportunity foe the occurrence of a
mishap.

Mishap

A mishandling of an ordnance package in an action that aas some possibility of
leading to, or contributing to, the occurrence of an e,9losive reaction by an
ordnance item in the package. Several different kinds r.- mishaps may be
possible during a given action (e.g., drops of the package from different
heights, the occurrence of an external fire).
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF QUANTITATIVE RISK-COST-CRITERIA
TO EXPLOSIVES SAFETY

Th. Schneider
Basler & Hofmann

Consul ting Engineers
Zurich, Switzerland

Abstract

"In former ODESB Seminars the general ideas of a new safety concept intro-
duced in the Swiss Military Department have been presented. This concept
is based on a quantitative assessment of risks by means of a so-called
risk analysis. The decisions about the necessary effort for safety are
based on the marginal cost for risk reduction.

In this paper, three examples are briefly presented in which this new con-
cept of safety assessment has been-applied in practice. One example con-
cerns an amelioration program for all large ammunitiun storage facilities,
the second example deals with the choice of the magazine type for a speci-
fic storage facility and the third example concerns the necessary safety
measures for the transportation of ammunition between a factory and its
storage facilities.

The experiences and advantaqes of the applied methodology are briefly
summari zed.

Paper presented to

Nineteenth Explosives Safety Seminar, 9-11 September 1980
SThe Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles, California, USA
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Since we have had the opportunity to take part in the DOESB Seminar, we

have tried to inform you about the concept we have introduced in the field

of explosives safety within the Swiss Military Department during the last

ten years.

In a paper presented at the 17th Seminar in Denver we summarized the very

basic ideas of this concept. The main characteristics are the following

(figure 1):

Introduction of a quantitative risk value which is basically defined

as the expected loss or damage caused by a dangerous activity. Thus,

this risk value is a function of the probability and the consequences

of the possible dangerous events. This expected damage or loss is re-

garded as a realistic measure for safety.

Introduction of a safety assessment procedure which is subdivided into

two basically different parts called risk analysis and risk appraisal.

This separation is made because we think that the predominantly techni-

cal analysis of the risks should be clearly distinguished from the

indispensable value judgements involved in'every safety decision.

The big question which is raised by such an explicit and quantitative

treatment of risks is the unavoidable question of what risks are accept-

able or, in other words, "How safe is safe enough?"

In a paper presented at the 18th Seminar in San Antonio we tried to give

rou an idea of.our approach to this- decisive question. The main points of

our philosbphy can be summarized as follows (figure 2):

We start from the fact that risk mitigation is basically a question of

the economic effort we make for safety measures. The more money we in-

vest, the more we can reduce a risk; in this figure you see the typical

curve representing the relation between risk and expenditures for safety.

i A In the-real world, risks will never become zero and above this our limit-

ed funds will always force us to accept a certain residual risk.

Starting from this fact and postulating what we want to attain a maximum
of safety for our available resources, we have come to the conclusion
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that the marginal costs for risk reduction are the most reasonable cri-

terion to decide how far we should go with our safety efforts. This

means that in every system about which we decide - e.g. ammunition

storage, amniurition fabrication, ammunition transporta ti on, but also

for any other hazardous activity - the tangent to the risk-cost-curve

should have the same slope at the point of the chosen solution. if we

speak about fatal risks to persons, these marginal safety costs have

the meaning of the cost per life saved. How we have fixed the values for

these marginal costs quantitatively is discussed in the above rited paper.

Finally, a third point has to be mentioned. Society does obviously not

judge all risks in the same way. In the paper an approach how to dis-

tinguish different risk categories by specific psycho-social factors is

presented. For the different risk categories, different values of the

safety criterion are being applied.

It has to be mentioned that this marginal cost criterion does not cover

the problem of safety criteria entirely. The expected damage or loss is

only one aspect of a hazardous event. Quite another aspect is the indivi-

dual risk of each single person involved. This individual risk has to be

coritrolled independently from the expected loss. For several, mainly prac-

tical reasons this aspect shall not be covered in this paper. I may mention

that for rare events it is usually of secondary importance.

The two papers mentioned so far could be regarded as rather theoretical.

Therefore, I would like to show you now in this paper how we have applied

this safety concept in real problems and what has been our experience with

it so far.

In the following, three examples are briefly presented. All three examples

concern explosion hazards but are, nevertheless, quite different. As the

time for this presentation is very limited, I would like. to show you just

roughly what the problem was and how the above mentioned methodology has

been applied.

Example number one conTcerns the system of our-large underground anmmunition
storage facilities. These facilities differ significantly from each other

concerningage, layout, site conditions, environment, etc. With the exist-
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ing regulations, it became more and more difficult to manage this system

in a reasonable and somehow consistant way. In the last years a study has

been performed which should assess the actual risk this system represents.

define the necessary improvements, give priorities for these improvements

and show which level of safety should reasonably be provided. The first

step of this study consisted therefore in a risk analysis of all existing

facilities. This resulted in a diagram as shown in figure 3, in which the

risk values for each single storage facility are plotted in decreasing

order. Of course, the actual number is much bigger than shown in this fi-

gure. It may be specially interesting to know that the largest and smal-

lest risk value differed by several orders of magnitude.

The sum of all these risk values represented the total risk RE of this

system to the public in our country at that time. Thus, this risk RE was

the starting point for our amelioration program. In the next step, all

possible safety measures which could reduce the risk have been studied for

each specific facility and their risk reduction and costs have been evalu-

ated. In this context, all reasonable structural or other technical mea-

sures, but also organizational measures have been considered. The applica-

cable measures have been plotted in decreasing order of their risk reduc-

tion/cost-ratio in a risk-cost-diagram starting at the point of the exist-

ing risk RE. The curve we get by doing this is an objective basis showing

us whatdegree of safety is attainable in dependance of the money we are

willing to invest in our program. Here comes now the question how far we

sheuld go with our effort! This question is easy to answer if we apply the

marginal cost criterion I have mentioned above. Where the line with the

respective slope touches this curve, we have our solution.

I cannot go into details in this brief presentation, although it is quite

clear that there are many interesting questions when we look at the de-

tails. I may mention that this amel-ioration program is now being success-
fully implemented. Especially where civilian administrations have to be

involved in this program, its clear concept shows to be helpful in any

discussion about the expediency of this program.

Example number two concerns the decision which type of structure should

be chosen for-a specific-storage facility which had to be built in our

country,
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In Switzerland, we basically use four types of storages magazines: above-
ground box type concrete magazines, earth covered magazines, buried maga-

zines and underground magazines in rock. For the latter we have the possi-
bility to make use of different special safety measures which reduce and

even almost eliminate the dangerous effects of an accidental explosion on
the surroundings. I would like to mention specially the so-called self-

closing block-system which is actually a huge explosion valve which has

been developped '. an international European cooperation.

As the risk for the surroundings is decreasing and the costs are increasing

for these different solutions, we are confronted with a decision amongst

competing objectives. In the specific case we are discussing here, above-
ground magazines were not accepted because they would impair the scenery

of the very special landscape of this site in an untolerable way. The de-

cision concerning the remaining magazine types was again based on a syste-

matic comparison of risks and costs. The application of the same marginal
cost criterion showed quite clearly which solution for this specific prob-

lem is consistant with our general safety philosophy.

The last example is maybe the most interesting because, in this case, it

would have been especially difficult to make an assessment based on the

usual type of regulation. It concerns the regular transport betwe,'n an am-

munition factory and its storage facilities for explosive materials. In

this specific case a main road had to be crossed. This crossing was regard-
ed as a specially risky point of the system and an underpass had been pro-

posed to avoid this risk. As this solution woula have produced costs of

"approximately 5 Mio $, doubts rose whether this project was really reason-

able. The main question was: How can you show in a rational way whether

this underpass is necessary or not or what alternative measures are more

reasonable? At least in Switzerland, no regulation would really help you

to answer this question. Up to now, this kind of decision is made in a

quite arbitrary way.

The analysis performed in this case revealed several interesting facts:

t I;• It could be shown that the crossing represents only SO % of the risk of

the entire transport system. Thus, by eliminating it, the risk coild at

maximum be reduced by a factor 2.
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In contrast to this, much simpler measures which are effective through-

out the whole transport system and not only at one of its points

are much more efficient for the risk reduction.

By analysing all the different critical events (more than 100 different

events have been inv.stigated quantitatively step by step) the risk show-

ed to be concentrated on a few very specific situations. The detailed
analysis and specification of these situations, including the critical

explosives involved, allowed to propose very tailor-made measures, whose
effectiveness is extremely high.

The result of this aralysis could again be presented in a risk-cost-diagram.
For reasons of simplification, I have not put all investigated measures in

this diagram. Important measures have been: the efficient marking of the
vehicles, more effective fire-fighting equipment and, especially, more ef-
fective safety training for the personnel involved.

Taking again the same marginal cost criterion, it could be shown that these

cheap measures would reduce the risk to an extent that further measures are

not justified any more. That the uncerpass was out of discussion is not ne-
cessary to point out.

It might be mentioned that in this specific case representatives of the

Sconcerned community and state, thus persons not belonging to the defence
administration, have been involved in the decision making. It has been a very

4 • positive experience, how this kind of methodology brought a good discipline £
in the discussion and gave everybody a chance to understand the background

of the decision. I
This leads me already to the conclusions of this presentation which should L
summarize the most important experiences we have made so far:

The first conclusion is, of course, that these ideas and procedures are

actually applicable in reality. The three cases mentioned here are by the

* way not the only examples. Actually, we are trying to look at all decisions

t -• of this type in exactly the same way. Of course, the degree of sophistica-t •

tion of the analysis can vary considerably from ltase to case.
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Our experience has further shown that this methodologly brings us a big

step forward in the direction of rationality and transparency and gives

us a much better view over the actually decisive facts of a problem than

we usually had so far, Furthermore, we see clearly what the technical ex-

perts' task should be and where their competence ends - toat is at the

point at which we have to decide which effort we are willirg to make for

safety.

Another experience is that a generally accepted, clearly defir.ed and uni--

form methodology simplifies the communication between the different parties

involved. Especially if such a methodology is orientated'to real facts

rather than to formal rules and regulations everybody is able to contribute

to the problem solving and, therefore, is much more motivated to give a

positive contribution.

Finally, this approach has brought the possibility of comparing quite dif-

ferent situations because it is not tailor-made for any specific problel,.

Furthermore, the marginal cost criterion brings by iftself a cons'istancy

for safety decisions which lies on a quite high level and, therefore, leais

away from isolated problem solving. I may mention that we have applied thi-.

, same approach and the same criteria also in quite other fields of safety

as e.g. road accidents.

Many other advantages could i~e discussed, especially if we would go into

more details. Howev3r, the only way to get a real feeling about whether

these ideas are helpful or not is by trying to apply them oneself.

I-
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ESKIMO VI MODEL TESTS

Charles N. Kingery

Ballistic Research Laboratory
Abe-rdeen Proving Ground

Maryland, 21005

ABSTRACT

This paper will be a summary of the results obtained from a series
of high explosive tests using 1/50th scaled donor and acceptor models
of a three-bay storage magazine. The work is reported in "Eskimo VI
Model Tests", C. Kingery, ARBRL-TR-02215, January 1980.

A 1.27 kg charge was used to simulate 158760 kg stored in a full-
size magazine. In this paper emphasis will be placed on effect of
headwall materials and charge configuration on the blast propagation
from the 1/50th scaled donor model.
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1, OBJECTIVE

The objective of this project was to determine throuigh the use of
1/50th scaled d~nor and acceptor models the blast loading to be
expected on the Smokeless Powder/Projectile, Type II-B Mtmition Storage
Magazine.

II. TEST PROCEDURE

The test procedures required to meet the stated objective were
first, to design and construct the models; second, design the explosive
source; and third, select the instrumentation system.

A. Model Magazine Design

The design and construction of the donor and acceptor models are
described in the following sections.

1. The Donor Model. The donor model was a 1/50th scale of the
full size magazine. A sketch is shown in Figure 1. The dimensions
associated with the letters in Figure 1 are presented in Table 1.

Table I. Dimensions of Full-Size Structure and Donor Model

Full-Size Full-Size 1/S0 Scale
Feet Metres Metres

a* 95.C 28.96 0.579
b* 50.0 15.24 0.305

1c* 3.0 3.96 0.079
d* 15.2 4.63 0.093
e 25.0 7.62 0.15,2
f 97.0 29.57 0.591
g 3.8 1.16 0.023

Sh 44.0 13.41 0.268
i 77.0 23.47 0.469
j 19.4 5.91 0.118
k 1.5 0.46 0.009
1 1.0 0.30 0.006
m 121.0 36.88 0.737
n 52.0 15.85 0.317

*Interior Dimensions

Z
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The model material was 0.006 m (1/4 inch) masonite. A portion
of the headwall was cut. and hinged to allow insertion of the charge
after the earth cover was installed. The material for the hinged
portion was varied to determine the sensitivity of the blast propagation
to headwall material.

A scaled reinforced concrete slab was constructed and used for
the roof of the donoi magazine.

2. The Acceptor Models. There were three 1/50th scale, non-
responding acceptor models constructed of cast concrete. The gage
mounts and cable conduits were mounted in a wooden mould. The scaled
size of the full scale structure included the earth cover. A photo-
graph of the acceptor model R and the donor model in-place is shown in
Figure 2.

B. The Test Charge

A 158760 kg (350000 lbm) explosive source was designated as the
full size charge mass to be considered as store: in a type II-B
magazine. When scaled by 1/50 the charge should be 1.27 kg (2.80 ibm).
To represent munition stored in a large floor area magazine the charge
was configured in the shape of an H with the detonator hole at the
center of the crossbar. The charge dimensions and shape are shown in
"Figure 3.

C. Test Instrumentation

The test instrumentation consisted, (1) PCB Electronics, Inc.
Models 113A22, 24, and 28 with quartz sensing elements and built-in
source followers, and (2) a Honeywell 7600 tape recorder having a
frequency response of 80 kHz.

ID. Test Layout

The locations of the acceptor models with respect to the donor model
are shown in Figure 4. The safe separation distance for structures to

the front and rea." of the donor is 0.8Q while the side to side
i • 0.5Q1/3,

distance is 0.5Q where Q is the mass of the explosive in kilograms.
The locations of the gages on the structures are also shown in Figure 4.

E. Test Matrix

Three test firings were planned for this project but it became
obvious after three shots there was a requirement for further testing
because of the sensitivity of the blast propagating from the front Of
the don-or to the confinement of the headwall. A description of the
tests are described below.

t t
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Shot I - The headwall of the donor was hinged and lightly taped.
The roof of donor model was a scaled reinforced concrete slab. Model R
was inadvertently placed at a separation distance of 0.666 m, in-:tead
of 0.866 m.

Shot 2 - The headwall of the donor was heavely taped because of the
excessive overpressures recorded on Model F. The donor roof was again
a concrete slab and Model R sepcration distance was corrected to 0.866 m.

Shot 3 - The headwall consisted of two layers of 1/4 inch masonite.
Other donor paramdeters were held constant.

Shot 4 - Two changes were made on this shot. A plaster board
material was used ior the roof of the donor and a 1/4 inch glass head-
wall was inserted in place of the masonite.

Shot 5 - This shot had a ccncrete roof and headwall with a slight
modification of the charge configuration. The uprights of the "H"
were 20.62 cm and the crossbar was 12.61 cm. The charge weight remained
the same.

Shot 6 - The roof and headwall were the same as Shot 5 and the charge
configuration was the same as Shots 1, 2, 3, and 4, as shown in Figure
3.

III. RESULTS

The results will be presented in the form of tables listing the
peak oveipressure and impulse recorded at each gage station for each
shot. Graphs showing the variation of these two parameters versus
headwall material will also be presented.

A. Peak Overpressure at Gage Stations 3n Models F, S, and R

The values of peak overpressure recorded at gage stations on the
three acceptor models are listed in Table II. When a gage recorded
two significant shocks both values are listed in the table with a
"/" to separate them.

1. Peak Overpressure on Model F. The values of peak overpressure
listed in Table II for gage stations F-I, F-2, F-4, and F-6, (along
the centerline of the model), for shots 2, 3, 4, and 6 are plotted in
Figure S. It can be seen in this figure that the blast loading on the
slope as recorded at gage station F-I is quite high and is very sensitive
!'to the headwall conditions. In Figure 5 through Figure 10 the symbol
SM means single masonite, DM means double masonite, G means glass, and
C stands for concretd. the values range from 4598 kPa for the single
masonite headwall down to 2551 kPa for the glass headwall. The glass
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was approximately the same density as concrete but was ruch stronger and
caused greater blast suppression to the front.

Along the centerline of the roof of Model F the peak overpressure
decays as the shock front moves away from the explosive source on shots
2, 3, and 6, while the glass headwall shot 4 shows a slight increase in
peak overpressure.

2. Peak Overpressures on Model S. The peak overpressures along
the centerline of Model S are presented in Figure 6. Here the trend
is mixed and the type of headwall appears to have only a small effect
on zhe blast attenuation to the side of the structure. The double
masonite headwall used on Shot 3 has the greatest attenuating effect
at gage station S-1 on the slope.

3. Peak Overpressure on Model R. The peak overpressure recorded
at three selected stations on Model R, as presented in Figure 7, show
a logical trend. The stronger the headwall, the higher the pressure
propagated to the rear. With the strong glass headwall the peak over-
pressure is higher at R-l, R-2, and R-6, Only the first peak is listed
at gage position R-1.

B. Overpressure Impulse at Gage Stations on Models F, S, and R

The values of overpressure impulse obtained from the gage stations
on Models F, S, and R are listed in Table III.

1. Overpressure Impulse on Model F. The overpressure impulse
does not follow the same trend in blast attenuation as established front
the peak overpressure. At gage station F-l, as shown in Figure 7, the
single masonite headwall recorded the highest impulse while the double
masonite headwall was the lowest. Along the centerline of Model F
the overpressure impulse on all shots is higher at station F-6 than at
station F-2. The glass headwall has the lowest values at stations
F-2, F-4, and F-6.

2. Overpressure Impulse on Model S. The values of overpressure
impulse listed in Table III for gage stations S-1, S-2, S-4, and S-7
are plotted in Figure 9. Here again the impulse does not show the
same trend as the peak overpressure attenuations although the concrete
headwall gave lower values of both peak overpressure and overpressure
impulse on the roof of Model S. It is interesting to note that the
impulse for all shots is higher at gage station S-4 than at S-2 or S-7.

3. Overpressure Impulse on Model R. The values from only three gage
stations R-1, R-2, and R-6 were plotted in Figure 10. Here the peak
overpres-ure and overpressure show the same trend. That is, the glass
headwall produces higher values on Model R and the concrete headwall
produces the lower values.
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Table III. Overpressure Impulse at Gauge Station Location on Models F,
S, and R

Gauge Distance Shot Number SHOT
Station From i 3 1 4 1 5 6 1+2+6
Location GZ Overpressure Impvlse, 1 3

m kPa-ms kPa-ms kPa-ms kPa-ms kPa-ms kPa-ms kPa-ms

F - 1 0.890 --- 510 399 421 .......

F - 2 1.103 233 183 190 121 162 164 193

F - 3 1.116 191 184 182 84 --- 104 160

F - 4 1.182 261 220 223 108 147 174 218

F - 5 1.194 293 278 249 94 156 162 244

F - 6 1.261 305 230 222 159 141 183 239

F - 7 1.272 294 195 189 90 115 145 211

S - 1 0.698 208 169 153 179 152 142 173

S - 2 0.931 118 104 99 96 76 60 94

S - 3 0.949 129 114 114 83 77 56 100

S - 4 1.128 127 136 113 117 94 77 113

S - 6 1.143 138 130 117 124 79 70 113

S - 7 1.325 102 89 80 91 90 77 89

2+6
2

FF - 1 1.180 --- 110 106 109 98 105 108

R 1 0.964 184 177 184 220 208 169 173

R -2 0.024 266 245 239 310 291 185 215

R - 3 1.024 235 223 223 282 267 174 198

R - 4 1.024 282 203 196 258 263 161 182

R - 5 1.043 255 230 229 280 249 197 214

R- 6 1.182 107 91 92 108 91 90 91

4
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C. Effect of Charge Configuration

The donor model roof and headwall were the same on shots 5 and 6.
The difference in the two shots was in the configuration of the charge.
The dimensions and configuration of the charge for all shots except
shot S are shown in Figure 3. On shot 5 the uprights of the H were
20.62 cm and the crossbar was 12.61 cm. The two charge configurations
are shown in Figure 11. The charge weights remained the same (1.27 kg).
The small difference in the charge configuration produced large
differences in the blast propagation to the front, side, and rear of
the Models.

1. Peak Overpressure and impulse on Model F. The same gage
positions will be compared as in the proceding figures where the effect
of headwall material was presented. The values of peak overpressure
and impulse measured on Model F from shots 5 and 6 and listed in
Tables I and IT are plotted versus distance in Figure 12. Both peak
overpressure and overpressure impulse were lower on shot 5 than shot
6 at all gage stations.

2. Peak Overpressure and Impulse on Model S. The peak overpressure
and impulse listed in Tables I and II for shots 5 and 6 on Model S are
olotted in Figure 13. The peak overpressure and impulse recorded
from shot 5 are higher than shot 6 at all gage locations with the
exception of S-1. Here the peak overpressure is higher on shot 6
than on shot S.

3. Peak Overpressure and Impulse on Model R. There were four gage
locations in the heqdwall of Model R located to the rear of the donor.
Only one gage station (R-5) has been used in the headwall comparisons
and therefore the same location will be used in this comparison. In
Figure 14 it can be seen that both the peak overpressure and impulse
recorded on shot S are greater than recorded on hot 6. From Tables I
and II it should be noted that both peak overpr.ssure and impulse are
also greater at gage stations R-2, R-3, and R-4 on shot 5 than shot 6.

IV. PREDICTIONS FOR ESKIMO VI

A The blast loading predictions for ESKIMO VI structure will be
Z treated separately because it is planned to be a one-half scale of the

full size structure. All linear dimensions of the full size structure
must be divided by 2 and the charge weight must be divided by 23 or I
8. Therefore the charge weight should be 19844 kg. In order toS•scale the model -results to the ESKIMlO VI condition, all linear distances

and time must follow the following scaling technique.
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R1/2S R - m then R,1/2S R

(QI/2S)I/3 (Qm)l/3 OM

and = R (198441/3 = R (25)an 1R/2S =Rm [ 1 R, R/2S Rm

where R /2S = distances for 1/2 scale structure

R = distance for model
m

QI/2S = charge weight for 1/2 scale test

% = charge weight for model test

Assuming standard sea level conditions, model distances, arrival time,
impulse and duration must bp multiplied by 25 to predict the ESKIMO VI
blast parameters. The volume of the ESKIMO VI structure should be
the full-scale volume 1895.6m3 divided by 8 or 237m3 .

Predictions of the blast parameters for the ESKIMO VI test are
given in Table IV for pentolite at standard sea level conditions.
These values should be corrected for temperature and altitude of the
test site as well as any differences in the explosive charge effective-
ness.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Two factors that may effect the blast parameters propagating
from a scaled model donor magazine are the headwall material and
the charge configuration.

From the results of the test firings it appears that a strong
or heavy headwall will (1) cause some attenuation of peak overpressure
to the front of the donor, (2) cause some enhancement of peak over-
pressures to the side of the structure and to the rear of the structure
when compared with the weaker headwalls.

For most of the gage positions these same conclusions can be
drawn for the overpressure impulse.

On shot 6 where the uprights of the H were longer than shot 5 itappears that (1) the peak overpressure to the front is greater but

(2) the peak overpressures to the side and to the rear are lower
than recorded on shot 5.

I The overpressure impulse follows the same trend as noted for the
overpressure.
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Figure 3. Charge configuration and-dimensions.
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Figure 5. Peak overpressure versus distance on Model F.
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Figure 7. Peak overpressure versus distance on Model R.
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ABSTRACT

ESKIMO VI, sixth in the series of Explosive Safety Knowledge Iprove-
meant Operation Tests was conducted to test and evaluate the safety and
performance under blast loading of earth-covered boy-shaped (smokeless
powder and projectile) storage magazines. Earlier ESKIMO tests have
been performed to determine minimum separation distAnces necessary to
prevent explosion communication between magazines and to test the perfor-
mance of existing and proposed magazine designs at the minimm distances
permitted by safety standards. ESKIMO VI evaluated the explosion resis-
tance of flat-roofed, earth-covered, reinforced concrete construction
magazines used by the U.S. Navy for storage of smokeless powder, projec-
tiles, and missiles. The two magazines tested, the Type IIB (old design)
and Type A (new design) magazines, were characterized by the box shape,
similar geometric dimensions, interior three-bay design, and two entrance
doors located in the headwail. Both designs were subjected to "worst
case" intermagazine separation distance pressure loads. Both structures
survived the test with limited damage. The Type IIB magazine sustained
light to moderate structural damage while the Type A magazine sustained
only light damage. The Type IIB doors failed during the blast and were
blown into the structure, permanent roof deflections were limited (less
than one inch) and minor cracking of the concrete roof and headwall was
evident. The Type A magazine sustained primarily architectural damage
to the roof parapet. Roof deflections (less tnan one-half inch) were
noted accompanied with minor cracking of the concrete roof. Both magazines,
if in the field, could be reusable after minor reworking.

Structurally speaking, the designs were also characterized by
standard reinforced construction with a slab roof supported by two
interior columns (either square tied or spirally reinforced) and covered
with a uniform earth cover.

Prior to ESKIMO VI there was no adequate basis for allowing these
magazines to be located at the minimum separation distances. Box magazines
such as the Type IIB (currently in wide use in the field), had not been
tesced or specifically designed for overpressure loads, safety policy
had required that they be sited at non-standard intermagazine separation
distances and that their storage capacity be limited to one-half the
weight of explosives allowed in a standard magazine. These requirements
increased the amount of land needed for storage in box-shaped magazines
without fully satisfying questions on their safety.

In view of the projected requirement for more box magazines, the
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) designed two new magazines
for resisting blast loadings at standard intermagazine separation distances.
The new designs, the Type A and the larger Type B, are intended to
provide safe storage of explosives with a smaller land area than is
currently required for existing box magazines of the IIB type.

The test was conducted using one-half scale structures. Both of
the test magazines were complete structurally equivalent half-scale
models of their respective prototypes. The donor structure was a mock-up
"of a Type IIB magazine and simulated the geometry and mass of the roof,
earth-cover, and headwall of the prototype. The donor charge consisted
of 60 Mark 16 torpedo warheads containing the equivalent to 44,000
pounds of TNT, corresponding to 350,000 pounds of of TNT at full scale.
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Construction of the test structures began in October 1979 and wes
completed in June 1980; the test was conducted on July 23, 1980. All
work was conducted under direct funding from NAVFAC and the Department
of Defense Explosive Safety Board (DDESB). Naval Weapons Center (NWC)
China Lake was the test site and test conductor with the Civil Engineering
Laboratory (CEL) acting as project coordinator.

This report contains brief descriptions of: (1) construction of
the test structures, (2) the explosive charge and donor structure, (3)
test structure layout, (4) instr-,mentation, and (5) preliminary test
results in the form of taoulated summaries, time series plots of instru-
mentation results accompanied with discussion, and photos of structural
damage.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

ESKIMO VI was the sixth in a series of explosions tests of earth
covered magazine ztructures conducted at Naval Weapons Center, China
Lake, CA. ESKIMO is an acronym for Explosive Safety Knowledge IMprovement
gperation. The previous five ESKIMO tests (Ref 1-5) were conducted on
full 3cale steel and concrete arch magazines. Previous ESKIMO test
results were the basis for establishing intermagazine separation distances
(Ref 6) required for "standard" arch-shaped magazines.

ESKIMO VI was designed to test and evaluate the safety and perfor-
mance under blast loading of box-shaped (smokeless powder/projectile)
storage magazines. Previous to ESKIMO VI, box magazines in the field
had not been tested or specifically designed for overpressure loads.
Safety policy therefore had required that they be sited at non-standard
intermagazine separation distances and that their storage capacity be
limited to one-half the weight of explosives allowed in a standard
magazine. (See Table 1 for a listing of selected intermagazine spacings.)
These requirements increised the amount of land needed for storage in
box-shaped magazines without fully satisfying questions on their safety.

In view of the projected requirement for more box-shaped magazines,
the Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) designed two new
magazines for the blast loadz at standard intermagazine distances.
These new designs were intended to provide safe storage of explosives
within a smaller land area than is currently required for existing box
magazines. I

The Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board (DDESB) and the
Navy co-sponsored ESKIMO VI to investigate the structural response and
safety of the existing (Type IIB magazine) and proposed (Type A magazine)
box-magazine structures.

TEST OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the ESKIMO VI test were:

1. To evaluate the safety of existing box-shaped magazines at
non-standard intermagazine spacings.

2. To demonstrate the safety of the new NAVFAC box-r,;agazine designs
for use at standard intermagazine spacings.

3. To develop improved load criteria, structural performance
requirements, design methods and intermagazine spacings for box-shaped
magazine roofs, walls, and doors.
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GENETAL DESCRIPTION

Test Structures

ESKIMC VI tested two box-shaped magazines, the NAVFAC Smokeless
Powder/Projectile Type IIB and the new NAVFAC Type A.

Due to the prohibitive expense of full scale structures, large
scale model Type A and Type IIB test structures were tested with the
appropriate scaled charge weight. The scale factor was one-half. A
discussion of scaling and scaling laws is included in the ESKIMO VI test
plan (Ref 7).

Type IB Magazine

The Type IIB Smokeless Powder and Projectile Storage magazine
(Ref 8) was selected for meeting the first objective for the following
reasons: (1) there currently are large numbers of the Type 1ib magazines
in the field (an illustration of this magazine type is shown in Figure 1)
and (2) the Type Iib dimensions are identical to that of the redesigned
blast-resistant Type A magazine. The Type IIB magazine (full scale) is
52 ft deep and 97 ft wide with an inside height that varies from 13 ft
at the rear wall to 15 ft-2 in. at the front wall. Dimensions of the
scale model are ne-half of those above (Fig 2). Construction drawings
for the one-hal' scale Type IIB test structure are found in Reference 9.
The Type IIB magazine has two interior columns and 10 pilasters with
capitals. Three continuous drop panels are provided at the column lines
between the side walls. Two doors are located at the loading platform.
The Type 1iB test structure duplicated the walls, roof, columns, pilasters,
floor slab, footings, both doors, and earth fill. The nominal (full
scale) depth of roof earth cover for these box designs is 2 feet. The
model structures employed 1 foot of earth cover. The steel wingwalls,
salvaged from ESKIMO V, were designed to retain the earth fill behind
them. The ramp and platform in the model structures were replaced with
compacted earth fill without concrete slabs, footings or steps and all
other non-structural fteatures were deleted.

Type A Magazine

The new NAVFAC Type A magazine (Ref 10) was tested to meet the
second and third objectives. It was designed to provide the same interior
dimensions as the Type 1ib magazine. The Type A magazine roof is supported
by two interior circular columns with drop panels. Aside from being
much more massive and designed without pilasters, the major difference
between the Type A and II B magazines is in the headwall design. The
Type A magazine employs two sliding (built-up) doors which are supported
on all four edges by large beam elements. The two doors are located at
the loading platform. The Type A test structure duplicates the walls,

roof, columns, footings, both doors (without hanging mechanisms) and
earth fill. The nominal (full scale) depth of roof earth cover for
these box designs is 2 ft. The model structure employed 1 ft of earth
cover. Steel wingwalls, were used to retain the earth cover. The
interior floor slab, ramp and loading platform in the model were replaced
with compacted earth fill without concrete slabs, footings or steps and
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all oLher non-structural features were deleted. Construction bid package
drawings of the one-half scale model Type A structure (Fig 3) are also
included in Reference 9.

Magazine Test Doors

The double !eaf, hinged doors located on the Yype 1IB (Fig 4) were
approximately one-half scale models of the doors currently being used in
the field. The model doors were designed to provide the same resistance
as those on the full scale structure.

The single leaf sliding doors on the Type A magazine were chosen to
mtet Objective 3. Figure 4 illustrates this door type and drawings of
the door's construction are included in References 9 and 10. In the
interest of economy, the Type A doors did not include the hanging mecha-
nisms and were fastened with no intention of preventing door rebound
after loading.

TEST LAYOUT

Test Array

The test array is shown in Figure 5. The Type lIB magazine Ias
located to the side of the donor, at a scaled distance of 1.25 W
(44 ft). and thT/ýype A magazine to the front of the donor, at a scaled
distance of 2 W (70.5 ft).

Siting the Type IIB Magazine

Table 2 lists the predicted Type IIB structure loads at each of the
intermagazine separation distances. These ymues indicated that the
side-side orientation at a spacing of 1.25W would produce the critical

Type IIB roof and headwall loadings.
Consideration was given to testing of the Type IIB magazine roof at

the same standard front-back spacings as the Type A magazine roof.
However, a preliminary structural response analysis based on previous
ESKIMO tests and other pressure load data showed little chance that the
.[IB roof would safely resist the resulting loads. In comparison, the
Type A roof, which was designed for these load magnitudes, uses twice
the material and is considerably stronger than the Type IIB roof.
Consequently, the Type lIB magazine was placed at the side-to-side
orientation. Moreover, the predicted roof loads at the side-side spacing
(which is the same for both the standard and non-standard spacings) was

I •also predicted to exceed the strength of the IIB roof.
In response to the need for better pressure load data, DDESB tasked

the Ballistics Research Laboratory (BRL) to run scale model tests of the
Sproposed ESKIMO VI layout. Data from these model tests (Ref 11) indicated

the loads, specifically the impulse, originally predicted were excessively
conservative for the Type lIB magazine (37% high) and approximately the

I same for the Type A magazine (within 10% of previous values). Even with
Sthe decreased loading, a roof or headwall failure was not totally ruled

i.•£ odt.
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Siting the Type A Haaine

Table 2 presents the pretest predicted loads on e mwgazine at
standard intermagazine separation distances (based on 1/50 scale model
tests conducted by Kingery, Ref 11). The critical orientation for the
roof (front-back) and headwall (bark-ffent) are not the same. The
Type A magazine headwall and door designs are based on methods proven by
experience and test and are therefore designed with a high level of
confidence. Less is known about flat slab design and analysis, especially
for dynamic loads. Therefore, the Type A magazine was oriented to
evaluate the safety of the roof system and tf-e Type IIB oriented to
evaluate the safety of the roof, headwall and doors.

The critical orientation, as shown in Table 2, is front-back at a
2W1 " spacing. Since the Type A roof was designed for the expected test
loads, test results will also provide valuable information oa the adequacy
of current design methods.

Donor and Explosive Charges

The test structures were located to the sides and to the front of
the donor. In order to obtain the proper directional blast environment,
the donor structure wa3 construeted to simulate the mass properties and
geometry of the earth-covered Type IIB magazine. The donor structure
was designed by NWC, China Lake with structural steel roof and sidewalls
and reinforced concrete headwallr and provided the most economical
design within the mass and geometry requirements. The donor design
details are included in Refereuce 9, sheets 10 and 11.

The donor charge weight was modeled to simulate a full scale explosive
weight of 350,000 pounds of TNT, the design charge weight of the now
NAVFAC Type A magazine. The donor charge consisted of surplus Mark 16
torpedos, requisitioned from the depot at Hawthorne, NV. A one-half
scale test required the equivalent to 44,000 pounds of TNT (60 torpedos
packaged in 15 groups, 4 torpedos per group). The charge distribution
within the magazine was the same as that used by the Army Ballistic
Research Laboratory (BRL) in the 1/5-th stale model ESKIMO VI load
determination tests (Ref 11). Figures 6 and 7 show details of the
Mark 16 torpedo groups and their locations in the donor structare.
Figure 8 is a photo of the torpedoes is-place prior to the test.

2

INSTRUMENTATION
A

General

2 -• Pressure-time gages recorded the directional blast environment from -

the box-magazine donor. Gages on the ground surface along gage lines at
2 00, 900, and 1800 (see Table 3) recorded the kree-field pressure-time

2• environment while gages on the test structure3 recorded the blast envi-
ronment at the magazines. The pressure gage measurements will be compared
with results from the BRL scale model load tests and used to develop
load criteria for boz magazines. Soil pressure gages measured the

Itt load-tjne history at the soil structure interface and will be used to
determine load attenuation through the soil medium.
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Structural intrumentation recorded the time history response of the
test structuren. Standard resistive weld-on strain gages were located
at selected rebar locations. Velocity and deflection gages were stra-
tegically located in the interior bays of the structure to measure the
maximum vertical response of the roof and the maximum horizontal response
of the wall.

Velocity gages were of the pendulum type, normally used in ground
shock tests and were used as a backup to the standard displacement
gages. Vertically-oriented velocity gages included a spring which
compensated for gravitational effects on the pendulum. Deflection gages
were linear motion potentiometers or linear variable differential trans-
ducers and were used to measure differential motion of the roof.

All air blast gages were installed in heavy gage mounts in order to
read side-on pressure loads. Piezoresistive type gages were used on-
structure and most free-field locations. BRL self-recording gages were
used at a solid distances of fifty.

Locations of instrumentation used for structural response and blast
environment measurements are summarized on Figures 9, 10 and 11.

ESKIMO VI DETONATION

At 10:27 a.m. on 23 July 1980, the donor charge was detonated. The
explosive source in was designed to produce a maximum impulse of 410
psi-msec on the Type IIB magazine roof and a maximum of 885 psi-msec on
the Type A magazine roof. Peak pressures (based on scale model tests)
anticipated were 91 psi and 294 psi, respectively. Measurements of
blast loading made during the test, however, that the actual loadings
were significantly lower than the predicted level, and exhibited strong
directional effects. The measured impulse loads ranged from 377 psi-insec
with a reflected peak of about 105 psi on the Type IIB magazines, to 656
psi-msec with an initial peak of 360 psi on the Type A magazine.

It is believed the blast loads observed during the event are repre-
sentative of an actual donor incident.

TEST RESULTS

Based on fragment size and data from recordings, it is concluded
that complete, or essentially complete, detonation was achieved. Crater-
ing was minimal (maximum depth oi 5 ft) due to the containment afforded
by the donor structure floor. Varying amounts of structurl damage were
incurred by the test magazines. Details of this damage are presented
with illustrations in the following section. For comparison purposes, a
photo of the structures prior to the test is included in Figure 12.
Illustrations of the limited crater are shown in Figures 13 and 14.

Observed Structural Response

The Type IIB Magazine. On the Type IIB Magazine the headwall and
roof received an impulse loading about 8% less than that predicted. The
Type IIB structural response was as follows:
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1. The docrs were forced inward, bending past the door stops and
were separated from their hinges, coming to rest in the corresponding
rear corners of the magazine. The steel door stops at the top and
bottom of the door opening remained intact. The door jams were partially
separated from the concrete headwall in and around the hinge locations.
This damage occurred when the hinges failed. Figures 15 through 17
illustrate this damage.

2. The concrete roof was cracked at and around the south column.
Minor spalling did occur exposing portions of the reinforcing bar.
Figures 18 and 19 indicated extent of damage in this area.

3. The concrete headwall and roof were lightly cracked. Minor
pilaster damage was also reported. Figures 20 and 21 illustrates this
damage. The north end of the Type lIB magazine sustained only light
damage as illustrated by Figure 22.

The Type A Magazine. The Type A magazine was subjected to an
impulse loading 25% less than anticipated. Minor structural damage was
encountered. Damage was as follows:

1. The roof parapet (a low wall used to retain the soil on the
roof) was severely damaged. Figures 23 and 24 illustrate this damage.
The sliding doors, though not damaged, were torn loose from their attach-
ments; this was expected since the doors were not attached to prevent
rebound. Figure 23 illustrates this point.

2. Very little damage, if any, was sustained to the Type A interior.
Figures 25 and 26 illustrate this point.

3. Cracking of the Type A magazine roof occurred but was not
severe. Figure 27 illustrates this damage.

Data Derived from Instrumentation

Event Timing. All data, with the exception of the BRL self-
recording gages, were recorded using: standard IRIG format B for the
motion pictures, and binary coded one kilohertz timing for magnetic tape

= data from the piezoresistive pressure gages, displacement, velocity and
strain gages.

Test event times derived from assessment of the piezoresistive
pressure gage data and velocity data were based on a zero-time pulse
indicatian derived from an ionization probe buried in the donor charge.

Motion Picture Photography. The main test event was recorded
photographically by ground and air-based 16-mm, 35-mm, and 70-mm cameras
using color film and video cameras. Film speeds were varied from 10

C frames per second for some overall views to 8000 frames per second for
- cameras focused on headwalls, doors and the donor target. Figure 28

illustrates the six camera locations used for the test. All cameras
except those trained on the donor target (camera #1) operated as planned.
A full documentary film of test results should be available approximately
January 1981.

5
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Response Instrumentation.

Displacement Transducers. Displacement transducers were
strategically positioned so as to measure the maximum displacements at
the roof and headwalls. A summary of data derived from the displacement
transducers is listed in Table 4. A representative plot of displacement
data is shown in Figure 29. Time history records of all data are not
included in this report due to its bulk, but are available from the
author on request.

It should be noted that the displacement measured for the roof
components (Table 4) was relative to the floor, (which moved due to
ground shock). In order to acquire relative displacements to a non-moving
frame of reference, velocity gages were attached at floor level and
output integrated to acquire the floor movement during the event.
Displacements relative to a non-moving frame of reference are listed in
Table 5. Maximum roof displacements for the Type IIB magazine were
2.0 in. at location Ml. Maximum roof displacements for the T-roe A
magazine were 1.42 in. at location M4.

Velocity Gages. A summary of data derived from velocity gage
output is shown in Table 6. Time history record plots are available
from the author. A representative plot of this data is found in Figure 30.
In general, the first motion after zero time is consistent with arrival
of the blast wave.

Movement of the floor due to ground shock was also established by
integration of velocity gage output. The purpose of these gages (gage
number five for the Type IIB magazine and gages number four through
seven on the Type A magazine) were used for determination of relative
roof displacements (Table 5).

Pressure Gage Data. A summary of pressure gage output is
listed in Tables 7 through 9. Time history record plots are available
from the author. Figure 31 is a representative plot of this data. The
purpose of measuring pressure data is to acquire the pressure loadings
on the structure and surrounding areas for comparison with previous
model data (Ref 11). Gages mounted on the roof indicated roof distributed
loadings with respect to time are an important part of determining the
response of the structure.

Soil Pressure Gages. A summary of data derived from soil
gauge output is listed in Table 10. Time history record plots are
available from the author. Figure 32 is a representative plot of this
data. The purpose of these gages was to determine the load attenuation

on the structure due to earth cover. Based on pressure loading a measure
of attenuation through the soil can be established. For the Type lib
whose sidewalls nearest the donor was instrumented at heights 1/4h,
1/2h, and 3/4h, the attenuation was 65%, 70%, and 78%, respectively.
Corresponding soil pressures on the Type IIB sidewall were 92 psi, 77
psi, and 58 psi with a reference surface pressure of 260 psi. The rear
wall of the Type A magazine was also instrumented at 1/2h, 3/4h and
measured pressures of 162 psi,'133 psi at the respective locations.
Attenuation was 70% and 75% based on a reference surface pressure of
532 psi. The soil pressure gage located on the Type IIB magazine roof
indicated an attenuation of 0% based on a soil pressure of 105 psi and
reference surface pressure of 105 psi. The soil pressure gage located
on the Type A magazine roof and at the 1/4h location on the rear wall
were lost during the test.
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Strain Gage Data. A summary of strain gage output is listed
in Table 11. Time history record plots are available from the author.
A representative plot of this data is included in Figure 33. Strain
gages were installed on the reinforcing bars in the test structure in
order to determine the structural. The purpose of this from the test
data the internal load distribution and relate this information to a
theoretical model.

CONCLUSIONS

In view of the minor structural damage sustained to the Type A
magazine from the ESKIMO VI test the safety and performance of that
structure under "worst case" standard intermagazine distance pressure
loads has been confirmed. In addition, it was demonstrated that the
Type IIB magazine would sustain only light to moderate structural damage
when exposed to non-standard (side to side) intermagazine distance
pressure loads. Moreover, as a result of data gathered from the test a
data base suitable for use in a theoretical analysis of roof slabs has
been generated.

Type IIB Magazine

It was shown by the performance of the Type IIB magazine that the
current door design is inadequate for resisting loads generated by a 350
klb charge. Redesign of the headwall and door system would be necessary
to resist such loads. A design similar to that of the Type A magazine
is a viable alternative. Should a redesign be initiated, roof component
stresses must be reviewed.

Consequently, a major redesign of the Type IIB magazine may be
necessary for assuring structural performance and safety.

Type A Magazine

The minor damage sustained by the Type A magazine may imply the
possibility of reducing steel and concrete construction requirements
while still maintaining satisfactory performance under blast loading.
Further theoretical studies can assess these reductions and the corre-
sponding economic savings.

This theoretical work, scheduled for 1981, will add greatly to
knowledge of analysis trying to determine the behavior of flat slabs and
drop panel roofs. Data gathered from ESKIMO VI will play a major role
in the determination of analytical models for this purpose.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Type IIB Magazine

Evaluation of post-shot data has indicated the door design in the
Type IIB is inadequate for anticipated loadings. Consequently, it is
recommended that; (1) A redesign of the Type IIB door system be initiejtd,
and (2) ESKIMO VII test be initiated to test the redesigned door system.
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In view of these stipulations non-standard spacing or download requirements
currently imposed by OP-5 should be maintained until further investigation
is carried out.

Type A Magazine

The safety and performance of the Type A magazine at standard
intermiagazine distances has been established by ESKIMO VI. In light of
the minor damage ,ncurred by the Type A, a structural overdesign may be
evident. 'e, order to assess this matter further, a theoretical analysis
is recommended to evaluate the pob:ible overdesign and possible economic
savings which may be incurred in eliminating the over-conservatisms.
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Table 5. Summary of Roof Displacements
After Compensation for Floor Motion

Maximum
Location of Relative
Measurement Displacement*

Type lib Magazine

1. M, o.6
2. M2 0.2
3. C2 -. 4
4. E2 -.15

Type A Magazine

1. Ml .42
2. ,14 1.01
3. C4 .75
4. El .96

*Positive values indicate downward motion.

**Maximum negative excursions are included for
completness of data tabulation.

Table 6. Summary of Velocity Data

PeakLocation of First Motion DisplacementVelocity .Sensor (msec) (/s)^. (in.),,

Type IIB Magazine

1. M2 30 +5 (-5) 1.25
2. M3 27 2.0 (-1.6) 1.0
3. E2 32 5.5 (-3.8) 1.875
4. Cl 36 3.0 (-2.0) -1.85
5. Floor 32 2.5 (-2.75) -1.40

Type A Magazine

1. m4 20 +8.6 (-6.0) 1.34
2. E4 21 9.88 (-5.57) 1.41
3. Cl 20 +4.37 (-2.68) .69
4. Floor @ Ml 22 +1.0 (-1.0) .76
5. Floor @ M4 23 +1.12 (-1.0) -. 41
6. Floor @ El 22 +1.38 (-1.28) .45
7. Floor @ C4 23 +1.2 (-1.35) .325

-Positive values indicate downward motion.
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Table 7. Summary of On-Structure Piezoresistive Pressure Gage Data

Gage Distance Peak Impulse Time of Arrival
Gage Location from Donor Overpressure (psi-msec) Relative to Zero

(ft) (psi) Time (msec)

Type lib Magazine

1. El 80 80 320 27

2. Ml 68 105 377 23

3. M2 68 * *

4. Wi 30 260 494 14

5. M3 68 50 382 27

6. J3 56 110 313 17

Type A Magazine

1. E1 84 354 630 20

2. M4 90 232 650 20

i
3. E4 90 143 605 19

4. 17 98 50 609 27

S. 11- 3 84 532 1,275 13 1
I

6. 111 84 360 656 18

7. ij2 77 127 832 17

*Gage lost during test.
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Table 8. Summary of Off-Structure Piezoresistive Pressure Gage Data

Gage Distance Peak Impuls ' Time of Arrival
Gage Location from Donor Overpressure mul Relative to Zero

(ft) (psi) (Psi-msec) Time (msec)

I. 0-4* 140 112 650 47

2. 0-6 210 29 613 77

3. 0-15 530 9.3 185 270

4. 0-25 880 2.29 25.5 545

5. 90-2 70 49.2 330 19

6. 90-4 140 47.1 310 53

7. 90-6 210 26.2 300 85

8. 90-15 5-0 8.53 121 329

9. 90-25 880 * * I

10. 180-2 70) o 7A '4- 11

II. 180-4 140 29.1 290 54

12. 180-6 210 31.4 270 97

13. 180-15 530 6.4 115 331

14. 180-25 880 2.49 58.8 525

*First digit indicates angula, Dientation of gage line, second digit
- indicates sca,, distance of gage.

**Channel failee -tring test.
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Table 9. Summary of BRL Self Recording Pressure Gage Data

Gage Distance Peak Impulse Positive Phase
Gage Location from Donor Overpressure (psi-msec) Duration

(it) (psi) (msec)

1. 0-50 1760 .346 23.59 149.2

2. 90-50 1760 .446 30.56 146.81

3. 180-50 1760 .2571 15.24 130.86

Table 10. Summary of Soil Pressure Gage Data

% Attenuation

Location Peak Soil Reference at Based on

of Sensor Pressure Surface Location Surface

(psi) Pressure (ft) Pressuce(ft) Pressure

Type 1ib Magazine

1. Ml 105 105 1 0

2. S4 91.9 260 3 65

3. S3 77.6 260 5 70

4. S9 38.0 260 7 78
, i

Type A Magazine

"1. M6 532 3 *

2. M8 162 532 5 70

3. H7 133 532 7 15
4. M1 * 360 1 *

*Gage failed during test.
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Table 11. Summary of Strain Gauge Data
Location of Sensor Peak Strain Average Strain

(p in./in.) (p in./in.)

Type IJB Magazine

I. S2 2115.0 900
2. MI 2823 0 564
3. M2 1472.5 394
4. M2 1235.5 311
5. M3 2912.0 434
6. C3 -1770.0 (+2200) 38
7. C3 -900 (1943) 600
8. E2 630 300
9- E2 1000.0 280

10. El 2500.0 100
II. El 500 i0o

Type A Magazine

I. M5 2410.0 627
2. Mi 1874.0 332
3. M4 430.0 32
4. H4 1046.0 364
5. M4 1359.0 504
6. M4 2554.0 102.0
7. M8 3i0.0 120
8. C1 -2350.0 110

9. CI -5533.0 3843
10. C4 5613.0 4740
11. E1 2027.0 371
12. E4 2097.0 781
13. E4 1547.0 322

T(+) Tension
(-) Compression
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Revised Quantity-Distance Criteria for Earth-Covered Igloos

fH. J. Reeves
US Army Ballistic Research Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Grourd. Maryland

INTRODUCTION

The storage of small quantities of Hazard Division 1.1 ammunition or
explosives in igloo magazines can be prohibitive due to current Quantity-
Dist-ice restrictions. The "Manual on NATO Safety Principles f.r the
Storage of Ammunition and Explosives" dated 1976, section 413.d , requires
a minimum distance of 400 metres between inhabited buildings an6 iglo.'s
containing Hazard Division 1.1 ammunition or explosives. No minimum net
explosive quantity is associated with this 400-metre restriction. These
restrictions are based, in part, on the extrapolation of test data
acquired during large scale field trials with net explosive quantities
in the thousands of pounds.

Described in this paper are the results of 3imited iull-scale Eild
tests designed tu characterize the hazards to an exposed site when
limited quantities of bulk explosives, positioned inside an igloo, are
statically detonated.

The cNij ctive of these tests was to collect debris (concrete frag-
ments) and airblast data produced by the detenation of 68 kg (1S0 lb)
and 206 kg (450 lb) TNT charges positioned inside earth-covered rein-
forced concrete igloos and analyze both airblast profiles and fragment
distributions in terms of densities, weights, and their location relative
to igloo orientation.

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

All tests were conducted at the NAVAJO Depot Activity near Flagstaff,
Arizona, where a total of four excess igloo magazines were made available
for destructive tests in support of this effort. These igloos were de-
clared as excess dueto structural failures between the floor slab and 4
the footings, in the floor slab, and in some cases in the arch crest.
It is assumed that the influence of these defects on the test results I
can be ignored. All four igloos were constructed in 1942 according to
government specifications and were earth covered to a depth of at least
2 feet, see Figure 1.

There was no pre-test site preparation involved in the first two
tests. The igloos faced a large open field covered with desert-type
vegetation to a height of 3 feet. However, the areas to the sides and
rear of the igloos were relatively well maintained. Using the results
of the first two tests for guidance, areas to the front, side, and rear
of the remaining igloos, large enough to contain S-degree recovery
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Figure 1. Standard Earth-Covered Igloo
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sectors, were prepared using a grader The recovery areas for each test
are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4. Th-se rer-very areas were searched
after each test and the fragments catalogued in terms of numbers, weight
intervals, and distance intervals. Al. distances were measured from the
center of the igloo. A postage scale -.-as used to establish fragment
weights up to 2 pounds. The weight of fragments in excess of 2 pounds
was estimated.

To provide a continuous record of t-.: sequence of events, four 16mm
cameras were positioned to photograph th,, front side and rear of the
igloos. Air blast parameters were monit, red by pressure transducers,
flush mounted, via a teflon collar, to aluminum blocks positioned to the
front and sides of the igloos in Tests 3 :ind 4.

In all four tests, 50-pound blocks of ,ý'T, placed in the center of
the igloos, were statically detonated usiag long lengths of Primacord
connected to a remotely located mechanical-electrical safety block.

TEST RESULTS

All four igloos were completely destroyed in the test series. The
doors were expelled from the test site --- remained airborne for 2 to
300 feet --- impacted the ground and started to roll --- coming to rest
hundreds of feet from the impact point. The earth cover rose to a i
height of approximately 60 feet and settled with only minor scattering. j
All headwalls were fractured into several hundred pieces, many weighing
in excess of 100 pounds. The rear walls were recovered intact and in
place. The sidewalls fractured into large pieces and were recovered i
either in place; on the floor, or on the earth cover. Selected post
test damage photographs are presented in Figures S through 10.

I

The results of the fragment collection effort are presented in Table
I. It should be noted that the data for Tests 1 and 2 are suspect due
to incomplete recovery, i.e., the recovery areas to the front of the
igloos were not cleared of vegetation and some of the smaller fragments
could have been overlooked. The condition of the prepared sites used in I
Tests 3 and 4 was such that all fragmnents were recovered. Because the
prepared areas used in Tests 3 and 4 were larger than required for 5-
degree search sectors, fragmenIts are listed in Table I as being recovered
either inside or outside the 5-degree sector. -

The fragments recovered to the rear of the igloos, were pieces of the ]
vent stacks located outside and above the rear wall. This was verified
by painting the vent stacks in Tests 3 and 4.

The highest pressures, 1.2 psi at 33 metres (109 ft) and 0.6 psi at I
41 metres (136 i:), were measured in front of the headwall where the
Mlast gages were offset from the centerline of the igloo to protect them
from heavy concenr-ation of-debris. The expe~ted pressures, at these
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Figure 5. Test No. 1I 450-lb Weight Charge
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Figure 6. Test No. 1I 450-lb Weight ChargeI
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Figure 7. lest No. 3 - 150-lb Weight Charge
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Figure 8. Test No. 3 150-lb Weight Charge
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distances, for an unconfined charge of the same weight are 2.., psi and
2.1 psi. The highest pressure measure measured off the side of an
igloo, 80 ft from the 150 lb charge, was 0.5 psi. The expected pressure
at this distance is 4.7 psi, for unconfined charges.

DISCUSSION

The present safety criterion requires that the density of hazardous

fragments not exceed one per 600 ft 2 when unprotected personnel are in
the area. A hazardous fragment is defined as one having a kinetic
energy of 58 ft-lb or greater. In this analysis it is assumed that any
concrete fragment weighing 0.4 lb or greater satisfies the 58 ft-lb
criterion. While this choice is conservative, it has only a minimal
effect on the establishment of safe distance limits.

The fragment data for each test firing are presented in Figures 11

through 14, in terms of hazardous fragment densities/600 ft2 versus
distance for each of the three recovery areas. These distributions show
that:

o The hazardous fragment densities were greater in front of
the magazine than off to the sides and rear.

o The fragment density in front of the magazine decreased
significantly when the charge weight was decreased from
450 lbs to 150 lbs.

o Varying the charge weight had only a minimal effect on
fragment densities to the sides and rear of the igloos.

The pressures measured off the front and sides of the igloos in
Tests 3 and 4 were significantly lower than those expected from an
exposed charge of the same weight. This is consistent with the results
of 1/50 scale model tests* conducted by the BRL to determine the effects
of an accidental explosion occurring in standard munition magazines when
filled with 100,000, 300,000, and 500,000 pounds of explosives.

*Kinqery., C., et al, "Blast Parwneters from Explosions in Model Earth
Covered Magazines," BRL-R-2680, BaZlistic Research Laboratory (1976)
AD032414.
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Data trends established in the model tests show that compared to the
pessures recorded from an unconfined charge of the same weight:

o There was a significant attenuation of peak overpressures
to the sides and rear of the igloos, observed at close-in
distances, becoming less as the distance from the charge
increased.

o Peak overpressures recorded along a blast line to the
front of the structure were always greater than those
recorded for the unconfined charge.

This was apparently due to focussing the blast energy from the three
earth-covered sides to the front headwall.

The effects of focussing were observed in the Navajo tests where the
pressures recorded to the front of the magazine were attenuated less
than those off the sides. Even though pressures were not recorded along
a blast line directly in front of the headwall because of the debris
hazard, there is no reason to expect that the pressures in this area
were higher than those expected from an unconfined charge. The effec-
tiveness of the headwall in attenuating blast in the model tests can be
ignored due to the very large, 1000,000-500,000 pound, charge weights.
The presence of the headwall cannot be ignored in the Navajo tests with
150-pound charge weights.

While the decay rate of the peak overpressures from the Navajo tests
are different than those from an unconfined charge of the same weight,
they will continue to decay with distance.

The icwest overpressure causing building damage is usually that
causing -window -lass failure. Penetration by glass fragments, acceler-
ated by airblast, can produce serious wounds if they attain sufficient
velocity. A criteria for estimating the probability of penetration of
glass fragments to produce serious wounds, expressed as functions of
fragment weight and impact velocity, has been established by the Love-
lace Foundation.*

*Bowen, I. G., et aZ, "Biological Effects of Blast from Bombs,"

AECU-3350. Prepared by Lovelace Foundation, June 1956.
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An analysis* of glass fragments produced in large ;cale, 10,000-

and 1,O00,000-lbs TNT, Lests show that:

"o Fragment size varies inversely with the peak pressure
of the blast wave striking a window.

"o Fragment velocity is inversely proportional to fragment
size and is directly affected by the duration of the
pressure pulse.

"o Fragments produced by windows, both single and double
strength glass, subjected to an incident pressure of
about 1 psi, presented only a minimum hazard.

Only five fragments out of several hundred had incapacitation proba--
bilities between 0.0 and 0.1 using the Lovelace criteria.

If we assume that the highest pressure in front of the headwalls in
the Flagstaff tests was 1.5 psi at 100 feet, then an effective explosive
charge weight of 36 lbs TNT can be estimated using cube root scaling
techniques." Pressure versus ground range curves for 36- and 150-lb
TNT charges are presented in Figure 15. The 150-lb charge curve has
been included to show the overpressure attenuation advantage provided by
the igloo headwall.

Inspection of these pressure-range curves show that the hazards from
window glass failure, resulting from the detonation of a 150-lb TNT
charge, can be ignored because the range at which the pressure exceeds 1
psi is significantly less than the range at which the density of hazardous

2
(concrete) fragments exceed one per 600 ft2.

CONCLUSIONS

The current 400-metre minimum distance requirement between inhabited
buildings and igloos containing Hazard Division 1.1 ammunition or explo-
sives is excessive for small explosive weights. This is true for both
fragment and peak overpressure hazards.

The use of a barricade in front of the hea&-..il and a redesign of

the vent stack would have reduced the density of hazardous fragments, in
the Navajo tests, to an insignificant level.

The peak overpressure hazards to the sides and rear of earth-covered
igloos are significantly lower than those directly to the front. These
directional effects should be considered when establishing minimum
distance requirements.

. Custard, C. H., et al, "Evaluation of Explosive Storage Safety Criteria,"
Falcon Research and Development Company, May 1970.

**Kingery, C. N., "Air Blast Parameters Versus Distance for Hemispherical
• TNT Surface B.-rsts," BRL R 134t, Ballistic Research Laboratory, Sep 66.
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR SOIL COVER OVER BOX MAGAZINES

by

W. A. Keenan
Civil Engineering Laboratory

Port Hueneme, California 93043

PURPOSE

This paper presents design criteria for the minimum depth of soil
cover required over the roof of a box-shaped ammunition storage magazine.
The criteria apply to effects from an explosion inside the magazine.
The criteria offer, for the first time, a deterministic design procedure
for achieving either full containment of explosion effects or partial
containment where debris is limited to some prescribed maximum distance
from the magazine. The basis for the criteria is summarized and sample
problem solutions are presented to illustrate its application and impli-
cations. The paper is condensed from Reference 1 which is a product of
the NAVFAC Explosives Safety Facilities (NESF) Project directed by the
Civil Engineering Laboratory (CEL) and sponsored by the Naval Facilities
Engineering Command (NAVFAC).

BACKGROUND

The development of construction standards for ammunition magazines
is empiric3l. The magazine is dimensioned to meet functional require-
ments, such as the number and size of dooi-, bulk storage capacity,
floor area, and ceiling height. The box -..ructure is usually designed
to safely support a prescribed live load plus the dead weight of 2 feet
of soil cover. The use of 2 feet of soil cover is almost a universal
standard of unknown origin.

The design is then field tested to observe its behavior and safety I
performance. To avoid anomalies and uncertainty from scaling effects,
the test structure is usually a full- or large-scale model. If the
observed behavior and safety performance are acceptable, the design is
then issued as a definitive standard for ammunition storage. Any requests
for deviations from this standard, such as placing more than 2 feet of
soil cover over the roof slab, are suspect and discouraged because of
the empirical nature of the design process and the uncertainty in effects
of any deviations on safety.

A deterministic design procedure that accounts for all parameters
eliminates many of the problems resulting from the empirical design
"process. A deterministic procedure offers design flexibility to incor-
porate changes in functional, survivability, physical security, and
safety requirements into construction standards without sacrificing the

A level of explosives safety. Further, a deterministic procedure offers a
potential solution for altering-existing magazines in the field to meet
changes- in performance requirements. For example, the design criteria
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presented in this paper clearly demonstrated that existing IXT box-shaped
magazines at WPNSTA Concord, although in violation of current safety
standards, do not present a debris hazard to nearby inhabited buildings,
and MCON Project 252,_which provides for construction of six new magazines
(estimated cost $492,000) at a more remote site, should be canceled.

The design criteria presented herein also brings into sharp focus
the potential economic benefits of using soil mass, instead of the
strain energy capacity of structural members, to control the performance
of a magazine. Beginning in about the 1950s, there were significant
advances in structares technology concerning the dynamic response and
behavior of structural members under blast loads. Consequently, the
prevalent design philosophy today is to meet p~rformance requirements by
designing strain energy capacity into structural members. This philosophy
is often costly. Perhaps, we should revert backwards, at least in some
cases, to the design philosophy prior to 1950 when the makers of explo-
sives made liberal use of soil to meet performance requirements b7
converting blast energy to kinetic energy of the soil.

BASIS FOR CRITERIA

Typical box-shaped, earth-covered magazines are shown in Figures 1,
2, and 3. The box is reinforced concrete designed to safely support the
dead weight of the soil cover. The roof slab is not reinforced to
resist blast pressures from an internal explosion; the roof slab has
essentially no capacity to resist uplift forces from an internal explosion
by absorbing internal strain energy.

Possible failure modes for the soil-bermed roof are illustrated in
Figure 4. Failure will occur either from shear and membrane forces
which tear the slab free from its supports (Figure 4a) or from shock-
pressure-induced tension and compression waves which pulverize the
concrete and breech (break up) a'local area of the slab (Figure 4b). In
most cases, the internal strain energy absorbed in support and breeching
failure is insignificant compared to the total energy imparted by the
explosion, especially if the roof slab is not reinforced to resist
internal pressures. Consequently, the upward motion of the roof slab

hmust be resisted almost entirely by mass effects of the soil cover and
concrete roof slab. Theories for the dynamic motions of the roof are
formulated below.

Theory

Consider an explosion inside the box-shaped magazine shown in
Figure 5. The magazine has a net explosive weight, W, internal volume,
V, and door vent-area, A. The soil cover has a depth, d , density, ys7
and -shear failure angle, t. The roof slab has a thickness, tc, and
density, cc

Blast Environment. The explosion produces both blast and gas pressures
_�inside the magazine. The time history of the pressure inside the box is

shown in Figure*5a. According to Reference 2, the scaled total impulse
is
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S569 (A ) 0.78 ~w 0 38  (1)

and the scaled duration of the gas pressure is

T- = 2.26 (A W" 3  (2)

Equations 2 and 3 are empirical relationships derived from test data.
The total impulse, i, includes effects of both blast and gas pressures.

Roof Response. The time history of the roof response from the pressures
is shown in Figure 5a. If the time to maximum response of the roof, t ,
is much greater than the load duration (i.e., t > 3T), then t can bemm.
calculated, without introducing significaut error, by considering only
the total impulse, i, and neglecting the time variation in the pressure
pulse. The impulse imparts an •Jitial p:4eudovelocity to the roof equal
to i/M where M is the total effective mass of the soil cover plus concrete
slab per unit area of the roof. For t_/T < 3 and neglecting the strain
energy absorbed during failure of the roof slab, the upward maximum
displacement of the roof slab, Xm, is

d 3 y 2 k 2 (X /d) (Af 1.5 6  (3)o.7SYw/3=108087\•3 (3)

and the time when the roof slab reaches its maximum displacement is

tm 36255 ( A 0 "0 8 (W0 448 )
k s k d s

The factor k in Equations 3 and 4 depends on the failure mode of
the roof slab-and the characte,.istics of the earth-bermed roof. If the
roof slab fractures along its perimeter (Figure 4a) and remains intact
as it moves upward under the force of the explosion, the factor k, in A
Equations 3 and 4, is

( 1)1 2 P3, tc Yc + + ds cot a

+ +

c d
+ (563))]
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If instead the force of the explosion breeches the roof slab, concrete
debris missiles of various sizes will be propelled upward along with a
mass of soil cover. ;,or a rectangular-shaped concrete debris missile of
area s Is2 and thickness t ,

Y r/ 2 d 2 dta)
cot a -cotc l (6)

For a reinforced concrete roof slab, the most likely values for sI and
s are the spacing of the reinforcing bars in each span of the slab(ief 3).

The depth of soil cover required to limit the roof response of a
box-shaped magazine is determined from Equations 3, 4, and 5. Given the
design parameters of a box-shaped magazine (namely, 91, £9, 0 , a, A, V,
W, t c, y and y ), the factor k is calculated from Equation 4 and the
minimum 5epth of soil cover, d , required to satisfy a prescribed failure
criterion, x m/d , from Equation 3. The computed value of d must be
checked for accuracy using Equation 4 to determine if t /T ! 3.0. If
t /T < 3.0, the computed value of d is overly conservative. The compu-m . s<
tation of d is direct for a = 90 degrees. For a < 90 degrees, the
computation of d requires an iteration process. Given d , the computa-
tional process is direct for finding any other parameter, such as the
maximum permissible charge weight, W, required to satisfy a prescribed
failure criterion, x /d

m s
Roof Debris. If tne internal explosion causes local breeching of the
roof slab, as illustrated in Figure 4b, concrete debris missiles of
various sizes will be propelled upward by the force of the explosion.

These debris missiles are a potential hazard to inhabited areas outside
the magazine.

The risk to people and property from debris missiles depends upon
their number, mass, and striking velocity. According to NAVSEA OP-5,
the safe range is beyond where no more than one debris missile per 4
600 ft2 of land area strikes with an.energy content exceeding 58 ft-lb
(Ref 4).

A more conservative safety criterion is to define the safe range,
R , as the range beyond where no debris missiles will strike the ground
surface. If vd is the missile launch velocity resulting from breakup of
the roof slab, then this safety criterion is satisfied provided

vd : V g(7)
da

Equation 7 is conservative; it neglects the energy dissipated from
tuoibling and air drag during missile flight. Further, it assumes that
the debris missile is launched from the magazine at the critical launch
angle producing the maximum throw range.

'4E The minimum depth of soil cover necessary to satisfy Equation 7 is
derived for the following assumptions: (a) no energy is lost in breaking 4
the missile free from the slab, (b) the concrete debris missile enters
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free flight when x = d , (c) at x = d the missile enters free flight at
the launch angle which produces the maximum throw ranee, and (d) during
free flight the missile experiences no loss of energy from effects of
air drag and tumbling. For these assumptions, a conservative estimate
of the m=aximum safe charge weight so that the strike range of concrete
debris missiles will not exceed some prescribed R is

S

r -62 2 2 A 5611"0564

W = [4.63 x k0 ds Ys (2 ds + Rs) (V0.487 ] (8)

Rearranging terms, the safe range beyond which no concrete debris missiles
will strike the ground surface is

R 216,000._W0.9466 2 9

Rs k2 ds 2 YS 2 A/V0.487)2 1(9)

The minimum depth of soil cover, ds, required to limit debris missiles
to some prescribed range R from an explosion of magnitude W is also
found from Equation 9. The computation of d requires an iteration
process because the value of k depends on d . In both Equations 8 and
9, the value of k should be calculated fromSEquation 6.

All preceding theory assumes that the blast energy, defined by
Equation 1, is converted to kinetic energy of the soil and roof slab and
the energy transfer is completed within time T given by Equation 2.
This condition is not always the case. For certain ranges of the param-
eters, gas pressures are still present inside the magazine after the
bermed roof has reached a stage of failure which provides a path for gas
pressures to vent through the roof. For such cases, some of the blast
energy defined by Equation 1 jets through the soil berm and vents to the
atmosphere; i.e., all the blast energy is not converted to kinetic
energy of the soil and roof slab. This phenomenon will occur if the
duration of the gas pressere, T, exceeds the time when venting through
the soil-bermed roof first begins. If venting through the roof first
begins at time t , then all preceding theory is applicable if t /T g 1.0.
For td/T < 1.0, Equation 3 overestimates x , Equation 8 underesfiL.ates
the safe charge weight, and Equation 9 overestimates, by a wide margin
for large charge weights, the maximum possible strike range of conicrete
debris missiles and the minimum depth of soil cover.

If venting through the bermed roof begins at time t td when
x d , then the critical-time ratio isS~s

__12161 / d\ V.72
yd y2 2  11d- Ay (/3)1.72 (10)
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provided td/T • 1.0

w e e y . 36255 "A ,0'08 'W\ 0.48

where: Y k ~ W2/3) )

Soil Cloud. The explosion generates shock waves which strike the roof,
walls, and floor. The waves reflect And bounce back and forth between
these surfaces. Waves striking the roof slab result in a train of
compression waves which travel upward through the concrete slab and soil
berm at a velocity near the speed of sound. The compression waves
compress the soil and lose energy as they travel upward. When each wave
passes through the concrete-soil interface of the roof slab and the
soil-air interface of the soil berm, a reflected wave forms and travels
in the opposite direction. The reflected wave is a tension wave. The
net stress in the soil berm at any time is equal to the difference
between the stress in the compression and tension waves.

If the net stress is tension, it peels off successive layers from
the outer skin of the soil berm. The peeling process continues, as the
wave advances, until the energy in the wave is eventually dissipated by
the nonlinear properties of the soil. The peeling process is most
likely to occur within a relatively shallow outer layer of the soil
berm. The peeling process may be repeated by trailing waves in the wave
train. However, the trailing wave.s are less effective due to their
lower energy content and interference with reflected waves. The peeling
process, should it occur, throws soil particles into the air to form a
soil cloud, as illustrated in Figure 4c.

The size and mass of the soil cloud is of academic interest but
rarely presents a serious risk to people and property because of the low
energy content of soil particles. Theory for predi.cting the size of the
soil cloud and mass of soil pushed into the cloud is not available.

Experiment

An experiment was designed to validate the preceding theory for the
dynamic response and behavior of the roof slab and soil berm of a box
magazine. The experiment was designed by CEL and conducted by the WQEC
Laboratory at WPNSTA Concord, Calif. (Ref 1).

The experiment involved detonating explosive charges inside small-
scale box magazines and recording the response and behavior of the roof
&sat and soil berm.

Test Magazine. Design oetails of the test magazine are shown in Figure 6.
The test magazine was approximately a 0.40 geometric scale model of the

S XT magazines (Figure 1) located at WPNSTA Concord. The floor, walls,
entryway, and barricade of the test magazine were constructed from
3-inch-thick steel plate, j:ined together with full penetration welds.
The test chamber was buried in the ground with the lip of the chamber

-• •_flush with the ground surface (Figure 7).
The door on the magazine was 10 gauge steel sheet (0.14 inch) held

in place at mid-height by two shear pins. The door was replaced after

each test.
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The test charge was Composition C-4 explosive shaped into a right
cylinder with a length-diameter ratio equal to 1.0. The charge was
positioned midway between the walls and 15 inches above the chamber
floor.

The headwall and roof of the test magazine were constructed from 2-
by 6-inch timbers (Figure 8). Strips of 14 gauge steel plate were
nailed to the bottom face of the roof timbers. The steel strips over-
lapped adjoining timbers 3/4 inch to seal the roof from blast pressures
and shield it from the products of combustion. Adjacent timbers (with
metal strip attached) wvre not mechanically joined in any way; each
timber was free to move upward independent of the others, except for the
restraint provided by the overlapping metal strip. The timber roof
rested on the top of the chamber walls (Figure 6). The roof timbers
were not fastened to the chamber walls. This detail yielded a slightly
conservative measure of the response and behavior for a typical bermed
roof of a box-shaped magazine.

The roof timbers were covered with standard road base aggregate in
a berm-like fashion. The maximum size of aggregate w3s 1/4 to 3/8 inch.
The maxitnum weight of an aggregate was approximately 0.35 ounce. The
bet-.a was configured in such a manner that the soil depth, d , was extended
fo: a distance d beyond the vertical extension of the chamber walls,
except at the headwall. The area outside a projection of the roof slab
onto the surface of the berm was spray painted white to improve photo-
graphic contrast in recording the failure mechauism of an earth-bermed
roof. Beyond a distance d from the chamber walls, a slope of 1:2 was
maintained to ground level. Figure 9 illustrates the configuration of
the test magazine and the painted area of the berm prior to testing.

Instrumentation consisted of a Fastex Model WF-15 high speed motion
picture camera and a Nikon F camera. The cameras recorded breakup of
the earth berm and the motion of a target, marked in 6-inch increments,
which was bolted directly to the midspan of the timber located over the
center of the roof (Figure 8). A plywood backdrop with a 2-foot grid
was placed behind the magazine to eliminate all background interference
and enhance the contrast to better define the response and behavior of
the bermed roof.

Test Results. The test results are summarized in Table 1. The vertical
growth of the soil cloud and upward displacement of the timber roof as a
function of time are plbtted in Figures 10-14. Typical photographs of
the earth-bermed roof at various stages of dynamic response and behavior
are shown in Figures 15-22. A detailed discussion of results is presented
in Reference 1. Test results demonstrated that air passages through the
soil berm can occur when the maximum roof response exceeds the original
depth of soil cover (i.e., x /d > 1.0). This particular test observation
is critical to the formulation of design criteria for full containment
of an ammunition magazine.

Theory Versus Experiment

The measured and predicted results for each test are compared in 4-

Table 2. The measured and predicted upward displacements of the roof
slab as a function of time are plotted la Figures 10-14 for comparison.
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Note that the entire history of the measured roof response is captured
within the theoretical response curves for a = 85 and 90 degrees.
Theory for a = 90 degrees pcovides the best correlation with measured
roof response for three tests; a = 85 degrees provides the best correla-
tion for two tests. This correlation strongly suggests that the theory
(and equations derived therefrom) is reasonably accurate, at least
within the range of parameters tested. Note that Zhe correlation is
excellent even in tests 7 and 8 where the roof slab was driven upward
well in excess of the original depth of soil cover (i.e., x /d > 1.0).
Most important, the excellent correlation implies that theory adequately
describes the internal blast environment, and the acceleration, velocity,
and displacement of an unrestrained roof slab at any instant of time.
It is concluded that the theory yields slightly conservative estimates
of the roof response and launch velocity of roof debris by assuming
a = 90 degrees, at least for the road base aggregate used for the test
magazines.

DESIGN CRITERIA

The following design criteria offer a basis for establishing a
deterministic p-ocedure for designing, analyzing, and site planning
box-shaped ammunition storage magazines. Caution should be exUSised in
applying the criteria to very large W, large ratio of W/V, A/V > 0.60,
arch-shaped magazines, a rectangular-shaped magazine with a large aspect
ratio, and soils other than road base aggregate. Re3sons for these
limitations and others are presented in Reference 1. Further, the
criteria are based on limited test data derived from small-scale tests.
Additional theoretical studies and test data from large-scale magazines
(currently uuderway) are needed to validate the criteria.

The criteria are no panacea for all ammunition storage problems.
It appears that the economic benefits derived from the criteria are
probably inversely proportio..al to the ratio W/V. The criteria offer a
technique for eliminating certain safety waivers and introducing flexi-
bility and economy into the design process and construction standards
for ready service magazines, special weapons magazines, and missile test
cells. In certain cases, the criteria may offer a means ef increasing
the survivability of parked aircraft without degrading safety.

Full Containment

Full containment is defined as the condition where the earth-bermed
roof provides an air-tight seal duriug the entire history of internal
loading and berm response. Full containment contains debris within the
perimeter of the magazinr . It so prevents products of combustion
(i.e., chemical gases, fire, and blast pressures) from bleeding through
the soil berm and into the atmosphere; all products of combustion are
forced to vent through the doors/headwall.

Full containment requires x /d s 1.0. For design purposes let
x /d = 1.0 and use Equation 3 to determine either the minimum depth of
soil cover, ds, maximum design charge weight, W, minimum magazine volume,
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V, or minimum vent area, A, required to achieve full containment.
Assume a = 90 degrees and determine k from Equation 5 if breeching is
precluded. Othecwise, assume a = 90 and determine k from Equation 6.
Having satisfied the requirement that x /d 5 1.0, check the accuracy ofS m S
the solution by computing t /T using Equation 4. If t /T Ž 3, the
solution is a conservative Dut reasonable estimate. IT t /T < 3, the
solution is overly conservative and the degree of conservatism increases
with decreasing t /T. The ranges of parameters for full containment
relative to other modes of behavior are illustrated in Figure 23.

Partial Containment

Partial containment is defined as the condition where the earth-
bermed roof provides an air-tight seal during the entire history of
internal loading but not during the entire history of berm response.
Partial containment prevents blast pressures from jetting through the
soil berm; all blast pressures are forced to vent through the doors and
headwall. Following escape of all blast pressures, the air-tight seal
of the soil-bermed roof slab is broken, allowing products of combustion
(i.e., chemical gases and fire) and roof slab debris to escape through
the bermed roof.

Partial containment requires t d/T 2 1.0. For design purposes let
td/T = 1.0 and use Equation 10 to determine either the minimum depth of
soil cover, d , maximum design charge weight, W, minimum magazine volume,
V, or minimum vent area. A, required to achieve partial coataifment.
Use Equation 6 to determine k and assume a = 90 degrees. Thete is no
need to check the accuracy of the solution for partial containment. For
the practical range of parameters, the requirements that t /T > 3 and
t /T > 1 are satisfied so the solution is a good estimate. The ranges
of parameters for partial containment relative to other modes of behavior
are illustrated in Figure 23.

Debris Hazard

Debris refers to concrete debris from the roof of the structural
shell. The safe range from concrete debris is defined as the range
beyond which no concrete debris missiles from the roof slab will strike
the ground surface.

For design purposes, use Equations 8 and ý to predict and control
the debris hazard. Use Equation 8 to determine the maximum design
charge weight, W, such that concrete debris missiles will not strike the
ground surface beyond some prescribed range, R . Use Equation 9 to
determine either the safe range, R , beyond where no concrete debriss
missiles will strike the ground surface, or the minimum depth of soil
cover, d required to limit concrete debris missiles to some safe
range, Rs. In both Equations 8 and 9, use Equation 6 to determine k and
assume Ot 90 degrees. Check the accuracy of the solution by computing
td/T using Equation 10. If td/T > 1, the solution is a conservative but
reasonable estimate. If t /T < I, the solution is overly conservative
and the degree of conservagism increases with decreasing td/T. Note
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that the debris range is zero if the magazine provides full containment
(x M/d ý 1). The relationship between parameters affecting the debris
hazar• is shown in Figure 23.

Blast Hazard

A box magazine covered with soil to a depth sufficient to provide
either full or partial containment is equivalent to a hardened three-wall
box with a hardened roof. For such designs, the graphs in F7guces 38
and 39 of Reference 2 are applicable for predicting approximately the
external blast environment at any distance to the front, sides, and rear
of the magazine. The predicted blast environment is approximate because
the graphs in Reference 2 do not consider effects from the magazine
headwall. According to these graphs, either full or partial containment
will dramatically reduce the close-in blast environment (e.g., at NAVSEA
OP-5 intramagazine and intraline distances) to the sides and rear. The
benefits at NAVSEA OP-5 inhabited building distance are insignificant.
For large box magazines, the reduction to the rear and sides should
significantly reduce the vulnerability of adjacent magazines and slightly
reduce the "safe" distance to direct-support filities (facilities
allowed at NAVSEA OP-5 intraline distance, R/W = 18 or approximately
the 3.5-psi overpressure level).

The blast environment to the front will be greater than that from
an ammunition magazine with say 2 feet of soil cover, but not by much
according to Reference 2. If the increase is significant, this disad-
vantage might be overcome by orienLing magazines in a herringbone pattern,
as illustrated in Figure 24.

For designs with td/T • 1, the external blast environment is some-
where between the blast environment from an unconfined surface burst and
the environment predicted from Figures 38 and 39 of Reference 2. The
exact environment depends upon effects of time-dependent venting on the
external blast environment which is a subject for future research.

APPLICATION OF CRITERIA

The following explosives safety problems and their solutions demon-
strate application of the design criteria presented in this paper. The
first problem, concerning an operational safety waiver on IXT magazines
at WPNSTA Concord, is real. The solution given is the proposed solution
for eliminating the safety waiver. All other problems are purely hypo-
thetical. Further, the specified operational and perfirmance requirements
are not necessarily typical but were chosen to demonstrate several
facets of the criteria.

Ready Service Magazine

Six fuze and primer magazines (lXT magazines) are located at WPNSTA
Concord. The IXT magazines are of the type shown in Figure 1. The
depth of soil cover is 2 feet. The magazines store a total net explosive
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weight, W, equal to 8.0 pounds maximum of Class 1, Divisions 1 and 2,
Category (04) material.

The IXT magazines, located 80 feet from inhabited buildings, violate
NAVSEA OP-5 safety standards which require a 400-foot minimum separation
distance from any IXT magazine to the inhabited buildings. This separa-
tion distance is intended to mitigate the debris hazard to the inhabited
buildings.

Safety authorities indicate that the requirement for waivers could
be removed if, givn an inadvertent explosion involving 8 pounds TNT, it
could be clearly demonstrated that explosion effects would be completely
contained within the magazine or explosion effects would present no
debris hazard to the inhabited buildings located 80 feet away.

Apply the theory in the paper to answer the following aspects of
the problem and determine the safety of the 1XT magazines. The values
of critical parameters for the IXT magazine are given in Figure 25. For
these values, Equations 3 and 10 (for td/T = 1.0) are plotted in Figure 25
where x /d is shown for any combination of W and d . Equations 9 and
10 (formtd h = 1.0) are plotted in Figure 26 where * is shown for any
combination of d and R

s s

(a) Question: Will the soil-bermed roof of an existing IXT magazine
completely contain W = 8 pounds TNT?

Answer: Entering Figure 25 with d = 2 feet and W = 8 pounds for
the 1XT magazines, find x /d > 1.0. Since full containment, as definedm s<
in this paper, requires x /d s 1.0, the 1XT magazines will not fullym s
contain the explosion. By extrapolation, x /d = 3.56. Therefore,
X = (3.56)(2.0) = 7.12 feet. Thus, the soil germ will not contain them
explosion and the roof slab will rise 7.12 feet.

(b) Question: What is the maximum possible strike range of any
concrete debris missile from the roof slab of the IXT magazine?

Answer: Entering Figure 26 with d = 2.0 feet and W = 8 pounds for
the 1XT magazine, find R = 10 feet. TAus, the maximum possible strike
range of concrete debris missiles is 10 feet.

(c) Question: What soil cover depth is required to completely
contain an explosion involving 8.0 pounds TNT?

Answer: For full containment, x /d < 1.0. Entering Figure 25
with x /d = 1.0 and W = 8.0 pounds, Tina d = 3.2 feet. Thus, 3.2 feetS s

of soil cover are required to fully contain the explosion effects of
8 pounds TNT.

(d) Question: What is the maximum safe storage capacity of a
IXT magazine?

Answer: The minimum distance from a IXT magazine to an inhabited
building is 80 feet. Thus, R = 80 feet. Entering Figure 26 with
de Rf f5 oTui • •ds 2 feet and Rs = 80 feet,Sfind W = 52.3 pounds TNT. Thus, the

s Smaximum safe storage capacity is 52.3 pounds 4-n order to limit concreteA
debris missiles to a range less than 80 feet. But to limit the blast
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pressures at the nearest i"Ibited building, current NAVSEA safety
standards require R ý 40W , inhabited building distance, or W 5
(R /40) 3  (8 0 / 4 0 )3 s 8 pounds TNT. Thus, blast pressures, not debris,
limit the safe storage capacity of a IXT magazine to 8 pounds TNT.

(e) Question: Neglecting blast hazard, what is the safe storage
capacity if the soil cover over the roof is increased from
the present 2 feet to 3 feet?

Answer: Entering Figure 26 with d = 3.0 feet and R = 80 feet,
find W = 100 pounds. Thus, neglecting glast hazard, an aaditional foot
of soil on top of the existing 2 feet of soil cover increases the safe
charge weight for debris hazard from 52 pounds to 100 pounds TNT.

(f) Question: For W = 50 pounds TNT, what is the critical depth
of soil cover where any additional soil cover wil]. not change
the blast environment outside a IXT magazine?

Answer. Etering Figu6e 3 1 with W = 50 pounds, t /T = 1.0 at
d = 0.43 W = 0.43(50) * = 1.63 feet. Thus, a~ding soil to the
roof slab will reduce the external blast environment (because td/T < 1.0)
until d = 1.63 feet. For any d > 1.63 feet, blast and gas pressure
will have escaped through the door opening before the roof slab has
risen a sufficient distance (x = d ) to allow them to vent through the
soil berm; the blast environment outside the magazine will be identical
for all d > 1.63 feet.

s

(g) Question: Based on the above analysis, recommend a solution
to the safety waiver problem.

Answer: The safe charge weight for a 1XT magazine is 8 pounds TNT
and is limited by blast pressure requirements. The maximum possible
strike range of concrete debris missiles from the roof slab is 10 feet,
much less than the range (80 feet) to the nearest inhabited building.
The safety waivers on the IXT magazine should be lifted and MCON Project
P-252 (estimated cost $492,000) should be canceled.

Large Box Magazine

WPNSTA Atlantis Master Plan includes MCON Project P-51 which provides
for construction of 40 large box-shaped ammunition magazines to store
special weapons. The design charge weight, W, for each magazine is
8,000 pounds TNT equivalent.

Survivability, environmental control, and physical security are
important factors in the design of the depot. The Special Projects
Office requires a minimum soil cover of 8 feet over each magazine to
defeat an assigned weapon threat. The base commander desires to have
the minimum soil cover necessary to prevent nuclear material from being
blown upward through the bermed roof into the atmosphere, should an HE
explosion occur inside a magazine. The security office concurs; addi- I
tional soil cover will increase the denial time of forced intrusion into
a magazine. The safety office requests that the final construction

V-
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standards for the depot be accompanied by documentation which clearly
demonstrates that any deviations from established standards (e.g., a
soil cover depth greater or less than 2 feet) will not degrade the level
of explosives safety.

The master planners wish to examine the benefits of satisfying
these requirements by arranging the magazines in a herringbone pattern,
as illustrated in Figure 24. The design approach will be to provide at
least 8 feet of soil cover but not less than the depth required to
direct or vent all shock and gas pressures and debris through the headwall.
This approach will reduce the blast and debris hazards to the sides and
rear of any donor magazine but amplify and focus blast and debris effects
to the front of the donor magazine. The herringbone pattern will suppress
this effect by preventing the headwall and doors of any acceptor magazine
from "seeing" the full face-on reflected pressures from any donor magazine.

Apply the criteria to answer the following aspects of the proposed
design concept for the ammunition depot. Design parameters for the
magazines are given in Figure 2. For these values, Equatiox. 3 and 10
(for td/T = 1) are plotted in Figure 27 where x /d is showi for any
combination of W and d . Equations 9 and 10 (for • /T = 1) are plotted
in Figure 28 where W is shown for any combinativ, on d and R . The

s Ssolutions to the problem are derived from these figures.

(a) Question: What soil cover depth is required to completely
contain an inadvertent explosion involving 8,000 pounds TNT
equivalent? How high will the roof slab rise?

Answer: Full containment, an air-tight berm seal at all times, is
defined as the condition where x /d 5 1.0. Entering Figure 27 withm s
x /d = 1.0 and W 8,000 pounds, find d = 23.8 feet. Since x /d = 1.0,
dm = (1.0)(23.8) = 23.8 feet. Thus, 23.9 feet of soil cover over the
magazine is required to fully contain the explosion effects of 8,000 pounds
TNT. The roof slab will rise 23.8 feet.

(b) Question: What soil cover depth is required to provide an
air-tight seal and prevent shock and gas pressures from
jetting through the soil cover and instead force the pressure
to escape through the headwall? How high will the roof
slab rise?

Answer: To maintain an air-tight roof seal until all shock and gas
pressures have escaped through the door openings requires t /T • 1.
Entering Figure 27 with W = 8,000 and td/T = 1, find d = 19.04 feet.
Thus, 10 feet of soil cover will provide an air-tight roof seal until
all shock and gas pressures have escaped through the door openings.

Entering Figurn 27 with W = 8,000 and d = 10.0, find by interpola-
tion x /d = 11.25 or xm (11.25)(10.04) = 113 feet. Thus, with 10 feets
of soiT cover, an explosion involving 8,000 pounds TNT will drive concrete
debris missiles 113 feet vertically into the air.

(c) Question: What is the maximum possible strike range of concrete

debris missiles for 8 feet of soil cover? Is the strike range
S- -a good estimate?
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Answer: Entering Figure 28 with W = 8,000 and d = 8, find R = 316.
Thus, with 8 feet of soil cover, the maximum possible strike range of
concrete debris missiles is 316 feet.

In Figure 28, the point corresponding to W = 8,000 and d = 8 feetS

lies barely in the shaded area. Thus, the predicted maximum possible
strike range (316 feet) is conservative but no~t by a wide margin.

(d) Question: What minimum depth of soil cover is required so
that the blast hazard instead of the debris hazard controls
the safe distance from the ammunition depot to an unrelated
inhabited area outside the depot?

Answer: To mitigate the risk to people and property from blast
pressures, NAVSEA OP-5 requires a minimum separation distance from
exp1loives stores 1 3 unrelated inhabited areas equivalent to R =
40W = 40(8,000) = 800 feet from the nearest large box magazine.
Entering Figure 28 with W = 8,000 and R = 800, find d = 4.55. Thus,
the "safe" separation distances from the rear and sides of a large box
magazine to unrelated inhabited areas are identical for blast and debris
if the soil cover is 4.55 feet. In other words, adding more than 4.55 feet
of soil cover will not reduce the encumbered land area outside the
perimeter of the ammunition storage depot.

(e) Question: What construction details should be incorporated
into the design of the roof slab in order to achieve the
most desirable failure mode?

Answer: Provide no compression steel near supports of the roof
slab. Provide no bent-up rebars. Use small rebars, closely spaced,
vice large rebars, widely spaced, in all areas of the roof slab. Provide
no shear steel at slab supports; adjust the slab thickness so-that the
concrete resists the maximum applied shear stresses at supports from
dead plus i1ve loads. Provide a minimum separation distance between
ordnance stores and the roof slab to reduce the chance of locally 'reeching
the roof slab. The above factors need to be test validated but should
improve the chance of achieving the most desirable failure mode, that
illustrated in Figure 4a.

(f) Question: How does the total encumbered land area of the depot
for d R 4.5 feet compare with the land area for a traditional
Sdepot layout (parallel magazine rows and columns) and safety
criteria (R = 1,250 feet for W 9 30,000 pounds TNT)?

Answer: Increasing the soil cover from 2 feet to d ý 4.5 feet
reduces the band "width" of encumbered land outside the lootprint of the
magazine depot from 1,250 to 800 feet or 36%. The reduction is limited
by safety requirements for blast pressures. Note that a depth of soil

Tcover sufficient to force all blast pressures out the front of a magazine
(d 2 10.0 feet) will not reducel gnificantly the blast pressures at

"t inhabited buildi'ng distance (40Wl/) to the rear or sides or a donor
magazine, although the reductions on acceptor magazines "closer-in"
to the rear and sides of the donor are dramatic.
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Missile Test Cell

WPNSTA Atlantis Master Plan includes MCON Project P-18 which provides
for construction of missile test cells to support check-out of the
CANOPUS Missile. The cells are adjacent to the weapons assembly area in
Building 42. The net explosive weight (NEW) of the warhead plus 25% of
the booster propellant is 300 pounds TNT equivalent. In accordance with
NAVFAC P-397, the design charge weight, W, is 1.2(300) = 360 pounds TNT
(Ref 5).

The design concept for the missile test cells is shown in Figure 3.
Operational requirements call for a minimum ceiling height of 12 feet to
accommodate a minimum hook height of 10 feet for an overhead crane and a
floor area 15 feet wide and 30 feet long to accommodate the missile test
stand plus test support equipment. The cells are sited remote from the
support building (50 feet) to mitigate risks to people and property from
blast effects. The plan is to mitigate the debris hazard by placing
soil in a berm-like fashion over the roof of the test cell. The cell
will be a conventional reinforced concrete design sufficient only to
support the dead weight of the soil cover and a design live load (i.e.,
the concrete box structure is not blast hardened, except for the backwall).
The backwall is designed to support the cell door from the explosion
effects of W = 360 pounds TNT in the test cell. The pathway from each
test cell to the weapons assembly area is covered with a frangible metal
structure for wr ther protection.

Apply the •neory in the report to answer the following aspects of
the design concerning the soil cover. The values of critical design
parameters for the CANOPUS Missile test cell are given in Figure 3. The
solutions to this design problem will be derived from the equations in
the paper.

(a) Question: What depth of soil cover, d , over the test cell
will completely contain W = 360 poundsSTNT?

Answer: Failure criteria for full containment (i.e., air-tight
soil berm) re ýre x /d 5 1 23 For the design2 Yarameters given in
Figure 3, A/W" = lb0/t360) 3.5569 ft2/lb' and W/V = 360/5,400
0.0667 lb/ft 3 . From Equation 3,

3 2 x2
d y k(x/d-0.76

S -= 108087(3.5569) (0.0667)

w2/3

- 1.1689 x 105

Substituting known values and rearranging terms,

d = 1.1689 x 105 (360)2/3 5.9153 x 106Sd

(145 x 0.83 + 110 d) 2  (120 + 110 d
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By trial and error, find d = 7.22 feet. Thus, 7.2 feet of soil cover
is required over the missile test cell for the cover to fully contain
the explosion effects from 360 pounds TNT.

(b) Question: What depth of soil cover, d , over the test cell
will force all blast pressures to vent through the frangible
wall and not to jet through the soil berm?

Answer: To prevent jetting of blast pressures through the soil
berm requires td/T Ž 1.0. From Equation 10 for td/T = 1.0,

2¥ 12161 x d5 7

1.0 = y - 2(0.3) y x s (3.5569) 1.72(0.0667)1.72
r 20-(360) 2/3

and

_ 36255(3.559)0 08(0.0667)0.48 1.094 x 104

(10 d + 145 x 0.83) 110 d + 120s s

Therefore,

1.0 = 1.094 x 10 (1.094 x 10 2.542.3
110 d + 120 - d110 + 120 d 120 -20.235 ds

By trial and error, find d = 2.1 feet. Thus, a soil cover depth equal
to 2.1 feet or greater will force all blast pressures to escape through
the frangible wall and not to jet through the soil berm.

(c) Question: What depth if soil cover, d , over the test cell
will prevent any concrete debris missiles from reaching the
inhabited operating building located 50 feet away (R R 50 feet)?
Is the computed value of d a good estimate or instead overly

5
conservative?,

Answer: From Equation 9 for R 50 feet,
5

R =5 = ( 216000 (360)0'9 62
R 50 04 2 ds k2 d2 s2 [ 180 15

S~~~(54000.8•

50 11.7923 x 106  -S~ 50 2 "-d

(120 + 0 d) 2
5

By trial and error, find d 3.05 feet. Thus, 3.05 feet of soil cover
is required to prevent concrete debris missiles from possibly reaching
the inhabited building located 50 feet away.
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In (b) above we found d S 2.1 feet is required for td/T - 1.0.
Since d = 3.05 feet > 2.1 feet, the value d = 2.1 feet is a good
estimate of the soil cover required to limitS the maximum possible strike
range of debris missiles to less than 50 feet.

(d) Question: Will the depth of soil cover found in (c) prevent
blast pressures from jetting through the soil berm and in the
process push concrete debris missiles helter-skelter into the
air at velocities possibly exceeding those assumed in the
theory? What is the blast pressure inside the test cell
when this process begins?

Answer: Since d = 3.05 feet exceeds d = 2.1 feet which corresponds
to t I/T = 1.0, no shock or gas pressures will jet through the soil berm;
all glast pressures will escape through the frangible wall.

(e) Question: What depth of soil cover is recommended? What is
the maximum possible range of concrete debris missiles?

Answer: Use 3.05 feet of soil cover over the test cell to limit
concrete debris missiles to strike ranges less than 50 feet where
Building 42 is located.

(f) Question: What are the possible benefits of this design
concept compared to the traditional blast resistant design
using laced reinforced concrete?

Answer: Possible benefits are lower design and construction costs
compared to the current safety standard which requires a laced reinforced
concrete cell designed to resist the blast loading from 360 pounds TNT.
The designer instead is instructed simply to design a conventionally
reinforced concrete box culvert, 30 feet long, 15 feet wide, and 12 feet
high. The culvert must safely support 3.05 feet of soil cover (plus any
design live load requirements) which will extend at least 3 feet beyond
the exterior face of each wall where the berm then slopes at 3:2 to the
ground surface. The backwall must be blast hardened to support the
blast hardened door to seal out blast pressures from escaping into the
tunnel passageway.

The design concept also offers greater flexibility in meeting
future operational requirements; more soil cover can be added to the
soil berm if future operations require a larger rated charge capacity
for the missile test cell.

IMPLICATIONS OF CRITERIA

1. The excellent correlation between theory and experiment is the basis
for design criteria which offer, for the first time, a deterministic
procedure for designing the earth cover over box-shaped ammunition
storage magazines to control their structural performance and the debris
hazard to prescribed levels.

i-
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2. The design criteria offer a technique for eliminating certain types
of safety waivers and introducing flexibility and economy into the
desiga process and construction standards for ammunition facilities
without sacrificing the level of explosives safety. The criteria are
especially applicable to facilities storing a small net explosives
weight relative to the structure volume, such as ready service magazines,
special weapons magazines, missile test cells, an4 aircraft shelters.

3. The design criteria offer an e-:onomical solution for altering certain
existing magazines in the field to meet changes in operational and
safety requirements. For example, required increases in the safe charge
capacity of a missile test cell can be accommodated by siwply adding
more soil over the roof instead of constructing new test cells.

4. Given definitive construction standards for a magazine, containment
and debris hazard diagrams of the type shown in Figures 25-28 could be
made part of the standard drawings. The diagrams would provide the
design flexibility to tailor the depth of soil cover to the particular
operational, safety, and site plan requirements of each facility.

5. The prevalent design philosophy today is to meet performance require-
ments by designing strain energy capacity in the structural system.
This philosophy is costly. Perhaps we should revert backwards, at least
in some cases, to the design philosophy prior to about 1950 when the
makers of explosives frequently made use of soil to meet requirements by
converting blast energy in a donor to kinetic energy of the soil.

6. The potential benefits of the criteria justify closing technology
gaps in the theory/criteria by pursuing the recommendations for future
research outlined in Reference 1.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

A Vent area of magazine, ft2  tm Time to maximum response ofroof slab and soil cloud, msec

d Depth of soil cover over roof
of magazine, ft T Time duration of shock/gas

GX -6 pressure inside magazine, msecg Gravity, 32.2 x 10" ft/msec 2

v Velocity, ft/sec
h Vertical height of soil

cloud, ft vd Velocity of roof slab when
x d s, ft/sec

h Maximum height of soil S

m cloud, ft v0  T;elocity at time t = 0, ft/sec

i Total impulse of shock plus V Volume of magazine chamber, ft 3

gas pressures, psi-msec
W Net explosive weight, lb TNT

k Factor related to shear
strength of soil berm and x Vertical displacement of roof
properties of roof slab slab, ft

m Mass, lb-msec 2 /ft xd Vertical displacement of roof
slab at x = ds, ft

M Average unit mass of soil S

wedge plus roof slab, xm Maximum vertical displacement
psf-msec 2 /ft of roof slab, ft

STotal mass of soil wedge plus xT Vertical displacement of roof
roof slab, lb-msec 2 /ft at time t = T, ft

R Horizontal distance from y Time constant related to
magazine, ft centroid of pressure-time pulse

R Horizontal distance beyond C Angle of shear plane failure
which no debris missiles for soil relative to
strike ground, ft horizontal, deg

Sl Length of concrete debris £P Length of magazine chamber, ft

missile, ft
S£2 Width of magazine chamber, fti s2 Width of concrete debris

missile, ft £3 Thickness of magazine walls, ft

t Elapsed time from instant of YC Density of rcof slab, lb/ft 3

explosion, msec
cs Y Density of soil berm, lb/ft 3

HsSt Thickness of roof slab, ft

- Angle of internal friction for
t Time when x ,msec soil
d
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Pigure 4. Failure modes of soi bffm and roof sakb.
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Figure S. Time history of internal pres~re and roof response for bXnoxmgze
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Figure 8. Timber headwall and roof without soil berm.

Figure 9. Test magazine with top of berm painted prior to test.
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Figure 10. Growth of soil cloud and responseeof roof -Test 4. Figure 11. Growth of soil cloud and response of roof-Test S.
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Figure 14. Growth of soil cloud and response of roof - Test 8. Figure IS. Pre-shot view of test magazine -Test 5.

Figure 16. View of test magazine shortly after time of Figure 17. View of test magazine near time of maximum
detonation - Test 5. roof response -Test 5.
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Figure 18. Pre-shot of test magazine Test 8. Figure 19. View of test magazine near time of maximum

roof response -Test 8.

Figure 20. View of test magazine near time of maximum Figure 21. View of test magazine showing escape ofheight of soil cloud -Test 8. gases through soil berm -Test 8.

Figure 22. Post-shot view of tesn magazine -Test S.{ 661
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leg R, 'ofgW

PERFOR•VHCE REGION CO,4ENT

Full contlinment 1,2 Air tight roof qeal during entire hisrory of blast
loading and roof response. No concrete debris
missiles.

I Prediction overly conservative.

2 Prediction good but conservative.

Partial 3 Air tight roof seal during entire history of blast
Containment loading.

Debris Hazard 3,4 Potential debris hazard outside magazine.

4 Launch velocity of concrete debris missiles overly
conservative. Some blast pressures jet/bleed
through soil cover.

5 Debris prediction good but conservative.

6,7 Debris prediction overly conservative.

Blast Hazard 5,6 Leakage blast pressures exceed 1.2 psi.

7 Leakage blast pressures less than 1.2 psi.

Figure 23. Debris and containment charts.

> >

Fiure 24. Herrilgbone-lttaem for magazine depot, WPNSTA Adantis.
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THE INTERIM QUALIFICATION OF A

DENSE BLASTING AGENT

FOR

MILITARY USE

Louis Avrami
Seymour Lopatin

Frank Vrabel

US Army Armament Research and Development Command
Dover, New Jersey 07801

ABSTRACT

The problems associated with a commercial blasting agent when
considered for military use had a definite effect on the interim
qualification program for that material. Besides being subjected to
more stringent military specifications, the following criteria were
addressed: safety, performance, initiation needs, vulnerability,
toxicity, environmental impact, storability, availability of
ingredients, producibility, loading, demilitarization and cost. The
added characteristics of the blasting agent/explosive slurry mixture in
its intended purpose required that a special laboratory test program be
conducted in addition to the mandaLory safety and performance tests
stipulated in Army Bulletin TB-700-2 and the Triservice Qualification
Manual. The impact of all the test results are discussed. i

INTRODUCTION

For the past two decades the impact of blasting agents has

completely revolutionzed blasting practices throughout the mining
industry (Ref 1, 2). Industry was instrumental in the development of
both the composition and delivery system for a large variety of these
new "explosives" in commercial applications. The important advantage of
the mixing and pumping system used in open pit mining operations is that
the blasting agents are mixed on site from materials which are not
considered explosive. A major factor in the acceptance of blasting

V °agents is the safety properties of these mixtures (Ref 3).
However, the use of blasting agents by the military is still a

relatively new innovation, but the unique characteristics to provide
explosive power with low cost and increased safety make blasting agents
potential candidates for military applications.
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The paper describes the procedures required and fulfilled to accept
a commerical blasting agent modified for military use in a specific
application.

OBJECTIVE AND SPECIFICATIONS

The US Army has issuea a requirement to-develop a blasting agent for
use by engineer troops to rapidly create large and effective anti-armor
obstacles and to assist in tasks which require large quantities of
explosives or munitions with significant savings in manpower, cost, time
in target and logistic support when compared with conventional military
explosives.

Listed below are some of the characteristics required for the blast
agent:

a. A two component composition which when mixed properly form
a detonable material over the temperature range from 241K (-32 0 C) to
325K (52 0 C).

b. One component will be liquid (a liquid oxidizer solution)
and the other a dry powder (aluminum). Neither of the components will
be detonable.

c. The cowponents will be storable without degradation with
temperature cycling from 241K (-32*C) to 336K (63 0C) for a specified
period.

d. The components will be capable of being mixed on-site by
machine or by hand stirring over the temperature range of 241K to 325K
without any special heating or cooling equipment.

e. The blasting agent can be poured directly into holes or
trenches or placed in plastic bags for ease of handling or use against
vertical targets.

f. The blasting agent will not detonate with a standard M-6
blasting cap in a 10 cm diameter by 61 cm long charge (unconfined) at
243K but with a detonable 227 g (1/2 pound) TNT or 50/50 pentolite
booster charge.

g. The explosive output of the blasting agent as a cratering
charge will be at least 1.5 times that of an equal weight of TNT.

h. The blasting agent must be capable of being neutralized
after emplacement in the case of an aborted mission.

i. The blasting agent will be stable, pourable, pumpable and
detonable for at least 5 days after mixing.
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J. The blasting agent will not detonate when subjected to the
30 caliber rifle bullet test.

Another feature which was considered as an advantage logistically
was storage. Military high explosives require secure storage in
ammunition storage areas that are typically far from the majority of the
target sites. This problem will be minimized in that the blasting agent
components are non-explosive prior to being mixed together, the need for
the rigid controls associated with handling, transporting and storing
explosives is not required. This permits storage at or near the
demolition target under minimal security.

DEFINITIONS

Prior to 1979 a blasting agenz was defined as any material or
mixture, consisting of a fuel and an oxidizer, intended for blasting,
not otherwise classified as an explosive, and in which none of the
ingredients is classified as an explosive, provided that the finished
product, as mixed and packaged for use of shipment, cannot be detonated
by means of a No. 8 blasting cap when unconfined. To classify a product
as a blasting agent, both requirements, insensitivity to a blasting cap
and lack of explosive ingredients, must be met.

However, in August 1979 (Ref 4) the Department of Transportation
revised its definition of blasting agents for purposes of
transportation. The new definition states that a blasting agent is a
material designed for blasting which has passed the tests listed below
and proved to be so insensitive that there is very little probability of
accidental initiation to explosion or of transition from deflagration to
detonation:

1. Blasting cap sensitivity test

2. Differential thermal analysis test

3. Thermal stability test

4. Electrostatic sensitivity test

5. Impact sensitivity test

6. Fire test

The latter definition complies with the United Nations 1.5 Hazard
Classification (Ref 5).

The definitions above apply to dry blasting agents and slurry
blasting agents.
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COMPOSITION AND INGREDIENTS

The selection of the blasting agent for the bulk explosive system
resulted from a contract awarded to iRECO Chemicals, Salt Lake City,
Utah, which included the specifications noted above.

The composition of the slurry blasting agent, shown in Table 1, is
designated Dense Blasting Agency DBA-105PM.

"The proper mixing ratio for DBA-105PM is 64 - 6% of the liquid
component with 36 * 3% of the powder component. The components are
packaged in polyethylene containers so that two liquid containers mixed
with one powder will provide 100 pounds of blasting agent. The average
mixing times are 15 minutes at 20°C, 5 minutes at 63=C, and 30 minutes
at -30*C.

Sodium perchlorate is the primary oxidizer ingredient. This is
obtained at a nominal concentration of 60 percent in water. Ethylene
glycol is added to the solution as a freezing point depressant and also
as a fuel. Acetic acid is added to the liquid component to adjust the
pH of the solution to 4.6 * 0.1.

Powdered atomized aluminum powder coated wth 0.5% isostearic acid is
the principal fuel. The coating is added to prevent the water-aluminum
reaction. The guar gum is used as the thickening gelling agent to
prevent the settling of the aluminum powder. It also provides an
effective barrier against water intrusion. The potassium acid phthalate
is the buffering agent which is used to maintain the acidity of the
mixture. I

Water Is a most important ingredient of the dense blasting agent
since it contributes materially to the explosive force when the slurry
is properly initiated. Water serves as a source of the gaseous products
which are required to do useful work. It also contributes to the total
energy output by reacting with the aluminum. From the standpoint of
safety water prevents high local pressures from developing when impacted
by relatively slow moving objects. Water must be vaporized before
ignition thus significantly delaying and limiting the temperature rise
when the slurry is subjected to fire or other sources of heat.

To better understand some of the basic differences between blasting
agents and explosives it would be helpful to compare the detonation
process in each type of material. Blasting agents have relatively long
reaction zones while explosives have much shorter reaction zones. In
the detonation process the primary reaction occurs between the shock
point and a rear boundary known as the Chapman-Jouget (C-J) plane. The
length of the primary reaction zone is an inherent characteristic of
each explosive substance or mixture. The critical diameter, or minimum
diameter at which an explosive reaction will propagate dependably, is a
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such as PETN, RDX, and TNI have very short reaction zones, their
critical diameters are quite small. Since blasting agents have longer

reaction zones their critical diameters are therefore larger. In
explosives with small critical diameters, most of the reaction is
completed in the primary reaction zone, leading to high detonation
pressures. In the dense blasting agents significant reactions occur
behind the C-J plane. These include the reaction of larger ingredient
particles and the oxidation of slowly reacting metallic fuels such as
aluminum. As a result of these delayed reactions, detonation pressures
for these products are generally lower than those for high explosives,
because dense blasting agents have more of their energy rel-ased in the
expanding gas phase of the explosion. Based on detonation pressure
alone, high explosives will attain higher ratings, but in overall
performance, blasting agents are quite competitive.

INTERIM QUALIFICATION PROGRAM

In order to obtain interim qualification for Army cie each new

explosive material, formulatiov, or mixture is subjected to the
following criteria by an Interim Qualification Review Board: safety,
performance, fuzing needs, vulnerability, toxicity, environmental
impact, storability, aiailability of ingredients, oroduclb•llty,
.oad..ing, demilitarization and cost.

For the dense blasting agent DBA-105PM most of the criteria

stipulated in the previous paragraph were addressed by data obtained
ýrom tests conducted in accordance with the following:

a. Army technical bulletin TB 700-2 (Ref 6).

b. Vol. IV, Joint Service Safety and Pervormance Manual for
Qualification of Explosives for Military use (known -s Tri-Service

Qualitication Manual) based on NAVORD Report OD-4481i, (Ref 7)

c. Special laboratory tests kto be described).

(Ii, a. and b. are l1 ted all of the test- required by the DOT for a
'lasting agent.)

INTERIM QUALIFICATION TEST RESULTS

Tests Acccrding to Army Technical Bulletin rB-700-2'

I. Detonation (Blasting Cap) Test

Due to ambiguous resul. obtained with 2-inch paper cups,
additional blasting cap tests were conducted. Cardboard .ylinders, 3
I,'4" D x 3 3/8" M, filled with DBA-iO5PM, and set on 2" x 4" A 6" lead
wicnesu block were t.?sted by ini.Liating a M-6 blasting cap completely

subicerged in the bla,3ting agent. Four tests indicated that the DBA-
105PM " not detonate or deflagrate.
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2. Ignition and Unconfined Burning Test

a. In this test, a paper cup with blasting agent is placed in
a cuspidor with fuel-oil-soaked sawdust. The sawdust is ignited with an
electric match. Two tests were performed and the results were as
follows:

(1) Test #1 - no explosion.
Ignition to burn - 116 seconds
Burn time of Blast ., Agent - 64 seconds

(2) Test #2 - no explo,-' n.
Ignition to burn - ';2 seconds
Burn time of Blasting Agent - 76 seconds

b. In the second part of this test, four cups were put in a
row in contact with each other and fuel-oil-soaked sawdust under the
f~rst cup. This also was lit by an electric match. No explosion
occurrred. It took 320 secr .'s from ignition to start the blasting
agent to burn and 105 seconds tc- the four cups to completely burn.

3. Thermal Stability Test

In this test, a 2-inch diameter, 4-inch high conductive rubber
container filled with blasting agent was placed in an oven for 72 hours
Cover a weekend) at 76'C (total weight - 303 grams). The only change
that occurred was a weight loss of 21.5 grams in the blasting agent.

4. Card Gap Test

Mhe 50% probaoility point obtained in the large scale card gap
test for iJBA-IO5PM is 1.50 inches. For comparison purposes RDX (p =
1.64 gm/cc) has a 50% pt of 3.23 inches, Coirp B (o - 1.66) 2.38 inches,
and TNT (c = 1.60) 1.83 inches.

5. Impact Sensitivity Test

Tht- . icatinny Arsenal and the NOL-Type 12 impact testers were
ueed instead of the Bureau of Explosives impact tester. With the P.A.
Impact test no reactions occurred with 10 trials at 31 inches with a 2
kilogram weight. With the NOI-Type 12 tester no reactions occurrci at
240 centimzters in 10 trials with a 2.5 kilogram weight. The Bureau of
Explosives requires 10 trials at S.75 inches with an 8 pound weight.

6. Additional Testing

Th-ý blasting cap, burn, thermal stability, electrostatic,
friction, -I impact tests were conducted on the liquid and powdered
components separately for the BAureau of Explosives. That organization
conducted its own tests on the separate components. The sodium
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perchlorate/ethylene glycol/water solution was judged to be Perchlorate,
N.O.S. (not otherwise specified) and classed as Oxidizer according to
DOT regulations. The isostearic acid coated/aluminumiguargum/potassium
acid phthalate mixture was considered unnecessary to be classified.

Tests According to Triservice Qualification ,4anual

1. Mandatory

a. Impact Sensitiity

Reported in TB-700-2 test data.

b. Large Scale Gap Sensitivity

Reported in T3 700-2 test data.

c. Friction Sensitivity

The dense blasting agent DBA-105PM was tested on the
ARRADCOM friction pendulum apparatus. In 10 separate tests no r~actions
of any type occurred with the steel shoe.

d. Electrostatic Sensitivity

Tests were conducted on the dense blasting agent with a
voltage of 5000 VDC and a capacitance of .01 microfarad in an
environment of 55% relative humidity and 20*C re~ere._.. . Twenty .. )
consecutive tests conducted at the 0.25 joule level resulted in "no
fire--" occurring. Further tests indicated that initiation did not occur
up to the 15 joule level. Tests conducted in dry samples of DBA-105P•
produced the same results.

e. Tiermal Stability

The explosion temperature test was conducted on the dense
blasting agent. Due to te composition of the mixture, erratic timing
results were obtained in the region of 2670C - 450*C. However, no
ignitions or explosion occurred below 260*C.

f. Detonation Velgcity

These results are included with the critical diameter
results in the Performance Section.

2. Selected Background Information

a. Bullet Impact Sensitivity

The bullet impact test consisted of firing 30 caliber ball
ammo into a 2" pipe nipple, 3" lo:ng, capped on one end filled with the
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DBA-105PM. The distance between the rifle and sample was sixty (60
feet). Fifty (50) samples were tested and no actions or reactions
occurred.

b. Vibration Test

A make-shift vibration test was conducted on a sample of
DBA-105PM. Specifically, a regular 64/36 mixture was poured into a
conductive container and installed into a paint vibrator. A sample was
taken after 3 days of vibration and the test was stopped after 5 days.
The 3-day sample density was 1.47 g/cc while the 5-day sanple was 1.62
g/cc. Cap, burn, and impact tests did not show any increased
sensitivity as compared to the regular dense blasting agent. The
mixtures did not separate but were much thicker and harder to pour.

c. Compatibility with Standard Materials and 100*C Vacuum
Stability Test

The 100*C Vacuum Stability Test wias conducted with the
blasting agent and various materials to determine the compatibility of
the mixtures. The materials were aluminum, zinc, magnesium, copper,
brass, steel, plastic polyethylene, cement, lime, lead, iron and
stainless steel. Magnesium was the only material in this group that
indicated excessive ceactivity.

Additional e• . ..... cnnductd wit.. . uttleaded gas, iow lead
gas, isostearic acid, aviation gas, diesel fuel, lube grease, spindle
oil and 30W oil. These tests were conducted at 65°C for 40 hours
instead of 100*C due to the volatility of the samples. When tested with
the dense blasti.ng agent no excessive reactA.ity occurred with any of
those samples.

Samples of the pigmented polyethylene container materials
used to package the liquid and powder components also were tested with
each of those components at 100*C for 40 hours. Negligible reactivity
was obtained.

DTA/TGA thermograms were obtained on each of the blasting
agent components and the mixture itself. With a 10%C mn heating rate
the blasting agent showed a well-defined weight loss of about 25% in the
temperature range of 40* - 295*C. Another 13% was lost in the region
430* - 550*C. Slight thermal activity was evident between 4950 - 560*C.

DTA/TGA thermograms were also obtained with blasting agent
mixed witb the same materials used in the compatibility/reactivity
tests. Exothermal behavior was evident only .ith lube grease, 30W10 oil
and magnesium. Only with magnesium did an ignitive oxidation exotherm
occur at 567°C.
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d. Bulk Density

Measurements of the density of the blasting agent were
taken after the completion of the mixing period. Density measurements
were taken as a function of time and temperata:e and these are noted
with the detonation velocity data in Tables 2 and 3. Further details
will be discussed in the Special Laboratory Test Phase.

e. Composition Analysis

The method to analyze the liquid and powder components of
the DBA 105PM Blasting Agent has been developed. This covers the
procedure to be used to evalupte the effects of storage of the separate
components. For specification purposes the prepared synthetic mixtures
report is being finalized.

The magnesium content was determined on eight aluminum
samples furnished by ALCOA. The aluminum to be used in the blasting
agent has an average magnesium content of 0.0024%. This value is well
within the specification limit of 0.01% maximum set forth in the

aluminum specification.

f. Viscosity

The viscosity measurements were obtained on DBA-105PM from
a temperature range of -30%C to 63*C. The method followed by procedure
outlined in ASTM D1823. At the colder temperatures the matArials
defi.it..ly be-Laie thicker but was still pourable. The viscosity ranged
from 42,750 cps (centipoise) at -30*C to 21,500 at 63 0 C.

3. Performance

a. Detonation Velocity/Minimum Diameter

The critical diameter/detonation velocity measurements for
the dense blasting agent were conducted in confined steel tubes since
the manufacturer (IRECO) was conducting his tests in cardboard
(unconfined) tubes.

At ambient conditions (20'C) detonation velocities were
obtained with pipes of the following dimensions:

(1) 2.0" OD, 0.75" ID, 8" L.

(2) 2.675" OD, 1.2" IDO 12" L.

(3) 1.82" OD, 1.44" ID, 12" L.
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Further testing with the 0.75" ID thick-walled pipe was
restricted due to a lack of pipe. Testing with the 1.675" OD, 1.2" iD,
12" L pipe produced failures when tested at -30C and +63 0 C.

The rest of the detonation velocity tests were conducted
with the 1.82" OD, 1.44" ID, 12" L steel pipe. Detonation velocity test
results as a function of mixing time and temperature are shown in Tables
2 and 3.

The five-minute mixture produced a detonation velocity at
-30'C but failed at 200 and 63 0 C. The ten-minute mixture produce(
detonation velocities at all three temperatures. Fifteen minutes is the
regular mixing time and detonation velocities were obtained at all three
temperatures. 3oth the thirty-minute and one-hour mixtures produced
detonation velocities at -30 0C but not at +63*C. These tests were not
conducted at ambient conditions.

Comparisons were made with the unconfined test data from
IRECO. This will be discussed later in this report.

Special Laboratory Test Phase

1. Improper Mixtures

Impact, burn, cap and detonation velocity tests were conducted
on improper mixtures (liquid/powder). In the detonation v0lori-ty te*-•

ue ^3;! and i:i ratios produced detonation velocities while the 1:2 and
1:3 failed. The results are tabulated in Table 3. Bulk density

measurements were taken. In the P.A. impact test the 1:2 mixture did
show a reaction at 19 inches while reactions above 30 inches were noted
with the 1:1 and 1:3 mixtures.

2. Unsealed Heating of Open Containers

Unsealed samples of liquid and powder were heated at 63*C. The
experiment had samples to be removed after 3 days, 5 days, 10 days, and
30 days. The 3-day sample did not show any significant weight loss.
Also, the impact test and blasting cap test results of the mixture were
essentially the same as the regular blasting agent. The 5-day sample
lost 26% in the liquid and .78% in the powder. After 10 days the liquid
had evaporated into crystalline form. The weight loss in the powder was
essentially the same as the loss in the 3-day sample. An impact test on
the crystalline sample did not produce any reaction on either the PA or
NOL impact machine.

3. Mixing Characteristics at -30°C and 63*C

ad 3CLiquid and powder samples were conditioned overnight at -30*C

and 63*C and batches were mixed at 8, 10, 15, 30 mmn and 1 hour
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periods. The results on impact, burn, cap, and detonation velocity are
shown in Table 3. The detonation velocity results are also listed in
Table 2.

4. Long Term Sealed Storage at Elevated Temperature

Sealed liquid and powder samples have been stored in a heated
atmosphere ranging from 63*C - 68*C (1450F - 1558F). At 1, 2, 6, and 12
months intervals, samples of each are to be taken and conditioned
overnight at -30 0 C and 63*C. Picatinny Arsenal impact, blasting cap,
and detonation velocity tests are to be performed. The one-month sample
was not tested due to a shutdown in explosive operations. The 2-month
sample was tested. The mixture obtained did not thicken properly. Both
the detonation velocity tests at -30*C and 63*C failed and no reactions
were obtained with the impact and blasting cap tests. A mixture of the
2-month liquid with standard powder produced an acceptable thickened
blasting agent. However, the standard liquid mixed with the 2-month
powder did not produce a proper mixture. This was very watery and the
components did not stay mixed. The thickening characteristic was not
present. A DTA/TGA thermogram of a guar gum sample dried for 18.5 days
at 700 ± 5*C did not show any difference when compared to a sample (as
is) from IRECO.

5. Maximum Separation Distance for Sympathetic Detonation

The maximum separation distance required to permit sympathetic
detonation with the blasting agent was performed with the 1.4" ID
Does. Th .min.imum "n-g. . . 1 whi'le ue maximum "go- wasI 3/4,".

6. Mixture of Bla,,ting Agent/Fuel Oil and Blasting Agent/Water

Mixtures of blasting agent/fuel oil were mixed in ratios of
90/10, 80/20, 75/25, 60/40, and 50/50. Burning tests, blasting cap and
detonation velocity tests were conducted. The results, listed in Table
3, indicate that no enhancement in explosive properties occurred with
the tests conducted. With 10% and 50% fuel oil the mixtures did not
detonate.

Mixtures of blasting agent/water were tested to determine the
effect of dilution for safety and neutralization. In the detonation
velocity test with 25% and 50% mixtures, a run-up time was noted but it
quickly died out.

7. pH Measurements

Two series of tests were performed with pH measurements. In
the first test blasting agent samples were prepared with pH's of 3.0,
4.6, and 9.0 and these were stored at ambient (31*C) and elevated
temperatures (77-C).
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The second test consisted of samples of each mixture prepared
in the Special Laboratory Test Phase, i.e., regular, 5 min mix, 10 min
mix, 3 day and 5 day vibration, improper mixtures and elevated
temperature samples.

The first test series showed that the 3.0 pH ambient samples
recorded 3.0 on the first day and 3.7 on the 67th day. The 3.0 pH
samples storcd at 77*C recorded 3.0 on the first day and 5.3 after 34
days. (The samples became dry after this date.)

The 4.6 pH ambient samples recorded 4.3 on the first day and
4.4 on the 67th day. Stored at 77*C these samples recorded 3.45 on the
first day and 5.1 on the 34th day.

The 9.0 pH ambient samples recorded 9.7 on the first day and
6.4 on the 67th day. At 77*C these samples recorded 9.25 on the first
day and 5.5 on the 34th day.

The pH's were adjusted with 10% acetic acid or 5% sodium
hydroxide.

In the second series of tests the first pH readings were taken
of the mixtures about 3 weeks to 6 weeks after the batches were made.
Subsequently readings were take- 9 days and 40 days later. Slight
increases in the pH value were noted in the regular mixtures, 15 minute
and 10 minute mixing time. After 40 days the 15 minute regular batch
went from 4.5 to 6.4 while a 10-minute mix went from 4.3 to 7.0. All
tha other samples did not show any significant difference.

8. Toxicity

The US Army Environmental Health Agency at Edgewood Arsenal,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD., conducted tests on the liquid and powder
components as well as on the DBA-105PM mixture. The findings indicate
that goggles and rubber gloves should be worn when handling or mixing
the dense blasting agent ingredients.

9. Cost

The total cost for DBA-105PM is approximately $1.00/lb, which
represents a significant savings when comlpared to standard military
explosives.

10. Comparison with IRECO Data

Table 4 lists the detonation properties tests conducted at
IRECO Chemicals on the dense blasting agent DBA-105PM while Table 5
lists the results of the IRECO special tests (Ref 8). A comparison of
the ARRADCOM and IRECO test data is shown in Table 6.
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SUMMARY

All the data have been reviewed and analyzed by the Interim
Qualification Review Board. A breakdown of the findings are as follows:

a. DBA-105PM has met the safety and mandatory requirements of TB
700-2 and the Tri-Service Manual. The conclusions for the water-based
DBA-105PM are:

(1) It is not cap-sensitive.

(2) It is not impact-sensitive either with the PA or NOL
tester.

(3) No reactions were obtained with the steel shoe on the
large PA friction pendulum.

(4) It complied with the "no-fire' requiremenit at the 0.25

joule level for the electrostatic test.

(5) It did not detonate in the burn test.

(6) It met the requirements of the 1000 C VST,

(7) The large scale gap test result of 1.50 inches indicates
that it is less shock-sensitive than TNT.

(8) Growth and exudation data are not required for the
application stated.

(9) The explosion temperature test indicated that no ignition
or explosions occurred below 260*C.

(10) Detonation velocity values based on containment and
density ranged from 2300 to 4000 m/sec.

b. The specific background, performance and special laboratory
tests brought out the following findings: i

(1) The DBA-105PM is not bullet-sensitive to a 30-caliber test }
firing.

(2) It is compatible to all standard metals except
magnesium. It is also compatible to most materials associated with a
motor vehicle.

(3) Detonation velocity tests conducted under the confined
conditions noted produced some erratic results at extreme temperatures
(-30*C and +6;*C).
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(4) Long term storage of sealed separate components (>2 month)
conditioned at 630 - 650 indicates that the powder component will not
thicken to produce a functioning blasting agent.

(5) pH measurements indicate that the mixed blasting agent
values did not change under ambient storage for a period up to 67
days. At 77'C accetable pH's were obtained up to 34 days, after which
the samples dried out.

(6) Comparison with IRECO data of similar tests indicate that
the data was in agreement in all cases. In most instances the IRECO
data were on a larger scale than that of ARRADCOM.

Taking cognisance of the problems which surfaced in b.(3) and b.(4),
the Interim Qualification Review Board granted interim qualification for
Army use for the dense blasting agent DBA-105PM. This was done since
further results would be obtained from the field testing now being
conducted by the Test and Evaluation Command at the Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD.
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TABLE I
DENSE BLASTING AGENT

DBA-105PM
COMPOS ITION

LIQUID COMPONENT
Ingredient 

Percent (by weight)
Sodium Perchlorate 

51 * 2.0Water 
39 * 2.0Ethylene Glycol 
10 ± 2.0Acetic Acid to adjust pff to

4.6 ± 0.1

POWDER COMPONENT
Aluminum (coated wtth .125% isostearic acid) 97.6 ± 2.0Guar Gum 

1.4 * 0.2Potassium Acid Phthalate 
1.0 ± 0.2
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Table 6. Comparison of ARRADCOM and IRECO test data
on dense blasting agent DBA-IO5PM

1. Cap Sensitivity

ARRADCOM - Detonated No. 8 caps in blasting agent in
tube 3 1/4" D x 3 3/8" L. - No reaction.

IRECO - Detonated M6 cap in blasting agent in tube
3" d x 18" L conditioned at -300, 200 and 50 0 C -
No reaction. Also conducted at 50 0 C with 4" D x
12" L with no reaction.

2. Bullet Impact

ARRADCOM - 50 samples loaded into 2" D steel pipe
nipples, 3" L, capped on one end were subjected
to 30 caliber ball amo - No reactions.

IRECO - 2 samples loaded into 4" D x 12" L cardboard
tubes and conditioned at 500 C were subjected to a
22 caliber rifle bullet - No reactions.

3. Gas Evolution

ARRADCOM - 5 g sample subjected to 100°C vacuum
stability test for 40 hours produced 0.01 ml of
gas.

IRECO - 25 lb sample subject to 72 0 C for 72 hours
produced 10 ml of gas.

4. Critical Diameter

ARRADCOM - Blasting agent produced detonation velocity
in heavy walled 0.75" ID x 8" L steel pipe (confined)

IRECO - Blasting agant detonated in 2" D x 18" L
cardboard tube (unconfined).
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Table 6. (contd)

5. Detonation Velocity

ARRADCOM - In confined steel pipe with densities
ranging from 1.45 to 1.67 g/cc and conditioned
at -300, 200 and 630C, detonation velocities
ranging from 2364 to 3970 M/sec were obtained.

IRECO - In unconfined cardboard tubes 3" and 4" D
x 18" L with densities ranging from 1.45 to 1.55
cot:ditioned at -300, 200, and 50 0 C, detonation
velocities were obtained ranging from 2540 to
3870 M/sec.

6. Improper Mixtures

,'RADCOM - Liquid/powder mixtures in ratios of 3:1, 1:1
1:2, and 1:3 were subjected to impact, cap, burn and
detonation velocity tests. Only the 3:1 and 1%1
mixtures produced detonation velocities. The 1:2
mixture had a 10% PA impact value of 19 inches -
the lowest of all the mixtures. None of the mixtures
showed any response to the NOL impact and the cap
test.

IRECO - The 3:1 and 1:1 mixtures produced detonation
velocities in the 3" D tubes. These mixtures also
showed no reaction to M6 cap test.

Additional tests by IRECO in changing the½
2:1 mixture by + 5% did not show any significant
effect. Also changes in the guar gum content to
1.2% and 1.5% from the 1.4% reference showed some
slight differences in detonation velocity. Actually
the data with the. 64/36 mixture was the same as the
1.4$ guar gum.

7. Water Dilution

ADRADCOM - 75125 and 50/50 mixtures of blasting agent
and water initiated in steel pipes but died-out
quickly.
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Table 6. (contd)

IRECO - A 10% dilution produced a detonation velocity
of 3175 M/aec in a 6" D tube, but no detonation was
achieved with a 15% mixture.

8. Reactivity/Contamination

ARRADCOM - Vacuum stability tests (reactivity tests) were
performed with blasting agent and a various number
of materials. Tests with aluminum, zinc, magnesium,
copper, brass, steel, plastic, cement, lime, lead,
iron, and stainless steel were conducted at 1000C
for 40 hours. Additional tests with unleaded gas,
low lead gas, isostearic acid, aviation gas, diesel
fuel, lube grease, spindle oil and 30W10 oil were
conducted at 650 C for 40 hours. Only with magnesium
did an excessive reactivity occur.

IRECO - 15 g of sodium hydroxide pellets were added
to 25 lbs of blasting agent mix in a 5" D bag. No
exothermal or propagative reaction occurred after
one week at ambient storage. Slight crusting occurred.
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STANDARDIZATION OF MILITARY QUALIFICATION PROCEDURES FOR
EXPLOSIVES, PROPELLANTS, AND PYROTECHNICS

L. AVRAMI AND R. F. WALKER
US ARMY ARMAMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND

DOVER, NJ 07801

ABSTRACT

The principles, criteria, and test methods by which energetic
materials (explosives, propellants, and pyrotechnics) are developed and
selected for military use are not well documented. This is more
apparent in the propellant and pyrotechnic *reas. The lack of a well-
defined procedure frustrates both the inter-service acceptance of all
types of formulations and the development of acceptable formulations by
industry. More recently, the combined consequences of the RSI
(Rationalization, Standardization and Interoperability) and the
cooperative development and procurement programs among the NATO
countries have further magnified the need for a well documented
methodology to aid industrial planning and foster the inter-service,
international acceptance of energetic material formulations.

This presentation will summarize the organizational and documentary
approach which is now being adopted to develop the unified principles,
tests and procedures which the NATO partners will use for the interim
and final qualification of explosives, propellants, and pyrotechnics for
military use. The approach calls for the services to establish the
methodology and the acceptance criteria, but permits the continuing
introduction of new or improved test technology, such as may come from
industrial and university laboratories, in addition to government
installations.

The principal features of the proposed NATO STANAG (Standardization
Agreement) and the supporting manual of tests will be described.

I. INTRODUCTION

For several decades the procedures, principles and criteria to
which explosives, propellants, and pyrotechnics (energetic materials)
have been subjected in 3rder to qualify for military use have been
vague, confusing and not well documented. Efforts to standardize tests
have been undertaken on-and-off for the past thirty years by different
commands in one service, between services and agencies, and, in some
instances, between countries, especially in Europe and the ABCA
countries. Most of these efforts were small scale, local efforts to
comply with the needs of a specific application or program. Beginning

Approved for public release, distribution unlimited.
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in the late 19601s, the high explosives community began to address this
problem and develop a Joint Services Manual of Safety and Performance
Tests and Criteria that was approved by the Joint Logistics
Commanders. The lack of similar documentation for gun and missile
propellants and pyrotechnics has more recently received attention. The
overall problem has been further emphasized by the increased emphasis on
the NATO-wide RSI program and the trend toward cooperative development
and cross-procurement among NATO members.

Not only are principles and tests not adequately documented, but no
repository or data bank oi qualified materials and their properties is
maintained so that information obtained in the past can be referenced to
avoid the need for duplicate or repetitive testing by each new developer
that is desirous of appiying an established material in a new
application.

The dearth of readily available information has frustrated and
delayed the inter-service and international acceptance of new
formulatior.s and the development of acceptable formulations by
industry, it has tended to foster the misconception that an energetic
material that has been accepted for one application automatically
becomes acceptable for all other applications, leading to problems late
in the development cycle for new munitions that could have been
avoided.

A general recognition of the deficiencies has led to the
establishment within the US and NATO community of several committees and
authorities. This paper summarized some of the initiatives that have
been taken, and of the approach that is being followed in developing a
more rational approach to the qualification of energetic materials for
military use.

II. DEFINITION

In the context of NATO standardization and the usage adopted by DOD
Explosives Safety Board the terms "energetic materials" and "explosives"
are equivalent and virtually synonymous. The definition for explosives
is that adopted by the United Nations, except that it is constrained
only to those materials whose application requires that they shall
explode reliably on demand. Thus defined, explosives include all solid,
liquid and gaseous substances variously known as high explosives,
boosters, primaries or, initiators; gun and missile propellants; and
pyrotechnic illuminants, delays, decoys, igniters and simulants, and
flame and incendiary compositions.

Il1. RESPONSIBLE NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL BODIES
I

In order to understand the approadh that is being adopted to
f _ develop improved documentation it is important to -be aware of the

relationship between the various organizations that are contributing to
the effort.
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There are international organizations, which in the military
context include NATO and the ABCA (America, Britain, Canada, Australia
or TTCP) members. There are also bi-lateral arrangements involving Data
Exchange Agreements (DEA's), Memoranda of Understanding (MOU's) or
Information Exchange Projects (IEP's) between NATO members and various
DOD agencies or services. Lastly, there are organizations within the
United States which have been assigned various responsibilities that
relate to explosives safety and performance testing, and which serve to
bring US positions to a focus before they are presented
internationally. Each service also has internal mechanisms for
developing single-service positions.

NATO Groups

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between various elements of
the NATO organization that contribute to the standardization of tests
among NATO members. The A1/310 Groups of Experts was recently formed by
the Conference of National Armament Directors as an independent cadre
group that wculd lend emphasis to the need for agreed test and safety
criteria for explosive materials and munitions. This group has provided
a tri-service forum for the completion of several important tasks which
will be described later in this paper, and which were initiated earlier
by the Surface-Surface Artillery panel of the NAAG (NATO Army Armaments
Group).

Joint Service Groups I

- The NATO initiatives -ombined with the RSI program also emphasized
the need for the NATO members individually to improve the practices and
procedures by which their representatives proposed, reviewed, and
ratified the standardization agreements (STANAGS) that were generated by
international consultation. In the USA the problem, as it relates to
energetic materials, was discussed by the Joint Deputies for
Laboratories Committee (JDLC), and the Joint Technical Coordinating i
Group for Munitions Development (JTCG/MD) under the Joint Logistics
Commanders. As a consequence, the charter of the JTCG/MD Working Party
for Explosives was revised with the specific purpose of assigning
responsibilities for the development of improved documentation and
international-interservice standardization of assessment procedures for

f energetic materials. The charter required that the Working Party !
coordinate and collaborate with other responsible technical bodies (Fig.
2) to round out the expertise that could be employed to fulfill its
objectives. At the same time the JDLC wrote to the DOD Explosives

Safety Board (DDESB) recommending collaboration with the R&D community
in the development of refined tests and criteria for the qualification
of explosives for military use.
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Bilateral Agreements

The ratification of these initiatives provided an overall framework
within which the very large task of sound documentation could be
addressed. The framework was further strengthened b.- the establishment
of an information exchange project (IEP) between the UK Ordnance Board
and the DDESB on the topic of explosives test standardization, and by
several other MOU's and DEA's with the UK, Germany, France, etc. thp*:
cover the same subject, These bi-lateral agreements haive proved to be
equally valuable to the NATO-sponsored and Joint SeWrices bodies in
easing the path to understanding and agreement in the complex, confusing
and ill-disciplined technical area.

International Conferences

In parallel with the foregoing organizational initiatives, the
JTC.G/ML Working Ptrty and the US Army's lead laboratory for energetic
materials research and development at ARRADCOM, Dover, NJ have twice (in
1977 and 1979) sponsored in International Conference on the
Stanaardization of Safety and Performance Tests for Energetic Materials
(Ref. 1-3). These conferences brought together a much larger body of
international experts than can attend the formal government committees
and& laid much of the foundation for what have become the principal
documentation tasks.

IV. PRINCIPAL TASKS AND OBJECTIVES

The most immediate consequence of the foregoing planning and
discussions was a general recognition that the principal tasks and
objectives of NATO explosives standardization community should be:

1. To prepare a NATO standardiiation agreement on the principles
and methodology for the acceptability of - energetic materials
(explosives) for military use.

2. - To-prepare a manual of tests and criteria that will permit the
international and interservice acceptance of qualification data that has
been obtained by individual service and industrial laboratories.

As discussed below these objectives- have now been endorsed by the
responsible NATO authorities 'nd national custodian responsibilities "[
have been assigned. The remainder of this-paper describes the nature
and present status of the work whic• has been undertaken to meet the -

objectives.

4- CI
4
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V. DRAFT AGREEMENT ON PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES

At the November 1979 meeting of the NATO Group of Experts on
Explosive Materials agreement was reached on the development of STANAC
4170 "Principles and Procedures for the Assessment of Safety of

Explosive Materials for Military Use. The UK will serve as the
custodian and anticipates providing a draft for NATO consideration by
the spring of 1980. It is expected that the title of the STANAG will be
Lhanged during the course of subsequent discussions to cover the broad

topic of the interim qualification of high explosive, propellant, and
pyrotechnic materials.

A preliminary draft of a STANAG has been submitted by the UK for
review to DDESB and also the Chairman of AC/310, Group on Explosive
Materials, who also is the Chairman of the JTCG/MD Working Party for
Explosives and one of the authors of this paper. Several deficiencies
were noted, and the US submitted a counterproposal which has received
favorable consideration.

The principal features of the draft STANAG, as revised, are as

follows:

1. The STANAG applies to all new explosives that are formulated

for introduction into service.

2. The development and selection of propellants, explosives, and
pyrotechnics for military use require the careful balancing of several,

often opposing criteria, such as: performance on target, fuzing, vulner-
ability, toxicity, safety, storability, availability of ingredients, en-
vironmental impact, producibility, loading, demilitarization and
cost.

3. Explosives are further defined as follows:

a. High Explosives. Chemical compounds or mixtures of

substances which-, in their application as primary, booster and main
charges in warhead and demolition systems, are required to undergo

exothermic chemical reaction with the evolution of gaseous products and
to detonate. =

b. ProPellants. Chemical compounds or mixtures of substances
iused for propelling projectiles and rockets and to generate gases for
powering auxiliary devices. When ignited, they burn or deflagrate to

produce laige amounts of gas capable of performing work, but in their
a application are required not to undergo a deflagration to detonation

"• tr~insitiona
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c. Pyrotechnics. Chemical compounds or mixtures of substances
which, when ignited, undergo an energetic chemical reaction at a
controlled rate intended t6 produce on demand and, in various
combinations, specific time delays or copious amounts of heat, noise,
smoke and light together with relatively small volumes of gas.

4. "New explosives" are defined to encompass:

a. Any modification to an existing composition or existing
material specification.

b. An explosive of a type not hitherto in service.

c. The application of an existing explosive in a new
munition/weapons system.

5. There are three principal stages in the development of
explosives for military use:

a. The Research Phase: the discovery and assessment of new
molecules in the latiratory. The principles gov,!rning safety and
performance assessments at this stage are dete-mined by local
laboratories, and are not the subject of the agreement.

b. The Interim Qualification of the explosive material for use
in a class of munitions or type of application. (This being the
principal subject of the draft).

c. The Final or T)pe Qualification of an interim-qualified
explosive for a specific munitions/weapons systems. (This is beyond the
scope of the draft.)

6. The interim and final qualificarion (certification) of
explosives is based on the results of tests and background information
relevant to the criteria of paragraph 2 above. There are three types of
test:

a. Mandatory tests: These are established tests, immediately
recognizable as providing data essential for the assessment of the
safety and performance characteristics of an explosive. -

b. Prescribed tests: These are requested and/or designed by an

approving authority to provide additional information relevant to a
particular application of a material, or to provide additional
information in instances where the data from the mandatory tests are j
inconclusive.

ILI

Sc. Optional tests: These may be introduced by the developer to
supplement data from the foregoing tests or to substitute a new or
advanced technique for an established test.
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7. Because of the complexity of the phenomena that affect the
sensitivity of an explosive to various stimuli, many tests are unable to
provide clear, quantifiable measures of the hazard involved in the use
of explosives. Judgments on overall safety and sultahility for service
are therefore necessary and are made by comparison of the test results
obtained for new explosives, with those for explosives of known and
proven safety and experience in similar applications. Further, since
explosive hazards can be a function of even the smallest ingredients or
impurities in a composition, every change in the composition or material
specification necessitates consideration, and if necessary reassessment,
to confirm the material's continued suitability for service. Any
modification to an existing composition, or to the material
specification of an explosive which has been interim qualified must be
notified to the appropriate national authority. Where no requalifica-
tion is considered necessary, a reasoned statement to that effect is to
be provided to the receiving country.

8. A manual will be provided which will describe acceptable tests
and pass/fail criteria.

9. The approving authority and specialist advisers of prospective
service users who will agree on the minimum requirements for interim
qualification of a new explosive. The assessment requires a knowledge
of the intended application of the explosive material before the
required information can be defined.

10. Each nation will identify approving authorities for the interim
and final qualification (cercification) of explosives. The authority
will maintain an identification code to identify the qualified
explosives and will maintain records and test data relating to each
qualification (certification) or to the information base used to grant,
deny, or restrict qualification (certification).

II. Upon request, each nation will provide copies of the
qualification (certification) records to the recognized approving
authorities of the other nations. One central repository will be
selected for all the records and data.

A 'VI. MANUAL OF SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE TESTS

The second task of the NATO community (Part IV), which is endors• 3
by the STANAG on Principles (Part V, para. 8), is to provide a manual of
tests and criteria that will guide the materials developer. Therefore,i
it was also agreed by the NATO authorities in November 1979 that 'as a
supporting document to STANAG 4170, an Allied Ordnance Publication No. 7
will be provided and entitled, "Tri-Service Manual of Safety Ind
FPerformance Tests and Criteria for-the Acceptance of Explosive Matcrials
for Military Use." The United States will serve as the custodian ald
will aim to produce a first draft by June 1981.
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The International Conferences held at ARRADCOM, Dover, NJ have
played an important role in outlining the structure and initial content
of a draft manual. Both structure and content have also been heavily
influenced by the Joint Services Mdnual (Ref. 4) (it turn based on
NAVORD OD 44811) developed and approved under the auspizes of JTCG/MD as
described in the Introduction.

The outline structure for the manual is as follows:

INTRODUCTION - will summarize content of STANAG and interpret to
meet rational interests, define the objective and scope of
the manual.

INTERIM QUALIFICATION TESTS

Chemical tests - compatibillity, storability, analyses, etc.
Safety Tests
Physical Property Tests
IE Performance Tests

Pyrotechnic Performance Tests
Gun and Propellant Performance Tests
Missile & Rocket Propellant Performance Tests

APPENDICES

Standardization Agreements (Listing)
Standard Reference Substances
Glossary of Terms
Approving Authorities
National Repositories

In developing the manual (Allied Ordnance Publication No. 7) the
initial purpose is to accept all submissions without prejudice,
providing sufficient information is provided that national experts can
understand and reproduce the tests and that the ranking of common
explosives with reference to the tests is clear. The manual is thus
envisioned to be an evolving dAocument and submissions for inclusion will
be accepted for consideration at any time, and presented to national and =

NATO representatives.

This was one of the agreements reached at the Second International
Conference on the Standardization of Safety and' Performance Tests for
Energetic Materials. At this Conference, which was a working meeting,
discussion groups were established on methodology, propellant
performance, pyrotechni- safity and performance, HE performance,
chemistry and safety.

• A •_694
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The task areas for the groups were defined as follows:

1. The Methodology Group was concerned with clarification of
interim versus final qualification with the Introduction and Appendices
for the manual, and would review existing formal requirements with
respect to international agreements (STANAG's, etc.).

"2. The Chemical Group was concerned with tests for compatibility,
stability, storability, compositional information, reference materials,
and so forth.

3. The groups on Physical Properties and Performance of explosives,
pyrotechnics and gun propellants were concerned with the determination
of dimensional stability, thermal and mechanical properties, detonation
velocity, fragment velocity, blast, luminous intensity, snectral
emission, force, flame tenperature, erosivity and other measures of
output and performance.

4. The Safety Group was concerned with safety tests such as
sensitivity to various stimuli, initiation, vulnerability, and the like.

These study groups selected various laboratory tests for
inclusion in a first rough draft of the manual. In making the
selections, they were careful to consider the following guidelines:

a. Why is the test required?

b. When is it required?

c. What does it answer?

The only other condition for acceptance was that the submissions
provided a sufficient description so that the nature of the tests, and

the data ,provided by them, were understandable to other nations. The
manual is conceived to be a-"living" document, from which tests can be
withdrawn or new tests inserted, as international agreement, usage and
technology advances require. It was generally agreed that the
availability of standard reference "explosive" materials will facilitate
the international interpretation of data.

The status of the manual as of this report is as follows:

S - Prepare and circulate summary minutes 30 January 1980

Consolidate and distribute the lists
of mandatory and prescribed tests, etc.,
prepared by five discussion groups 15 July 1980

695
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Consolidate aod distribute available
test descriptions:

Manual Introduction and Chemical
Tests 15 Sept 1980

Safety Tests 15 Oct i980
HE Performance Tests 15 Nov 1980
Pyro Performance Tests 15 Dec 1980
Propellant Tests 15 Jan 1981
Estimated Date for Draft Document June 1981

Assistance from the US technical community, whether in government,
private industry, or universities, is earnestly solicited, particularly
in providing the text and suggested acceptance criteria for performance
tests for missile and gun propellants. Offers of assistance should be
directed to the authors at ARRADCOM, Dover, NJ.
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Paper Distributed At The:

Nineteenth DoD Explosives Safety Seminar
Los Angeles, California

LARGE CALIBER GLUN7 PROPELLANT
THERMAL STABILITY PREDICTION

by

C. James Dahn
Safety Consulting Engineers, Inc.

Rosemont, Illinois 60018

September 9, 1980

ABSTRACT

Methods were devised to evaluate the thermal stability 'of
large caliber gun propellants in various size configurations
"and thermal environments. Subscale and large scale runaway
reaction tests were performed on Ml, M6, M30AI and M31E1 gun
propellants.

Correlations of test results with predictions were made
yielding nearly identical results. By utilizing this method,
ordnance personnel can determine safe handling and storage
conditions for the gun propellants and associated ammunition.
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INTRODUCTION

The storage of bulk propellant and ammunition for large
caliber guns can generate significant hazards if the materials
are allowed to se-lf-decompose at elevated temperatures and
enter' into runaway reactions. In the past, unknown explosions
have occurred in storage magazines for both explosives and
propellants. This problem is aggravated for the large caliber
gun system considerations since quantities of powder both in
ammunition and in bulk form are larger than the small caliber.
Thus, the likelihood of a spontaneous combustion (i.e. runaway
reaction at elevated temperature) is mu6h greater.

To evaluate these potential hazards, thermal stability analysis
must be conducted on the large caliber gun propellants and their
systems. Conventional gun propellants manufactured with nitro-
glycerin and nitrocellulose do have inherent storage problems due
to loss of stabilizer in time. As a result, continued surveillance
of gun propellants is required. Information must be gathered on
the kinetics of decomposition in the propellants and their
thermal characteristics. Thermal runaway reaction occurs when
the heat generated due to slow decomposition of the material
exceeds that which can be taken away in the mass of propellant.
After a relatively long induction period, a sudden runaway
reaction occurs and temperature reaches instantaneous ignition
of the propellant.

The resultant explosions can be very devastating.

PROPELLANTS EVALUATED

Thermal decomposition characterization studies were
conducted on the following Cannon propellants:

o MI Propellant

o M6 Propellant

o M3OAl Propellant

o M3lEI Propellant

These propellants have basic properties as illustrated in
Table 1. The M30 and M31 propellants have low nitrocellulose
contents as compared to the other two. They also have
approximately 20% nitroglycerin in their compositions. As a
result, the force output is higher than for M1 and M6 propellants.
Four gxain configurations of M1 propellant were evaluated in this
study. Their characteristics and web size are shown in Table 2.
The'physical characteristics of each of the propellant grain

u<J configurations are illustrated in Figure 1.
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THEORETICAL

The first step in evaluating thermal stability of the
propellants was that of conducting chemical kinetics tests to
determine the Arrhenius kinetics constants (e.g. activation
energy and frequency factor). Differential Scanning Calorimetry
(DSC) techniques were utilized to determipe these properties
in accordance with ASTM Standard E L98-79•12. WiLh this
information and other parameters, calcula ions can.be made to
determine the critical self-heating temperature of the materials
as a function of configuration in quantities of material. ThF.
results of DSC tests at Safety Consulting Engineers, Inc. on the
various propellants are shown in Table 3. Here we note that the
Ml 8-inch propellant has the lowest activation energy and
frequency factors.

THERMAL DECOMPOSITION THEORY

When a propellant mass is stored at an elevated temperature,
decomposition can occur at low rates. Heat loss in the materials
governs whether the temperature can rise in the materials.
Decomposition rates normally are extremely low at ambient and
slightly higher temperatures. When temperatures increase, such
as in storage, the decomposition rates increase. The stored
propellant system enters a critical state when tne heat generation
rate exceeds the rate of heat dissipation. The rate of heat
energy genierated in decomposition and lost to the surroundings
can be calculated in accordance with the followi:tg equations:

Decomposition Heat Energy Rate:

Heat Energy Rate Liberated by Internal Reaction:

dq -E
Eh =t = Q V $ Z e RT ............. (Eqn. 1)

Heat Loss Due to N.-wtonion Cooling:
S~dqL

EL = d = - S (AT) ................ (Eqn. 2)
=d

where
0Q - Heat of Decomposition (cal/gm)
"V - Volume of Material (cc)

"" - Density of Material (gm/cc)
Z - Frequency Factor (1/sec.)
E - Arrhenius Activation Energy
T - "(hcal/mol)
T - Temperature of Material

- Thermal Condugtivity
(cal/gm-sec.- K)2

S - Surface Area (cm)
.. d - Thickness of Material (cm)

T - Temperature Difference from
t Surroundings
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In approximately 1928, N. N. Semenov conducted nonsteady
state thermal studies to determine runaway reaction and conditions.
From his studies, the critical d&fferential temperature for
runaway reaction is found by the following equation:

Tcrit = k RT2a/E ..................... (Eqn. 3)

where
k - Constant

Depending on Configuration

The critical t~mperature for runaway reaction as developed
by Frank-Kamenetskii as related to physical parameters is
found by the following equation:

T E .... (Eqn. 4)

R ln (I r 2 Q Z E/XR T2  )

where
r - Slab Half Thickness or Radius

for Cylinder on Sphere

- Frank Kamenetskii Shape
Factor Derived From Equating
Eqn. 1, 2 and 3

For Slab 6=0. 88
Cylinder 2.00
Sphere S= 3.32

Calculations were made to determine the runaway reaction
temperature for given sizes of slab configurations of cannon
propellants. The results of these calculations ar8 shown in
Figures 2 and 3. Thus, giving enough time, at 100 C, M1
propellant/8-inch M1 will accelerate to decomposition in slab
half thicknesses of 9 centimeters.

ADIABATIC EXPLOSION TIME

As worse case, the time to reach explosion at a given
uniform temperature (.adiabatic conditions) should be evaluated.
This can be abcomplished by us g the following equation
developed by Frank-XKamenetskii' and Mader/Zinn•:

S !2 E/RT1
t =C, R ETT

expad Z e ............... (Eqn. 5)

where
C Specific Heat (cal/gm0
P
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Calculations were made for each of the cannon powders and
are shown in Figures 4 and 5. A very dramatic difference occurs in
runaway reaction times between each propellant at 100 0 C.

= The time-to-explosion ranges from 200 hours to 28 hours
for the Cannon propellant studied at 100°C uniform temperature.

NON-ADIABATIC EXPLOSION TIMES

An equation has been developed to determine the time-to-
explosion when a given mass of hazardous material is instantaneously
placed in contact with the hot surface. The equation developed
by Mader & Zinn 5 is listed as follows:

Cp r2 F E ........ (Eqn. 5)

exp

where
T - Critical Temperature for
m Runaway Reaction Per

Eqn. 3

T - Instantaneous Contact
Surface Temperature

F - Function Dependant onSGeo~metry and the Initial
Temperature

The function F is established from the graph shown in Figure 6.
The calculations for each propellant for times ranging up through
100 seconds is shown in Figures 7 and 8. These calculations were
based on a slab configuration with a thickness of 0.32 centimeters.
This thickness was selected so that correlation with small scale
experiments could be maintained as discussed later in this paper.
Calculations were also conducted for slab thicknesses of 10
centimeters to simulate larger scale experimental verifications
as reported later in this paper. The explosion times (listed in
hours) at various initial surface temperatures for the
Cannon propellants is shown in Figures 9 and 10. The 8" M1
propellant evaluated at Safety Consulting Engineers, Inc. shows
consistently lower explosion times for given initial instantaneous
temperatures. The runaway reaction characteristics for two Cannon
propellants which have multiple perforations are shown in Figure 11.
Two triple base propellants reaction time-temperature curves are

__ shown in Figure 12. The M30A1 propellant tested appears to be
more stable than M31E2 propellant in the temperature-time ranges
evaluated. The 8 inch MI and 8 inch M2 propellants runaway time
temperature characteristics have been evaluated and are shown in
Figure 1-3. On the same figure, adiabatic explosion temperature
time reiationship is listed. There is a marked difference
between the two temperature time curves.
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The effect of changing slab thicknesses for the 8 inch M1
pror-.llant is shown in Figure 14. Here we see that in the
upper temperatures ranging from 150 to 180°C, the reaction times
are very similar to the three slab sizes. The knee of the slope
for each of the curves as the slab thickness increases rises to
higher length of time.

EXPERIMENTAL

To verify the theoretical calculations for runaway reaction
time/temperature, various experimental configurations were
utilized. The first configuration was that of time-to-explosion
test devised by Henken and McGill , as described by R. Rogers 6 .
In this test, a certain thickness of explosive sample was placed
into a empty aluminum blasting cap shell and confined by an
aluminum plug and appropriate &eal mechanism. This cell was placed
into a Woods Metal Bath at a constant temperature and time-to-
explosion was monitored.

Since Cannon propellant configurations are very large as
compared to this cell size, a propellant was ground and packed
into a copper blasting cap case and sealed appropriately.

The runaway reastion times for Henken Woods Metal Bath
temperatures near 200 C range from 10 to 50 seconds. The Henken
test results are also shown in Figure 7 and 8. Each test was
run approximately three times to verify the test result. An
air cylinder was utilized to plunge the cell into the Henken Woods
Metal Bath instantaneously.

In addition to these small scale tests, an intermdiate
runaway test was configured at Safety Consulting Engineers, Inc.
This test consisted of a slab of approximately 100 centimeters
thick and 152 centimeters on a side. The propellant was placed
into the aluminum chamber and packed snugly. The chamber was
placed upon a laboratory heating plate held at a given temperature.
This was accomplished by appropriate insulation. This setup is
photographically illustrated in Figure 15. Temperature was
monitored by temperature probes both on the hot plate and on the
center surface of the propellant which contacted the hot plate.
A typical time-temperature curve measured at the interface surface
between the hot plate and the propellant is shown in Figure 16
for the 8 inch M1 propellant. Here,we see that the temperature
rose to 150 C from an initial hot plate temperature of 150' in
approximately 60 minutes. The time-to-explosion was recorded' for
the same propellant on Figure 13. The explosions occurred
consistently within 1 hour after the surface of the propellant
in contact with the hot plate reached 150 C. The total induction
time was 2 hours from experimental data. 'This is shorter.than the
predicted 2½ hours from theory as' shown in Figure 13. Thus, as
size increases, there appears to be a deviation from the theory
regarding runaway reaction times at a- given instantaneous plate

•-I temperature.
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SUMMARY AND RECO•NDATIONS

Theoretical calculatJ.ons can be made to determine the
runaway reaction time-temperature characteristics of the various
Cannon propellants. From this, safe storage timeJtemperature
histories can be accurately monitored and compared to theory.
Based on the experimental correlations, the larger scale
propellant storage quantities temperature-time characteristics
must be corrected to accommodate for variation in theoretical
results (especially in large scale).

•t is recommended that Cannon propellant shipping containers
sizes temperature time experimental curves should be established
to assure that adequate propellant storage can be maintained.
Another compounding factor is that of loss of stabilizer in
typical gun propellants. When this occurs, the kinetics data
as described in this paper do not hold. As a result, their
ability to spontaneously ignite or reach runaway reactions is
accelerated. Thus, as done in the past, propellant monitoring
is still required to assure adequate stabilizer contents.
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TABLE 1 Baicroperties

Prpr1 MI M6 M30 M31

Nitrocellulose 85.00 87.00 28.00 20.00

Nitroglycerin - -22.50 1P.00

DNT 10.00 10.00 --

DBP 5.00 3.00 -4.50

DPA 1.00 11.00-

Nitrogranidine 
-- 47.70 54.70

2 Nitro DPA 
-1.50

Ethyl Centralite -1.50-

Graphite 0.10-

Specific Gravity 1.57 1.58 1.66 1.64

Force ft-lb x 10 33 6 3

lb

Heat of Explosion 700 758 974 807
(,.al/gm)

ErGas volume (mol/gm) 0.045 0.044 0.043 0.046

3!-
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FTABLE 2 Large Caliber GnPoeln
ý6n fa i~av on~

__PLLIT yý WED NUMBER OFm R PL LA T T P A PPLICAýT ION SIZE (mm) PERFORATIONS

mi. 8" m 14 0.429 Single

MI -1 8" 2 1.092 Multi

146 M119AI 0.9400 multi.

1430AI1 Various Charges 2.160 Multi
M31BI 

M1488 
1.478 Multi
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TABLE 3 Chemical Kinetics Data
From DSC Tests At

Safety Consulting Engineers, Inc.

ACTIVATION FREQUENCY
PIOPELLANT ENERGY FACTOR

TlX.2 APPLICATION (kcal/mgl) P/sec

Ml 8" - Ml 45,020 9.65 x 1018

Ml 8" - M2 46,872 7.2 x 1019

155mm M3Al 52,174 1.7 x 1022

155mm M4A2 51,085 5.4 x 1021

M6 Ml19A1 47,733 1.4 x 1020

P130Al Various 51,675 9.1 x 1021

M31EI M188 52,172 3.72 x 1022
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M31EI propellant
(M188)
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FIG 7 - PREDICTED TIME TO EXPLOSION OF M30AI AND M3lEIPROPELLANT, FOR POWDER SLAB (INFINITE) THICKNESSOF 0.32 CM, AND HENKIN TEST RESULTS AT SAFETYV •CONSULTING ENGINEERS, INC.
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FIG 8 -PREDICTED TIME-TO EXPLOSION OF M1 PROPELLANT FOR
POWDER SLAB (INFINITE) THICKNESS OF 0.32 CM
AND HENKIN TEST RESULTS AT SAFETY CONSULTING ENGINEERS,

INC.
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Figure 13. Comparison of Two Cann-on Propellants for 8" Gun-
Runaway Reaction Characteristics when Slab:2 Exposed to Surface at Temperature -T.
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Figure 15. Aluminum test chamber
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Figure 14. Effect of Slab Thickness on Time-to-Runaway
Reaction when Subjected to instantaneous
Surface Temperatures for an 8"-MI Propellant
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19th EXPLOSIVE SAFETY SEMINAR

PBXW-7, A New, Cook-off
Resistant Booster Explosive

Ewrin W. Anderson
Vernon D. Ringbloom

Naval Surface Weapons Center
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

Cook-off is the exothermic reaction observed when high energy materials,
such as explosives or propellants, are subjected to a thermal environment
in which their surface temperature exceeds the materials' critical temperature.
Of particular interest to users of high energy materials is the severity of
the exothermic reaction. Observed reaction 2evels for explosives range for
relatively mild burning to detonation.

There is a requirement for cook-off resistaný booster explosives for
use in munitions handled aboard aircraft carriers and other Navy vessels.
Considerable effort has been made to extend the time that munitions can survive
in a fuel fire environment without detonating and to reduce the severity of
the cook-off reaction.

No matter what approach is taken, such as ablative coatings, insulation,
int.mescent paint or a main charge explosive fill that burns quietly in a
fuel fire, if the booster cooks off high order, it will often detonate any
remaining main charge explosive. Thus, the effect of the efforts to increase
the temperature resistance of given munitions is negated.

The approach taken in this effort has been to formulate various mixtures
of TATB, RDX and a suitable binder, such as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE).
TATB has been reported to decompose very mildly when exposed to high temperatures.
However, it is also very insensitive to initiation and has a relatively low
detonation pressure. The RDX is Incorporated into the mix in order to increase
sensitivity and detonation pressure to acceptable booster explosive levels.
Pressed compositions have been formulated with TATB content ranging from
0 to 90% and RDX ranging from 5 to 95%. The binder level has been kept at
5%.

These compositions have been subjected to small scale fast cook-off tests.
The results of this testing indicate that compositions with TATB content
> 55% react very mildly (a quiet burn) in a fast cook-off environment. Under
similar test conditions, standard Navy booster explosives, such as CH-.6 and
tetryl, consistently detonate. Experimental techniques used in this project
for simulating the fast cook-off environment are presented. Concurrent initiation
sensitivity testing indicated that compositions with at least 20% RDX will.

A •initiate readily.

Based on the above cook-off and initiation studies, coupled with estimates

of the detonation performance of vhese mixtures, an explosive composition,
designated PBXW-7, coneisting of 60% TATB, 35% RDX and 5% PTFE, was selected
for further development.

727
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PBYW-7 was subjected to Navy interim qualification safety testing, whichiniCludes, for axampie, such tests as the impact, electrostatic and frictionsensitivity tests, transportation hazards tests, and the small scale gap test.The results of these tests will be presented and compared with those obtainedon the standard booster explosives, CrI-6 and tetryl. The results of the interimqualification testing indicates that PBXW-7 possesses safety characteristicswl-I-h are a stgifieant improvement over the safety characteristics of CH-6and tetryl.

Additional, coaparative cook-off testing of confined and uconfined chargesof PBXW-7, CH-6 and tetryl confl"med the results of the initial studies conductedon the TATB/RDX mixtures, in that, PBXW-7 cooks-off relatively mildly whenboth fast and slow heating rates are applied.
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DEMOLITION/SALVAGE PROJECT FOR DISPOSAL
OF NITROCELLULOSE PRODUCTION FACILITIES AT

SUNFLOWER ARMY AMMUNITION PLAN¢r, DESOTO, KANSAS

BY

THOMAS M. LOUSHINE
SAFETY AND HEALTH MANAGER

SUNFLOWER ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT
DESOTO, KANSAS 66018

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
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ABSTRACT

An 18 month project to dispose of 143 buildings was initiated in Oct

1978 at Sunfl der Army Ammunition Plant. Most of the buildings had been

used during the 1940's to manufacture and press nit.ocellulose for the

production of single base propellant. Complete decontamination of the

facilities was not performed at the time of shutdown, allowing residual

nitrocellulose to completely dry over the following several years. Due to

the extreme heat and shock sensitivity of dry nitrocellulose, this disposal

project required considerations beyond the normal hazards associated with

building disposal. The purpose of this paper is to point out these con-

siderations and accompany a visually presented account of this disposal

project.
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DiEMOLI AION /SALVAGE PROJECT FOR DISFPOSAL. OF
NITROCELLULOSE PRODUCTIO T AII~E A.T

SUNFLOWER ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT., DESOTO, KANSAS

INTRODUCTION

Sii-fiower Army Ammunition 'Plant (SFAAP) is a propellant production

instaillation under the US Army Armament Materiel Readiness -command,

ARRCOM, a subcommand of the US Army Development and Readiness Command,

DARCOM. Located 20 miles west of Kansas City, Kansas. construction of

SFAAP was initiated in the early 11940's. Materials produced included

,itrocellulo-se (NC) and nitroglycerin (NG) for :.ne purpose of producing

single arid double base cannon and rocket propellants.

?',oductioyi was halted later in the 1940's z3nd the various Pro-

duc-ion 'Lines were placed in a layaway statlus. M'any of the buildings

4ere later used during the early 1950's, 1960's and early 1970'sý;

however, certain NC facilities were not required after the 19401's pro-

duction time. Those particular factilities, referred to as "B" and "C"

lines, were pxLaced in a la~yaway condition, but without having been

6econtaminated in a noi-mal maniner, Normnal decontamination wculd have ZI

included thorough flushing of all process lines and equipment and some

disassml to assure that a 3X decontamination level I-ad been attained.

(The 3Y level of deconta-pin*3tioz. means that no contaminatnol, '-an be

visually n~oted on accessible surfaces.) Due to funding sbovtages and

some explosive incýidents, decontamination was.- halted and the facilities

were lai;daway in a worse than 3X condition.
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A~cid,~ S'aie House~, Bo1irLig Tub H~ouse, an'3 Nitrator, C-Lijne

Final Wringer House, Dehydration Press
House and Carbon Recovery House, B-Line
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Boiling Tub House, Poach and Blend House, B-Line

Ir

P7 Power House #2
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Deterioration of "B" and "." lines occurred over the years un:1!

•t was decided in the early 1973"s that the facilities should be dis-

zosed of to eliminate the unsightly and hazardous conditions they

presented. Disposal was to include 143 uncontaminated and contaminated

buildings and structures.

THE DISPOSAL PROJECT

Champney Wrecking Company of Topeka, Kansas started work on the

550 day disposal contract in October 1978. The contractor was later

given a 240 day extension to complete the project. Prior to contract

award, Champney Company had been approved by the ARRCOM safety office

as qualified to perform disposal of the highly hazardous facilities.

Approval was based on Champney's hiring of a retired plant operating

contractor NC line supervisor to provide the expertise on the possible

associated hazards.

Considerations throughout the various stages of the project

included those associated to normal industrial hazards and NC hazards.

The normal industrial safety concerns included: (1) proper use of

protective clothing/equipment; (2) proper condition and operating of

equipment; (3) proper procedures; etc. Considerations associated with

NC hazards included: (1) the extreme sensitivity of dry NC to initia-

tion by flame, impact, friction, etc; (2) delivering NC desensitizing

water to possible locations of NC deposits; (3) gathering and disposing

of NC; (4) decontamination of contaminated salvage materials; and (5)

burning of contaminated facilities.
- 4
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Water Lines (Top) and Nitrocellulose Prccess
Lines (Bottom), Poach and Blend House, B-Line

rI

Ceiling of Poach and Blend House, C-Line
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There was a constant concern that the process facilities were

contaminated with dry NC in unknown quantities at unknown locations.

The key word in the preceeding sentence is "dry". NC is kept wet

during its production in order to minimize its sensitivity; dry NC

is extremely sensitive to flame, impact, friction, etc. The process

|I lines had last been used over 30 years prior to the disposal project,

so it was assumed that all remaining NC wis dry, thus presenting an

extreme hazard to disposal wor>.

SPrior to starting the work in any of the contaminated structures,

many hours were spent by the disposal contractor and his hired con-

sultant inspecting the buildings. This practice provided the contractor

an understanding of the process, which lines were most likely contami- d,

and an overall knowledge of the extreme care required to avoid incident.

One point stressed over and over was the criticality of thorough

water oetting the possible locations of NC deposits, prior to heating,

impacting, or moving anything at those locations. The disposal con-

tractor also learned that the possible deposit locations included:

(1) process pipes; (2) process vessels; (3) process building walls;n

S(4) floors; or (5) sumps. Essentially anywhere in or around production

buildings was suspect of holding NC.

Constant observation for deposits of NC was stressed before and

during disposal work at each of several areas. On several occasions,

the contractor found deposits of NC; generally, sufficient amounts of
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Co~unrn Section f~'ror Alcohol S*-1
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water had already been delivered to the Iccations during preliminary

wetting procedures. phe plant operating contractor provided assistance

by dispcsing of the NC found during the project.

I Other considerations related to NC hazards involved scrap and

sa-vage c econtamination. The contract allowed the disposal contractor

to sell 3X decontaminated materials to qualified buyers. Initially,

a cua ifi~d buyer was considered anyone understanding the possIble

hazards associated with 3X items. Later it was determined that all

contam!iated salvage had I, be decontaminated to a 5X level unless sold to

a buyesr who was in the explosives manufacturing businesn. Decontamina-

tion to a 5X level was attained by exposing the materiaI to fire, such

that any residual NC was burned off.

Contaminated wooden structures were . ..urned at their locationz.

Considerations made for buining contaminated fact 'ties included: ( )

"fire protectien -fire truck placement, operalte fire hydrants, place-

ment of fire hoses, placement of water curtains; (2) utilities - turn

off aea electrical and gas lines; (3) security - provide road blocks

to the area; (4) wRintenance of fire watch stand-off at 1,000 feet;

(5) clear workers from the area, o- burn on iweekends; (6) supervision

at the burn site - coordinatio- Ictween plant tire chief and disposa!

cobtractor; (7) determine meanv to safely ignite bu;. ding fires -

straw anm oil fuse trains worked well; (8) contact off plant fiee dis-

patchers to itiform them cf the r-uns; and (8) contact the state air

quality office prior to burns.
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Burn,± o'-117~ Wringe~r an~dDehyd-aon
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EXPLOSIVE INCIDENTS

There were occasions in which water had not been adequately

delivered to depositied NC; subsequently the NC was ignited. Two

minor incidents occurred in process pioes where the contractor thought

adequate water had been delivered. In one case, sparks from a cutting

torch operation fell into an open flange igniting NC located at a low

spot in the process line. In another case, friction caused by a "T"

connection breaking apart ignited NC deposited at tha "T". No injury

or damage resulted from these incidents.

A third incident occurred when a larger amount of NC was ignited

by friction created during slight movement of a process line which

ran between two process buildings. in this case, approximately 15 feet

of 10 inch pipe were shattered just inside one of the buildings. No

personnel were inside the building and the operator of the tractor

which had moved the pipe was uninjured. An oversight by the tractor

operator was due to his understanding that process lines were green

or white. The pipe he moved was black between the buildings, but was

green inside the buildings. Failure to verify the color inside the

buildings was a serious error which fortunately caused no loss.

Another incident, very serious in nature, occurred when an alcohol

storage tank exploded. It resulted in one death and one serious injury.

An in-depth accident investigation was headed by LT COL Fritz Friant

ofof Lake City Army Ammunition Plant. Authority to release the contents

of the investigation report had not been received at the time of this

writing. -
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Fragments and Po.i~zs of impact, due to Pipe
Exýiosiion- Poach and Blend House, C-Line
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CONCLUSION

The dis;osai of 143 contaminated and uncontaminated structures

at Sunflower Army Ammunition Plant was a highly hazardous project.

This was demonstrated by the fact that many pounds of nitrocellulose

were found at various locations throughout the cortaminated structures.

Many other hazards were recognized and safely avoided or eliminated,

yet accidental explosions occurred. Hopefully, through the considera-

tions made and the lessons learned during this project, similar

incidents will be avoided in future disposals of contaminated facilities.
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FACILITIES DISPOSAL PROJECT

143 Buildings/Structures
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Uncontaminated BUildings/Structures

offices 
latrines

utilities shops
water towers chemical storagecotton/pulp storage railroad
cotton/pulp dryhouses carbon recovery houses

boiler house

D •777



Contaminated Buildigs/Structures

Nitrators NC rest housesCatch tank houses Pack housesBoiling tub houses Tray storage housesPoacher & blender houses Acid screen housesBeater houses Fume stacksSettling pits Alcohol stillAcid mix & weigh houses Storage tanksFinal wringer houses Acid linesDehydration houses Acid sewers
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SAFETY CONS IDERATIONS

(1) Jocrmal Industrial Hazards

(2) Nitrocellulose Hazards
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SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS ASSOCIATED

TO INDUSTRIAL HAZARDS

(1) Use of proper protective clothing/equipment

(2) Condition and operation of equipment

(3) Asbestos control

(4) Proper procedures

780_



SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS ASSOCIATED
TO NITROCELLULOSE HAZARDS

(1) Dry Nitrocellulose is explosive and very sensitive toinitiation by impact, flame, friction, etc.

(2) Information sources - consultant, plant operating
contractor, regulaticns, etc.

(3) Deliver water to possible locations of NC before
applying possible source of ignition.

(4) Gather and dispose of NC.

(5) Decontamination of materials removed - 3X or 5X.

(6) Burn remains of contaminated facilities.

7311
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BURN OF CONTAMINATED FACILITIES
Plan & Coordinate:

(1) Fire protection -

fire trucks
water available
hoses laid
water curtains

(2) Utilities in area-

gas, electric off

(3) Security -

road blocks

(4) Stand off -

1000 feet for fire watches & fire trucks

(5) Workers in area -

Clear or burn on weekends

(6) Supervisors at burn site -

( St f Fire chief and disposal contractor 4I
(7) Setting fireI

Fuze train - oil & straw

(8) Contact outside offices -

Area fire dispatchers
"State air quality I
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MOUND FACILITY EXPLOSIVES INCINERATOR

J. L. Harrison
F. D. Lonadier

G. R. Wirth

Mound Facility*
Miamisburg, Ohio 45342

Restrictions on open burning created the need for modifying Mound

Facility's capabilities for disposal of explosives. To facili-

tate efficient control of high-volume waste material, especially

low weight powders, the incinerator unit shown in Figure 1 was

purchased. Each unit costs less than $1,000. Drum configuration,

location of the air injection port, and velocity of the air (70 CFM)

create a cyclonical flow pattern within the drum. High 02 avail-

ability permits complete combustion, which eliminates the need for

afterburners or stack scrubbers.

In-house modifications include a water cooling jacket, high-

temperature air feed hose, and a modified drum bottom. The water

jacket and flat bottomed drum permit partial control of the burn-

ing temperature. This, in turn, lowers the possiblity of a damag-

ing detonation. Careful segregation of the materials being burned

is also mandated to reduce detonation possibilities. As an addi-

tional safety precaution, all burns are conducted in a cubicle

designed-to withstand detonations of up to 40 pounds of explosives.

*Mound Facility is operatedby Monsanto Research Corporation for
the U.S. Department -of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC04-76-DP00053.
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At the present time, Mound is using its third incinerator. The

first two units were destroyed while completing development studies.

The initial incinerator featured a small-volume drum (30 gal) as

the burn chamber. This drum was placed in a water-filled [:.t

which was dug in the sand floor of the cubicle. The pit was lined

with commercial visqueen plastic and contained 30 gal of water.

Three 1/2-in, steel cables anchored the incinerator to the cubicle

walls. During burning operations, a hole developed in the plastic

liner. The resultant loss of the heat sink effect allowed detona-

tion to occur. Examination of a bottom piece of the incinerator

barrel indicated that when the burning powder reached an area of

the barrel with poor chilling characteristics, sufficient heat was

generated and- retained to initiate detonation. Although some

debris left the cubicle, no damage occurred as a result.

The second development incinerator unit, shown in Figure 2, utilized

a 55-gal drum as the burning chamber.- The water jacket for this

unit also contained 33 gal of water. Ethylene glycol was added for

winter use. The second incinerator was utilized to develop pro-

cedures for burning trash in addition to powders. Fifty-two burns

were completed in this incinerator before an improperly mixed load

of explosives detonated during the burn cycle. The load consisted

of 5 pounds of bulk powder on the bottom of the durm, excelsior

to the top of the drum, and three broken detonators placed in the

middle of the excelsior. Rapid burning at the trash-drum interface,

-- S;ý- A785
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created by the air flow injected (70 CFM) in a circular pattern,

reduces the trash to a cone-shaped configuration. The synergistic

effect of placing the detonators in the center of the drum, of the

cyclonical air flow, and of the uneven surface combustion, permitted

the detonators to drop into the bulk powder where they obtained the

energy needed for detonation. In this incident, the water jacket

cushioned the blast, and very little debris left the cubicle. No

damage related to the debris occurred outside the cubicle.

The production incinerator now in use is identical, with the excep-

tion of a modified drum bottom to the second development incinerator.

The complete-combustion, low-pollution burns permit daily usage

except during air alerts. These burns (,six burns/day) permit

control of large-volume trash and low-weight scrap powder. Only

one low-level detonation has occurred during the several production

burns made with this unit. In this incident, the top was blown

off the barrel but completely retained inside the cubicle. The

incident occurred during the flashing of some inert units, and

while it damaged the incinerator top, which is attached with three

small spring clamps, no debris left the cubicle. The bent drum

top was discarded.

Careful segregation and weight/volume restrictions placed on each

__ burn provide a degree of safety against detonations. The low cost,

clean burning characteristics of this incinerator have provided

Mound Facility with a flexible, efficient explosives disposal unit.
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STRUCTURAL RELIABTLITY OF NAVFAC P-397 DESIGNS

By

J. E. Tancreto
Civil E•gineering Laboratory

Naval Construction Battalion Center
Port Hueneme, CA I
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INTRODUCTION

A new approach to explosive safety, using risk analysis, is beginning
to gain acceptance within the DOD community. For this type of analysis a
determination of the structural reliability of protective structures is
required. Deterministic design and analysis procedures, now in use, do
not provide quantitative measures of the structural reliability nor do
Zhey result in consistent safety for each structure. Probabilistic methods
allow for consideration of the uncertainties in the analysis procedures,
material properties, and failure criteria to arrive at an estimate of
the structural reliability (probability of a gtven damage level). These
methods can also be used to establish design criteria that will result in
structures with consistent reliability. The most cost effective structure,
providing a given level of safety, and the most beneficial use of funds
can also be determined.

This paper demonstrates a method for determining the probability
of failure (one measure of reliability) of one-way reinforced concrete
flexural elements designed with NAVFAC P-397 (Reference- 1) criteria, A monte
carlo simulation was used to consider the uncertainties in material properties,
structural resistance, blast loads, structural response and failure deflection.
Although realistic -values were chosen for the analysis, the paper is only intended
to demonstrate the uses of probabilistic methods for analysis and design applica-
tions.

BACKGROUND

The Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) has establi shed the Navy
Explosives Safety Facilities (NESF) project to develop a method fc- choosing the
optimum procedure for mitigating safety problems. This program includes the develop-
ment of a risk decision model (NOHARM) to quantify and predict hazards and risks
and to evaluate risk mitigation procedures, The monte carlo similation, described
in this report, is being developed for use in NOHAXM to predict daIage and to
evaluate risk mitigation procedures.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this study are:

1. To establish a procedure for quantifying the reliability of structural
elements to respond within a given performance level under blast loadings.

2. To demonstrate the procedure by calculating the probability of failure
(P(F)) of selected one-way structural elements designed with. NAVFAC P-397 criteria.

3. To determine the probability of failure as a function of key design
parameters*

4. To demonstrate the use of the P(F) function for establishing design

criteria that will provide consistent levels of safety in design.

a ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

Representative one-way beams, wIth design parameters covering a wide range
of typical values, were chosen. and ffeterministic P-391 criteria were used to
establish-allowable design loads. AverAge values and corriespotr~ing uncertainties
in material properties, loads, and .structural response were established and

790
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used in monte carlo simulations to determine actual response probability density
functions. The response function was compared to a failure deflection function,
determined from test data, to estalish the P(F) of each beam.

Beam Design Parameters. Beam parameters that were varied were the length
(10' to 30'), the thickness (15" to 25") and the steel percentage (p = p' =

0.25% to 2.0%). Concrete cover was assumed to be 2" top and bottom (surface
to steel rebar centerline). Laced and unlaced beams, having different failure
criteria, were analyzed. The failure support rotation for a laced beam, using
P-397 criteria, is 120 whereas it is 20 for an unlaced beam. In order to use
available test data on failure criteria, the laced beam was also assumed to
be laterally (but not rotationally) restrained at the supports. Figure 1
summarizes the range of structural parameters varied in this study.

Deterministic Design. Deterministic criteria from NAVFAC P-397 were used
to obtain the allowable design triangular load function. The elasto-plastic
resistance deflection function was first determined for each beam from standard
ultimate moment capacity and stiffness relationships. Material z. operties
for the deterministic designs are shown in Table 1. The allowable ductility
ratio (maximum deflection/elastic deflection limit - Xm/XE) was established
using the P-397 failure criteria (Equation 1) for the applicable support rota-
tion (either 20 or 120 in the sample problems).

X L tan e Equation 1
m 2

A single-degree-of-freedom design chart for a spring-mass system responding
elasto-plastically was then used to obtain the peak design triangular pressure
load at duration to natural period ratios (T/TN) of 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0. A
family of beams and associated allowable design loads were thus generated using
the deterministic procedures in NAVFAC P-397. Figure 2 illustrates the load
and resistance functions and. shows the range of response parameters that resulted.

Probabilistic Analysis. A probabilistit. analysis requires data on the
distribution of values for material properties, response relationships, and
loads. Data on material properties in references 2, 3 and 4 were used to obtain
the estimated mean strength and corresponding coefficient of variations listed
in Table 2.

Resistance values, ru, are underestimated using standard yield moment relation- -

ships. Data in reference 5 were used to determine values for Cr in Equation
2 to obtain a mean estimate of resistence.

r Crru Equation 2

with
0r 1.15, a = 0.15•:--r c

V Loading functions, determined in the P-397 design, reflect a 1.2 safety
factor onw the charge weight. The mean loading values for the probabilistic
design must be based on the actual charge weight. The change in pressure and
impulse from changes in charge weight (dPfdW and di/dW) were determined from
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relationships plotted in Reference 1. Equation 3 was used to relate changes
in impulse to changes in duration.

T 2i/B Equation 3

Equations 4 and 5, and Table 3 show the corrections required to obtain the actual
mean loadi,,g function.

8 C PB Equation 4

T CT Equation 5

A coefficient of variation of 0.20, commonly used in blast load probability
studies, was used with the mean estimate of peak pressure, X1, to account for
uncertainties in the Loading function.

Response of the structures was determined with a Newmark Beta iterative
procedure (Reference 6) with 8 = 0.25. HIM and Sbm were calculated from the
results of a monte carlo simulation assuming normal distributions for all of
the variables. The failure deflection for a one way laterally restrained beam
was taken from Reference 7 and is shown in Equation 6.

X - 0.141, (S = 0.20) Equation 6
ur

The failure deflection of a simply supported beam, without lacing or lateral
restraint and with p • p', was determined from data in reference 8. The relation-
ship is shown in equation 7.

X = 0.035L (SI = 0.20) Equation 7

us

Figure 3 shows the relationships for P(F) in terms of the probability
density functions for Xm and Xu. If the distributions are log-normal equation
8 may be used for determining the P(F)'.

PýF) 1 1 - E [8] uation 8

where,
= Cumulative Normal Probability

in (X /X)
urnSafety Index 2 2 /2)21/2 :.

2 +~x+
u m

Median deflection values (Xu and Xm) are required for calculation of P(F)
from log-normal distributions.

A monte carlo simulation does not require assumptions on the deflection
distributions; however, large numbers of sim, 1ations are required to determine
small P(F) 's. In A monte carlo calculation -.r P(F), each X is compared to
an Xu value randomly selected from the prescribed distribution of' failure deflec-
tions. The P(F) is calculated from the ratio of number of failures to number
of simulations. If the P(M) is 0.001, more than 1000 simulations would be required

'I LL_k'~



to outain that value. However, if the distributions are approximately log-normal,
100 simulations would adequately provide median values and corresponding coefficients
of variation (C.O.V.) for use in equation 8.

RESULTS

Design 8 = 120 A laced one-way simply-supported flexural structure
may be designed for 120 rotation at the supports using criteria in NAVFAC
P-397. Since failure deflection test data was available for a laterally restrained
one-way beam, this restraint was also used in the demonstration problem. (A
laterally restrained beam would not necessarily require lacing steel. See
reference 7.) Figure I shows the beam support condition and range of geometry
and steel parameters investigated. These design variations and the variation
of duration to natural period (T/TN), resulted in ductility ratios (Xm/XE) and
load ratios (B/r ) within the ranges shown in Figure 2.

One hundred simulations were run in each monte carlo analysis of 31 beams.
Best estimates of the actual mean values and coefficients of variation were
used to describe normal distribution functions for the loads, material properties,
and resistance function. Each simulation randomly chose values of each variable
from its distribution function and calculated a response deflection Xm. Sample
histograms for Xm are shown in Figures 4 and 5 for T/TN of 0.1 and 10.0. Each
response value, Xm, was compared to a randomly chosen failure deflection from
the normal distribution described by Equation 6 and the corresponding 1. The
resulting distribution of Xu and Xu/Xm are also shown for a typical beam in
Figures 4 and 5. The results shown are similar for each of the 31 beams investi-
gated. The P(F) decreased from 7% to an average of 4% as T/TN was increased
from 0.1 (impulse load) to 10.0 (long duration load). The distribution of maxi-
mum deflections changed from being almost normally distributed at T/TN = 0.1
to being highly skewed at T/TN 1 10.0. Comparison of the central values (,
and Xm) show that the factors of safety inherent in the design result in a much
greater mean deflection factor of safety (-7Nm)for long duration loads than
impulsive loads (15 vs. 2). The high uncertainty in response, for long duration
loads, makes this a necessity for obtaining reasonbly consistent P(F)'s. NAVFAC
P-397 criteria accomplish this with the 1.2 factor of safety on design charge
weight. The P(F), however, still varies by a factor of 2 for this type of
structural element. Table 4 shows the P(F) as a function of T/Ti as calculated
in the monte carlo simulation and as calculated from an assumed log-nrmal
distribution. T/TN was the only parameter, of those listed in Figures 1 and
2, that had a significant effect on P(F), given the design requirements of NAVFAC
P-397.

Design 8 -2 . An unlaced one-way simply supported structure may be
designed for 20 rotation at the supports using criteria in NAVFAC P-397.
Failure deflection data from reference 8 (for p - p') were used to obtain
equation 7 for the mean ultimate deflection. The monte-carlo simulation was
run lor each beam as described above for Design e 8-2 120. Figuras 1 and 2
show the support condition and range -of parameters for the 20 design.

_ Deflection values for the 20 rotation (Xm and Xu) were, o:" course, smaller
than in the 120 design shown in Figures 4 and 5. Distributions, however, were
similar with a normal shape at T/TN- 0.1 and highly skewed results at T/TN

1- 0.0. Since the ratio of Xu tom Lwas significantly greater for this design,
the P) was much less- than in the 120 design. Because of the low P(F), values
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were calculated assuming a log-normal distribution using Equation 8. A monte
carlo solution for P(F) would have required an unwarranted number of simulations,
Results are shown in Table 5. This design criteria results in low P(F)'s which
are greatly dependent on T/TN. The P(F) under impulse loads is shown to be 350
times less than the P(F) under long duration loads. Consistent design criteria
would result in essentially equal P(F)'s under all l&ading conditions.

These results also show that the P(F) for a 20 failure criteria design
is orders of magnitude lower than that for the 120 failure criteria design.
This can be a desirable result if one criterion is used for personnel shelters
and the other is used for protecting equipmeut or explosives from damage.

DESIGN APPLICATION

Only recently have attempts been made to quantify structural reliability
and to develop design criteria that result in structures of equal and acceptable
relIability. (In this study reliability was measured by the P(F) since protection
and not reusability is the first consideration in blast resistant design).
Results of this study on elements designed by NAVFAC P-397 criteria indicate
that the P(F) of one-way elements varies with the duration to natural period
ratio (T/TN). The P(F) of a laced one-way element is shown as a function of
T/TN and design deflection criterion in Figure 6. It can be seen that a constant
P(F) could be obtained if the design deflection criterion wasa function of
T/TN. For example, if a P(F) of 0.05 was the acceptable risk level, the design
deflection criterionat T/TN = 0.10 would be 8 D = 110 (interpolating between
curves on Figure 6); at T/TN = 1.0, OD = 120; at T/TN = 10.0, OD = 140.

Actually, the current design deflection criterion (OD = 120) for the
above example results in a relatively constant P(F) of between 4 and 7% and
changes to obtain more consistency may not be warranted. However, the P(F)
for the unlaced one-way element designed for 20 rotation are highly inconsistent
(see Table 5) and therefore should be equalized with a revision to the design
cv~terion, such as varying the design deflection criteria as a function of T/Ts.

CONCLUSION
A probabilistic analysis procedure, using monte carlo simulation techniques,

is being developed at CEL that will quantify the reliability of structures
under blast loads. The results can be used to develop design criteria that
will result in an acceptable and consistent level of risk. Risk quantification
can alac be used for determining the most beneficial use of available funds.
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Table 1. MXaterial Strength Properties for Deterministic
Design.

Design Stresses

Property

at -2 0  at 0 -12 0If 40000 40000

f70000 70000

9 40000' 55006V

f48CO0 66000

ff3000 3000
C

13750 3750~dc 
4'(

*Reference I. RotatJozn.

f. s = f at 0<20

f2J = (f + f u)/2 at 0>50
ys s

2'~s D. L.F. x f, D. L. F. 1. 25
~ dc = ... xE, ... 12
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Table 2. MenStrength Properties and Coefficients of Varia~tion
Used in Probabilistic Analysis.

I aeilDesign 6,= E Design 0 120=

Property -Strength Coeff. of Strength Coeff. of.

(psi) Variation (psi) Variation

f 40,000 55,000

Ts45,800 0.10 63,250 0.10

f c55,000 0.i0 75,900 0.10

ff3,000 3,000

C

TV 3,5425 0.10 4,5425 0.10
dc

Table 3. Factors for Determining Average
Actual Loads from Design Loads.

I Design

IPressure T,

P (psi)

P:Si 1.09 11.04

P-_l00 1.15 0-.2

P11000 1.12 0.95

lnterpolatei for- C values

power relationship (Cuaap~7it
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Table 4. P(F) for P-397 One-Way Simply Supported
Laterally Restrained Structures.
(Design a8 120)

MneCarl Log-Normal

0.10 0000)0071

1.0 0.1055 (0.09) 0,056 (0.14)

10.0 0.043 (0.M11) ( 0.)
0.030 (.7

i Conditional P(F) given an explosion
(I.e.1; P(FIE)).

2j Mean value and 2 calculated from 31
values.

Table 5. P(F) for P-397 One-Way
Sim~ply-Supported Unlaced
Structures. (Design 9
20)

T/ _ ___ __ ___ __F__

TN Log-Normal

0.10 3.2 x 10-5 (0.47)ý

1O.0 1.3 x lio2 (06

~jConditional P (F), given, an
explosion.

X6ean v Iaue an fŽ row 31
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Vb-

-At g of Paaet

10' < L < 30'

15" < T < 25"

11" < d < 21"

0. 0025 < P < 0.02

~ 20 (No0)
0

612 (W 0)

Figure-!* Beara geometry* support conditions, and range of parameters.
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T X0

00

Tie )) eletin().

Tiad Fun Dflction (eitnc ucion)

Range of Parameters

= 2° = 12°
8DES 'DES

T/TN 0.1 - 10.0 0.1 - 10.0
xmi/XE 2.9 -60 13 -130

B/r 0.85 -35 1 -50
u

Figure 2. Load and resistance functions and range of significant
response parameters,
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X

P WX

U U

P(X) =Probability of Deflection X w Probability of Failure:

X m= Maximum Response Deflection P(F) =P(X m> X )

X = Ultimate (Failure) Deflection
u* For Log-Normal Distribution:

P(F) I ~

where a Safety Index

urn
2 2 1/2
0 + S
u m j

*For any Distribution: j

P (F) jJ X(y) X (x) dydx

Figure 3. Probability of failures
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Deflection (in.)

30-
T/TN - 0.1 (X7Xm) - 2.18

P(F) -0.07 a = 0.48

20

2 .4)

0A10 fLailure

x/x < -I
u 2

0L at -

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

x I x a

Figure 4. Response and ultimate deflection histograms and
A X /Xm histogram--for T/Th - 0.1. (design 0 = 120

L =20', p p'I =0.1, d i ll).
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0.50

0.20

0.10 0

AZ4 
2

0.05 P-~397 crItert,
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N

Figure 6. P(F) vs Design Deflection Criteria (X' - (L/2) tan6).
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I. I NTRODTrI'!

A. Background

Since the initial military utilizatio.n f explosives and ammunitions,

their storage has been a major concern of tc, military. The Department of

Defense Explosive Safety Board (DDESB) was er:ablished to develop safety

standards for the storage of ammunition and e%,.:osives and to assure user

compliance through design review and on-site st-Areillance. The Corps of

Engineers and the Naval Facilities Engineering Iommand, in conjunction with the

DDESB, have developed and tested a series of ear- h-covered arch magazines to

empirically determine safe storage capacities, inter-magazine spacing, and

distance criteria for occupied structures and public highways. The reinforced

concrete and steel oval arch magazines that are currently specified and built

are improved modifications of the World War I1 circular arch magazine. The

oval arch magazines &re not significantly different from the World War II
%01

circular arch magazines, other than the straight or bulging side walls and

more slender concrete arches.

The Army's ammunition storage requirements have signicicantly expanded,

particularly in Europe due to th, Prepositioned Overseas Material Configured

to Units Sets (POMCUS) program. Thus the construction and rehabilitation of

ammunition storage facilities is a significant item in the Corps of Engineers

construction budget. The 5-year (FY82-86) MCA construction plan, as of Feb-

ruary 1980, calls for $200 million to be spent on ammunition facilities over

the duration of the plan. Of this total, 1600 to 1700 new magazines are I -

scheduled for construction at a cost of 20 to 30 million dollars.

Nct only are aMnmu.ition storage facilities relatIvely cost intensive,

they are also real estete intensive. This problem is particularly severe in

Europe where most of the Army's expanded storage requirement' exits. The lack4 _,
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of available real estate may soon impact construction schedules and signifi-

cantly delay the completion of the POMOJS storage facilities.

B. Purpose and Scope

The objective of this work is to develop new and innovative ammunition

storage facilities that are functional life-cycle-cost effective, and have

mi,..num real estate requirements. To accomplish the functional and real

estate requirements, standard magazine design and cost are analyzed. Based

on these findings, several alternative concepts are proposed and conceptual

feasibility discussed. The study includes both the design of individual

magazines and magazine layout alternatives that may provide a more effective

trade between construction and real estate cost. Detailed designs and cost

estimates are not made.

C. Technology Transfer

The information contained in this report on functional and real estate

requirements has direct application to an OCE proposed Design Guide for

Ammunition Storage Facilities. In addition, if any of the alternative con-

cepts proposed herein prove feasible, they will impact AR 385-64, "Safety,

Ammunition and Explosive Safety Standards;" DOD 5154.4S, "DOD Ammunition and

Explosives Safety Standards;" and TM 9-1300-206, "Ammunition and Explosive

Standards."

'iN
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I1. FUN(TIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The evaluation of ammunition storage functional requirements consisted

of an analysis of existing procedures and documentation. in addition, further

evaluation evolved from a meeting among representatives from DDESB, Army

Ammunition Center and School, Office Chief of Engineers, and the Construction

Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL). ) follow-up letter summarizing the

results of the meeting was prepared and distributed to each participating

organization for review and comments. These results and findings have been

divided into four major categories - safety, security, shelter, and opera-

tions - and are discussed as follows.

A. Safety Requirements

Ammunition storage facilities should provide for the protection of property,

equipment, and personnel not immediately Involved in ammunition handling. The

protection is against blast, fragments, dnd fire due to an accidental ammunition

detonation at a storage facility. It is specifically required that:

(1) an accidental detonation within one magazine not propagate detonations

to adjacent storage magazines;

(2) protection is provided against injury from accidental explosions

and related toxicity, to oplerations and maintenance personnel not directly

handling th! ammunition and to the public;

(3) protection which is m':ovided prevents significant damage to occupied

structures and public traffic routes due to blast, fragments, and fire asso-

ciated with an accidental detonation at a storage facility.

- - In addition, safety requirements are intended to comply with the following

standards:

-(I) AR 385-64, "Safety, Ammunition and Explosive Safety Standards,"

March 1972. 8
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(2) DOD 5154.4S, "DOD Aiinunit-n and Explosives Safety Standards,"'

January 1978,

(3) Manual AC/258 - D/258, "Manual on NATO Safety Principles in the Stor-

age of Ammunition and Explosives," 1976.

(4) TM 9-1300-206, "Ammunition and Zxplosive Standards"

(5) DARCOMR 385-100, "Safety Manual"

Of the above standards, the best information on Diast load design para-

meters for earth-covered magazines in found in Part I1, Chapter 3, Section iI

of AC/258 - D/258. Technical Manual TM 5-1300, "Structures to Resist the

Effects of Accidental Explosions," contains analysis information and proce-

dures arppicable to the design of blast-resistant structures. The scope of

TM 5-1300 is restricted to blast loads less than 20,000 pounds net explosive

weight (NEW).

B. Security Requirements

Ammunition stoipage facilities should provide for the prevention of loss

of material and/or information to enemies, subversives, vandals, or indigenous

animals. Security requirements should include the following.

(1) Stored material should be protected against damage from direct hits

with small arms, and near misses witI' large arms.

(2) Stored material should be completely protected against damage from

indigenous animals.

(3) The site should inhibit access to the stored material by intruders.

(4) There should be consistency in design to support the security re-

wt quirement (no weak links); e.g., security systems will be integrated into the

design.

(5) Storage facilities should have multiple access.
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In addition, security requiremeits should comply with DOD 5100.76.-M,

"Security Requirements for Weapons, Ammunition and Explosives," 1979.

C. Shelter Requirements

Shelter requirements for ammunition storage are that long-term (20 years

or more) and short-term preservation of the stored material is provided so

that the material is usable when needed. Shelter requirements should include

the following.

(1) The shelter should protect the material (and its packaging) from

moisture-induced degradation.

(2) The shelter should protect the stored material from extreme tempera-

tures and large time-temperature gradients.

(3) The shelter should protect its contents from natural catastrophies

such as external fire, lightning, and high winds.

D. Operational Requirements

The operational requirements for ammunition storage facilities are the

ability to move the material in and out of storage and the ability to perform

required operation and maintenance on the material while in storage. Other

specific operational requirements are as follows.

(1) The structure should be able to accommodate all types of explosives

and ammunition.

(2) The structure should be-designed to maximize storage efficiency.

This should include (a) no interior beams or columns to interfere with stor-

age operations and (bW ceiling heights over the entire floor area sufficient

for a 16-foot stacking height.-

(3)- Doors should be large enough to accommodate the largest item stored

and, the equipment required to transport the iteMi. They sh6fild be located to
I!E
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minimize loss of storage space to fork lift operating areas and should be pro-

tected from foul weather interfering with their use.

(4) The interior of the structure should be of a light color, and

lighting should be available and recessed. Ventilation should be sufficient

to remove noxious fumes.

(5) Access roads should be all-weather and able to withstand the

heaviest axle loads.

(6) Each structure should be provided with a hard surface area which

will permit material-handling equipment to operate in and out of the structure

and to and from the transport equipment with no obstruct Longimpediments.

-4,
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A. Standard Magazines versus Functional Requirements

The Corps of Engineers currently has an inventory of four approved

standard magazine designs. All four designs are earth-covered arches with

a minimum of two feet of earth cover at the crown and massive reinforced

concrete head walls. The older designs are circular arches and the newer

are oval. Both rein.forced concrete and corrugated steel arch barrels are

approved. Nominal magazine dimersions are 25 feet wide with depths lo to

100 feet. Depending on arch type, mid-span ceiling heights vary from

approximately 12 to 15 feet.. Approved capacities for thec: standard maga-

zines have been set at 500,000 pounds NEW.

The earth-covered arch magazines have been extensively tested under full-

scale and model conditions to determine their safety characteristics and to

establish a complex set of quantity-distance criteria for inter-magazine

spacing, distance to occupied building, and public trafficway. The inter-

magazine spacing is selected to prevent donor-receiver propagation of a full

capacity detonation in the donor. The quanity-distance criteria for occupied

buildings and public trafficways are base! on the prevention of significant

damage to the structure or vehicle (minor damage such as breakage of window

glass is accepted and anticipated).

The four standard magazines are an integral part of the prescribed

security requirements listed in DOD 5100.76-M. But the actual level of

security provided by the structures is unknown-and dependent upon the in-

trusion techniques employed. Thus, it is recognized that storage structures

• I are only delay devices and are not intended to constitute complete secu-it:,,

unless supported by means to detect and assess intrusion and to nullify its

effect. In addition to the standard magazines, security regulations normally
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require various combinations of barrier fences, intrusion detection systems,

security lighting, and surveillance.

The existing family of standard magazines is most frequently criticized

for failing to meet shelter requirements. Both the reinforced concrete and

corrugated steel magazines have a long history of moisture migration and con-

densation problems. Many of the existing magazines leak either through bolt

holes and lap joints in the corrugated steel arches or cracks in the concrete

arches. Normal repair procedures for leaky magazines are to remove the earth

cover and apply a one- or two-ply built-up roof membrane. Such repair pro-

cedures are effective but very expensive. Recent efforts have indicated in-

terior patching may be a cost effective alternative if a high level of work-

manship can be maintained.1

The condensation problems that occur in earth-covered magazines are much

more difficult to control and can occur any time that the dew point of the

circulating air is above the inside surface temperature of the structure.

Under certain conditions the use of sprayed-on insulation may lessen the

severity of the condensation by making the surface temperature of the struc-

ture more compatible with the circulating air temperature.

In addition to leakage and condensation problems, reports have been re-

ceived about clogged and/or improperly designed french drains. As with any I
earth-covered structure, faulty or incorrectly designed drainage systems can

be a major problem.

The earth-covered magazines also have several operational shortcomings.

One, the basic arch shape is not an efficient storage shape. Ideally, storage

structures should have straight, vertical side walls. Significant storage

space is lost in the old circular arch magazines. In addition to the basic

shape problem, many of the older magazines have doors that are too small for
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effective use of fork lifts or other loading equipment, and do not have hard

surface areas immediately outside the door that are sufficient for effective

loading and unloading of stored material.

Beyond these specific magazine deficiencies, many of the existing

storage sites have inadequate access roads and other operational and security

short-falls. But it should be remembered that the primary magazine design

consideration has historically been safety, with the other functional require-

ments receiving only secondary consideration.

B. Economics of Conventional Magazine Construction

Construction and maintenance cost estimates on various standard magazines

were developed as a baseline for comparing the cost effectiveness of new con-

cepts. Table 1 contains the 1978-79 United States construction cost for the

four standard Corps magazines. In addition to the U. S. construction cost

estimates, Table 1 also contains cost estimates for a European version of the

concrete oval arch. The European estimates are significantly less than the

equivalent U. S. estimates but are based on quotes for 30 or more Ltructures

per construction site. A major proportion of the cost difference is associated

with the effective and efficient utilization of reusable concrete forms.

Table 1 indicates that per square foot construction cost for ammunition

storage is high, but adversely, Table 2 indicates that real property main-

tenance for ammunition storage facilities is significantly less than that for

military buildings in general.

Besides the total cost of the various-magazines, Table I indicates that

the cost of the magazine barrel for a standard 80-foot magazine is about one--.1-:
third of the cost of the entire structure. Thus, efforts directed at reducing

the cost of the arch barrel per ge have only a. minor impact on the cost of the

entire magazine.
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IV. NEW CONCEPTS FOR AMMUNITION SiORAGE

Ammunition storage design involves both the design of the magazine,

and the inter-magazine and site lay-out. Thus, in evaluating new concepts,

both innovative lay-outs and structural-material concepts are considered.

A. Site Lay-out Considerations

Site lay-out criteria are contained in the various Army, DOD, and NATO

safety criteria listed in chapter II on functional requ:irements. For earth-

covered magazines, two levels of criteria are involved: one is the inter-

magazine spacing, and the other is the distance to occupied structures. Both

the inter-magazine and distance to occupied structure criteria are based on

the net explosive weight (NEW) quantity-distance criteria.

Current DDESB criteria for inter-magazine spacing vary between 1.25W1/3

to 11Wi 3 , depending on magazine to magazine orientation and the use of barri-

cades. (Inter-magazine spacing is in feet and W equals net explosive weight

in pounds.) The quantity-distance criteria for magazine to occupied structure

varies from 40 to 50W1 /3. Thus, a major factor in evaluating total storage

capacity versus real estate requirement for a given depot, or site, is the

maximum allowable quantity of explosives to be stored in each magazine.

To illustrate the type of real estate savings that can be achieved,

figure 1 depicts the relationship between real estate requirements based on

distance to occupied structure criteria as a function of facility NEW storage

capacity for standard 500,000 lb., 250,000" lb., 125,000 lb. NEW magazines.

W •The figure indicates that the real estate savings is simply a function of

magazine NEW capacity and is not related to total depot or .site capacity.

0 Approximately 400 acres can be saved by redufcing the allowed NEW ca'pacity from

5 lbs. to 250,000 lbs. and an additional 250 to' 300 acres can be savedX

t by further reducing the magazine NEW capacity to i25,000 lbs.
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The reduction of the magazine NEW capacity is a viable design consider-

ation in areas where total site storage NEW requirements are reasonably small

(less than 10 million lbs. NEW), or where real estate cost or real estate

availability are significant factors. This is true even if magazine cost is

constant regardless of NEW capacity. But if smaller NEW capacity magazines

can be constructed at some cost savings per magazine or can approach a con-

stant cost per square foot of storage area, the reduced capacity NEW concepts

would be viable even for larger capacity storage sites or depots.

Another alternative for large depot layouts is to surround the full-

capacity magazines with magazines of reduced NEW capacity, thus making more

effective utilization of the real estate required to satisfy the occupied

building quantity-distance criteria.

B. Structure Design Variations

The dominant magazine design since WW I1 has been some form of earth-

covered arch structure with a massive reinforced concrete head wall where

earth cover is not provided. However, the Navy has in their inventory a reason-

able number of rectangular earth-covered, flat-roofed structures. As part of

the ESKIMO test series, large-scale explosive model tests have recently been

conducted on these structures and preliminary results indicate that the flat

roof design performed satisfactorily.

One new concept that is very promising involves a flat-roof, rectangular

earth-covered structure. The unique aspect of this system is that all side, rear,

and wing walls would be built from reinforced earth@ concrete panels with soil

I - friction metallic tie-back strips (figure 2). The roof deck could be hollow

_-7
I v core pre-cast, pre-stressed concrete panels and the portal (or front) walý.

could either be conventional cast-in-place-or pre-cast concrete depending on

LE- its relative size. The advantage of the reinforced earth pre-cast roof deck

system is that with the exception of the portal wall, foundation and floor
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sl~,, Lhe system would be built from pre-cast concrete units, which would

virtually eliminate the need for expensive and time consuming form work. The

economic feasibility of this concept has not yet been determined, but based

on its relative merits as an economic alternative for bridge abutments and

retaining walls, the cotential for the system's economic feasibility is good.

Reinforced earth also has previously been accepted as a viable alternative

for earthen barricades used for blast protection.

In addition to -:he reinforced earth pre-cast roof deck system, Marwais

International of Luxembourg has proposed a steel arch magazine similar to the

current magazines but with significantly deeper corrugations. Included in

their design also is a steel-concrete-steel sandwich panel for the portal

head-wall. Recent discussion with representatives of Marwais wouid indicate

some potential for this system, particularly if certain NATO design criteria

are revised.

C. New Materials and Composites

Conventional earth-covered ammunition storage magazines are constructed

from reinforced concrete and/or reinforced concrete and corrugated steel

(arch barrel). All concrete currently specified is conventional cast-in-
}I

place construction. One construction system that has been previously demon-

strated at CERL is an inflation formed foam-shotcrete system. The relative a

simplicity and rapidity of erecting form work are the major advantages of

this system. Its major disadvantages are shotcrete quality control, the slow- I

ness of placing concrete with shotcrete equipment, and the amount of concrete
i

waste due to rebound. Economic analysis has indicated that an earth-covered

foam-shotcrete arch magazine, equivalent structural-lyto the conventional cast--

in-place concrete magazines, is cost competitive to single-unit conventional

v:-_ magazine construction. But the sccessful- constructtion of a large (25 foot

wide) foam shotcrete arch has never been demonstratea due to construction

817
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process loads impacting the shape and structural integrity of the resulting

structure. It is assumed that a detailed structural analysis of the various

constxuction process loads and appropriate design changes could overcome the

previous construction process pr-oblems.

Two other materials concepts should also be considered. They are random

fibrous concrete and the previously mentioned steel-concrete-steel sandwich

panel. Both systems may Frovide additional hardening for the critical portal

wall. Both techniques significantly improve the spall characteristics of

concrete and should be considered as alternatives for portal wall design.

+ I

I; 7
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V. CONCLUSI S AND RECC- EMIDATIMNS

From the information contained in this report, the following conclusions

can be made.

1. The development of functional requirements for ammunition storage

proved to be difficult because existing guidance is oriented predominantly

toward a solution, and requirements are only implied. Thus, the functional

requirements contained in this report 4re non-specific and general in nature.

2. The analysis of standard magazines relative to functional requirements

indicated that safety has been the dcminant design consideration. The perform-

ance of these magazines relative to shelter and operational. requirements is

often less than completely satisfactory.

3. The use of smaller NEW capacity magazines is an effective way of re-

ducing real estate requirements for ammunition storage facilities. This is

particularly true for small (less than 10 million lbs. NEW) facilities.

4. Based on its flexibility and its economic feasibility for other

applications, the reinforced earth-hollow core pre-stressed concrete roof

deck is a promising new concept for earth-covered ammunition storage.

In addition to the above conclusions, these recommendations -are made.

1. Amnunition facility designers should analyze the merits of re-

ducing the NEW capacity of magazines as a technique to reduce the real estate

intensity of the facility. This is even effective on perimeter-magazines

of large facilities. - o

2. The economic feasibility if the reinforced earth-hollow core

pre-stressed concrete roof deck magazines should be determined.
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EXPLOSIVE SAFETY CONCEPTS

ERIC T. OLSON
USA DARCM Field Safety Activity

Charlestown, IN 47111

ABSTRACT

This presentation is an overview of several fundamental explosives safety
requirements and concepts from the viewpoint of the hazard classification
and construction plan review functions performed at the US Army Materiel
Development and Readiness Command Field Safety Activity.

INTRODUCTION

1. It is appropriate to begin a series of presentations on end item and in-
process hazard classification with a basic overview of several fundamental
requirements and conceptq that illustrate the application of more specialized
work which is advancing the art and science of explosive safety. This presen-
tation will be from the perspective of construction plan review and hazard
classification functions performed at the US Army Materiel Development and
Readiness Command (DARXOM) Field Safety Activity.

2. The Activity is under the administrative supervision of the Chief, Safety
Office, HQ DARCOM. It is a descendent of the Ordnance Field Safety Office
which was first established in 1951 to meet the urgent safety training and
safety inspection requirements stemming from the Korean conflict. DOD policy
at that time precluded expansion of the Office, Chief of Ordnance safety staff
to meet these requirements. Indiana Army Ammunition Plant was selected as
the location of the Ordnance Field Safety Office because it could provide the
facilities and administrative support required and because of its central
location (12 miles north of Louisville, KY). The successor AMC Field Safety
Activity was established by DA General Orders 46 on 25 July 1962 and was last
reorganized by DARCOM Permanent Orders 27-3, 6 October 1976. That reorgani-
zation was to improve management of the HQ DAROOM safety program and to
distribute "commodity" oriented expertise out of the DARCOM Headquarters and
into the "field".

3. The mission of the Activity, as outlined in DARCM Regulation 1--18, is
to !'prorate safety education, perform safety engineering services and conduct
safety program evaluations in support of the overall DAR•OM Safety Program."
This is the Activity's 3E Concept which encompasses all aspects of the safety
mission. The Activity is frequently called upon to provide quick responsej .to unique safety problems, to fulfill urgent safety training needs, and to
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conduct special investigations and studies involving such matters as serious
accidents, chemical munitions hazards and equipment, facilities and process
safety problems. The organization is divides Lnto 4 major divisions besides
the Office of the Director.

4. A major division of the Activity is the Engineering Services Division,
staffed with five safety engineers, four safety)ppecialists, two industrial
hygienists and two clerical workers. The division performs DARCOM safety
program evaluations, reviews site plans and safety submissions for explosives
and ammunition facilities, determines hazard classifications for new develop-
ment items, and exercises a safety approval authority for new ammunition
peculiar equipment. During FY 80, the Site Plans Section of the Division
has processed 161 construction plan reviews and has hazard classified 137 items.

DOD HAZARD CLASSIFICATION

1. Every explosive formulation, ammunition item, and explosive composition
which is separately packaged for storage or transportation is hazard classified
according to the scheme depicted in Figure 1. This system is based on recom-
mendations of the United Nations Organization which establish nine classes of
dangerous goods. All explosives and ammunition items containing explosives
fall into Class 1. Within Class 1 there are five divisions as follows:

a. Division 1 incl~des mass detonating items and materials. All items
in a stack of such materials would be expected to detonate almost simultaneously
upon the detonation of a single item within the stack. Blast overpressure is
a predominant damage mechanism associated with the detonation of these items.
The primary fragment and debris hazards may also be severe.

b. Items which detonate progzessively over a period of time when involved
in a fire fall into division 2. Since only a relatively small amount of
explosive would be involved in a single detonation, the blast hazard extends
only to short distances from the stack. The hazard from primary fragments is
significant, and during a fire, hazardous fragment densities (more than 1
fragment possessing 58 ft-lb kinetic energy or more per 600 ft 2 ) may be
experiencec- at considerable distances from the site of the fire.

c. Division 3 material presents a mass fire hazard. There is little or
no chance that a fire involving such materials could be extinguished prior to
the consumption of all the items in division 3. Container pressure ruptures
may occur, and firebrands may be projected causing secondary fires or injuries.

d. Division 4 materials may present a moderate fire hazard in storage,
and a prudent separation between buildings containing such materials is required
to limit the spread of fire.

e. Division 5 materials are vety insensitive explosives. Several candidate
materials are under study by DOD, and relaxed siting criteria may be accepted
in the future. Currently these materials are considered the same as class 1,
division 1, compatibility group D.

-1 827 _-I



2. In addition to a division designation, items in divisions 1 and 3 may be
assigned hazardous fragment distances, when test data warrant, indicating
minimum allowable separations in hundreds of feet, independent of quantity,
to certain exposures where personnel may be congregated without the benefit
of protective construction. Such exposures include installation boundaries.
administrative areas, and other areas as iisted in paragraph 5-2F2, DOD
5154.45. Hazardous fragment distances are indicated for all items in
division 2.

3. Each explosive and ammunition item is also assigned to one of 12 storage
compatibility groups, indicated by an alphabetic character.

4. The US Department of Transportation (DOT) has not adopted the UNO recom-
mendations. In addition to the division, compatibility group, and fragment
distance determinations, a DOT class, shipping name, and label must be assigned.
Items in U[N divisions 1 and 2 are normally DOT Class A. Items in UN division
3 are normally DOT Class B. DOT also uses a Class C which includes certain
small items containing limited quantities of Class A or B materials.

DETERMINATION OF CLASSIFICATIONS

1. The final classification for explosives and ammunition are normally
determined by testing the items as packaged for storage or transportation.
The testing scheme is described in TB 700-2 and is graphically portrayed
in Figure 2.

2. Single package tests may be performed if the package contains more than
one article, or if no significant effects are expected outside the shipping
container of a single article. A central item in the package is caused to
function using its internal source of initiation. Tf there are no significant
effects external to the shipping container, stack ýetonation testing is not
necessary. "ETC" refers to explosion of essentially the total contents of
the package. "NETC" means the opposite. This test is normally performed
three times, or until ETC occurs.

3. The stack detonation propagation test is performed with a stack of five
shipping containers under confinement. A central item in the stack is
initiated. This test is also performed three times, or until ETC occurs.

4. The external fire test is normally performed with a stack of five
packages, without confinement-, and is instrumented for fragment collection.
Assignment of an item to division 2, 3, or 4 depends on a qualitative
assessment- of the effects as well as additional testing, as necessary, for
thermal effects and firebrand projection.

5. Items are considered compatible if the probability and potential severity
of an accident involving a-quantity of these items in mixed -torage is not
significantly greater than the probability and potential severity of an

V accident involving a similar quantity-of any one of the items. Assignment of

-828
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an explosive composition or article to a storage compatibility group is based on
a comparison of the item's configuration, function, and test results to quali-
tative definitions summarized in Figure 3. Limited mixed storage of items in
different compatibility groups is permitted as shown in Figure 4. Two points
regarding compatibility group definitions deserve emphasis:

a. The designation "without its own means of initiation" does not nean that
an initiating device must not be packaged with the explosive article. If fuzes
or initiating devices have multiple safety features (usually consisting of an
out-of-line explosive train and safety and arming features requiring launch or
firing stimuli to arm) may be packaged with or assembled to high explosive items
that still qualify for aasignment to group D or E.

b. Testing is a prerequisite for assignment of an item to division 4,
compatibility group S. Normally this will consist of a single package test
and external fire test. Only if function testing of a single item shows no
explosive effects external to the item itself (as with certain explosive cable
cutters, thermal batteries, etc.) can assignment to group S be made without
package tests.
6. The classifications obtained thi ugh application of the criteria discussed

to this point apply only to items and materials in approved packaging for
storage and transportation. The siting.of an operation involving unpackaged

items must be based on an appropriate in-process classification which reflects
the hazards of that spe-ific operation. Hence, two operations involving the
same explosive material may be classified differently depending on the explosive
effects possible. For example, one operation involving a small quantity of
unconfined propellanL =ay be sited based upon division 3 criteria, whereas
another operation involving a larger quantity of the material in a confined
state may be sited based on division 1 criteria because of a potential transition
from burning to detonation.

7. Within DARCOM, organizations sponsoring the development of or first adopting
a new explosive item are responsible for planning and conducting hazard classifi-
cation testing. Technical reviews of test plans and test results are accomplished
at the DARCOM Field Safety Activity. Proposed final classifications are
formulated and coordinated with the other services prior to forwarding the
final classification to DDESB through the DARCOM Headquarters Safety Office.
When conflicts can not be resolved among the services, the matter may be referred
"directly to DDESB for resolution. Upon DDESB approval of a final classification,
the Field Safety Activity will notify the originator and will code a computer
input for the new tri-service Joint Hazard Classification System. This computer
data base will serve as a single authoritative source of classification data
for all end and resupply items. The review process is depicted graphically in
Figure 6.

i
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SITE SELECTION AND NEW FACILITY 0ONSTRUCMION

I. In addition to its role in hazard classification, the DARCDM Field Safety
Activity exercises final Army safety approval authority for new construction
and major modification of explosives facilities, and for inert facilities or
activities which might be exposed to explosives hazards if not properly located.
Approval of a facility is normally obtained by DARCOM elements via two sub-
missions, these being a preliminary site plan submission and a final safety
review submission, as depicted in Figures 7 through 9.

2. Several basic explosive safety concepts and two criteria recently proMiul-
gated by DDESB are of fundamental interest in the siting of new explosives
operations. These concepts can best be understood in terms of the accidental
explosion environment depicted in Figure 10. Protection from explosive effects
can be accomplished by physical separation, protective construction, or a
combination of the two. The exact nature of the protection depends on the
hazard characteristics of the explosives which may accidentally react (as
reflected by the hazard classification), additional testing or analysis, and
the degree of protection desired (as reflected by the type of acceptor exposure
under consideration).

3. Interim Change 2 to DOD 5154.4S, 23 June 1980, prescribes allowable blast
overpressure exposures for various types of acceptor facilities and operations,
and lists the damage levels and types of injuries expected. Since the distance
from a detonation of division 1 material at which a given blast overpressure
would be experienced varies nearly proportionally with the cube root of the net
explosive weight (NEW), the distance at which a predictable blast effect is
expected can be expressed, without reference to quantik-y, as a value of K in
the relationship shown in Pigure 11. Where division I naterials are processed,
specific facility siting requirements are determined by selecting the greater of:

a. The hazardous fragment distance, if the exposure is of the type listed
in paragraph 5-2F2, DOD 5154.4S (installation boundaries, administrative and
housing areas, etc.).

b. The applicable distance based on the blast overpressure hazardv

4. It is necessary to qualify Figure 11 in that the nomenclature traditionally
associated with the distances defined by the various values of K may be mis-
leading. Specifically, the siting of successive operations in a production
line-is permitted at K=9, and barricading against low angle, high velocity
fragments is required. Siting these exposures at K=18, or "unbarricaded intra-
line distance", without intervening barricades, has been a common practice. It
should be noted, however, that barricades or suitable protective construction
may be necessary at K=18, depending on personnel concentration, the value of
equipment exposed, and the potential effects of damage to process control
equipment.

5. In addition to earth barricades for fragment protection, common types of

protective construction include substantial dividing walls and operational
shields. These struntures are intended to afford, respectively, category 3
and category 1 protection as shown in Figure 12.
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a. Substantial Dividing Walls. For many years following World War II, a
concept prevailed to the effect that 12 :nch thick, conventionally reinforced
concrete dividing walls would prevent the "simultaneous" detonation of two
quantities of high explosives if the donor quantity did not exceed 5000 pounds.
The thinking was that the delay in propagation through the wall would produce
multiple blast waves of moderate magnitude at acceptor locations. Therefore,
multi-bay facilities with I foot concrete walls between bays were sited based
on the largest bay limit if no bay contained more than 5000 pounds. More
recent testing and experience has shown that if detonation propagation from
one bay to the next occurs, the blast waves will coalesce within a short
distance from the explosiGn site. The resulting blast overpressure will be
the same as that produced by a "simultaneous" detonation of both quantities.
Therefore, new operations in existing buildings constructed with 1 foot concrete
walls must be designed to prevent propagation, if siting is based on bay limits.
Data available to date suggest that the probability of propagation will be very
low if the largest bay limit does not exceed 425 pounds, ss depicted in Figure
13. This presumes that the materials are properly placed within the bays, and
that they are relatively insensitive (unfuzed heavy cased projectiles and the
like). If the explosives are more sensitive, the quantities may have to be
limited to amounts on the order of 250 pounds. New substantial dividing walls
are designed to prevent propagation in accordance with TM 5-1300.

b. Operational Shields. The probability of accidental initiation of
energetic material in certain operations is such that operator protection
(remote operation) is required. Again, this may be accomplished with distance
or protective construction. The distances required may be impractical, neces-
sitating the use of shields which limit operator exposure to blast to 2.3 psi,
which provide complete operator protection from fragments, and which limit
thermal exposure in accordance with MIL STD 398.

6. Since division 2 materials do not mass detonate, the distance at which a
given effect is produced is not proportional to the cube root of the NEW.
Single distances, independent of quantity, based on the fragment hazard, have
been, used for siting with respect to inhabited buildings, installation boundaries,
and similar exposures. Prior to the publication of Interim Change I to DOD
5154.4S, 27 August 1979, intraline distances for division 2 items were the same
as for division 1 items based on the NEW, (up to half of the applicable fragment
distance). These distances are shown by the bold lines on Figure 14. Interim
Change I established single distances for intraline siting, regardless of
quantity, as shown by the fine lines to the left of the K=18 curve. These
recent criteria are considerably more restrictive than the old standards.
DARCOM is in the process of assessing the impact of the new standards on site
selection and new construction plans.

4ii
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APPLICATION OF DODHAZARD CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

MINIMUM DISTANCE (TYP.)

HAZARD CLASS

DIVISION

COMPATIBILITY GP (TYP.)I SUPERSEDED CL

(18 1 1D 7

(08) 1*2 E 3,4, 5, 6

(06) 1 3 C 2

4,L S1

'vi:INSENS'ITIVE I-TENS 1REGARDED AS 1.1
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DETERMINATION OF HAZARD DIVISION

PACKAGE DESCRIPTION

I ARTICLE >1 ARTICLE UNPACKAGED
PER PACKAGE PER PACKAGE ARTICLE

I I
SIGNIFICANT HAZARD SIGNIFICANT HAZARD

NOT EXPECTED EXPECTED

PINGLE PACKAGE TEST4

NETC ETC

NO SEVERE SEVERE
EFFECTS EFFECTS

STACK DETONATION PROPAGATION TESTS

I

NETC ETC

EXTERNAL FIRE TESTS

NETC ETC

104S 1 4 1 3 1.2 1.1
Figure 2.
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COMPATIBILITY GROUPS

A - INITILATING EXPLSIVES.

B DETONATORS AND SIMILAR INITIATING DEVICES.

C BULK PROPELLANTS AND ITEMS CONTAINING PROPELLANTS
(w1 OR W/o IGNITER).

D HE & HE ITEMS (W/O PROP CHARGE & W/O MEANS OF
INITIATION).

E - HE ITEMS (W/PROP CHARGE & W/O MEANS OF INITIATION).

F - HE ITEMS (W/OR W/O PROP & W/MEANS OF INITIATION).

G FIREWORKS, ILLUMINATING INCENDIARY, SMOKE, TEAR
"NOT WATER ACTIVATED & NO WP OR FLAM LIQUID OR GEL).

H - AMMO W/EXPLOSIVES & WP OR OTHER PYRIPHORIC MATERIAL.

, • J - AMMO W/EXPLOSIVES & F!AM LIQUID OR GEL.

t!a

K A101O WIEXPLOSIVES & TOXIC CHAMICAL AGENT (LETHAL

OR INCAP).

L ITEMS NOT INCLUDED IN ABOVE GROUPS -- STORE ONLY
WITH ITEMS OF SIMILAR HAZARD.

S - AMMO PRESENTING NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARD.

-Figure 3. • =
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MIXING COMPATIBILITY
GROUPS

A B C D E F G H J K L S

A X Z Z

B Z X X

cc x z z z Ix
D Z X X

E Z __ XX
F X X

G Z X _ X
S-H X _ X

SK __ Z

L _

LsjIzIx x jx x x x x x x]

X MAY BE COMBINED IN STORAGE

Z -UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES,
MAY BE COMBINED, WITH DARCOML APPROVAL. Fr
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tt N.PROCESat CLASSIFICATION

1. CLASSIFICATION OF ITEM IN

SHIPPI NG/STORAGE CONTAI NER

DOES NOT APPLY TO UNPACKAGED

ITEM.

2. CLASSIFICATION IS SPECIFIC

TO OPERATION.

Figutre 5
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FINAL HAZARD CLASSIFICATION

FOR STORAGE TRANSPORT

CLASIFIAT ION

II JOINT HAZARD
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

CODED
INPUT

AFISC

NORTON AFB

COORDINATION DARCOM FSA CLASSIFICATION

_ CHARLESTOWN, IN

DATA & RECOM-
MENDATIONS

NAVSEA
S~WASH DC ,

WASH DC 1  DARCOM ELEMENT

Ii SPONSORING DEVELOPMENT
OR

FIRST ADOPTING FOR USE

Figure 6.
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PLANS REQUIRED FOR:

1. NEW CONSTRUCTION OF AMMO OR EXPLOSIVES FACILITIES.

2. MAJOR MODIFICATION OF SUCH FACILITIES OR ANY

MODIFICATION WHICH MIGHT INCREASE.

A. PERSONNEL EXPOSURE,

B. EXPLOSIVES QUANTITY LIMITS,

C. OTHER HAZARDS FOR WHICH FACILITY WAS

DESIGNED OR SITED.

3. INERT FACILITIES OR ACTIVITIES WHICH MIGHT BE EXPOSED

TO HAZARDS IF NOT PROPERLY LOCATED.

ý-k-

SEE-:-
IF 0 PARAGRAPH 3-6, DOD 5154.4S.

___
g; 0 PAR~AGRAPH 5-27, AMCR 385-100.

IT F~igure 7.
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SAFETY SITE PLAN SUBMISSION

REQUIRED PRIOR TO FINAL DESIGN.

FINAL SAFETY REVIEW SUBMISSION

REQUJRED PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION
A• CONTRACT AWARD OR INITIATION OF

AARMY CONSTRUCTION WORK.

Figure 8.i7
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SITE PLANS & SAFETY SUBMISSIONS

DDESB

APPROVAL 1 " D -
(IND) ~P

I & =SA

%APPROVAL 2AY %N% )
(IND) %I2 CYSC "uu

msc I

A.SUBMISSION ' CORRESPONDENCE
" 3 CYS CF

L INSTALLATION
S SAFETY OFC
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Figure 10.
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DISTANCE CATEGORIES

D K W 1/3

INHABITED BUILDING DISTANCE

K 40 (50 FOR LARGE QUANTITIES)

P so =1.2 psi

PUBLIC TRAFFIC ROUTE DISTANCE
K = 24 (30 FOR I.ARGE QUANTITIES)

Pso 2J2.3 psi

INTRALINE DISTANCE

K= 18

P so 3.5 psi

BARRICADED INTRALINE DISTANCE

K= 9

P = 11 psiso

MAGAZINE DISTANCE
K VARIES BETWEEN 1I. AND 11.

Figure 11.
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PROTECTIVYE CONSTRUCTION

CA TEGORIlES

1 PERSONNEL PROTECTION

I2 EQUIPMENT PROTECTION

3 PREVENTION OF PROPAGATION

71--

Figure 12.-
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10,000 LB FOR QD
DETERMI NATIONS

5,000 5,000
LB LB
NEW NEW

1 FOOT
RC WALL

425 LB FOR QD
DETERM4I NATIONS

425 425
LB LB
NEW NEW I

a

1 FOOT
RC WALL

5'°%i ~Figure "13. o
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INTRAL NE DISTANCES
FOR CLASS 1, DIVISIOW 2

900 (18) 1

600 (12) 1.2

W..1. 400

- ~I--

'-'(O04) 1.2- == 200

[ .4 mr-,, CD

~QUANTITY (POUNDS)--
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Small Scale Tests for Classification of Propellant for Small Calibre
Weapons Into Hazard Divisions

R. WILD

Bundesinstitut fur chem. techn. Untersuchungen (BICT)

5357 Swistta1-Heimerzheim, Germany

1. Introduction

In Germany corresponding to law, all explosives must be stored according
to their hazard division. The procedure of hazard division classification
for storage purposes is prescribed by federal regulations which are in
accordance with MiN and NATO recommendations. Following tests have to be
performed:

A. Single package test
B. Stack test with at least 5 packages
C. External fire test with I package
D. External fire test with at least 5 packages

The tests A through C must be repeated 3 times; test 1) must be performed
once.

As these tests have to be made with the original packages for storage, a
lot of test material is needed. The price for the material, e.g., for one
propellant may reach $13,000. Because of these economical constraints,
full scale tests axe not possible in all cases.

The above mentioned federal regulation allows other experiments than full
scale tests too, if an unambiguous classification is possible by these
experiments. Therefore we tried to develop laboratory tests, by means of
"which a classification of propellant, especially for small calibre weapons
should be possible.

2. Description of the Laboratory Tests

2.1 General Aspects

The main idea is to perform such laboratory tests by means of which the
burning behavior of the propellant can be characterized. Following small4
scale tests have been selected to evaluate the burning properties.

2.2 Burning Behavior in a 2" Steel Tube

In this experiment a steel tube, open on one side, with an inner diameter
of 2" is filled with propellant and is placed on the closed end. The
height of the tube is 350 mm, the thickness of the wall is 3 mm. The
density of the propellmat is its normal bulk density. A picture of the
steel tube is shown in figure 1.

840
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50 mm above the bottou of the tube, the propellant is ignited by approx-
imately 3 g of a gasiess pyrotechnic mixture consisting of 70% Pb 3 04 and
30% Si.
Three types of reaction are possible:

A. Burning of the propellant without destroying the steel tube

B. Mild explosion of the propellant tearing the steel tube into a
maximum of three large fragments (s. fig. 2)

C. Detonation of the propellant with a complete destruction of the
tube into a lot of little fragments (s. fig. 3)

2.3 Dynamic Vivacity in a Closed Vessel

In order to get an idea how the propellant reacts in a confinement, the
dynamic vivacity in a closed vessel is determined. The volume of the
vessel is 200 cm3 , the loading density is 0.1 g/cm3 , i.e., a sample of
20 g propellant is used. The propellant is ignited by I g of black
powder. The dependence of pressure on time in the vessel is measured by
a quartz gauge. The experimental arrangement is shown in figure 4.
Figure 5 shows a sketch of the pressure time history.

The dynamic vivacity is computed from following formula:

_4

where pma- means the maximum pressure and the titre derivative is taken atp 0 0.5 p max,

The data Vd is nearly independent of the loading density and of the max- I
imum pressure.

2.4 Burning Rate in a Groove

In this experiment the burning velocity in a groove is measured. The
groove is made of an angle iron, I m long. In order to avoid heating of
the metal, the groove is cooled by water. The experimental set up is

* "shown in figure 6. As probes for determining the velocity thermocouples
are used.
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3. Results

3.1 General Remarks

'From rhe results of the above described experiments groups of propellants
with similar burning characteristics were formed. With one representative
propellant of such a group ,, full scale test was performed in order to get
some sort of calibration of the laboratory tests. Together and in compar-
ison with the results of the full scale tests, all results of the small
scale experiments lead to following rules:

Propellants should be classified to hazard division 1.1 if
the steel tube is fragmented into little pieces (fig. 3)
or
in the case of double base propellant, the dynamic vivacity exceeds
1.0 (bar s)- 1 and in the case of single base propellant the dynamic
vivacity exceeds 1.3 (bar s)-I.
Propellant could be classified to hazard division 1.3 if
the steel tube is torn into a maximum of 3 large fragments (fig. 2)
and
the dynamic vivacity in the case of double base propellant is less than
1.0 (bar s)-I nd in the case of single base propellant is less than
1.3 (bar s)-1.

The burning velocity ia the groove did not yield unambiguous results.
However it could be stated that a high burning velocity (70 - 100 mm/s)
is a hint for a clapnification to division 1.1.

If the above mentioned rules do not apply, no final decision concerning
the classification can be made by these small scale tests. However, we
did this procedure with more than 50 types of propellant and only in the
case of a few flake propellants (about 10% of the total amount) difficulties
arose. In all other cases the small scale tests yield results which are =

in agreement with experience from large scale tests.

4. Summary

Small scale tests are described by means of which a classification of
propellants especially for small calibre weapons into hazard divisions
is possible.

Following measurements proved to yield useful results:

burning behaviour in an open 2" steel tube-
dynamic vivacity in a closed vessel

and in some case the burning velocity in a groove.
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fig. 1 2" Steel tube

fig. 2 Steel tube after mild explosion
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.f g. 3 Steel .cbe after detonation

•Ali

j _gnition Propellant

fig. 4 Closed vessel
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fig. 5 Sketch of pressure time history in thd vessel

I fig. 6 Experimental set up for measuring the burninig velocity
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ABSTRACT

A hazard classification procedure has been developed for in-

process propellant and explosive materials. Accident reports in

the DOD Explosive Safety Board files, hazards analyses, and exist-

ing test methods were reviewed and used as the basis for develop-

ing the preliminary structure of the procedure. The most promis-

ing tests for incorporation into the procedure were evaluated

experimentally. Evaluations were completed for local impact,

rubbing friction, local thermal, regional thermal, electrostatic

discharge, critical diameter, critical layer thickness, tube

transition, layer transition, mass explosion, mass fire, and fire

spread tests. Based on the test results the procedure was final-

ized. Before the procedure should be used, a more comprehensive

validation using sample materials with known accident histories,

and extensive scrutiny by potential users and regulatory personnel

should be accomplished.
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OVERVIEW

Department of the Army Technical Bulletin TB700-2 (Ref 1) is

the existing regulatory guide for hazard classification of explo-

sive materials. This existing procedure is for final product

explosives in transport and storage, and specifically does not

address hazards which exist "during various stages of manufacture

and assembly". Inprocess materials (those not covered by TB700-2)

exist in a wide variety of material forms (solids, powders, flakes,

grains/cylinders, strands, slurries, liquids, emulsions, vapor-air

or dust-air mixtures, etc). These materials are acted on by a

wide variety of normal and abnormal operation stimuli in a wide

variety of process operations. If an ignition occurs, the result

may be anything from a minor reaction which does not propagate,

to a massive explosion. Other hazards such as toxic gas production

also exist, but were not addressed in the work reported here. The

objective of the work presented in this paper was to develop a

procedure for inprocess propellant and explosive materials to sup-

plement the existing procedure for final products in transport and

storage. An effective hazard classification procedure for inprocess

materials should be relatively simple to accomplish but must also

address each of the factors discussed above in a realistic manner.

A procedure has been developed for hazard classification of

inprocess materials. The procedure consists of two major parts.

A sensitivity evaluation is conducted to indicate how likely an

ignition is to occur and what the probable ignition stimuli are.

Then avL effects evaluation is accomplished to identify the expect-

ed consequence and severity. The primary classification (NATO-UN

type classification) is related to the consequence and severity

of an ignition and is therefore derived from the effects evaluation.

The sensitivity evaluation then serves primarily to highlight the

urgency (or lack of urgency) for system modifications for safety

reasons. The sensitivity tests use the material in its inprocess

form and attempt to realistically simulate the inprocess stimuli

that could lead to an ignition. Some of the selected sensitivity

tests achieve this goal reasonable well, while others still require
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improvement before this procedure could be adopted as a regulatory
guide. Before the procedure can be adopted, a more comprehensive
experimental validation should be accomplished using sample mater--
ials with known accident histories. In addition, extensive
scrutiny by potential users and regulatory personnel is needed.
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APPROACH

Seven major program tasks were completed leading to the

development and preliminary validation of a hazard classification

procedure for i:iprocess propellant and explosive materials.

These were the following:

1. Survey historical accident reports

2. Survey hazard analysis engineering analyses

3. Survey existing test methods

4. Define classification procedure structure

5. Select candidate classification tests and evaluate

6. "Validate" the procedure

7. Finalize the procedure.

In the historical accident survey, relevant process plant

accident reports in the Department of Defense Explosive Safety

Board (DDESB) files were collected, reviewed, and summarized.

This was accomplished early in 1978. There were 389 incident re-

ports with identifiable causal stimuli. These are summarized in

table 1 showing the causes indicated in the reports. It should

be noted that in many cases more than one possible cause was

cited. All of the possible causes were tallied in table 1, al-

though obviously Qnly one was the actual stimulus leading to the

ignition.

In instances where a causal stimulus could be identified (for

example impact, friction, ESD, etc) the minimum stimulus energy

level could be determined from available sensitivity test data for

the chemical present. Figure 1 summarizes the stimulus energy

level ranges that were derived in this way for the total sample

(i.e., all process operations). Similar information was also de-

rived for many of the individual process operations, These energy

levels represent the minimum stimulus energy level that had to be

present in order to result in an ignition, and this information is
useful in interpreting the significance of sensitivity test results.
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Note: Numbers shown are the mean, and the
plus minus one standard deviation
values

Impac t

7.26S- 3. 81 1043. 81 4 .o1!,
a = 3.45 0.36m2 7.26 x i 2

Friction

4.23
S2.48 

- 2.48 x 108 -2 4.23 x 108 V
a - 1.75 ,73 m m2

ESD

P4.37 7 joules
=1.06 1.06 joules

a = 3.32 -2.26

Thermal (not runaway reactions)

S328 432
a 105 • 328 OC 4320C

223

ITPingement
- 1.52 

2 mi
4 152 152 113i

Fig I Total sample categorized by stimulus only
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Engineering analyses (generally simple calculations' estimat-
ing inprocess stimulus potential energies) that were conducted in

support of hazards analyses were also reviewed as a check and

supplement to the historical information. The combined historical
and hazard analysis data provided the following information to
varying extents for each process operation: (I) possible stimulus

types, (2) corresponding stimulus energy levels, (3) possible con-
sequences, and (4) possible severities of the consequences.

To determine what test methods already existed and were pos-
sibly useful in classifying inprocess materials, a survey of past

and current tests was conducted, A tremendous variety of test

methods exists. Each laboratory uses its own special purpose

tests and versions of the more standard tests. The survey of tests
was certainly not all inclusive, but it is felt that the survey

was representative of tests with potential application to hazard
classification. The entire listing of tests surveyed will not be

presented here, but the tests covered can be categorized under

(1) small scale impact, (2) impingement, (3) container penetration,

(4) regional impact (eg container drop, SUSAN, and Flyer plate tests),

(5) shock wave sensitivity, (6) small fragment impacts, (7) rubbing

friction, (8) electrostatic discharge, (9) localized thermal, (10)
regional thermal, (11) critical size for developing or sustaining I

a detonation, (12) mass explosion tests, (13) fragment evaluations, I

and (14) fire effects. From the extensive list of candidate test
methods, twelve tests were selected as being most promising for

application to hazard classification of inprocess materials, and

these were evaluated experimentally using four sample materials:

3M26 paste (0.829 gm/cm -mixing operation)
3_MI strands (0.45 gm/cm -extrusion process)
3_XM30 pellets (0.838 gm/cm -drying operation)

RDX slurry* (1.114 gm/cm- conveying operation)

M* Te RDX was used as received, rather than mixed with water to
m• obtain the true inprocess composition.
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Fnr local impact, a modified Bureau of Mines drop weight apparatus
Was used to provide the impact energy. The sample holder was

modified as shown in figure 2 in order to accomodate the sample in
its inprocess form (unaltered for the test). In addition the

sample holder provided sample material beyond the impact location

so that a positive reaction could be indicated by the propogation

of reaction away from the impact point.

For rubbing friction, a strip friction apparatus was evaluat-

ed at first. Although this was simple to use, it was difficult to

quantify the stimulus, for example in terms of power per unit area.

Therefore, the design shown in figure 2 was adopted from a Thiokol

apparatus (Ref 2). This type of rotary friction apparatus provides

a measure of the frictional power per unit contact area by means of

rotational speed and torque data. The friction test evaluated

during this program gave promising results but exhibited a construct-

ion material deterioration problem. Thus some additional work

would be required before using the meLhod as a requirement for

hazard classification.

For impingement ignition, the technique described in the exist-

ing TB700-2 procedure was considered to be sound, and no additional

experimental evaluation was necessary. This test is illustrated in

figure 2.

For thermal ignition, two types of tests were evaluated. For

ignition due to increasing the temperature of a large volume of

material, differential scanning calorimetry was selected. The

temperature at which the onset of an exotherm occurs is taken as the

critical temperature for ignition. For localized thermal stimuli,

a small metal ball was heated in an electric furnace to a predeter-

mined temperature and then dropped onto the sample material (see

figure 2 for an illustration of the apparatus).
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For electrostatic discharge (ESD), the tests that were evalu-

ated consist of two types. First, tests must be conducted to

estimate the charge relaxation time. This is an indicator of the

material's susceptability to charging within itself. To deter-

mine the charge relaxation time, the material's permLttivity e

and conductivity a were measured as functions of applied alternat-

ing voltage frequency. The test data were extrapolated to the zero

frequency (steady state) values and the ratio of c to a was taken

as the relaxation time.

The second part of the ESD evaluation was the determination

of the minimum discharge energy for ignition. This test was ac-

complished by discharging a capacitor across electrodes positioned

within or on the surface of the sample material. To compute the

discharge energy, records of current and voltage directly across

the electrodes were used so that losses elsewhere in the system

would not distort interpretation of the results.

The tests described above were all related to the likelihood

of ar ignition occurring. Therefore, they comprise what formed

the sensitivity evaluation in the hazard classification procedure.

Two additional issues must be resolved in classifying a material

with respect to hazards. These are "what is the consequence of an

ignition?" (type of event) and "how severe will the consequence

be?". To help identify the type of event, a number of screening

tests were considered. These were basically of two types. The

first type evaluated whether a detonation can propogate in a con-

tainer of the size and confinement that the actual process vessel

provides. For materials in bulk configurations, the "critical

diameter" test was considered, whereas for materials in layer con-

figurations, the "critical layer thickness" test was evaluated (see

figure 3).
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The seconc- type of screening test evaluated whether a detonat-

ion could develop given that an ignition results in a burn (i.e.,

transition from deflagration to detonation). Thf.e two tests used

for this case (see figure 3) were the "tube transition" and "layer

transition" tests. The onset of detonation was sensed using steel

cased continuous velocity probes.

Finally, in order to determine the severity of an event, four

effects tests were evaluated experimentally. These are illustrated

in figure 4. For mass explosions, the w- .erial was loaded into a

hemispherical steel shell and detonated. Uir blast overpressure

versus time was measured at several radiA` distances to determine

TNT equivalency. Naturally, geometric scaling of actual process

vessel configurations would yield more accurate near field results

and would be preferred over the idealized hemispherical geometry,

if such data were available.

If the material is likely to burn in an open topped container,

the mass fire test is relevant. Here the sample is weighed as it

burns using a lever arm arrangement. The flame envelope (height

and width) are doctmanted by movie or video coverage. Radiant

heat flux emitted at 3.0 meters i, also measured.

For materials in layers, the flame propogation speed is of

concern with respect to the adequacy of the detection-deluge system.

In the fire sprea, test, the flame speed versus distance is measured

in addition to the flame height, flame width, and the radiant heat

emitted.

For materials that are actually dust suspensions inside of

closed containers, r Hartmann apparatus (Ref 3) is suggested.

The Bartneckt apparatis (Ref 4) would be preferable to the. Hartmann

due to its larger volume and more accurate results, but the

Hartmann is more widely available at the present time.
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SUMMARY CF THE PROCEDURE

The resultant hazard classification procedure is summarized

in figure 5. First the sensitivity evaluation is conducted.

This consists of conducting those sensitivity tests that simulate

stimuli that could be present, either under normal or abnormal

conditions, in the specific operation being evaluated. For example,

if the milling operation is being evaluated, tests for local impact,

impingement, rubbing friction, regiGnal thermal and local thermal

stimuli would be required. A melt pour operation would require a

different set of sensitivity tests. Each sensitivity test deter-

mines the amount of stimulus energy (or energy related quantity)

that will result in an ignition of the material 507% of the time.

This ignition energy is then compared to the inprocess energy as

determined for the specific process operation from the historical

data and hazards analyses. The ratio of these energies is denoted

the safety factor, SF.

SF = ignition energy

in"rocess energy

The lowest of the derived safety factors from all of the required

sensitivity tests is the material's overall safety factor. In the

sensitivity evaluation, if the safety factor is greater than 3,

the material is classified as "insensitive". If it is less than 3,

the material is "sensitive".

Insensitive materials are exposed to an open flame for a

specified period of time. If no reaction is observed, these mat-

erials are immediately put into Class 1.5 "very insensitive", and

the classification process is completed. in all other caies, the
screening tests for the effects evaluation are required. I

t- The screening tests consist of "critical diameter" and "tube
transition" tests for materials in bulk configurations and
'critical layer thickness" and "layer transition" tests for mat-

W erials in layer configurations. Materials in the form of a sus-

pension do not require screening tests. For these materials, the

cloud explosion test is required.
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Based on the results of the screening tests and the process
vessel configuration, the most probable type of consequence isinferred using conservative logic. The logic for making thisdetermination is presented in figure 6. The results of the re-quired effects tests are then used to classify the material in aclassification quite similar to the NATO-UN scheme for final pro-ducts in transport and storage. The meaning of the differ-ent classifications is not exactly the same as the NATO-UN Systembecause we are concerned with inprocess materials during manufact-ure, rather than end items during transport and storage situations.Table 2 compares the NATO-UN System with the classes derived for

inprocess materials.
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TAHJATS NEXT?

As mentioned earlier, the procedure described in this paper

still requires several refinements before it can be applied as a

regulatory guide. First, the procedure must be reviewed in detail

by the DDESB personnel and potential users. In addition, a more

comprehensive validation of the procedure should be accomplished

using sample materials with known accident histories. Based on

these actions, the procedure should be refined and incorporated

as a supplement to TB700-2. In order to best utilize the proced-

ure, a guide should be developed that describes requirements for

safe handling of materials that are in each class. The guide

should also describe techniques for determining safe sepazation

distances between buildings, if not also between containers within

a bu--lding, for materials in each class. Naturally, periodic up-

dating of the procedure is imperative in order to incorporate new

developments and better understanding of the hazards in process

plants.

QI8
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